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oped by Peace 'Corps Violunteerti_their bb-=Ibitkett, and their
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find them useful. Training- guides, curricula, lesson plans,
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Some are reprinted "as is"; othert provide a source of field.
based information -for the production of manuals or for re-
search in particular prograffi areas. _Materials that you_sub,
mdt to -the Informatibh Collection & Exchange thus become
part of the Peace Cbtps' larger contribution to development.

Informatibn abott ICE publications and services is available

thrbUgh:

Peace Corps
Information Collection & Exchange
Office of Program Development
806 Connecticut Avenue; N;W;
washingtoru D.C. 20526

Add your experience to the ICE Resource Center. Send ma-

te.rials that you've prepared so that we can Share them

with others working in the development field. Your tech-

nical insights serve as the basis for the generation of

ICE manuals; reprints and resource packett, and

ensure that ICE is providing the Trost Updated, innovative

problem-solving techniques and itfotffiation available to

you and your fellow development workers.

Peace Corps
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PREFACE

This manual represents a component of a pilot training

program in beekeeping, undertaken by CHP International, Inc.

Under Peace Corps' Contract 282-1011;

We believe that our involvetent has produced a valuable_and

adaptable training tool- However, the manual must continue

to be tested, evaluated and modified in order to __reflect

changing needs and circumstances. It it our hOPe_that you
will contribute to that process and that you Will help make

the manual more appropriate and useful during future training

programs. If you have observations or suggestions about the

contents, methodt or approach included in the manual, please

contact the authOrs at the offices of CHP International, Inc;
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INTRODUCTION

This manual provides a guide for thoae who are helping future
Peace Corps Volunteers_to acquire basic beekeeping__
The program is_designed to help_ Trainees develop the skills
they will need to _work and live in another culture as

beekeeping extensibnistt. This isa skills training program:.
thus; some further in-country training or orientation is

presumed.

The_emphasis of the program is on equipping future Volunteers
with_the skills necessary to promote appropriate beekeeping
development. This is a creative process that requires
individuala_to_take an active role in identifying their own
needs and finding appopriate and sustainable ways to meet
them. The program outlined in this manual, creates a model of
this process of development by encouraging Trainees to become
actively involved in the design and implementation of their
progreM. Trainees are urged to cooperate with others- and
identify and use .the talents and resources available within
the group. They practice skills that help to mofivate_oherS
toward self-reliance; The emphasis placed on developing and
reinforcing these skills reflects Peace Corps' belief that
beekeeping expertise is valuable only when it is balanced
with other qualities.-

The approach tC training used in this program is based on the
principles of non-formal education and is designed to strike
a balance between structured learning and independent
discovery; By using the sessions, resources and methods
outlined in this manual; Trainees will develop a working
knowledge of beekeepingi as well as skills for applying that
-knowledge in a meaningful way.

The progrm is divided into fifty -two sessions which occur
over a six-week_ period. Each session consists of a aeries of
activities designed to meet- specific training objectives.
These objectives reflect- the fundament;ill themes of the

training program, These themes illustrate the connection and
interdependence between beekeeping skills and other skills
which are needed to live and 'function effectively as a

development worker. The program themes include:

Beekeeping

Cross-Cultural Adaptation

Basic Communication Processes

Volunteer Personal Support

Health and Nutrition

The Role of the Volunteer in Development

11



HOW TO USE THE MANUAL

A thorough understanding of this manual is important in order
to effectively implement the program. Included below are
some guidelines and explanations to help in using the manual:

The Six-Weefr. Training Schedule indicates the overall
design of the program and the sequence of sessions_. Use
it as a reference in_ developing a specific schedule
which meets the needs of the particular training
situation.

Sessionsfollow a consistent format which is Jcitiefly
explained_ _on the_ following page._ Be certain to read
sessions thoroughly in _advance. There are_often several
purposes to each_ session; for_ example,_ the_ 1procedures
may be designed to meet a_beekeeping objective and at
the same_ time, provide Trained's_ with practice'in_group
problem-solving or communication skills. It is
important to study and understand the multi-tiered
design of each session befbre presenting it

. A family live-in which starts the first day of the
program is an integral part of Trainees' adaptation to a
new culture. Use this experience to involve the
community and its members irk relevant aspects of the
training.

The training program is designed to be responsive to a
varAety of training situations; Generally, sessions are
designed to accommodate approximately twenty Trainees;
If there are significantly more or fewer Trainees, or if
the length of the program, is changed, some modification
of the procedures will need to _occur:: Modification and
adaptation of the materials are encouraged. BoweVer, it
is essential to strive to maintain the_integrated_nature
Of the program by consistently _providing an_adequate
balance of emphasis among the various program themes.

Training is adynamic.process_ that responds to the training
situation and to the needs of the participants. As such, any
training manual can only serve as a guideline._ The training
schedule _gives a logical_ sequence to the sessions. Many_of
the sessions are _scheduled to occur_ several' times_ during
training;_thus, both within the overall program structure:and
within the sessions themselves, there is flexibility,
allowing the program to be adapted in order to respond to any.
particular training situation.

4
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Session Format

TOTAL TIME

OVERVIEW

SESSION NUMBER

TITLE

The total time scheduled for the session.
Note in the schedule that some sessions
are broken down_ and occur as a series of

activities during training. These are
sessions on topics such as_construction,
bee management, the Bee Fair, assessment
and evaluation.

A brief statement on how the session
relates to the overall training program,
the activities in the session and the
expected outcomes.

OBJECTIVES Statements of what is expected of the
Trainees in order to successfully
complete the training program.

RESOURCES Printed materials needed for the session
or useful for background information.

= Handouts follow some sessions. Each
handout is coded to the corresponding
session; Copies of handouts _shOuld be
made in advance for distribution to the
Trainees during the session.

Attachments, which are also coded, follow
some sessions_ and are intended as
resources for the trainer.

MATERIALS Supplies and tools needed for the
session.

PROCEDURES A series of steps to follow in order to
meet the objectives of the session;

Trainer Note

O Ntitet; to _further_ explain the activities of the

session. These include such things as alternatives,
scheduling considerations, suggestions ano further
directions to the trainer;

13



SIX-WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK ONE

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

..........

FRIDAY SATURDAY
SESSIoN I:

E::taHhinj )10wrvation

Hives - ,;:-.4. 'ksource

A,.;;;ozent

(1 lii;1., i0 min.)

SESSION 2:

Introduction to Family

l!OHn

(3 }fro:, hi mln.,

include,.; lunch)

SESSION4:......

Defining Expectations

(3 hts.)

SESSION 5:

Assembling Protective

Clothing '

(5 hrs.)

SESSIA.5: (con t)

ASteMbling Protective

Clcthing

(1 hr.)

SESSION 6:

Constructing KTBN's and

PEeparing the Apiary

site

(3 hrs.)

SESSION B:

AdUlt Learning and An

Introduction to Method

DeMOnstrations - Basic

Insect Anatomy
... ..... .

(4 hrs,)

SESSION 9i

Communication and

Listening Skills

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 10i

Establishing Individual

Nucs

(4 hr s.)

SESSION 12:

Introduction to

Assessment -and Selection

(2 hit:; 30 Min.)

.

SESSION 13:

Introduction to Program

Evaluation

(1 hr., 30 min.)

:-:USA

Thilkm: Sltp

1:Ive:A.r.:atton

i.' h!-:,1

SE:,:',1c.0 1: (cm't)

,ibli.,;i)ln: obstrvatlon

(1 in.)

...___... .

SESSION 7:

Bee Colony Cycle-

Introduction to Trainee

Facilitation

(2 ht.:(

SESSION 1 (c7:on't)

Constructing KTBP's and

Preparing the Apiary Site

(2 ht5;:)

SESSION 6: (con't)
. .....

Constructing KTBH'sand

Preparing the Apiary

Site

(4 his.)

SESSION 11:

Functional Biology of the

Polley Pee

(2 hrs.)

L.



SIXWEEK SCHEDULE WEEK TWO

.....°M.""101101=11111.Nomtarwrwamminmmilm10,46V%Olorr

MONDAY

111PMMill

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Doe ,,,anacement

(4 bi.;.;:)

'ESSION 17:

°raging

2 hrs.)

SESSION 18:

Hive d_lesign Criteria an

Swarm BoXes

(2 hrs.)

'N
: An,l CY:

(

SESSION n: (con't)._

Methdd Demonstrations I

(4 hrs.)

F.SSION 19:

ale of the Volunteer in

evelopment

4 hrs.)

SESSION22;_

Transferring Colonies

(8 hi t)

S;.SSION 14: (con't)

Eke Management Techniques

(4

SESSION 14:

(4

SFS10(J 20:

Thc. Srace and "Ty!Ts

of Hives

(2 ht:;:1

21:

Obtaining Beo

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 23:

Family Live-in AhJ4ttt

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 12: (con't)

A sessment and sei6t00'



MONDAY TUESDAY

j.SSION 26:

!warming, Supet:dnre,

and Absconding

(2 hrs.)

SESSION

CEte6 Sh-61.6k

(2 hrs.)

SIX-WEEK SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

S,EilON 29:

Vi,;ual Aids ()ueen
,

RaringPreparitinn

(4 iv.)

.1.;:q .C. (corliti SESSION 24: ;con't)

Pjf"ing

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 4:

d Nairn

Board and Swami;

(2 hH,)

SESSION 28i (con't)

C,unstructing d Swarm

Board and Swarms

(4 hrs.)

'SESSION 30:

Extractors and Solar Mix

Melters

(2 ht-S.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Dee. Management Techniques

(2 hrs:)

SESSION 3Ii

Women in Developent -

The Role of Men and Women

(4 hrs,)

FRIDAY

SESSION 24: (can't)

Queen Rearing

(4 hrs.)

WEEK THREE

SATURDAY

SESSION 32:

Mid-Program Evaluation

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 30: (con'E)

Extractors and Solar

Wax Melters

(4 hrs.)

19



SINEEK SCHEDULE WEEK FOUR

NON-DAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SESSION 30: (cor.'t)

Ex(ricturs on,i 'Alar

W5,,i, M,:lters

(B h:l.)

SESSION 14: (con t)

Bee Management Tcaniques'

(B nrs.)

SESSION 33:

Mellifcrous Plants

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 8: (can't)

Method Demon8trations II

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 24; (con t)

Queen Rearing

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (cOn't)

Bee Management

TeClinique

(2 hrs.)

.,

N

u:

H

5

H

ul

N

>

SESSION 12: (omit)

Assessment and Selection

II

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 34:

Preparation for Site

Visit Information

Gathering

(4 hrs.) .

i-..

in

-__

w

in

2u
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SIEEK SCHEDULE WEEK FIVE

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
.,....,.

,,,,,,; ;,

'ite .,'H!t l'ollow-u!'

dm: :( n,:h.;:ium;

(4 ill'.;.)

ICN 30: (can't)

Eiifract.ors drid Solar wax

Maters

(4 hrs.)

:35IO1 36:

honey .

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 31:

Other Hive Products

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 40:

Beeswax Field Trip

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 42:

Project Planninq and

Development

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 3): (c00)

Bee Fair Preparation.

(4 hrs.)

sv:(c:(i LI: H!1'1)

iit.w ,4.ci. wint!i'.

1,.:Ini,luc:i

r 1H:l

:',10N 1: (con't)

x1.1.,lco, ,11A '4ola:

40 MPIH!

(:' Hi ::: )

,,EsstoN 14: (con's)

liyi: Mandgement Techniques

(4 )irs.)

SESSION .3Hi

Anaphviauti, sx,ck

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 49:

Intro6uction t,he Yko

Fair

(2 hr:. I

qt.(10 41:

Bees and Trees

(4 hrs.)

'.4.,t0,i 41:

Creamed Hunt": and Reswa.

P.rduct.s

(4 hrs.)

.

,..,

2u1'



S1X-WEEK SCHEDULE
WEEK SIX

MONDAY TUESDAY

11Nommsalliiir sOmasaaw

);',

InLrnductinn to FinJI
.....

As dlynt.

(1-

SI,SION

cos!. AN..11',-;j: Ind

Projvct 1:viluot ion

(I hrs.)

E;',StON 42;

Insecticides ana Bee!.;

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 48;
.

Cooking
Hoqy

(5 nrs.; includes lunch)

14: (c...c.,n't)

yBou

2 tarsi. )

i4(1,

(:).
)

MINE

S4SLON 49:

Introducing Innovation -

Upectation Beyond

Training

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 39: (con't)

The Bee F-4'_r

(4-6 hrs.)

. _

SESSION 50:_

Futi.ire Training Needs

SESSION_51:_

Site Restitution

(8 nisi

SES2iON 5 ?:

Fir Program Evaluation

(4 hni:)

SESSION 12: (con't)

Final Assessment

WRCUn-- --7

(concurrent with

Session 51)

SSSTON 14: (don't)

Bee %nagement

Tchniques

(3 hrs.)

SESSI)N 39: (6661t)

Bee Fair Frey, qtior

(4 fir)

SESSION 39:_(con'L)`

Bte Fair Plluation

(2 hm)





SESSION I

ESTABLISHING OBSERVATION HIVES
GROUP RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

TOTAL TIME 4 hours; 30 minutes

OVERVIEW An observation hive allbws one to view the internal
workings o a _bee_ tblbily. As such, it is an
important teething/learning tool when set up in a
conspicuous place.. Thi8 session gives the Trainees
experience in tetting_up observation hives; Since
thiS it_e group activity, the hives will provide a
focus fbt group identity during the training
program.

While_ establishing the'-observation hives; an
excellent'OppOttUnity exists for the Trainees-to
_informally_essets their own experience and skills
in_ _the apiary, as well as those of the staff.
FolloWing tile period in the apiary; time is spent
exploring (*her resourcesi interests and anxieties
which the #idividuals bring to the training ptbgtat
and to theit.4future Peace Corps work.

OBJECTIVES To get to know one another better;

To set up two observation hives.

To share entry-level skills and interests among
staff and participants.

To work in an apiary.

To identify potential uses of an observation hive
in a beekeeping program.

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

To practice active listening and interviewing
skills;

Sailda Beekeeping, pp. 16, 194-195.

-Th& agaiclit6a4i-La Handbook; p. 118.
Rime An the Honey Bkg, pp. 326-327, 461.

observation hives; nut with ripe queenedellt; sting

kit' (or adrenalin); smokers; match-et; water
sprayer; smoker fuel; water; hive tools; newsprint,
markers

27



Session 1 Page 2

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

O Prior to beginning this session, select the colonies which will
be transferred to the obserVatiOn_ hives, Because no protective
clothing will be _available _Until a_later_ session, it may be
beneficial to hive well=fed attifidial swarms into the
observation hives.

O Thiswill be the fitSt experienc:!_for many of the Traineesin
working with a bee colony._ ThUSe it is important to continually
stress the proper tethOdS_ of working with bees and the
precautions necessary to minimize stings.

O Note that the final step Of this session will occur during the
final hour of the day.

O The Whble Staff shOUld attend this session in order to get to
knoW the Ttaihee8 as well as to be a part of the resource
assessment.

Step 1: Name Game (30 minutes)

Explain _that an exercise for learning and
remembering names will follow. State the
guidelines and begin the "name game ".

Trainer Note

Any one of several games for remembering names can be employed
at this point. One game to use is as follows:

Begin by giving your name, followed by a_ word which:
describes how you are feeling at that moment and
begins with the same first letter as your name (such
as Bob Bashful, Mike Motivated, Gail Glorious).

moving,around the group, each participant then takes a turn
repeating the _Prededing_names and descriptors and adds
their name at the end of the growing list.

The game -ends when all of the participants have added their
names and have tried to repeat the list.

Tp
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0 Do the "name game" in a comfortable area as near_ to (or in) the
apiary as possible; This may stimulate beekeeping descriptors
to be added to the names;

Session I Page 3

Step Introduction to Working in the Apiary (30 minutes)

List on newsprint and post on the side_of a hiVe
the objectives of this session; Explain them ,to
the Trainees and encourage questions.

Light a smoker ana approach a hive _correctly.
Return to the group and have several Ttainees
reenact the process,

Trainer Note

0 Some participants may receive their first stings during this
work. As a precaution, Make sure that a sting kit or adrenalin
is readily available.

Step 3: Setting Up the Observation Hive
(55 minutes)

Have the entire group approach and open the
pre-selected hive;

Guide the Trainees in selecting appropriate frames
for establishing the observation hives;- Once the
hives are filled and properly assembledi discuss
the general impressions they have of this fittt
experience with a hive;

__;
Also, question the Trainees concerning the possible
uses of an observation hive in beekeeping
development work.

Since the hives will not be sited until evening,
have the Trainees protect the glass hives from the
sun and wind;



Step 4:

Step 5:

Session 1 Page 4

Introducing the ReSource Activity (10 minutes)

In a comfortable lOcation, havetheTraineesrecall
the _overall bbjettiVeS for this session. Explain
to them the overall objectives for the day;

Begin to diSCUSS theresources available within the

group by asking the Trainees to
they

any
special Skill8 and talentswhich they noted during
the observation hive activity.

Interviewing (30 minutes)

On_newsprint,.have_ the Trainees generate a list of
3-4 interview questions which will serve as a babib
for determining_ gr_oup skills and interests.
IntlUde one "feeling" item in the interview libti
fOt example: what anxieties do people have
regarding pre-service training?

Have the Trainees divide into small groups and
interview each other using the interview questions
on the newsprint;

Trainer Note

() While practicing these communication Skills, it is important to
keep the interviewing process focused on skills and interests
and not expectations. Expectations will be covered later;

Step 6: Interview Retultt (45 minutes)

Reconvene the total group. Have each Trainee
briefly summarize, on a list, the results of the
interviews.

Summarize by asking some Trainees to give their
overall impressions of the skills of the group.
Draw links among the skills available and the
interests of the group;

4n
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Step 7: Summary of the Resource Activity (10 minutes)

FOCUS_On;-the interview process by asking Trainees
to briefly describe any aspect of the process which
seemed easy, difficult, awkward or effective;

Link interviewing_ techniques and the process of

infOtthatiOh=gathering to working in a different
cultUte and to living with a host family;

Have the Ttainees take a short break and then
reconvene fbt the next session "Family Live-In";

Trainer Note

() At the end of the _day, _following Session 3i "Training Site
Investigation ", complete Step 8 of this session;

Step 8: Siting the Observation Hives (1 hour)

Have a few volunteers move the observation _hivet
from the apiary to their permanent sites, while the
others prepare those sites;

Trainer Note

1
This step is scheduled for the late afternoon, so that the bees
will have calmed down after placing the frames in the glass
hives;

5
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SESSION 2

INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY LIVE-IN

TOTALTIME 3 hours, 30 minutes

OVERVIEW The family Iivein is an excellent opportunity to
develop and use community analysis skills. It

enables Traineees to practice the skills necessary
for successful cross - cultural adaptation. The

purpose is to help Trainees to construct_

framework for the development of these skills.

This introductory session involves reviewing

logistics, meeting the families, identifying
specific skillt to be used and developing specific
goals to be accomplished.

Trainer Note

13 The set-up process for_the family live-in will take considerable
time and effort. Refer to Appendix D, "Site Selection and
Pre-Training Preparation" for further suggestions.

OBJECTIVES m TO discus8 the importance of the fathily live-in.

6 TO meet the families;

6 TO discuss feelings and initial reactions to the
families.

To begin to _identify and diSCUS8 the meaning of
contrasting cross-cultural behaviors.

To identify specific skillS Whith_Will be developed
and used during the live-in experience.

To _develop a list of personal goals for the

live-in;

RESOURCES = Handout 2A, "Behavior_ConttaSt_Study Guide"
Handout 2B, "Family LiVe=-In Roles"

MATERIALS newsprint, markers, pens, paper

32
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PROCEDURES

step Orientation and. Briefing minutes)

State the overall _objectives of the live-in and
briefly review the of this session.
Emphasize the importance of the live-_i_n as a
community evaluation tool, Review such things as
logistics; emergency procedures; transportation
needs and particular activities _going on in _the
community. Assign each Trainee to an orientator._
Distribute Handout 2Bi "Family Live-In Roles" and
briefly explain the responsibilities of the family
the orientator and the Trainee du:....ng the live-in
experience. Encourage discussion and answer any
questions the Trainees may have;

Trainer Note

0 An orientator should- be assigned to each Trainee to serve _as a
liaison With the family. Each orientator_shobld speak the local
language_ and be experienced with the local_culture._

with
is the

responsibility of the orientator to establish a rapport ith the
family pr_iOr to the arrival -of the Trainees and to facilitate
communication and- understanding between the Trainee and the
family during the live7in.

Step 2: Meeting the Families (2 hours)

Transport Trainees_ to their, assigned- families. At
the home of each familyl have the orientator
provide_ initial introductions_ and answer any
questions which arise. Ask_that each Trainee have
lunch with the family_i_ settle in and return to the
training facility on their own.

Trainer Note

41

C) if Possiblei the orientator should stay for lunch on this fitSt
day. If this is not possible; each orientator should plan to
haVe lunch with the family at least once during the live-in.

33
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Step 3: Initial Reactions and Observations (30 minutes)

When the Trainees return, have them convene in a
large Classroom_ area. Begin by informally
discussing_the fitst encounter with the families.
Stimulate discussion and sharing by asking how the
TraineeS felt when they arrivedi Also determine
what_ their _general feelings are regarding the
family and what they think the family is feeling
about theM. Distribute Handout 2A, "Behavior
COnttaSt StUdy_Guide", _and explain it. Point_but
that the_questions on the handout are provided to
help guide and promote:_ the development of

observation skills. Ask the Trainees to look Over
the questions and to briefly discuss any behaviort
Which_they_think are different from, or similat_tb,
behaviors to which they are accustomed. Explain
that they should keep -the handout for fUtUte
tefettrice during their live-in experience.

Step 4: Ctoss-Cultural Adaptation Skills (15 minutes)

Ask the Trainees
will

identify some of the specific
skills that they will_be developing and practicing

Wduting_the live-in. rite the list_on neWsprint;
Stimulate discussion and participation by

suggesting such skills as:

dealing with ambiguity-
recognizing and understanding non-verbal
communication
sharpening analytical observation techniques

Trainer Nbte

0 Be sure to save this list for future reference during Session
23i "Family Live-1n Analysis".

9
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Step 6:
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Personal Goals (15 minutes)

Abk_ each Trainee_ to_ develop a list of _personal
goals for the family live-in experience. Have them
write down:

what they want toLaccomplish and
what they feel the families want to
accomplish.

C011tet what the Trainees- have written and explain
that__these personal goals_ will be discussed in
detail during the "Family Live-in Analysis"
session.

Summary and Conclusion (15 minutes)

Have a Trainee volunteer to review the objectives
and describe how they were met. Stimulate
discussion and encourage questions. Point out that
during the live-in experience and throughout the
program, Trainees will -be encouraged to share their
observations, concerns and feelings about this
important aspect of the training program;

35
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HANDOUT 2A

BEHAVIOR CONTRAST STUDY GUIDE

The following -list constitutes some areas which you_might want to
examine in your daily interaction with your family during and
after the live-in; Some of the issues will be_considered directly
during training, others can be discussed as they become relevant
to you.

This is provided as a guide for you in _considering cross-cultural
differences and similarities between life in your host country and
life in the United States;

1; Dress - how, in what roles, occasions?

2; Eating - how, with whom?

3; Joking with, whOM, hOWJ is _laughter or giggling
accepted: by men women; when; what does it mean?

4; Respect how, to WhOM; frbt whom; on what occasions?
where?

5; Where to go and not to go; when?

6; Subjects to discuss not to discuss;

7; V-cidabdit'Y = what i8 acceptable; where; when; with whom?

8; Eye contact when is it permissible? required?

9. Physical- proximity what is allowed? accepted?
required?

10. Physical stance or posture what does it communicate?
what is preferred?

11. Use of hands how? what signals are given?

12. Physical contact where, with whom, how?

13. Display of affection - hoW, when, with whom?

14. Display of emotion - anger, embarrassment, tears.

15. Taking precedence over others who, when, why?

16. Punctuality - how late is late; social, business?

11
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17. Honesty - personal, institutional?

18. Dependability personal, institutional?

19.. Blowing one's nose?

20. Taking off one's shoes when, where?

21. Who associates with whom, where?

22. Sex - how seen by young, bidet generation; men, women,
role in society.?

23. Friendship given_ by WhOMi When; intensity;
responsibility; expectations; manifestations?

24. Hospitality = meaning;- invitations to a home;
introductions to the family; which MeMbekS; when, how?

25. The _good life - how is it defined; hOW adhieVed; by
whom?

26. Privacy - when_aflowed, encouraged; reading or thinking,
why discouraged, meaning of being alone.

27; Drinking when, where, why, with whom; hOW much?

28. Work-leisUre = attitude8 toward; value of.

29. Age, childhood = attitudes toward, value toward;
allowances for, respect for.

30. Discipline and authority from whom to whom; when; for
what reasons?

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Please add others which you feel are important;

37
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Handout 28

FAMILY LIVEIN ROLES

The Trainee's ResponsibIllt1,10-g

Respect the norms of your house regarding hours, manners,
customs and respect.

Use your orientator as a resource.

Eat what ,tne family. .eats_without:demanding_special treatment;
you are a member of the family, not a boarder.

Practice_what you have learned of the local language with
your faMily.

Use the family as a resource with respect to your learning
about the culture.

Share your points of view and opinions with the family.

Attempt_ to_ resolve your own problems before sharing them with
your orientator.

_
S Give a positive image of North Americans and Peace Corps.

Maintain open lines of communication with your family and
your orientator;

Accompany your family, when you are invited.

Integrate yourself into your family as much as possible.

Be conscious of the amount of time you spend with your
family, the culture end the language.

13
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The 'Family'AL Responsibilities

Treat your Trainee as if he or,she were another member
your family:

serve him or her the same type of food that your family
normally eats.

look out for his or her health and well -bein

Help your Trainee improve his or her local language:

demonstrate patience and understanding.

correct them -don't let them speak like Tarzan.

- dedicate (all members of _the family) thirty minutes to
an hour as a Minimum per day to conversing with them.

= help them to practice talks and demonstrations.

Attend Training Center activities.

Communicate with your Trainee and the orientator:

- be sincere with them; communicate with them anytime you
feel concerned.

expect your Trainee to respect the norMs of your family
regarding hours,.manners, customs and respect;

Include your Trainee in the everyday activities of your
family.

Be a source of information regarding the beliefs, customs and
norms of your country;

Our goal is that you and your Trainee have a pleasant
experience; We'ask that you be families and not hosts, that
you cooperate and collaborate and that you are not unduly
inconvenienced;

39
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211g ems R

Visit yourhouse befcite the Trainee arrives;

Review, with the family the 'responsibilities and

expectations Of each of the three parties involved
family, thd4orientatot and the Trainee:

= the

Take the Trainee to the faMily and have lunch With them
fitSt day. or at some time during the training program.

the

Get to know-each other_ better by doing something planned
together.

Maintain open lines of communication_ with the Trainee
throughout ttaining; this should be founded on your interest
in his or her well -being and progress in training.

Make periodic visits to the family, aimed'at helping your
Trainee to adapt to the culture. Each visit must be followed
by a conversation between you and your Trainee.

Make a habit of speaking infatMally with your Ttainee, as

frequently as possible, making but-6 to speak with him or her
prior to visiting the family:

Maintain rapport by Shatinq your observations and comments;
both positive and negative.- Concerns should be shated, fitSt
with the Trainee_tti seek alternative solutions, and then only
with the person in charge of the groupi if solutions are not

forthcoming.
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SESSION 3

TRAINING SITE INVESTIGATION

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Throughout thi first day, Trainees have been
Observing and 4acquiring information_ about the new
environment Of , the training site and the

surrounding dommunity; This session provides
Trainees with the opportunity_ to familiarize
themselves with the basic facilitieS in_and around
the training site, while further practicing_ their
observation and information gathering skills.
Trainees work in groups to plan and implement a
strategy for investigating the training_site. . They
then share the results of this investigation with
the entire group.

OBJECTIVES -44 To plan and carry oat an information-gathering
strategy.

To identify essential support facilities at the

training site.

To practice sharing information with others.

To discuss the importance of observation and
information=gatheting Skills in the role of a Peace
Corps Volunteer.

To summarize and_btiefly evaluate the results of
the first day of training.

RESOURCES A pap of the;training site.

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

markers, newsprint

Trainer Note

0 Before the Session, diaw a large map of the training site and
the immediate surrounding area, on newsprint (see Step 1). The

map- should be without any labels or names of places, other than

cardinal directions. It should be large enough to be divided
into three "sections" such that each section contains several
important buildings, roads, facilities or landmarks.

17
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Step 1: Information-Gathering (50 minutes)

Briefly explain the objectives and outline the
procedures of the session. Post the map of the
training site and divide the group into three
"investigation teams". Assign each team a section
of the, training site map and have them:

develop a list of information they wish to
obtain in the investigation of their section;
plan a strategy for gathering the desired
information;
carry out the information-gathering strategy;
and
prepare an effective way of presenting the
information to the rest of the group.

Step 2: Information Sharing and Presentations (50 minutes)

Reconvene the group and haye each team present the
results of its information-gathering activity.
Encourage questions from among all the Trainees as
each _group makes its presentation. Following the
presentations, have the group discuss the role of
observation skills and information-gathering in
their future work as Peace Corps Volunteers.
Mention that, later in the program, they will have
the opportunity to design and implement an in-depth
community analysis (see Session 34, "Preparation
for Site Visit").

42
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Trainer Note

() In addition to providing practice in observation;

informatiOn-gathering_ and _information -sharing; this session is

Also designed to help Trainees_ familiarize themselves with the

basic logistical support facilities at the training site and in

the surrounding area Be sure_ that; in the course of the

presentatiOnsi adequate information is shared regarding such

basics as:

how mail is received and sent

== location and use of medical facilities
available transportation
location of classrooms.

Step 3: Conclusion and Evaluation (20 minutes)

Conclude the activity by asking__the Trainees to

refledt upon and describe what they have learned

during this first__ day of training. _Ask them to

identify and discuss those _activities
were

were

particularly-- effective and_thtiSd which were rot so

effedtiVe. Have them provide specific suggestionS

for improvement; Point out that, throughout the

program, Trainees will be__ asked to evalUate

sessions and to provide _feedback regarding their

deSigh. Explain that feedback will be discussei in

r<< re_ detail during the up- coming "Expectations"

session.

19
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TOTAL TIME

) OVERVIEW

SESSION 4

DEFINING EXPECTATIONS

3 hours

Many expectations need to be considered in any
training program. Trainees enter the program with

their personal expectations and there are
expectations on the part of the training Staff, of
the host country and of Peace Corps. It is

important that everyone "buys into" the program and

evaluates how it meets their particular needs. In

this session; trainers and Traineet have the
opportunity to clarify their expectations of one
another and to make modificationt as they are

appropriate.

OBJECTIVES To identify and discuss the major themes of the
program;

To list and clarify Trainee and staff expectations
of the program;

41, To review and explain the program schedule;

RESOURCES copies of the manual introduction for all Trainees
copies_of_the program Schedule_for all Trainees
Appendix Ai "Training Pro-gram Objectives"

MATERIALS newsprint and markets

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

0 The entire training staff should participate in this Session in
order to develop a list of their expectations, of the program.

Step 1: Training Themes (30 minutes)

Explain the objectives of the session_ and briefly
review the procedures. Have the Trainees
brainstorm a list of what they consider to be the
major themes of the program. Write the list on
newsprint and discuss the meaning and significance
of each theme.
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Stimulate discussion and_help to focus this list by
suggesting a couple of the themes discussed -in the
introduction to the manual (e.g., technical Skill'
building, nutrition, health and communication
skills) .

Step 2: Defining Expectations (50 minutes)

Have Trainees form_ small groups in which they
discuss their expectations of the_ _program. Each
group should write on newsprint _their five most
important expectations. Point out that they_will
need to focus their expectations_around the themes
identified in Step 1. Explain that the training
staff will meet as one group and develop a list of
their expectations as well.
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Step 3:
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_
Sharing and Clarifying Expectations
(1 hour, 10 minutes)

Reconvene the:Trainees and have each group post its

expectation list. Distribute copies of the
training program schedUle4 the manual introduction

and Appendix A, "Training Program Objectives ".

Explain that:

the manual intrOdUttitin presents an overview

of the program and an orientation to its

overall purpose
the training schedule gives the Trainees
day-by-day deSCription of the training and
the program objectives represent a list _of the

minimal behavioral _requirements necessary to

successfully cothplet the program;

Point out that sessions are designed such that Lull

and active paktiOipatiOn will, result in successful
completion of all of the objectives; Encourage
questions and diSCUSSion among the Trainees;

Review each of the posted expectation lists_ for

clarity _ and _understanding; _Identify_ those
expectatiOnS which the training will meet directly,
those_whith Will _be touched uponi those which could
be addretSed with some schedule changes and those

which mad not be met, given the practical

limitations__ of the program; In the course of

reviewing the expectation list developed by the
training staff; it is important to point out that

through-Out the program,. Trainees will be expected
to provide input regarding program design;_and that
progressively more and more _responsibility for

program design, content and deliVery will be turned
over to them;

Trainer Note

() The training staff must be flexible enough to be ready to modify

the program to meet the Trainees' reasonable expectations, if

they are to avoid presenting the Trainees with a "take it or

leave it" program;

C)In order, to make the connection between expectations and how

they will be addressed during the program,_ it is helpful_ to

refer to specific sessions that will deal with the expectatioh8

listed by the group.
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Step 4: Summary and Conclusion (30 minutes)

Conclude the session by facilitating a discussion
centered around the following questions:

Were any of your expectations changed by thiS
activity?
Was there something that you learned in this
session' that you were not expecting during
training?
Is there anything that you have heard_ about
this program that has not been discussed?

Trainer Note

0 In Addition to clarifying and defining the Trainees'
understanding of the program, this final. step helps them to
express ways in which the program may not meet some of their
needs.

Immediately following this session, select one Of the Trainees
who already has some experience working with bees as the Trainee
to prepare and facilitate Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".
Thoroughly brief the Trainee regarding the objectives and
procedures of that session.



SESSION 5

ASSEMBLING PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

TOTAL TIME 6 hours

OVERVIEW Protective clothing is _essential for a confident

beekeeper; Adequate protection will vary according
to personal preference, the type of beei the_time
of yeari_the time Of day_ and the condition of the

hive. Well-made prdteOtive clothing allows tLe

beekeeper to work effectively_ without worry._ The
veil protects the eye_and facefromthe bees;
generally it is the single piece of equipment most
often used by people working regularly with bees.

In this session, Trainees become familiar with -the

basic features of protective clothing.
Furthermore, they have the opportunity to interact
with a local tailor of seamstress in order to have
a'veiI made,

OBJECTIVES To examine desirable attributes of protective

clothing.

To acquire a bee-proof veil and hat.

To discuS8 difficulties associated with procuring
hats, veils, gloves and bee-proof suits.

To communicate and negotiate with local craftsfolk

who sew protective clothing.

To share experience and insights gained through

interaction with the local community.

RESOURCES - Small Scale Beekeeping, pp. 87-89, 202.

= mac And M. DI Beg Culture, pp. 644-645.

= Thg Hive And thg Honey Egg, p. 322.

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

veil or screening material (dark color), muslin

cloth, string, money, scissors, tape measures,

elastic (or strips of tire tube), example Of

veil, hat, gloves, bee-proof suit

Trainer Note

0 The first three steps _occur the hour before lunch. Step 4 is

scheduled so that the Trainees can leave for lunch and begin the

process of getting the veils made.

25
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Step 1: Desirable Attributes of Protective Clothing
(30 minutes)

Ask one of the Trainees to assist in this activity
by modeling various articles of protective clothing
as they are described; Elicit suggestions from the
Trainees as to what they desire for protective
clothing. As the Trainees are describing the
clothing, point out and have the model demonstrate
various important features of appropriate clothing.
Stress that comfort and dependability are the two
most essential assets in selecting personal
beekeeping apparel;

Step 2: Assigning the Tasks (15 minutes)

Explain to the Trainees that their task is to have
a veil made locally by a tailor or seamstress to
whatever specifications they desire. Also, point
out .that this is an opportunity- to buy hats4_ if
necessary.

Mention that_this activity provides the opportunity__ _ ___

for Trainees to explore the community Surrounding
the training site. Explain that in order to
promote interaction with the new community, it is
important that they have the veils made rather than
sewing the veilS themSelveS. If necessary, provide 410.
the Trainees with suggestions regarding how to
locate a local seamstress or tailor, by:

questioning people in the market place,
- providing addresses of local craftsfolk.

Explain that, if the Trainees finish early, they
should take advantage of the time to:

check on honey availability and prices,
determine other types of services available
such as carpentry shops and hardware stores
find out about the local transportation system
investigate the foods available locally
determine the availability of other beekeeping
equipment and supplies.

Step 3: Assembling Materials (15 minutes)

Have the Trainees gather the plans or materials
which they decide can best convey the desirable
attributes for their veil. Be certain that each
Trainee assembles enough material to meet their
needs.

26.
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O The materials for making the veils should be on hand and
possibly dividedinto individual packets for the Trainees to
take to the seamstress or tailor;

Step 4: Locating a Seamstress or Tailor (4 hours)

Have each Trainee locate a tailor or seamstress;
specify what clothing is needed; negotiate a price;
and pick up the finished product.

Trainer Note

0 The Trainees must have their required protective cIothing sac/IF--

as veils and hatsi for use by the morning of the third day_of
training; when they will present them to the_group (see Step 5).

1

Step 5: Presentation of Veils and Discussion (1 hour)

Ask each Trainee to demonstrate their veil to the
groupi explain -how they conveyed the_ information
and where a tailor or seamstress was located. As
the Trainees describe getting _their veils made;
havethem_share any information they obtained about
lotal beekeeping attiVities, available supplies and
any other insights into the community.
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SESSION 6

CONSTRUCTING KTBH'S AND PREPARING THE APIARY SITE

TOTAL TIME 9 hours

OVERVIEW The Kenya Top Bar Hive (KTBH) is an intermediate
technology hive; As such; it is _consistent with
the Peace Corps' philosophy of Volunteers working
as extension agents encouraging the use_of locAl
materials. In this session; each Trainee will
construct their own KTBH_ for_ use in the training
program. The Traihees will also prepare the apiary
site for their hives- This session sets the stage
for the _Trainees taking charge of the technical
aspect of their training program.

OBJECTIVES i To_di_scuss the principles of the KTBH.
.

ob To acquire/practice-carpentry skills.-

To----- construct KTBH- for the
management sessions.

To construct KTBH s using local materials; (Africa
only).

To prepare the apiary site.

To construct a dip board for making starter strips.

To work together in groups.

RESOURCES Small Scale Beekeeping, p 73=81, 109=191, 204.
Beeftepilas Iliadbook
The Beekdeperts RamihDicia

MATERIALS hammers; saws and measuring tapes (one set per
three_Trainees)

wood chisels and paint brushes (one set per six
Trainees)

wood, nails;_thin sheet metal, wire/rope, a planei
paint; pencils, a _E<TBH beeswax and starter strips;
design plans for the KTBH and a clipboard, material
for constructing benches in the apiary (concrete
blocks,_ 2x4's or posts depending on what is

available)
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PROCEDURES

Step 1: Introduction to the KTBH (30 minutes)

Present a brief history of the KTBH emphasizing its
"appropriateness" _for many beekeeping development
situations. Point out the specifiCs Of_ the KTBE
construction using a hive or _photos_ to display the
important factors. Include such factors as
modifications which allow for hanging of the KTBH
contrasted to placing on a hive stand; _the proper
angle formed by the walls and baSe; how to_make the
top bars; and short-side entrance versus long-side
entrance.

Question the Trainees why it is important_that the:
top bars be of the proper width and why the sides
of-the-hive are-inclined.

Discuss these two major principles of the KTBH and
thevarious- ideas -as- to the -location of -the-------
entrance (short side vs. long side). Encourage
Trainees to experiment with the different
locations.

In some regions where Volunteers may be working;
building KTBH's out of wood may be impractical;
Ask .Trainees to suggest alternative materials and
to _point out the advantages and disadvantages of
each. Encourage Trainees who will be going to
regions (mainly sub-Sahara Africa) where wood is an
impractical material; to experiment in building
KTBH's out of alternative materials. Depending
upon availability _and cost;- other materials may
include- bamboo1 mud -and stickst_baked.mudt cement
or 55-gallon barrels. Have the Trainees build
these hives in addition to their wooden hives
curing ensuing "Bee Management Technique" sessions.

Trainer Note

O For a training period of sixweeks, a_nucleus-sized KTBH (1/2
regular length) is sufficient.' It would be impossible for a be
8oIony to fill a full-sized KTBH in such a short period.
Thereforet a small volume is desirable to demonstrate proper
hive management techniques. However; there should be at least
one full -sized KTBH available for the group to observe:

0 The differences in sizes between the different races of bees
affects the top bar width. Resource materials can inform
Trainees of the proper dimensions for the race of bee in their
host country.
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ConStructing Individual KTBH's and a Dip Board
.(8 hours, 30 minutes)

Have each Trainee build an individual KTBH for use
during the training program Have_ one or two

Trainees who have good carpentry skills make a dip
board.

Move among the gtoups as they _are building_ the
hives andooffer suggestions or give detOnstrations
on building techniques

Trainer Note

0 Since_top bars are time-consuming to make, it may be useful to
have these made by a local cabinettaker._ Have grooves cut in
Most of the top bars,__ so that starter stripscan -be-used,__on_._
them; howeverii:leave_some_top bars without grooves _ t _sotha the_

Trainees can experiment with a line of beeswax on the top bari
lit-s117the:top-bas-are-groovedt-tbte_can_be inverted
to experiment with a line of beeswax.)

The Trainees will be_ sharitig__tools in order to build their
hives; thus, they will hatUrally_break_ into groups;_ Encourage
Trainees with good carpentry ekills to team up with those who db

not Wave such skills. ThiS will facilitate the exchange of
carpentry skills among the Whole group;

O There will probably be comments made about the lack of power
tools; Take this opportunity_ to point out that Peace Corps
Volunteers are Often frustrated in their work by laOk of

equipment and support and that learning to use available

resources is an integral part of being a successful Volunteer.
Also point out that while there may be a few problets in

constructing_a KTBH with hand tools, the task -of- constructing a
LangstrOth hiVe with such tools would be relatively complex.

O In order that the Trainees can have hees_in their colonies
before the end_of the first week of training,_ a few starter
strips should be available for them to use to start their

colonies.

C) Making more starter strips should be:,a priority for an up coming

"Bee Management Techniques" session since the starter strips
will be needed as the colonies _begin to grow. The equipment,
other than the dip board, needed to make the strips can be
assembled during this session by Trainees who have finished
building their hives and have theta sited in the apiary
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As some of the Trainees begin to finish their hives, remind all
the Trainees of the other tasks that need to be completed.
Suggest that they paint their hives such that they allow enough
time for them to dry. Those Trainees who finish'early can help
others who are slower. J

Q The up-coming "Establishing Individual Nucs" ession and ensuing
"Bee Management Techniques" sessions can be used by those
Trainees who need more time to finish constru ting their hives,

Step 3: Preparing the Apiary Site (concurrent with Step 2)

As some of the Trainees begin to finith their
KTBM's, briefly orient them to the basic principles
involved in preparing an apiary eSite. Hav them
begin preparing the site and have others join them
as they finish with their hives.

As the Trainees ark/preparing the site, ask them to
express their reasons fbr ChbOSitig the site arfd for
orienting the hiVet ih_the _way they did. Use this
information to generalize about the_ characteristics
of a gObd apiary_ site Point out that a "perfect"
site is_ rare and that a decision must be made by
maximizing the_ desirable characteristics of a site;
DiScus8 with the Trainees the methods available to
improve an apiary site.

Trainer Note

Remind the Trainees* to bring protective clothing for the
coming "Establishing Individual Nucs" session,

46,0
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SESSION 7

BEE COLONY CYCLE - INTRODUCTION TO TRAINEE FACILITATION

Trainer Note

O ThiS is the first of a series of Trainee facilitated sessions.
The transfer of skills ;and information is a primary task of_a
Peace Corps Volunteer; This series of sessions_ provides the
Trainees an opportunity to further develop communication_ skills
by independently designing and delivering a_training_actiVity.
Trainees will conduct a session and receive feedback from their
peers on the effectiveness of _the design_ and delivery of the
session. These Trainee- facilitated sessions encourage the

tot acquire and effectively present beekeeping
information.

O In addition to the objectives described in each session; this
series of sessions is designed to enable the Trainees:

To develop a list of effective training design criteria.

To develop a liSt of effective facilitation skills
criteria.

The session plans should be made available to the Trainees to
help them in their preparation. However; encourage the Trainees
to be innovative in both their session design and delivery;

Always be available as resources to help Trainees in preparing
their sessions.

0 For this first session,_ give__ a copy of the session to the
Trainee who will_ facilitate_. When:the Trainee has completed the
presentation through Step 3, continue with Steps 4 to 7, using
the Trainee's presentation as a basis for establishing the
format for session evaluation.

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

10

OVERVIEW A good understanding of the bee colony cycle and
the factors which affect it is essential for
successful beekeeping; _Overall _hive managemeht
objectives during the cycle are _the same_wherever
beekeeping is carried out. This session will
discuss the bee colony __cycle; the management
objectives during each part of the cycle_ and the
practices used toascertain the colony cycle for,thi
area. This will prepare the Trainees to adapt
their beekeeping skills to any area where they may
be working.
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OBJECTIVES

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES
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To discuss the bee colony cycle.

o To explain the effects of weather on the cycle;

To examine management objectives and schemes for
each part of the cycle.

o To discuss methods to ascertain colony growth,
available bee plant resources, and the impact of
weather patterns on the colony.

Small Scale Baahleilhg0 Chapter 4.

- -The Eiv_e And the JoiDnay Bkt, Chapters 11, 12; 16;

- -Eleekeepin in Z2Ilibilui

- -Attachment 7A, "The E88etic0 of Beekeeping"

blackbbard0 chalk, newsprint markersigraph paper,
monthly_ temperature and rainfall charts of areas
where the Ttainees will be working

Trainer Note

O The attached articlei "The Essence of Beekeeping", provides a
basic outline fbt this session;

Step

Step 2:

Introduction (5 minutes)

Introduce the sescion with the idea that the

activity in the colony changes throughout the year

and, that as a result, management objectives
change; Explain that the beekeeping _cycle is

basically the same everywhere beekeeping is carried
out;

Graphing the Cycle (30 minutes)

Draw on the TraineW --observations and experiences--
to reproduce the_population graph of the _cycle.

Introduce terminology for the bee cycle in the

languages WhiCh the Trainees will be using as

VolunteerS, Nett that the bee cycle is influenced
primatilY by rainfall patterns in the tropics,

while in temperate regions and in the subtropics,
temperatUte patterns influence the cycle. Relate

this to the flowering (nectar- producing)
characteristics of plants in these regions.
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Provide each Trainee_ with Traph paper and make
availablei on _newsprint, monthly temperature and
rainfall data for the area where the Trainees will
be working. Have the Trainees graph-the data by

months and then predict the_bee_ colony cycle on -the

graph; Relate their predictions of the yearly
growth and decline of the cOlony population to
weather, patterns in the areas where they will be
working.

Step 3: management Objectives and Schemes (30 minutes)

DiCUSS the overall management objectives for each
pcirtitin of the cycle and examine the management
practiCe-8 used to meet these objectives; Point out
that go0d beekeeping involves understanding the bee
colony cycle and carrying out management operations
at the right time.
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Step 4: Introduction to Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Explain the difference between session design and
facilitation. Br_iefly discuss_ the importance of
good training design and facilitation skills in the
role of a Peace Corps Volunteer.

Explain the format of the evaluation process for
session design _and facilitation skills. Point out
that there will be a series of Trainee-facilitated
sessions during the training program. At the end
of each of these sessions, time will be set aside
to evaluate the design of the session and the
facilitation skills used by the Trainee; As these
evaluations occur, an on-going list of session
design components and facilitation skills will be
developed; These lists will be posted permanently
in the classroom and will be referred to and
amplified throughout the program.

Step 5: Evaluation of Session Design (15 minutes)

Ask the Trainee who facilitated the session to
evaluate the design of the session, then ask the
remainder of the group for their evaluation._ Have
a Trainee begin a list, on newsprint, _Of the
components of good session design. Guide the
evaluation process with the following questions:

- What_ generalizations can be drawn regarding
the design of this session?.

- What was good about it ?_
What were some points where it could have been
improved? _ _

How might -this session be designed differently
for working with agency level personnel or
with small-scale farmers?

Step 6: Evaluation of Facilitation Skills (15 minutes)

Ask the Trainee who conducted the session to
evaluate the facilitation of the session, then ask
the remainder of the group for their evaluation;
Have a .Trainee begin_ a list, on newsprint, of
facilitation skills. Guide the evaluation process
with the following questions:

What :did the facilitator do to help the
session go smoothly?
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What_ behaviors of either the facilitator or
participants were particularly effective in
fatilitating learning? Which were not so
effettive?
Would these same behaviors be effective when
working_ with host_ country farmers, or
agency-level personnel?

Step 7: Identifying Trainee Facilitators (10 minutes)

Post, on newsprint, the following list of
Trainee-facilitated sessions and the dates they are
to occur:

Session 11 Functional Biology of the Honey Bee
Session 16 Types of Bees and the Bee-Human

Relationship
Session 17 Foraging
Session 20 The Bee Space and Types of Hives
Session 21 Obtaining Bees
Session 26 Swarming, Supersedure and Absconding
Session 28 Constructing a Swarm Board and Swarms
Session 30 Extractors and Solar Wax Melters
Session 33 Melliferous Plants
Session 36 Honey
Session 37 Other Hive Products
Session 46 Bee Diseases and Pests
Session 47 Insecticides and Bees

Briefly explain the content of each_ of these
sessions and explain that the approach used in

these sessions should be directed toward
agency-level personnel.

Ask Trainees_to volunteer to facilitate the listed
sessions and ask for a different Trainee to
volunteer to conduct the evaluation of each
session. Suggest that the same Trainee may want_to
facilitate- Session 26, "Swarming, Supersedure and
Absconding" and Session_28, "Constructing a Swarm
Board and Swarms". Also suggest that a Trainee
with good building skills facilitate Session 30,
"Extractors and Solar Wax Melters ", point out the
Session 21, "Obtaining Bees", can be facilitated
effectively_ by two people (see Trainer Note,
Session 21), and suggest that Session 33,
uMelliferous Plants" be done by a Trainee with an
interest in botany;
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Libt the names of the facilitators and evaluators
on the newsprint and leave_ it posted_ in the
classroom. Point out that less time should be
needed for evaluation during_ ensuing
Trainee - facilitated sessions as the evaluation and
feedback skills of the group improve.

Trainer Note

Fifteen minutes are scheduled at the end of each
Trainee-facilitated session. This should be sufficient to
evaluate the session using the format' described in Steps 5 and
6.
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Attachment 7A

RIMIMIMI

Beeketeping techniques

The essence of beekeeping

S. U. Jay

The intorni.nion _presented here in note form is b.ised on material used in introductory

Wines al the t ni rsitv of Manitoba, C.inada, during the past lifteen Years. It is

11010 that n \di ot a, beekeeping instructors elsenh;rc, an ,1

beekeepers in general.

A. Definition of beekeeping

Beekeeping means managing honeybee colonies in such a wav as to ;' Obtain a large

ill n1\1111111111 adull colony population to coincide with the maior hone) ,r,ect,it.

11MIS in thy. area, ,ind utilize this population to the beekeeper's greatest advantage

for storing honey and or pollinating crops:

B. Problems

Three basic problons face beekeepers world-wide csee Fig. 1':

I. thev must determine when their /Win 110110' tiOr;

ilia most Imod coIns populations in preparation for these main tion,,
1, they must decide what to do with colonies during the ror-110 reriod

In parts of the temperate regions is bees arc kept commercially Sln a Lug; scale.

there is uswilIV 111111' main honey lion., which involves a sequena ot. plant sourcc,

;Ind 1.1,if or a rely week,. Iii irop teal and subtropical regions themum hone) :101

11111111V 11 LAN t,1111V pCtio,i, lesser flows following peri4 of lighter rain. It i4 tor the

main ilon that i beekeeper must primarily prepare his olony populations. o'..ten

beginning weeks bcforeliand.

F om: Vol. 60i No. 3 1979,

pp. 140-142.

01

V

141

The more predict.i.:,:c th.. ,,.. , beek:,.per prepare
large colon) popLkitions at :hi: right 1: :0 ',"0 much ni3re difficult
to predict the timing of nuin tioAs in tropical regions than in temperate regions with

a continental climate-- for many reasons 06. i tf the world,
ekqon) populations are hunt up the m.1.1 \ 1hd achieving the peak
population dunng the main how, when it can produce maximum honey crops.

C. Some solutions to the above problems

10 deiermine her,

a Make. sun:0s to identity. the major . nes-tar. and pollen yielding plants

within _flight tango iho and these plants the bc'es

:n large

,F Make miry ovsto record the rlowc....1g r,cr:ods o! :hce plants.

Make s.,..00nal res.ords thc ,V,' n.0 kep: ,scalo,.

Study laming practices :n areas n ;thin ghu range ot the

;C.Ithil recocd. s0:1 :111;%: v

LC

r

\ ..r,:%.1.s '.; 1..

141
" ritq

I

r" 1 1 4
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2, To build up colony populations in preparation for the main flow(s), give the

following careful attention:

(a) Queenrightness and queen performance of each colony.

(b) Apiary sites.

(-c) Arrangement of colonies within apiaries.

(d) Can! of overwintered colonies in spring, and/or care and introduction

of packages of bees.

(e) Feedingmethods and types of food.

(j) Control of diseases and pests.

(g) Swarm prevention.

(h) Provision of adequate hive space for brood and for nectar.

3. To decide beWeen the following alternatives after the flow period:

(a) Ignore colonies after the nectar flow.

(b) Use surplus bees to increase the number of colonies.

(c) Kill Off colie

(d) Use bees to build combs for future use.

In temperate _regions.:

(e) Mike the iiiiiiibersof bees in colonies for wintering,

0 (f) Winter the colonies where they are, or move tham to another outdoor

sire, or. indoors,

In the tropics:

(g) Maintain colonies at reduced populations.

D. Where beekeeping is most successful

Beekeeping appears to be most successful today in parts of the world where: _

1. Large areas of bee forage are available at specificpredietable times Of year.

2. Good flying weather prevails during the honey flows.

1 Movable frams are used in hives.

4. The three problems above are recognized and dealt with:

(a) Determining when flows occur

(b) Preparing colonies for BOWS

(c) Post-flow care of colonies.

F. Final word for commercial beekeepers

One of the main objects of the commercial beekeeper ikmanaging his hives is, as

quickly as possible, to reach the stage_wher e. he can start to manage an entire apiary

as a single unit; not as a group of individual colonies. He will then be in a position

where each hive in an apiary will be ready to receive the same treatment at the same

time (feeding, supering, drug control-, queen check; etc.). This is impossible as long

as there-are-substantialpopulation-variations-orinibilancts_withinan-apiarpvhethez_
_

because some queens are poor; because bees drift afteriackages are hived or after

hives are moved out of winter quarters (ol in established apiaries); because of diseases

or pests; or because food stores are inadequate.

Attachment 7A -- Page 2
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SESSION 8

ADULT LEARNING AND AN INTRODUCTION

TO METHOD DEMONSTRATIONS BASIC INSECT ANATOMY

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW , It is imPortant to provide _Trainees_ with an
introduction to the basic methodology and_approach
to learning used in this program. By examining and
comparing two, distinct approaches to learning
about_ "Basic Insect Anatomy".,_ Tr_ainees are
introduced to the principles of adult learning and
to the experiential learning model._ _They are then
asked to use these principles in working as a group
to plan_a strategy and to develop criteria for_the
evaluation_ of their up coming method
demonstrations.

OBJECTIVES To identify the basic body parts of insects.

To discuss_how bees and other insects adapt to the'
environment.

To examine and identify the characteristics of the
approach to learning used in this program;

To list characteristics of adult learners;

To identify ways to use adult learning principles
and the experiential learning model as a Peace
Corps Volunteer.

To discuss the value of method demonstrations in
the role of a Peace Corps Volunteer.

To plan and develop criteria for evaluation of an
effective method demonstration.

To select topics for the first method
demonstrations.

RESOURCES A TZainex-'- Gulf Andmaglolgy. 214_CginglaPtz,
Experlence Abgi AJoi,i--"--t_pp. 1-10.

A fidAdbbk bl Elt-V,e-r4 -engez for Human
IleIations Training, pp. 38: (reference guide).

Any_basic entomology text-
- Handout 8A, "The Experiential Model"

Handout 8B, "PartidiPatiVe and Diredtive
Training Styles"

Handout 8C, "Method Demonstration Guidelines"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers
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PROCEDURES
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Trainer Note

O Pridt_t0 this session; two technical trainers should prepare two
methodologically distinct session designs relating to "BaSiC
Insect Anatomy". Both designs should have the same objectives.
One trainer should prepare a _"traditional lecture-type"
presentation. The other trainer should design an_ experiential
session which uses adult learning principles and guides Trainees
through the four phases of the experiential learning model as
described in Handout 8A.

Step 1: Basic Insect Anatomy (1 hour)

Review the session objectives and _explain the

procedures. Ask the_Traineeb to divide into two
groups; Have the technical _trainers carry out the
"Basic Insect Anatomy" activity as described in the
preceeding trainer note.

Step 2: Information Sharing (25 minutes)

Briefly_tedOnVehe the group and have the trainee6
divide into pairs with someone from each of the two
"Insect Anatotyn groups_ in each pair; Explain
that; in their groups of two; Trainees should:

share content information about what they have
learned about insect anatomy;
de8Ctibe to one another the deSigh of the
activity; and
evaluate the delivery techniques used by the
trainer.-

when the pairs have finished; have them_report_back
and share the results of their_ discussions.
Encourage discussion and sharing of iniormation by
asking:

What new information did you learn from one
another about insect anatomy?
What was good or not so good aboutOthe design
of the activity for each group?
What was good or not so good about the
facilitation techniquez; us_ed_by_each trainer?
Which of the two styles seemed most effective?-
Why?
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Experiential Learning Model (15 minutes)

Distributei explain and discuss Handout 8A0 "The
Experiential Model ". Ask Trainees to identify the
similarities and/or differences between the
experiential learning model and the insect anatomy
activity in which they were involved. ;Answer any
questions which may arise;

Trainer Mote

O It may be helpful_to sketch the experiential learning loop on
newsprint for use during this discussion;

Step 4: Adult Learning Principles (15 minutes)

ASk the_ Traineeg to brainstorm a list of general
conclusions which can be drawn about how adults
learn best. Have them _develop thig list of
conclusions _based on their analysis /of the two
styles used in the "Insect Anatomy" activity. Help
to stimulate responses by'_reminding_the_Trainees_of
some of the_conclusiong about_ session design which
they identified and discussed following the _first
Trainee-facilitated session (Session 7, "Bee Colony
Cycle").

Write their responses on newsprint. Help to focus
the discussion by suggesting _and explaining_ the.
basic adult learning principles discussed in A
Traineri_s Guide tgoi Andragogy, pp. 1 -10.

Step 5: Training Styles (15 minutes)

Distribute Handout 8Bi "Participative and Directive
Training Styles" and ask the Trainees to identify
ways in which they might use the principles of
adult and participatory learning in their work as
Peace Corps Volunteers;

Step 6: Method Demonstrations (20 minutes)

Point out that one important way in which Peace
Corps_ Volunteers can incorporate adult _learning

--techniques,-into- their' work is, 7through--method-
demonstrations. Explain that during the program
Trainees will be expected to do three method
demonstrations. Each demonstration should be
designed soas to be directed toward third worldi
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village-level audiences. Encourage and stimulate
discussion among. the Trainees regarding how and why
method demonstrations are of value to Peace Corps
Volunteers. Point out the dates and times of the
up coming method demonstrations as they appear on
the program schedule. Mention that, within the
structure of , other sessions, additional
opp?rtunities will be provided to practice method
demonstration skills. Cite the presentations
described in Session 24, "Queen Rearing", as an
example. Answer any questions which the Trainee
may have.

Trainer Note

0 In the six-week schedule, method demonstrations are scheduled to
occur at two-week intervals thrOtighOOt_ the program. The final
demonstration occurs during the :Bee_ Fait, in the sixth week of
the program (see Session 39, "IntrOdUttion to the Bee Fair");

0 Each method demonstration should_ be designed to last

approximately fifteen -_minutes_ and to be followed by about

fifteen minutes of feedbatk and evaluation.During the perioda
allotted for each- of the first two demonstrations,_ the Trainees

cshould be divided_SO that at least one trainer can be with a
group of no more than eight Trainees.

Step 7: De-Mein8ttatiOn Evaluation Criteria (I hour)

Distribute 8C, "Method_ _Demonstration
Guidelines ": _Allow reading time.and briefly answer
any _questions; Have the TraineeS appoint a

facilitator and, based on the information _provided
in the_handouti develop a list of criteria to be
used to evaluate each method demonstiattot4
Provide focus and assistance in this activity by
explaining thati_ after each _method demonstration,
the procuedure will be -siMilat to the evaluation
procedure used following each of the
Trainee - facilitated sessions.
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0 In addition to developing_ the critetia another objective of
this step is to provide TtaineeS wi-h an opportunity to work

independently; It. _is;_ thetefbte .ttiportant to allow_ them
maximum freedom to develop the trite is according to their own.
style as a group;

0 Once _the criteria_ have been developed and writteni they should
be typed and copiedo 0 that they can be distributed_ to all
Trainees as a guide pr.dt to the first method demonstration.

Step 8: Method Demonstration Topics (15 minutes)

ASk the Trainees to decide on the topics_that they
want for their first method demonstration. List
their names and the topics on newsprint._ Explain
that they can decide on the topics fot the second
and third demonstrations later;

Trainer Note

O Since_ the_ topics the method demonsttatibns should relate
directly to beekeevingi Trainees should seek suggestions and

input from the technical trainers prior to selecting topics;

';rep 9: Summary and Conclusion (15 minutes)

11isk the Trainees td tefleot upon the design of this
session and to discuss how it relates to the

experiential lea-tiling a!A ;Adult 'earning
principles. Have the Ttaineez idenity the steps
of this sesSiOn which z:-.orr!,pond to the

"experiencing', ."processing"; "cieneraliing" _and
"applying" ph?isi7_5 of the .?:,:periential _model,

Explain that:adult learning 9.inciples:Will be used
througH)ut the program; Stimulate diStussion by
asking '.:hem to identiLy otier sessions and/or

activit. which have CIF('i experiential and adult
learnin vinciples;
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HANDOUT 8A

THE EXPERIENTIAL MODEL

The experiential model is _based on a cyclical learning process of
four separate but interlocking procedures; As implied by the name
of the model, the emphasis is on the disect experiences of the
participant or learner, as opposed to vicarious experiences
garnered through didactic approaches;

The experiential mode] is also an Inductive rather than a
deductive process:_ the participants discover for themselves the
learnings offered by the- experiential process; This discovery may
be facilitated by a leader, _but in the end the participants find
and validate their own experiences.

This is the "laboratory" 7- or exop.rientiaI -- approach to
learning. It is based on the premise that experience precedes
learning and that the learning, or meaning, to be derived frog- any
experience, comes from the learners themselves. .,Any individual's
experience is unique; no one can_say_what_he or she is to learn,
or gain from any activity. Probable Jearnings can?_of course, _be
devised; but it is up to the participants to validate these for
themselves;

Four revolving steps are included in the experiential model:

Experiencins
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EXPERIENCING\
The process usually starts -withexperiencing._ The participant

betOte8 involved_in an activity; 4gtina or behVing in some way or

-LIO161040 performing; obSetving, say-Ing-sompthing. ThiS

initial experience is the basis for the entire process;

EEO:CLUING
F011Owing the experience itsttlf; it becomes important for the

Partic4ant to shar -e or "process" his or herreactionS and

observations with others who have either experienced or obserVed

the same activity. An _0:5sentiaI yrt_ Of the _cycle is the

necessary integratiOn Ofths shari; The dynamics that emerged

in the activity are explored, :iiscu1-7ed and evaluated (prodetted)

With other participants.

GENERALIZING
Flowing logically from the processing Step is tic' need to deVelop

principles; or extract generlizatibn8, frGIJ the experience;_

Stating _learningS in this way can help participants further

define; clrify and elaborate them.

APPLYING
The final step in the cycle it to plan applications of the

principles derived from the experience. The experiential process

is not complete until a new learning or discover_y i8 used and

tested behaViOtally. This is the "experimental" part of the

experiential MOdeL Applying; of course; becomes an experience in

itself; and; with new experience; the cycle begins again.

OWN..

From: A Ban-dbook of Struct -u -red Experiences fog Bill= Relations

Txaining; Reference Guide (Revised); Pfeiffer; William. 3.

and Jones; John E., University Associates Publishers and

Consultants; San Diego; California; 1981; pp. 3-8;
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HANDOUT 8B

PARTICIPATIVE AND DIRECTIVE TRAINING STYLES

The Participativq_Trainer

1. Involves the Trainee in
creation ol revision of
program objectives and/or
the identification of_in-
dividual learning needs
and objectives; strives
to keep objectives related
to where Trainee is and
wants to go.

2 AssiStS Trainee8 in identi-
fying_p088ible learning
activities and in effect-
ively_structUring such
activities.

3. Expett8 the Trainee to learn
by ekploritig and discovering;
askihg questions, making
use Of_aValThbleresources
and solving problems.

4. Involves the Trainees in
d-cision7making;' invites
ideas; suggestions and
.criticism from the Trainees.

5; Structures the training so
that unplanned and vnexpect,-
ed problems will be treated
as learning opportunities.

6. PrOMOteS cooperative work
among Trainees and aclimate
of openess, trust and con-
cern for others.

49

1.

ThDirective Trainer

Defines objectives for
Tt8inee achievement at the
beginningof the program;
holds to these throughout
to maintain consistency
and coherence;

Decides what learning acti-
vities are most appropriate
and expects Trainees to
follow this structure.

3. Expects the Trainee to
learn primarily by absorb-
ing material through lec-
tures, and readings, by
memorizing or_practicing
and by responding to
trainer questions.

4. Makes the decisions or
carries decisions made
by the staff; does not
invite suggestions or
criticisms from the
Trainees.

5. Follows the schedule
closely; avoids pro-
blems or dispenses:with
therm quickly, so they
will not interfere with
the planned sequence or
schedule;

6; Promotes individUal
learning effort,
accountability and
competition among
Trainees.
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7; Promotesself-assessment
by Trainees and provides
feedback of information
needed by Trainees to
evaluate their own progress.

Handout 8B -- Page 2

7. Personally assesses
Trainee perfotmance
and progress; usually
through formal tests.

Involve7 the Trainees in mid- 8.

C013(6t or final evaluation of
program, processes,

mte:als ano_its progress
objectives and elicits

suggestions.

MEN.MM=.

Does own mid-course or
final evaluation of
training program and
its effectiveness;
draws own conclusions
about needed revisions.
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HANDOUT 8C

METHOD DEMONSTRATION GUIDELINES

ILJILLLLi: A strict witIthbd-demo focuses on showing
beekeepers_ bthi to carry out an improved practice along_ with a
verbal explanation of the benefits. A r tr6g1t.u.demo is designed to
promote interest and acceptance of a new practice_or_ "package" of
practices by showing the actual _results Jbenefits). The most
effective demos are_usually Alnl,MWS1.Zi i that combine the

Sth= and hzd of an improved practice with physical
proof of the benefits.

Inimethwoducci&02: Whenever possibleo demos_ should be
conducted by_locally experienced extension workers fluent in the
language_ cr by "contact" beekeepers.. However, beekeeping Peace
Corps Volunteers often unavoidably find themselves in this role.

The guidelines below are designed primarily for method and
method-result demos.

FL,LAE2NU Y.CaRcaELF

Magic; sure the topc is timely and lelgvant_ in terms_ of
beekeeper needs (i.L.i don't hold a method demo on how to
barvest i-oney when 1:Le harvesting season is over) . If the
sj.on involves_ a large number of beekeepersi limit the
prescon t a 'opic that can be adequately covered in
10-15 minutes cr you're very likely to lose the audience's
attention. Cover a limited area thoroughly rather than
picking a broad topic that would confine you to less useful
generalicies.

2; Thoroughly research tLe topic and prepare yourself for
questions; many of them skeptical or dealing with specific
costs and expected yields.

3. Master all the needed hands-on skills so you can perform them
smoothly.

4. Pra7.tice the demo; preferably in front of some of your
beekeeper friends; -get their feedback on -your language and
credibility and the audience comprehension. 1'": you have
great difficulty with the language, you may want to use an
interpreter.
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GIVING THE DEMO

1. Establish rapport with the audience before starting the
actual' demo; mill around informally and chat for a _few
minutes; Wear a name taq (if people can read). Consider
having refreshments;

2; Begin the demo by introducing yourself and explaining your
'job role;

3; After introducing yourself, immediately state the subject_ of
your demo and Its relevance for the audience. Remember, this
is real-life vocational education, not a university lecture
hall; Aside from language and technical difficulties, this
is the most common weak point among Peace Corps Volunteers.

In the absence of physical proof of the practice's benefitS,
you'll have to "hook" your audience verbally with an
attention grabbing "come on", but one that avoids
exaggeration of false claims;

4. Use a "hands-on" approach: Like you, beekeepers learn_best
experientially rather than having someone talk_ "at" them.
Whenever possible, involve the-audIebee and let them practice
what they're being shown.

5; Use'a well organized, liEltip±hy=r611,04. method of presentation and
always include a mifiay at the end of the demo.

6. * g

compi-eheftskon; If you're less than fluent in the language,
speak_ extra slowly_and check periodically for comprehension
Remember, technical words aren't likely to be understood if
translated_ directly. It's better to describe melliferous
plants as "bee plants". When in doubt; simplify;
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SESSION 9

COMMUNICATION AND USTENING SKILLS

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW It is important that Peace Corps Volunteers
communicate effectively4 both among themselves for
mutual support and with host country individuals.
In addition to techniques related to transferring
technical informationi effective communication
involves such basic interpersonal skills as
listening actively; providing feedback and helping
others to solve problems; This session creates a
structured framework in which Trainees practice
these skills within a cross-cultural context;
While working on_their communication and listening
skills, the Trainees will identify and resolve
problems which may have evolved while in groups or
during their family live-in experience.

OBJECTIVES To practice active listening.

To practice giving and receiving feedback.

To practice problem-solving and helping skillS.

To discuss and begin to resolve problematic aspects
of the family live-in and/or of the effective
working styles of the group;

To identify and describe ways in which basic
communication skills vary in cross-cultural
situat4ons.

Tb Set a climate for constructive feedback and
active listening in the training program.

RESOURCES A ILAI=LIg_aiiiiit tio AndiAgogy, pp. 164-174.
Non-Velbal Cammlualcixtib

Handout'9Ai "Feeftack and the Helping Relationship"
Handout 9B, `Johari Window"

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

nes.:1print and markers

Feedback (30 minutes)

Facilitate a brief discussion of the training
program to date Ask for impressions of th0
overall programi or ask about any difftculties
Trainees have experienced in the new envitknment of
the training program; Distribute Handout 9A,
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Step 2:

Session 9 -- Page 2

"Feedback aria the Helping Relationship" and review
it With the _group, highlighting diffetent_aspects
of giving and receiving feedback; Explaih that:

EffectiVe Communication underlies all mutually
supportiVe relationships -- in personal life,
in the work environment and in formal as well
as informal counseling situations; 'However

it takes practice to develop the skills

necessary to haVe helpful, non-threatening
interactions.
Perhaps the most important aspect of

counseling is to be a sidod-I,Stener: that is,

one who listens actively,_ 'knows how to

ihtelview unobtrusively and can provide

accurate feedback to the person being

interviewed.
InterperSOnal communication involves complex
dynamict on both the verbal and nontverbal
levels. If there is distortion in either

sending or LeseistingthersasieLUIWAkatitg
then misuriderStandine and a breakdown in

communi,:atiOnt will result._
Feedback serves to clarify:communication so
that the helping relationship is enhanCe6

through accurate perceptions of the concerns
and problems being discussed.

Distribute Handout 9B, "Johari_Window" and review

it with the Trainees. Explain that the Johari

WindoW _model is instrumental_ in providing
framework for continuing exerciees_in _giving and

receiving_ feedback; The Model is helpful in

keeping the-"feedback" theme in perspective and in

encouraging the use of feedback as a constructive

technique for building awareness, trust,

communication and problem-solving skillS.

Listening/Feedback/Problem-Solving Demonstration

(30 minutes)

Present a brief demonstration of 'how feedback and

listening "Cah_be used to improve communication_ and

to solve prObletS. Ask two Trainees to volunteer

to demonstrate the following exercise in front of

the group:

One person Speaks briefly (approximately 30
seconds)_abdUt some problematic aspect of the

family
The other person listens as carefully as

possible, theh paraphrases what has been said

and 6ssociates with it a "feeling" which was
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describe any problems which were resolved as a

result of the activity.

Step 4: Summary and Conclusions (20 minutes)

Ask the Trainees to identify and discuss ways in
which active listening and feedback skills will be
of value during their service as Peace Corps
Volunteers. Point out that the intent and effect
of certain verbal and non-verbal forms of
communication often varies from one culture to
another. . Ask them to cite examples of
different/similar forms of communication that they
have noted with their families and/or around the
training site.. Have them suggest ways in wtich
listening and providing feedback will be different
in their assigned countries as Peace Corps
Volunteers; Conclude by explaining that TraineeS
win be encouraged to practice basic interpersonal
cmmunication skills throughout the program.
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HANDOUT 9A

Feedback and the Helping Relationship*

Some criteria for useful feedback:

1. It is descriptive rather than evaluative. By_desctibing
one's own reaction, it leaves the indiVidual free to use
it or not to use it as he or she sees_ fit. By avoiding
evaluative , language, it reduces the need for the
individual "to react defensively.

2. It is specify.: L'ather than general. TO be t=old that one
is "dominating' will'probably not be as useful as to_be
told that "just now when we were discussing_the issue;

you didn't listen to what others said and I felt forced
to accept your arguments or face an attack from you."

3; It takes into account the needtOf both the receiver and
the giver of feedbadk. Feedbac% can be destructive when
it serves only your Own _needs a0d fails to consider the
needs of the person on the receiving end.

4. It is directed toward behaViOt which the receiver cao.,do
something about. _Fttitttation is only increased when a
person is reminded of some shortcoming over which he or
she has no:control.

It is soliditiedr rather than imposed. Feedback is mObt
useful when the receiver himself or herself has
formulated the kind of question which those observing
him or her can answer.

6. It is Well-timed. In general, feedback is most useful
at the earliest opportunity after the given behavior
(depending, of course, on the person's readiness to hear
it and on suppor,t avaiiable from otheit).

7. It is checked to insure clear communication. One way_of
doing this is to have the receiver try_to_rephrase_the
feedback he_or she has received to see if it corresponds
to what the sender had in mind.

8. When feedback is given in a _group, both giver and
receiver should have an opportunity check with 'others
in the group the_adttitaty of the feedback. Is this one
person's imptebsion or an impression shared by others?

Feedback, then,_ it_a way of giving help_;- it __is a_.corrective
mechanism_for the indiVidual who wants to learn, how well hit-
pr her:behaviOt matches the intention and it is a means for
establishing one's identity -- for answering "who am I?"

Taken_ from NTL's Itildina. Book: Laboratories- in -Human

Belatonf.t.Training, Arlington, Va., NatiOnal Training
Laboratories, 1969.
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HANDOUT 9B

Johari Window"

Known To so+ Not Kiiovqh To Se0

Known
To
Others

Mc+
Krtf>wn

To
others

P-L3-Fxr-iptiDn of. Areas

Area I:

i

1 1

A 1.J A

I 1 it

-1

! -
I

1

I
1

I

1

1

I

,T.,

_ .... .... ron NIL A/ AM. ..., WNW ...W.A. I

MZ

Information about self known to self and known to

others. The area of free activity and interaction.
"Public or Shared Self".

Area II: Information about self not known to self and known to

others; The Blind Area -- sometimes called the "Bad

Breath Area";

Area III: Information about self 1:nown to Self and not known to
; others. Avoided or HiddriArta. The "PriVate or Secret

Self";

P.Lea IV: C Information about Self not known to self and not known
to others. The area of Unknown Activity; The "Area of
Hidden Iutential".

Most peopq.e enter new environment with a very small Area I (A) .

There if. very little shred information and very little
interaction can take place.

A2 a person becomes more comfortable, he or she shares some
:,liformation and expands towards Area 111 (B).

If a person is open for, feedback to occur, he or she expands
towards Area II '(C);

The result of these two activities -is "that totally new- information
and potential in Area IV (D) _iS discovered._ These_newlearnings
are directly attributable to interaction in the new enviropment

Having an expanding or expandable Area I increases your
area of interaction and tends to facilitate the'entering
of a new environment.

Johari refers t the originators, Joe L'uft and Harry Ingham.
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SESSION 10

ESTABLISHING INDIVIDUAL NUCS

4 hours

A personal hive for each Trainee is an important
aspect of the training program. Once the hive is
established, the_Trainee will maintain it and keep
records on it throughout the training program.
This session will give the Trainees experience.irC
establishing a hive by dividing a colony. Th:-

Trainees will plan the task and then implement what
has been planned. For some, this wf..11 .provide the
first hands-on experience working with bees; Once
established. the _personal hive will allow .the
Trainees to work independently on their beekeeping
skills and to demonstrate these skills to others in
the training community.

OBJECT VES 4 To light a smoker properly.

7.; To diScuss the desirp.ble attributes of smoker
fuels.

.o To make a hive d .

vislon.

* To establish an /individual hiVe.

* To practice cutting out and transferring queen
cells.

s To begin keeping records on theJliv-es.

T1R akekeepet's Handbook
Snail Scale Beekeeping, pp. 118-120;

individual KTBH's, ripe queen cells, pocket knife,
noteLooks, pens, various smoker fuels, matchesi
moker, water sprayer

. 1: Introduction (30 minute.),

Before starting work' in the apiary, ask_ the
Trainees to share their conceptions of the tasks of
iilakng a hive division and establishing a nuc. If
any Trainee: have experience, ask them to explain
these processes to the group. Remind the Trainees
that as they will be working with strong colonies,
they should wear proper protectix,e clothing..
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z. Smoker Fuels and Lighting a Smoker (25 minutes)

HaVe available some examples of various _materials
-

used for smoker fuel; Discuss what smOket fuels
may_be available in-the areas where the Traine68
Will be working; Ask some of the Trainees to light
the smokers. Have other Trainees describe What is

happening and elicit suggestions from _them as to

how to more effectively light the smoker._ Point
out the purpose of using smoke and_ detdribe the
desirable qualities of a goOt smoker fuel.

EMphasize the following points:
Have a good fire in the bottcit of the stoker
before packing it With fUeli _

Use fuel which produces _a cool,_ white stoke.
Suggest putting green plant material (3n the
top of the fuel to accomplish this
Pump the bellows periodically when working in
the apiary,so that the smoker remain`' lit.

Use a water sprayer to control highly
defenive bees.

Demonstrating a Hive DiviSion (35 minutes)

Have a Trainee demonstrate the cutting out and
transferting of queen cells; attaching comb to top
barS At35 shaking_bees into a '.0.ve. Stress_the
importance_ of observing car; and asking
questions during this demonstrat.'

Trainer Note

this will be the Trainees first independent_work in_the
,1;A:z:yi it is important for them to understand fully What_they

6.1J1-g of der to reduce confusion. As many of them will_ be
strong colonies for the firSt time dUring this

ion, some may receive multiple stingc-and become frustrated
ekasperated_

Establishing Individual HiveS (2 hours, 30 minutes)

Have the Traineet establish their individual nucs
and start records on their activities.
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Trainer Note

(-) Th trainer_ shbUld be available in the ,Tiaryto answer
questions and to offer suggestions _-but not I:: directlyheIp in
the bee 1,,ork; It is important that Trainees reel that the rules
aLe the

O Have al least two ripe queen cells for each Trainee;

O Remind the Traineeg that record keeping is important and that
they_shuuld_start maintaining records on their hive; Empnasize
that they shOUld record information when it isobsered not
later, when it may be forgotten or confused; Encourage them to
develop their individual styles of record keeping so that it

Will be of the most benefit to them;

(i) Periodically, encourage the Trainees to share their recorded
information so as to improve upon their own style Of record
keeping.

0 If more time is needed by some Trainees, they bah_ COmplete
establishing their nucs during the- first "Bee Management
Techniques" session;

O Once the Trainees have established their nucs with ripe queen
cellsi it is best to wait a couple of days befOre disturbing the
colony;
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SESSION 11

FUNCTIONAL. BIOLOGY OF TI 'E HONEY BEE

Trainer Note

ThiS iS a Trainee- facilitated session.
Colony Cycle ", for guidelines;

See Session. "Bee

TOTAL

OVERV

2 hours

Good beekeeping requires that the beekeepor know
bees; their needs and how to 8upply, the

requirements of the colony. The beekeeper who

under nds bee biology is better able to ensure
that )ropriate management techniques are carried
out; This session provideS the Trainees with
background biology on honey beeS and gives them the
opportunity to observe the various life stages of

bees;

OBJECTIVES To discusS the casteso anatomy and life cycle of
bees;

To discuss the role of each caste in the colony;

To list the resource needs of the colony;

To examine the life cycle stages of honey bees.

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Sman tale Beekeepingi Chapter 3.

The ED.4.A1 Organization Q. Eoneybees
The ilikk AWd the Honey Bee
pgaupely aueen Rearing, p; 19;

blaokboard- chalk; samples of different castes of
bees, observation hive with bees; nunleUS with

schematic dr wing of honey bee (see p.

Biv and_the_Egney Bee); hand lenSr personal
protective clothingi smokeri fueli tatthe8

Step 1: Anatomy of the Honey Bee (15 minutes)

Pass around samples of various honey bees and hand
lenses; Point out end _deleribe the basic features
of the anatomy of _the _honey bee on a large

IMF schematic arawiny whil Trainecz ,--:aminc the

samples; Fm2us on these Pt-uctures which are
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useful to bee:,- in thei le as pollen and nectar
gatherers; Introduce .bulary terms from the

language in which the _.iinees will be workirj;
Encourage discussion and answer questions;

step 2: The Castes and the Honey Bee Life Cycle
(35 minutes)

Give a brief lecture on the cates and the honey
bee life cycle; Describe the three castes fnund in

.honey bees; Emphasize the characterist. which
distinguish one caste from anc-ther.

Explain the specific fUnttional duties and relate
those duties to the anatomical structures of each
caste. Include_ in the discussion s temporal
change of taskS in workers, Outline th life cycle
of the queeni_Werket and drone. Emphasize the role
of nutrition_in determining the formation of queens
and the diff4tent developmental t'mes for each

caste.

Step 3: Resource Need8 of the Colony (20 minutes

In the Trainers as to the resource needs of a
bee lorry and list these. Point dot that the

spE resource needs of the colony change during
dii_erei periods of the yearly cycle and relate

the:_ availak 'ity of Leources to _managemen--
Explain that the bee-,eei-. can supply specific

nutritional needs during certain periods to

increase the productivity of the colony.

Step 4: Demonstration Review (35 rinutes)

USe a colon" of bees to demonstrate and review the
tr &ics discussed; Use a colony that demonstrates
normali healthy condition_and stress the impnrtance
of recognizing such a condition in 7. colony :(3that

or:e ',sickly becomes able to A diseased

condition; Provide _the Ttaielees with an

opportuLity to distinguih between drone and worker
brood and between eggs and young larvae; Point out
the royal jelly surrounding all _larvae less than
two old. A.Jo point out callow adult bees or

tenerals

Step 5: session Evaluation (15 ',tiinutas)

L

mrainer Note

,117),Nr. rs,,1^71-V7 rWr.TP".
o See bEel;s 5 acid 7,

ID&
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SESSION 12

-"INTRODUCTIC4N TO ASSESSMENT AND SELECTION

TOTAL. TIME 2 hoursi 30 minutes

OVERVIEW Trainee assessment is an on-going aspect of the
training program. As a minimal requiremen:. for
successful completion of the programs each Trainee
is evalu.lted on the basis of the degree to which
objectiveL have becn met; Addition and
throughout the training; Trainees complete written
"Self- Assessment Forms" which contain criteria for
assessment that have been mutually agreed upon by
both Trainees and staff; Trainers also compAete
similar assessment forms and the results are
discussed and compared at two-week intervals during
counterpart sessions; This process culminates in a
final; mutually negotiated decision and resultant
recommendation regarding the Trainee's potential
for effective Peace Corps service. In thiS
session; Trainees work in groups with the training
stz-Ef to define; develop and negotiate the criteria
which will serve as the basis for conducting _the
assessment process; The session also _provides
trainers with guidelines regard'ng how to implement
the assessment process in the context of a six-week
prcgram;

OBJECTIVES e To examine and clarify the way in which Trainees
are assessed during the program.

2o list and define criteria which willcerve the
oasis for assessing the readiness andsuitabjlity
of Trainees for future Peach Corps service.

RESOURCES Handout 12Ai "Explanatory Noes on the Assessment
and Selection Process"

Handout 12Bi "(Sample) Assessment Form"

MATERIALS

PRO,..FOURES

newsprint ?nd markers

Trainer Note

O It iS IT-idortaat that all staff members participate in this
session so that decisions donccIning the assessment are mutually
understood and accepted by tith staff and Trainees from the
start of the program.
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O N.3te that .LIH. session is designed to provide the information
and procedures necessary to im7lement all aspects of the Trainee
assessment process. The a%7tivities involved in this process
represent a combined total of 14 hours of schedule training
time as indicated on the Six-Week E adule.

Step Orientation to Assessment/Selection (4 minutes)

Btiefly review the session objectives; Explain
that_ throughout the program each Trainee will be
evaluated based on the owledgei skills; behavior
and attitudes that will be important during Peace
Corps service; The essence of this assessment
system is that all who take part -- staff and
Trainees alike-- share the process of defining and
using criteria for effective Peace Corps work.
Point out that a significant portion of the
assessment process will focus on self-assessment on
the part of the Trainee. Distribute Handout 12A,
"Explanatory Notes on the Assessment and Selection
Process"; Allow/reading time. Encourage Trainees
to ask questions and tr, clear up any dlurAs which
may exist.

'Itep 2: Developing Assessment Criteria (50 minutes)

Exv,lain that in this stepi Trainees work in groUpS
to develop the criteria which will he used as the
oasis for the assessment process, _Distribute
Handout 12B, "(Sample) Assessment Enim ". Explain
that the criteria in -each Of the four categories
have been developed _during previous training
programs and are intended as samples that may be
used as guidelines to help devci.op criteria for use
n `his program.

Lave the participants form four groups (one for
each bajbr evaluation category: conAmicationi
commitment-,_ _-_schnical and cognitive) and developi
on_ newsprint-. a list and explan-,:tion of the
criteria tTh,-h they be'ieve are _importanL- an a

basis assessment in that particular category;
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Trainer /Rite

O Each group should include representatives from both staff and
Ttainees in order to insure that there i8 active involvement by
all who are particip&cing in the training program.

0Whethet ta7. criteria from the sample f( !ti are usedi modified or
changoeL thre should be ample time aliottd for discussion so
chat the group may arrive at ar_agreetent about the criteria to

be used. It is_possiale that i:he group will. accept the sample
evaluation criteria and all that -will be necessary is a review
and definition of the terms already litted.

Step 3: Presentation and Acceptance of Crlueria
(1 hour)

Reconvene the Trainees and have a representative
from each group post and explain their criteria
list; Make any necessary modifications; additions

or deletions such that_the entire group agrees upon
all criteria. _Explain I.J!at the final criteria
lists developed in_th_iS ;i:,sion will be used by_the
staff in writing their azz'ssments of each Trainee
and that the Trainees will use these criteria In
writing their _selfassessmorts prior to _ach

counterpart session.

Ttainr Nc

0 The criteria lists_should be typed according to the format shown

in Handout ITh. The same assessment folT si:.ald be used by both

Trainees and tralnr_s, with only the ticie changed. Those

assessment fOrms which will he completea by the Trainees should

be entit, "Beif7Asselisment Forms" and theiSe which will be

completed by the tr,9irlAig staff shovIld be called "Trainer

Assessm POttS".



0 It is important to consistently carry out all aspects of the
asessment process throughout the program. The following brief
ouclThe of the major aspects of the process is provided as a

:;:eference guide.

Week -One
Define expectations of the prograi;
Introduce the assessment process7

= PreSent and explain the Training Prcogram OUjectiveS.
DeLine and list the Trainee Assessment Criteria.
Devel0p, type and copy the Self- and Trainer AssessMenL
Forms.

ktee-lco- and Four
Staff completes a written "Trainer As3essm,mt EOM' fol.
each Trainee.
Eath Trainee completes a written "Self-Asscssment Form".
COndUct the counterpart Gession.

kid-AUX.
= ItittOduce and explain the final asses..;ment prw7ess.

Staff completes a cumuIative written "Trainer

Assessment ForM" for each Trainee.
Each _Trainee completes a cumulative. ti;7itten

"Self- Assessment Form".
Conduct the final counterpart :,ePs:;,n.
Negotiate and have Trainees $ign the Final

Recommendation;
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HANDOUT 12A

Explanatory Notes on the Assessment and Selection Process

The essence of this program is to help you develop the skills and
knowledge that will be necessary during Peace Corps service; For
this reason we emphasize the importance of on-going assessment;
Such assessment is essential for making any recommendation about
your readiness and suitacility for Peace Corps service;

Remember: you are not yet a Peace Corps Volunteer and it is your
participation intY,Is program th..t will help you andthe training
staff c-.ermine whether or not Peace Corps is the right direction
for you at this time; We encourage you to take an active role in
the process: from identifying the criteria that will be used to
assc,s you; to teking part in the evaluation of your knowledge;

attitudes and characteristics that are ..levant to futi7e
Peace Corps service

The assessment process includes a number steps and is intended
to provide tools tOT examining your growth and readiness.. The
decision to -leave the program call be made at arty point_ during
training either by you or by the training staff. Any recision of
this kind should be miluaI ari.1 based on an honest open
self- appraisal;

The format and impIementati-Nn pa.
selection process consists of the fc..1c

21AdJuLag Prgar.ABLDILiez

assessr2nt any

Lurpose
To provide you with a written statement of the minimal
behavioral_ requirements necessary to successfully
complete the program.

2. .I=._;12=i1tiat-On.
ro be distributed and discussed du:A.1:g the
"Expectations" exercise in the first week -)r- e-le

orogrwl.

B. TasiiiiingFAJ:N: ltation_Liat

1 Purpose
To enable you to clarify your expectations regarding the
traininc. Drogr a and to enable the training staff to
clarify their c-xpectations.

2. ImplementatiQL
To be developed in a structured activity during the
first week of the program.
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C. TLALIQe_ausessment Cc.:;ezii%

1; Purpose
To provirle you and tht: training staff with a basis for
assessing your to acquire the skills necessary
for successful Peace Corps service.

2; Implementdt_ion
To be developed and mutually negotiated by you and the
staff durir.g a structured activity in the first week of
the progran (see Session 12, 'Introduction to Assessment
and Selection").

D; aef-Assessment_iaras

1; Purpose_
TO provide you a format for writing a

._--self-assessment base,] on the criteEia developed in the
previous exercise;

2; nation
To be completed by you every two weeks and prior to each
counterpart session;

E; Trainer Assessment Forms

1. Purpose
To provide the training staff with a format for writing
an assessment of yc.ir progress based on the criterie
developed in Session 12, "Introduction to Assessmen*- and
selection ":

2. 2.mplementation
Tobe completed by the training staff every tvo weeks
prior to each counterprt session.

1.
To provide you and the training staff with the
opportunity to share_ pereptions_ of your orogtess
regarding levels of skills z.cquisition and to .:.i3CUSS
strengths and weaknesses in a mutually supportive and
constructive environment.

2; Ithplemgntatl=
To be conducted every two weeks during the prograM on a
one-to-one Trainee/staff basis, with completed
"Selt-Assessment Forms" and "Trainer :assessment Forms"
r:-erving as a basis for discussion;
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Final Counterpart Session

1; Purpose
Based on the _cultinatiOn of all completed aluation
techniques and _indicatorst_ to provide you and the
training staff the opportunity to discuss your overP.11
readiness and suitability for Peace Corps service and to
arrive at a final_; mutually-negotiated decision
regarding your invitation for Peace Cops service;

2. Implementation
To be conducted during the final week of training:

H; Final ltratte

1; Purpose -

To provide you; the training staff and Peace Corps with
a final written statement of your level of skills
development and an_overall recommendation regarding your
invitation to continue training oL to enter Peace Corps
service.

2; mPlenital
To be negotiated mutually and signed during the final
c,),Anterpart :session.

7 - AFOIMVAMII1010
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HANDOUT 12B

(Sample) Assessment Form

NAME:

cL
Skill Area

Commitment to ProoxAm-

Participates activ,

- fstabl-Ishes -3ood_worKing
rapport with fellow Trainees
and stiff.

Is self motivated for learn-
and doing.

- is willing to shar.i and re-
;eLie appropriate feedback.

- DemonstrAtes"an eagerness to
,:xperience cross-cultural
aspects of the program.

PP

Be as specific as

Listens actively: iays
atLention, follows topics;
er.co'Jrages participation;

- Articulates: exptesses self
effectivelyi addresseS audience.

- rc:edback: maintains open lines
communication;

- Transfers technical components
and language into layman's
terms.

- Explores different levels_of
communication: non-verbal,
physical appearance, verbal
and cultural.
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(Sauple) Assessment Form

NAME:

Ski

cosnilion Skills:

Is aware of personal
strengths and.weakrz:sses.

Is adaptable within the
cultural context;

Makes best: application of
personal strengti,q;

Recognizes an6 solves problems
(both individ7a1 and group)

Recognizes alternative views
of values: e.g;.hygienei work
ethici view of reality;

Is open to personal development.

Has an ability to make rational
decisions and accept 3utcomes.

Plans of Zectively;

= IS innovative and creative.

Observations: Be as specific as
sible in your comments

Deonstratt!s competency:
applies principesr _under7
stands principles, demonstrates
c-.mpetency to other' (Trainees,
StAff commuy

- Is makes use of
available re3ources.

r)emonstrater.; the p:.tential to
continue personal beekeeping
eduzatipn and learn reiate6
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SESSION 13

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM EVALUATION

TOTAL TIME 1 hour, 0 minutes

OVERVIEW A system of on-going evaluation is important to any
training program in order to insure that
improvements are made and that the special needs
and perspectives of the training group are taken
into account. Program evaluation activities enable
Trainees to develop a ,sense of ownership for the
program and to practice their Skill8 at analyzing
approaches to training. This session introduces
evaluation as a comrxAlent of the program._ Trainees
are asked to rerect upon and to evaluate the
effectiveness of t'ie first week of the-program. A
climate of recepti1. to feedback is established
and a structure f:c future evaluation activities is
introduced.

OBJECTIVES To evaluate the --ffectiveness of the first week of
the program.

To suggest we. in which the program might be
improved.

To ,-ractice giving and ref:eiving feedback.

To establish open commolication among Trainees and
the training staff.

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES '

Trainer Note

0 One of the Trainees may be asked to facilitate this session;
This is a good 'opportunity to encourage active participation and
to demonstrate staff willingness to _71et go" and be receptive to
feedback; If A Trainee is to facilitatet brief_ that Trainee/ on
how to handle' the fishbowl_ exercise while the rest of /the
participants are working in the small groups (see step 1).= /
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Step 1: Effectiveness of the Program (30 minutes)

Review the session objectives and briefly explain
the procedures. Explain that_ on-going program
evaluation, through feedback from Trainees, can
serve as a basis for continually improving the
program.

Have the Trainees divide into groups of four or
fivre. Ask that each group list, on newsprint,
three aspects of ithe program which have been
particularly effective and three aspects which have
been partic:Ia,1N; ineffective. For each
ineffective asp,art. ask that Trainees suggest ways
in whir-7- T.,i,11t be improved. Encourage the
Trainee be as specific as possible and to
cprtsider aIi aspects of the program.

Trainer Note

0 It is important that the training Staff participate in this

activity. Each small group Should include at ?east one staff
member.

CI While the small groups are working, arrcie Chairs in a
semi-circzIe at the front of the room so th.7* three people can
face and speak to one another while _readisig the posted
observations and suggestions._ Arrange a second row of Ohairs
around the first three. The configuration should look Iike

this:

oute,r eirc.te

thiv.r Circle

()Approximately five 'minutes befor_ the end of the time a)lot'ted
for this step, circulate among the groups, remind them of the
time remaining and ask that they post their observations and
suggestions when they are finished.
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Step 2: Fishbowl Discussion (45 minutes)

Have the group reconvene and occupy the chairs in
the outer semi-circle. ,Explain the "fishboWl"
activity. (Ask if anyone has had experience with
this activity. If so, have them help with the
explanation.) The explanation should include the
following points:

Only three people at a time will be in the
inner semi-circle.
The role of each- of the three people will be
to discuss and respond to the posted
observations and examine the feasibility of
the suggestions.
When someone from the outer circle wants to
enter the ditcuttion, a person from the
discussion group thould leave and join
observers.

Explain that the reason for using the fishbowl
structure is to provide a comfortable format for
discussion and to encourage constructive feedback
and suggestions.

Before beginning the discuttion, have one of the
Trainees.scan the lists and point out common themes
or parallels among the obtervationt. Ask that
three volunteers move to the inner temi=circle.
Initiate the activity by responding to one of the
posted observations;

Trainer Note

() It is important that people feel free to express their thoughts
without fear of reprisal.. People should be encouraged to enter
the discussion and to exchange places with one another when they
have something to say. It is- a good idea to have at least one
member of the training staff in the discussion group at all
times.

Step 3: Sinomary and Conclusions (15 minutes)
^-tt.

Summarize the obtervations and suggestions for
improvement which have rebulted from the fishbowl
discussion. Stress thote observations which seem
most generally agreed upon by the group and most
feasible in terms__ of future implementation;
Explain that the fishbowl format may be used again
at any time during the training; whenever
participants feel it is necessary to discuss
issues, clear the air or evaluate some aspect of
the program.
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Trainer Note

The process of Trainee evaluation of the program_consists of_a
series of integrated activities which occur throughout the
training. This_session describes the evaluation activities
recommended for Week 1. Other_program evaluation activities are
outlined_ in Week 3, Session 32, "Mid-Program Evaluation" and
Week 6, Session 52, "Final Program Evaluation".
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SESSION 14

BEE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

TOTAL TIME 37 hours

OVERVIEW Beekeeping is both an art and a skill. As such,
the only way to become a beekeeper is to practice
the craft. This series of sessions provides the
Trainees with experience in working their own
individual hives while being guided by experienced
beekeepers; Trainees will gain confidence in their
own observational and beekeeping skills as they
have a chance to practice them independently. They
will gain new skills as they respond to the
changing__ conditions in their hives._ Furthermore,
as the Trainees will be working together in the
apiary, these 'sessions will provide an opportunity
for them to practice their information transfer
skills.

OBJECTIVES To work bees individually;

To respond to the on-going situations in a bee
colony and inthe apiary;

To establish an arena for peer learning of
beekeeping skills.

To practice various bee management techniques.

To gain confidence in working with bees.

RESOURCES Small Scale Beekeeping
The Beekeeper's BandboQk
The Bive And Ilia honey ae-k
ABL and XYZ Df aek Culture

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

smokers, smoker __fuel, hive tools, protective
clothing, individual hivesi_ other materials
(depending upon the situation that arises)

Work in the Aplay (variable times)

Have the Trainees work on their individual hives or
projects.
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--Trainer Note

0 These sessions _form the baOkbehe of the beekeeping training.
They provide_ the _opportunity to respond to many different
beekeeping situations as they actually_ occur. Since all
Trainees have their _own hiVer a sense of _personal pride and
ownership will evOlVe while _working with the hive and
maintaining the colony. As many _hives are being_managed, a wide
range of beekeeping problems and situations will arise. This
gives the Trainees both an opportunity_to observe and respond to
the situation as well as to practice their extension skills with
other Trainees.

0 Be available to the TraineeS dUting these sessions and guide
them in their ObberVatiehb and working techniques; As the
training program progresses; the Trainees should need less
guidance.

0 While many of the topics coveted_ in these sessions will be
treated in Othet SeSSidhS,_ cover topics as they-arise in the
apiary. Respond to the situation. Never pass up a chance to
teach about -an aspect of beekeeping when the opportunity
presents itself.

C) Peiht out _bee_ disease and_ pest situations whenever they are
encountered. Ttainees should see as _manyof these situations as
pOSSible. _Mail a laboratory sample for disease verification
early 'in the training program so that the results will return
before the program ends.

0 Ih addition to those management techniques covered in specific
sessions, practice the following techniques during these
sessions:

diagnosing the brood pattern (condition of queen4 disease;
pests)
adding brood comb to the brood nest to alleviate a

honeybound condition and stimulate breod production
preventing and stopping robbing
switching colonies to equalize population
feeding bees
providing water for bees
removing old combs
combining colonies
caging queens
extracting honey
mailing disease samples
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Step 1: Field Trip (variable times).
(alternative)

Take a field _trip to _observe the bee management
techniques of local beekeepers.

Guide the Trlinees _in making observations -on the
social, economic and cultural milieu of small-scale
beekeepers. Facilitate observations of _those
factors that, in general, limit agricultural
development_ and those which specifically impede
beekeeping development.

Trainer Note

0 Observing local beekeepers and their techniques provides an
opportunity for the Trainee to gain both technical and
cross-cultural skills. Field experience will give Trainees a
perspective by vhich to better adapt their beekeeping knowledge
to their future work situation.

O A field trip to_observe_a beekeeper extracting honey duting the
early part of the training_ program is a valuable experience for
those Trainees who have -n'_ beekeeping experience. As harvesting
honey is the_beekeeper's reward, seeing this activity provides
direction to beginning beekeepers.

O The scheduling and content of field trips is dependent upon the
'convenience of local beekeepers. As such, they may occur at
variable times during the training period;
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TOTAL TIME

OVERVIEW

SESSION 15

BASIC NUTRITION

2 hours

Health and nutrition are essential aspects_ of the
life of all Peace Corps Volunteers. All Volunteers
must learn to adapt their personal eating habits to
the host country environment, while maintaining -an
adequate nutritional. level. In many_ cases' they
are seen as rOle models of "good" nutrition
practices. This session introduces the themes of
health and nutrition as_components of the program.
It provides Trainees with_ an 'orientation to the
concepts of_ . basic nutrition: It encourages
reflection about_ personal beliefs regarding food
and eating behavior's.- Trainees learn to recognize
and assess the nutritive value of foods common in
their sites as Volunteers. Local beliefs about
foods _are assessed and, where appropriate,
strategies for modifying local diets are develope.d.

OBJECTIVES To discuss and clarify concepts of basic nutrition.

To assess the nutritive value of local foods.

-;0 To_list ways to determine the nutritive value of

unfamiliar foods;

to To examine and evaluate local beliefs about food.

4i To discuss strategies for modifying local diets;

RESOURCES Where There j Doctor, pp. 107=130.
= Nutrition fpr Developing Gourd lleray

Chapters 1 and 2.
= The Personal Health Trainino pp. 107-133.

Transcultural Study Guide,_13p. 130-132.
The Nutrition Factor, pp. 50=88!

= Handout 15A, "Basic Food Groups"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers, a variety of local food
items
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PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

O Prior to beginning this session; purchase and/or gather samples

of a variety of local food items: Set food items up in the form

of a display in the classroom (see Step 1). Select food items

that represent examples of:

common local staples that the Trainees are receiving from
their host families
common staples of the countries to which they will be
assigned as_Volunteers
common fruits and vegetableS
any potentially new and unfatiliar_items and
common types of honey or honey products.

() If these foods are available close to the training site, an

option is to have the Trainees purchase or gather them.

Step 1: Nutritive Value of Fooda (30 minutes)

Briefly review and; eXplain the_major aspects of the

health and nutrition component of the _prograt.

Cite examples of how the nutrition and health'.

themes will be appearing in sessions throughout the

program. Ptebent the objectives and outline the
Procedures of this session. Point out a display of
local foodb and have the Trainees.examine each of

the food items. Ask them_to fdentify those items

which theY recognize and_ to discuss what they know
about hOW the item is prepared and eaten by the
individualb in the community.

Distribute Handout 15A, "Baadc Food Groups" and
have the Trainees read it. Answer questions and
invite comments related to the reading. Facilitate

a discussion centered around the following

question8:

What are nutrients?
What are important functions of the major

nutrients?
What important vitamins and minerals are found

in foods?

Have the Trainees describe the_putritive value_Of

each of the :foods in the display classify them

according to basic food_ groups. Discuss the

characteristics and uses of each food; Focus the

discussion on those foods which will be the common
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staples in the countries where_the Trainees will be
working as Volunteers. In discussing 'the honey
products in the displayo_be sure to stress the idea
of honey as a cash crop item.

Step 2: Unfamiliar PoodS/Balanced Diett (20 minutes)

Have the Trainees suggest different ways to_combine
the foods in the display to create_ meals which meet
nutritional requirements. Write their responses on
newsprint. Ask them to brainstorm_ a list of
questions to -be- asked when investigating _a new or
unfamiliar food item. Write the questions_ on
newsprint as they come up. Help to stimulate
responses by suggesting such questions as:

When and how is this food used?
= It it a staple? __

18 it eaten at all meals?
= How_is it prepared?,
== 18 it always available?
= Do people on all economic levels eat this

fOOd?_
Do all members of a family eat this food?

Recommend that the Trainees copy the list of
questions and the balanced meal combinations for
future reference once they are in their sites as
Volunteers.

Step 3: Innovations in Diets (50 minutes)

Briefly point out how perceptions regarding food
vary from culture to culture and that there are
often__ variations within a particular culture; Ask
the Trainees to briefly cite a few examples_of
beliefs about food and well-being which they either
still hold_ as valuable or now perceive as
superstitious; Provide a couple of examples, such
as "feed a cold; starve a fever" and "don't swim
after eating";

Have the Trainees divide into three groups. Based
on their experience to date with their_ hOSt
families; have each group _identify and _write on
newsprint three local beliefs_about food_which they
consider "correct" or__ "valuable" and three which
they consider to be "superstitious" or "quaint";
For each belief liated have the groups describe
how they would reinforce those which they consider
positive and attempt to modify those which they
would consider negative. Discuss whether or not it
is necessary to modify beliefs which are harmless;
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Allow the groups approx:mately 15 minutes to

\prepare the lists Have them report back and ask a

representative from each group to present and

explain their list. Following each presentation,
invite comments and discutSion from among, the

Trainees. As a basis for thiS discussion ask such
questions as:

What role does tradition and habit play in
determining tastes?_
Why is it that diet is one of the most
difficult aspects of a culture to change?
What dangers exist in suggesting changes in
the diet which require the importation of new
and/or hybrid seeds?
How does economic status affect beliefs about
foods?

Analyzing Existing Meta (20 minutes)

Conclude the session by asking the Trainees to
discuss ways in which they might wish to modify the
meals which they are receiving from their host

families. Discuss whether or not they - are

'satisfied with the meals. -Ask if the meals are
balanced and/or repetitious. In appropriate cases,
have them share any idea regarding effective,
culturally sensitive ways to improve the meals.
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HANDOUT I5A

BASIC FOOD GROUPS

It is &Aitt to talk about the nutrients in food if we divide
them intd groups._ The most common grouping_ uses three basic
groups: (II carbohydrates and fats; (2) proteins; and (3)

vitamins minerals. The body has different needs for these
nutrients ih health depending upon size, sex, age, degree of

activity and cliMate.

I. r3rLf Fats.
The group of nutrients known as Rarbohydratea consists,
principally of Starches, sugars and various indigestible
substandeS, such as cellulose. They are the body's main
source _Of energy and heat._ An _excessive intake of
carbohydrates means that the body is receiving a surplus of
calories.

Most fbb-(58.0 including meat; fish and milk contain
carbohydrates. _However, they_are_)mostIy fOund in certain
claSSeS of vegetable foods,__especially cereals (grains) such
as _Wheat, rioe, corn (maize) and the millets; roots-c-rops

such as_ potatoes, Tams, cassava and members Of the

bahana-pl-antain family.

Naturally occuring sugars, such as those found in_Milk
(lactose), fruits (fructose) or honey (glucose and frUCteSe)
are also sources of carbohydrates, as are the cane sugars
(sucrose).

In developing countries, carbohydrates are usually the main
sout-co of calories in the diet.

Eats may be derived from either plant or animal sources.
They are concentrated sources of energy, havthd _mote than
twice the calorie content of carbohydrates. _AniMal fats are
present in_the liver andfa-ty parts -of animals and fish; the
yoi!:s of ,-ggs_and in milk fat and its by-prodUcts; such as
butter and cream; Certain animal _fats inclUding egg yolks,
livet and butter also contain the fat soluble vitamins A and
D.

Vegetable fats are found _in the grOutidnut (peanut), the

soybean, the olive, the oil_ palm_frUit, all nuts. and the
seeds of vaLious plants, including sesame,_ mustard and

cotton; In most developing regions, fats are costly and not
widei available.

2; Proteins.

may 'loo derived from animal or vegetable_soUteeS.
Ariimal proteins are found in meats, flab (including
Shellfi8h), eggs, _milk_ and some of its products, especially
cheese, yogurt and buttermilk) and to a minor extent frOM
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other sourcesi such as insects and snails. Foods of animal
origin are not only richi concentrated sources of protein,
but contain the complete range of the eight essential
amino acids.

While almost all vegetable foods contain some quantity of

protein; the content varies considerably. The richest in
protein which usually contain about 20 percent;_ are the
lelAMes -- the various beans; peas; lentils and the _peanut
(groundnut). Of thesei the best protein source is the
soybean (up to 40%).

The_next best plant sources of protein are the cereal-grains._
While there is great variation among: different types of

cereals and many different strains exist as d' group they
contain about 10% protein;

Plant sources of protein which are often overlooked are dat-k-.-

green; leafy vegetables; including tropical eqLiValeht8 .Of
spinach. These leaves contain about 2-710% protein. They are
also good sources of other nutrientsi including iron, vitamin
C and riboflavini especially the young leaves.

Unfortunately, in many communities of the world, they are
often not used as much as they might be and indeed often may
be regarded as "poor man's, food" with little prestige.

The staple foods poorest in protein are the various root
cropsi tubers and plantainsi Which have a protein content of
only 1-2%;

As important as the total protein bbhteht_bf vegetable foods
is the fact that their proteihS_dO not contain the full range
of the eight essential amino adid8. For example the protein
of cereal grains; such ei-s_bbth (maize)_ is -deficient in the
essential amino acid; lysine; while the proteins_ found in
legumesi such as the soybean and chick-peai are relatively
low in anotheri methiohihe. Th,5! value. of each of these foods

is enhanced if eaten as cereal - legume mixtures; thereby
providing the whole range of essential amino acids;

Diets An tropical countries are almost universally deficient
in proteini (especially those of animal origin)i a facCwhich
is illustrated by a_ -comparison of the average milki other

animal and vegetable protein intake in Latin Americah
countries_ with figures from Canada and the United Stateb._
The rapidly rising populations in developing countries and
the 'sloW_ increase. in agricultural production is tending to
widen this "protein gap" still further.

In addition all over the wort 'protein especially
those_ of animal origini are more: expensive thah largely
carbohydrate staples. In view of thisi the need to use
vegetable protein m,ixturesi if possible; with small
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additional quantities of animal proteini is an important
principle of village-level infant feeding. Indeedi many
traditional diets in different parts of the world appear to
have evolved toward largely vegetable protein mixtures.
These are often of'a cereal- legume combinationi in which the
amino acid deficiency of one food is complemented by that of
the other ingredient;

The basic function of proteins are to build and repair body
cells; which are constantly being broken down and rebuilt and
to form body enzymes; As proteins are needed for growthr
there' is a particularly high protein need in infancy and
early childhoodi when growth is'especially rapid.

3. Vitamins and Minerals

The group of nutrients known collectively as vitaMina are
unrelated chemicallyi but are all essential_ in small
quantities for the maintenance_ Of good-- health. Severe
deficiency; leading to the depletion of body_ stores_rresUlts
in various forms of clinical malnutrition, which can
sometimes be recognized by the appearance of certain signs or
by. the use of appropriate lab-oratory tests.

-
Vitamin deficiencies of various types occur -in many_partt of
the world; especially if a diet is _eaten which is_limited to
a restricted number of fOOdb;_ In some communities of the
world; the basic diet may consist of a very limited range of
foods. This limitation may be because ,of economic reasons,
because of local_ customs, because the terrain only'permits
the growing of limited cropsr', or' because of a combination of
all these reasons.

As with Othet fOrtt of malnutrition, vitamin deficiency
diteate is much more likely to occu_r in the two nutritionally

groups. -- young children_ and pregnant or
lAdtAting women. Their need for nut,rients is high_and their
intake is Often restricted by. various harmful food customs;

ItAbla.u.A can be taken in directly as vitaman Arwhich is
contained only in animal foodsi_ particularly irl2,iveri egg
yAdaI pllk and i_ts_productsi and;liver_oil_from the cod;
halibut, shark_and other fish; Alternatelyivitamin A may be
synthetizd within the body_ from orange pigment foods. Rich
Souttet:of carotene include such orange-coIored fry its and
Vegetables as the pswpaw_:(papaya)i carrots,
putpkins mangoes, yellow sweet potatoes and so forthr_ as
well as dark green leafy vegetables including various
tropical equivalents of spinach and cassava Ieavesi.
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Vitamin A is principally required for the normal functioning
of the skin and oyes, including the retina. In some -parts of
the world,_vitamin A deficiency is a most common and serious
form of malnutrition. It is_both preventable and tragic in

its consequenceS, as it may easily lead to permanent

blindness.

The three main_ members of the _vitamin B complex or group are
thiamine, riboflavin and niacin.

Thiamine, which , is required _for the metabOliSM of

carbohydrate-8 in the body is widolyavailable in a variety of
tropical fObdS, ini.11uding cereal grains, legumes, ote-en-leafNz

vegetable-s, 1.41kand_meat. watet_soluable
and easily absorbed. It breaks down at high temperatures.

Lack of riboflavin _produces ulcers at the corners of the lips
and a generally red, sore mouth.

111Alid is found distributed in numerous foods. Rich animal

sources_ include meat, particluarlY iijikt, while the best

available sources in tropical countries are ,legumes,

including groundnuts, and cereal-4rains, especially if they
are undetmi.kled and still contain the germ.

Corn (maize) is aparticularly poor source of niacin,

especially if the germ haS been remc:ed by overmilling.

Clinical malnutrition chi-6 to niacin deficiency is thus

principally a disease of corn- eating communities. In the
Mayan cultures of Central Atericas, a_particularly valuable
method of preparing corn has been_employed for centuries. In

this method, corn is initially treated for some time with
lime before being cooked as tortillas; This hat the

advantage of enriching the grain with calcium and improVing
the amino acid'vaItie and available niacin;

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is found in vegetables, especially

green leaves and various fruits,_particulatly thobe of the

citrus group. There are often especially rich local Sources
of ascorbic acid,_ such as the fruit of the baobab_ tree in

Central Africa and the pawpaw (papaya) and the suave in many

parts of the tropics. Other sources of ascoibic acid include

germinal'_: grains or legumea, whether eaten raw, or

cooked, or prepared as local beer.

Human milk is a good source of vitamin C, provided the

mother'S diet is adequate in znis respect. A breast-fed baby
needs no other supply of ascorbic acid for the first six

months of life.

Ascorbic acid is both water Soluble and destroyed by heat.

It will, therefore, be lost if vegetables are left soaking

for too long or especially if they are overcooked.
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Vitamin C plays various roles in the body's metabolism, but
is especially required for the formation of the small blood
vessels. Severe and prolonged deficiency of ascorbic acid
produces scurvy. Because the walls of the small blood
vessels become fragile, hemorrhages occur in the skin and
gums, which become large, red and swollen and bleed easily
when touched.

Vitamin-D is unique in human nutrition, in that it can either
be eaten or synthesized in the skin when the latter is
exposed to the ultraviolet light of sunshine.

Vitamin D is required for the absorption of calcium from the
bowel and the formation of strong, well calcified bones;
Deficiency leads to rickets in children, which is
characterized by soft, deformed bones.

It is difficult to give a realistic recommended daily
allowance fOr vitamin D, because in tropical regions this
nutrient is mostly synthesized by the skin. The occurrence
of rickets will, of course, depend on various factors likely
to prevent a child from being exposed to sunshine, including
over-clothing, the degree of cloudiness and the avoidance of
exposure. It is possible that vitamin D is synthesized less
easily by children with darker pigmented Skin.

A variety of different minerals is required in the diet for
the healthy functioning of the human body/ including some
known as trace elements, which are needed in only extremely
minute quantities. The present account will deal only
briefly with several more important minerals iron, calcium
and iodine;

Iron is principally required for the formation of the red
blood pigment/ hemoglobin, which is responsible for carrying
oxygen through the body; The newborn infant relies for his
iron needs/ in the early months of life/ on the stores_laid
down in his liver during fetal lifesiLagain emphasizing the
relationship between maternal diet in pregnanacy and the
infant's subsequent nutrition; This is especially important
since both human and cow milki -the principal foods most
likely to_be given during the first months of life, are poor
sources of iron,

Dietary iron comes from both animal and vegetable foods.
Meat is a good source, as in liver, Ridneys and pancreas, but
these sources are most unlikely to play a significant role in
the diet of children in the tropics. Another source of
potential significance to infants is kgstyllak, whicb is, as a
whole, much under-used in infant feeding in developing
countries.
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Handout 15A -- Page 6

Of more practical consequence are 4A;rk. leafy vegetables,

which are rich in iron, although, as with other vegetables,
the content varies with the amount of iron in the soiI;

akaia=c&raala are also useful sources.- Other factors which
affect the amount of iron taken in include the concentration
in drinking water and the use of iron-cooking pota; The

latter can raise the iron content of foods considerably;

CauLaium is principally required for the formation of bones
and teeth. In addition, a regular intake is required because
there is a continual release and excretion of calcium from

the skeleton.

The best sources of calcium are human_and animal ;talks and

their products and the bones-of-Small-fish. Vegetables,

especially cereals and particularly millet, provide some

calcium. The calcium content of water varies considerably
but, in some circumstances, may supply a significant portion

of tht daily requirements;

Iodine is required for the normal function of the thyroid

gland and, in particular, for the production of its hormone,

throxine. Deficiency leads_ to a visible swelling of the

thyroid gland (goiter). If large, this can be disfiguring or

even cause pressure on the trachea.

Water, also, is a vital part of all diets; The human body is

composed of over 60% water and an adequate daily intake is

required to make good the loss in the urine, in the feces, in

the moist, expired air and in perspiration, both-visible and

invisible; The turn-over of water is especially great in
early childhood and the infant can easily become fatally

dehydrated by extra water loss in the form of diarrhea or

vomiting;

Water in the diet may be drunk as such, or it can be taken in

various beverages (including milk, tea and alcoholic drinks);

In addition, it is also taken "in disguise" as a part of

fruits and in cooked dishes, as in porridges, gruels and

stews. The amount of water required will, therefore, depend

on various_ factors -_ the local climate, the degree of

activity and on the intake of other water-containing items.

For young children, the risks of water must be understood.

Most sources of drinking water in tropical regions are likely

to be contaminated and are sources of bacterial infection

which may lead to diarrhea;
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SESSION 16

TYPES OF BEES AND THE BEE-HUMAN RELATIONSHIP

Trainer Note

This is a Trainee-facilitated sessiv. See Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

TOTAL. TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW The type of bee, along with ecological and cultural
factors, affects the bee-human relationship in an
area. A good understanding of all these factors is
necessary to decide upon an appropriate approach to
beekeeping development. This session will prepare
the Trainees to assess the beekeeping situation
where they will be working and to adjust their
skills to the area.

OBJECTIVES To discuss types of bees used for honey production.

To identify features which distinguish wasps from
bees.

To list desirable traits in bees for beekeeping.

To compare and contrast African and European bees.

To discuss ways in which information on beekeeping
with European bees or under temperate conditions
needs to be modified to make it applicable to
African bees or to tropical conditions.

To discuss the impact of the African bee on
beekeeping in Latin America (for the Inter-American
region).

To discuss the bee-human relationship.

RESOURCES Small Beaktaping
Beekeeping in Zambia
Beekeeping in Rural Development, pp. 1-16.

-= Apiculture in Tropical Climates,
pp. 41-46, 61-68.

The Five And the honey Lick, Chapter 2.
"The Past and Possible Future Spread of Africanized

Honeybees in the Americas"
Attachment 16A, "European vs. African Bees"
Attachment 16B, "Distribution of African Races of

Apia meIIifera" (for Africa)
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MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Session 16 -- Page 2

blackboard, chalk, hand lens, preserved samples of
African and European bees, world map, pictures
and/or slidei of various beekeeping situations,
sugar water (2:1 water to sugar) in tray, insect
net and kill jar

Trainer Note

0 A bait station should be set up a day before this session_ so
there will be enough time to attract a variety of sugar-feeding
insects. If there is a strong nectar flow, it may be necessary
to use honey water (2:1, water to honey) or pure honey in order
to attract any bees or wasps; An alternative to using a tray of
sugar water is to spray the bait on foliage.

0 If there is beekeeping in the area with bees_other than Avis,
visit and observe this type of beekeeping during an ensuing
field trip.

Step 1: Bee Types (30 minutes)

Assemble the Trainees at a bait station. Ask them
to point out wasps and other types of bees feeding
at the station, then ask them to describe the
features which distinguish bees from wasps and from
other insects. Briefly discuss the various types'
of bees, both Agi-S and non-Apis, used by humans.'
Distinguish between species and races in bees and
show, on the map, the distribution of the four
species of 4,214 and the major races of the western
honey bee.

If_ possible,__ catch examples of the various insects
and examine them with a hand lens;

Step 2: Dedirable Bee Traits (25 minutes)

Question the Trainees as to traits they consider
deSirable in bees for beekeeping. Discuss these
traits and have a Trainee list them -,on the

chalkboard. Point out that this is a hypothetical
list and that in selecting _a line of bees, it is
necessary to make trade-offs among the various
desired characteristics.
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Step 3: The African Bee (25 minutes)

Session 16 -- Page 3

Ask the Trainees what they know or have heard about
the African bee. Relate this information to the
characteristics of the African bee and relate the
traits of the African bee to the list of desirable
traits in bees.

Use Attachments 16A and 16B as resources for a

short lecture on the African bee. Discuss the
traits of European bees vs. those of African bees.
Point out the distribution of African races of
A944. Recount the history of the introduction of
the African bee into South America and its impact
on beekeeping. Discuss the need for adjusting
management techniques used for European bees in
temperate regions to both the behavioral
characteristics of the African bee and to tropical
conditions.

Point out the "low management" nature of the
African bee and relate this to the characteristics
of many small-scale beekeepers. Also point out
that because of the swarming tendency of African
bees and their ability to exist as feral colonies
in the tropics, they provide a ready and cheap bee
resource for small-scale farmers who might like to
start keeping bees.

Trainer Note

CI The timeliness and relevancy of this topic will vary greatly
depending upon the areas in which the Trainees will be working.
If more time is needed and/or if local resources are available
on this topic, schedule a period during a "Bee Management
Techniques" session.

Step 4: The Bee-Boman Relationship (25 minutes)

Discuss the phases of bee-killing, bee-having and
beekeeping in the development of the bee-human
relationship. Relate these phases to the cultural
and ecological factors which shape them. Ask the
Trainee what relevance to their future roles as
Peace Corps Volunteers they see in understanding
the development continuum of the bee-human
relationship. Point out that in any development
effort it is important to recognize the stage of
developient of the local technology and to tailor
appropriate goals and technologies for that
situation.
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Step 5: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Session 16 -- Page 4

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Sessitin 7, "Bee Colony Cycle"4

t
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Attachiment 16A

ZAMBIAN

Adapted to temperate zones
- wild colonies do not have a
high rate of survival in the
tropics (i.e., no
competition to beekeeping)

Little swarming in the tropics

Little absconding (migrating)

A long association with beekeepert
(i.e., characteristics,have been
selected as more desirable from
the point of view of beekeeping)

- gentle.
- do not run on the frames

Respond to management

Begin_active_foraging at a
relatiVelY hi-ghet_leVel of
resource availability

The_Strategy fibt survival is to
maximize the survival of the
.indiVidUal (colony)

emphasis is on the
storage of provisions)

AE-111-CAN4-17.-EDI

Adapted to tropical zones
wild colonies are very common
(i.e., much competition to
beekeeping)

Much swarming

Much absconding

Have been hunted by bee-killers for
gathering honey (i.e., no selection
of desirable traits)

- aggressive
- run on the frames

Do not respond well to management

Forage actively at relativeli lower
level of resource availability

The strategy is to maximize the
number of individuals (colonies)
(i.e.,emphasis is on producing more
colonies)
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SESSION 17

FORAGING

Trainer Note

O Thib it a_ TraineeTfacilitated session; See Setsion 7, "Bee

Colony cycle"; for guidelines.

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Foraging fullillt the resource needt of the be

colony. The quality, quantity and location of

available forage:affects behavioral responses _of

both individual_ bees and the colony. _Practicing

marking and ftillOWing foragers in the field allows

the Trainees- to _observe the communication of

resource availability and location to -other bees in

the colony. Understanding the effetts of the

external environment on the bee_ colony is an

integral part Of s4tcessfuI beekeepin.

OBJECTIVES To review the resource needs of the colony.

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

To examine factors which deterMine the types of

forage collected.
_

To practice Marking bees.

To study foraging behavicii.

To observe_ and discuss colony communication of

resource sites.

A Jaisai pp. 7=2.3.

The Rive Ana_tht ligney Btkr_Chapter 7.

The Botial organization of Honeybees, Chagter 4.

observation' hive with bees, .blackboard, chalk,

several colors of fa8t drying paint, jar

sugar, water, honey, watch/timer, screen wirei

container (I liter), notepaper, pens, small

Container to hold captured bees
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PROCEDURES

Session 17 - Page 2 4

Step 1: Revieing the Resource Needs of the Colony
(10 minutes)

OP newsprint; listand review the resource needs of
the COlony as detailed in Session 11, "Functional
5iology of the Honey Bee"; Define terms pertinent
to this session, such as forage, forager and
"communication dance"; Encourage comments and
ditbUtti5n.

Step 2: Defining the Activity (10 minuts)

Explain that -in the :upcoming activity, Trainees
will eStabliaha _feeding station. Bees, captured
by the Trainees, from the observation hive, will be
fed on honey or sugar syrup and marked with a spot
Of paint. 016-Serving the marked bees' behavior upon
retUthing to the observation hive will allow the
Trainees _to Study communication of resource sites
in a bee hive.

Ask the Trainees what equipment is needed and why.

Step 3: Collecting the Equipment (15 minutes)

Gather the necessary equipment for marking bees.
Have Trainees volunteer to be in charge of mixing
various concentrations of sugar syrup,or getting
honey, capturing bees, marking bees and timing the
bees return flight to the colony.

Step 4: Capturing the Bees From the ObSrvation Hive
(15 minutes)

Demonstrate how to capture bees leaving the
observation hive. Have the Trainees capture about
10 to 15 'foragers.

Trainer Note'

0 One way to Capture bees is to fit a container formed from screen )
mire over the entrance tube of the observation hive. Bees will
enter the container as they leave the hive; These bees will be
old enough to be foragers and, therefore, will be able to locate
and return to the colony once released in the field.
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Sesson 17 -- Page 3

Step 5: Marking arta' Feeding Bees (30 minutes)

Demonstrate hOW and where to mark bees; Have the
Traiheeb mark several boos. Feed the marked bees
on the sugar sy.tup or honey. Record the time at
the feeding_ station. Alsoi note the time needed
frit the marked bee(S) to return to the feeding
station. _NOte any recruitment from the_observation
hive. AFt_the_Ttaineos if, using_honey or sugar

syrup s,4OUld elicit_ different responses from the
obserlatioh hive during various times in the
beekeeping session. Explain that during a nectar
flOWk honey will elicit more response from the
colony.

Bkplain that some of the foragers will communicate
a '"false "_ _location of the feeding station. Point
out that this_iz: because they will communicate the
loCatidh of their original forage source, prior to
being captured and fed at the feeding station.

AlSbk_dUring this activity point .:out and discuss
foraging behavior.
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Step 6:

Session 17 -- Page 4

observing and DiscuSSing Colony Communication for
Resource Sites
(25 minutes)

Return to the_Obtervation hive. Observe any marked
bees in the hiVe. DiSCUSs the communication dances
observed in the oolboy., Explain how_differences in
forage, diffetenteS in locatioL of forage and other
forage factbra affeCt the communication process.
Discuss fdrage characteristics which. make it

attractive to tees.

Trainer Note

U3e the following alternative in situations where Trainees want
to divide into groups to establish many feeding stations:

Have Trainees establish another feeding station in another
location and at a different distance. Mark the bees_ a
different color. NOte differences in the communication
,dthin the colony. t>'

Another. variation is to use different: concentrations of
sugar syrup at a feeding station;

Step 7: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

.0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".

n-
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TOTAL TIME

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

SESSION 18

HIVE DESIGN CRITERIA AND SWARM BOXES

2 hours

Understanding beehive. design parameters and the

designprocessi in general, is important in

assessing and introducing an appropriate beekeeping
technology; In this session; the Trainees develop
a list.of beehive design criteria by drawing upon
their own experiences in building and setting up_a
beehive;_- They then use some of the parameters to
design an "improved" swarm box. The information
and skills developed in this session will prepare
the Trainees to critically appraise beekeeping
equipment and systems for appropriateness to the
areas in which they will be working..

To develop the parameters for designing beehives;

To review an discuss the different qualities of
bee hives;

To design an "improved" swarm box;.

To present and evaluate the designs of the swarm
boxes;

To discuss the basic concepts of the design
process.

In regions where the African bee is present and
swarm boxes are useful in beekeeping development
progiams:

To.donstrudt and test an "improved" swarm box or
Johnson hive.

To practice /acquire carpentry skills.

4 To work together effectively; in groups;

pii3=141 Scale Beekeeping; pp. 82-84;

-chalkboard; _chalk;. sample piece of 5-mesh hardware
Cloth_ (5 holes per 2;54dm)r newsprintr markers;
Lanotroth hive; KTBH

Beehive Design Parameters (35 minutes)

Point out that establishing design parameters or
criteria is the first step in the overall design
process. Relate this to the session objectives;

t.
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Session 18 Page 2

Question the Trainees about the parameters
important' in beehive design. Guide the_ _group in
developing the following list of qualities Of
beehives:

cost
access to honey comb
access to brood nest for inspection
exchange and/or. replacement Of combs
separation of brood comb from honey comb
materials necessary
possibility of increasing or decreasing space
carpentry skills and carpentry equipment
needed
potential for management

Use a Langstroth _hive and a KTBH to point out and
discuss how each hive specifically meats the design
parameters or qualities.

Point._ out that the better one can match the cost
and design of a hive' to the nature of its "use"
(i.e., bee-killing, bee-having_or_beekeeping), the
more economical and practical the_hive As
an example, discuss the KTBH_add note_ that it is
appropriate for low-management beekeeping. Relate
this to the concept of appropriate technology.

Step 2: Swarm Boxes - Introduction (10 minutes)

ASk the Trainees to speculate on the design and
function of swarm boxes. When swarm boxes are
defined, question the group as to the
appropriateness of swarm boxes in beekeeping'
development programs._ Relate the appropriateness
Of swarm boxes, both to the socio-economic factors
Of the beekeepers and to the characteristics of the
bee in the area.

Step 3: Designing an 'Improved Swarm Box (35 minutes)

Show the Trainees a sample piece of 5-mesh hardware
cloth and introduce the idea that it can serve as a
low-cost queen-excluder; Ask them to design an
"improved" swarm box (or simple hive) based on the
following criteria:

It must give access to honey comb.
It must provide for separation of4 brood comb
from honey comb.
It must be buildable_in three hours.
It must use only wood, nails, hardware cloth.
It must be built only with hand tools.
It must be practical as a swarm box.
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Emphasize that in the design processi specific
criteria such as these are more useful than general

ones.

Have the Trainees work_either in groups or

individually to design an "improved" swarm box.

Provide the Trainees with newsprint and markers so

that they may prepare their designs for

presentation to the group.

Step 4: Presentation of Designs (25 minutes)

Have the Trainees present their designs; Allow

time after each presentation to -give feedback_on
the presentation and design. _Ask Trainees what
they liked best about the presentations and _the

swarm box designs and what suggestions they might

have for improvement.

Trainer Note

0 The- Johnson hive design provides a standard with which to

evaluate the Trainees' designs.

step 5: Conclusion (1 minutes)

Introduce t e design plan of the JohnSOn hive

(Small p_; 82); Ask_the Ttainees

how theit_th-signs differ from or are sitilat to-the

Johnson hiVis Ask them what difficulties might- be

encountered in attempting_to introduce either the
Johnson hiVe or their designs to local beekeepers;

Question the- Trainees as to the next step to take
after completing a design; Develop,- on the boardi

the ftilldWing overview of the whole design process:

IteAetityl W < IC* it
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Emphasize that no design is, complete until it has
been tested and retested and that every new design
requires redesign and rebuilding.

Relate the design process to the role of a Peace
Corps Volunteer. by pointing out the importance of
being flexible and remaining open to new ideas and
situations.

Trainer Note

(2) If Trainees will be working in areas where swarm boxes_are
valuable to beekeepers (i.e., in areas where there As high
incidence of swarming in the local bee), it will be valuable for
them to actually -build a Johnson hive or an %mproved" swarm box
of their own design. A "Bee Management Techniquee_session is
scheduled for the afternoon. Where applicable, this_time should
be used to construct the swarm boxes. Have the Trainees divide
into groups for this activity.

1 2 5
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SESSION 19

ROLE OF THE VOLUNTEER IN DEVELOPMENT

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW The role of each Peace Corps Volunteer _i8

determined not only by a particular job

description, but also by personal working styles

and beliefs about appropriate approaches_ to
development work. In this session, Trainees have

the opportunity to _assess_ their working styles and
discuss the potential effects of those styles on
their work as Peace Corps Volunteers; They examine

different approaches to development and, through

role play, explore the issues related to those
approaches.

OBJECTIVES To identify a personal style for working with

others.

To disduSS the potential consequences of those

styles in deVeltipMent work;

To discuss approaches to development.

To identify issues related to various approaches to
development.

To'praCtite "tole play techniques.

RESOURCES Handout 19A, "Working Style Inventory" _

Handout 19B, "Continuum of Volunteer Helping/Work
Styles"

Handout 19C, "Extension, Training and Dialogue:
A New Approach for Tanzania"

Handout 19D, "Role Play Descriptions"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

Prior tti_beqinning this_session_copy Handout 19D and cut out the

four "Role Descriptions" such that one copy_of each description

can be distributed to each of the four role play groups

described in Step 3.
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Step 1: Personal Working Styles (40 minutes),

Explain the session overview and clarify each of
the objectives. Distribute Handout 19A, "Working
Style Inventory". Have the Trainees read the
instructions, do the inventory and score themselves
afterward. _Answer any questions which may. arise;
Suggest that Trainees move through the situations
on the inventory without spending too much time on
any one, Explain that there are no "right answers"
and that the objective is to develop an accurate
assessment of their working style; Any attempts at
"second guessing" the inventory are defeating the
purpose.

When the Trainees have finished calculating their
scores, distribute Handout 19B, "Continuum of
Volunteer Helping /Work Styles"; Ask them to read
the explanation of the styles provided on the
handout. Ask for a show of hands of high scores in
each of the four categories of styles; Discuss the
continuum diagrammed at the top of the handout.
Ask the Trainees to identify who is responsible
for the work" on each side of the diagonal line.
Have them determine the extent to which dependency
and/or self-reliance are being fostered _by each
working _style; Discuss whether or not they feel
that the inventory is an accurate reflection of
their working style; and, if not, why?

Step 2: Working Styles Continuum (50 minutes)

Have the Trainees divide into pairs, such that each
person in each pair scored high in a different
category of the continuum. Have each pair discuss
how they rated:

those _situations which seemed most
interesting,_
those whiCh seemed most difficult or

perplexing, and
those which they feel most strongly about;

Allow approXimately 20 minutes for this discussion;
Reassemble the large group and conclude the working
styles activity by facilitating a discussion of the
following questions:

what are the critical factors to.be considered
in each situation?
What might be some consequences of a tendency
toward any one style?
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What are the long_t.!rm/short term effects of
each working style ?
How does your _need to establish credibility
and your need for positive reinforcement
influence your working_style?_

- Is sel f-reliance a deSitable goal in all
cases?

Step 3: The Dialogue Approach (1 hour)

Point out that the issue of dependency versus
self- reliance will be- examined_ further- during the
remainder of thit session.- Distribute Handout 19Ci
"Extension _Training and Dialogue_: A New Approach
for Tanzania"0 and ask .the_ Trainees to read it.
Explain thatt as a means of exemplifying some of
the ideas-in the article, the Trainees will be
asked to do some role plays.

Divide_the Trainees into four groups.. Distribute
to each grOUp_ one copy of one of the four_ "Role
Play Descriptions" frOt Handout 19D. Have each
group meet privately, -for approximately_20_minutesi
to read their "Rble Description" carefully and to
develop a plan for meeting the objective stated at
the end of the description.

Trainer Note

O In addititin to the situations described in iiandO6E 19bi other
topics which can be developed into effective role play8 indiUdei

The introduction of non-native bees to new areas: There is
often a conflict between individuals who want to introduce
non-native bees to an area and others who recognize the
value of the native bee stock (see Attachment 21A),
The use of artificial insemination: There are those who
see artificial insemination as a panacea for improving
local bee stock; while others see it as a Costly and
inappropriate technique;

Step 4: Role nays (1 hour)

Reconvene aIl_the Ttainee-s in the classroom; Have
Groups I and 2 present their -role play_while Groups
3 and 4 ObstVe._ Then have Groups 3 and 4 do their
role play while Gtoupg_i and 2 observe; Following
each rOle play, take time to discuss some of the
points which were presented. Focus the discussion
by asking such questions as:
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What were some of the appataht motives of the
characters?
What conflicting approaches to development
work were brought out?_
Was there any resolution among the various
perspectives?

Ask the Trainees to brietly deScribe situations in
which they feel role plays might be used as
effective teaching- techniques in their work as
Peace Corps Volunteers.

Trainer Note

() Within the framework of time allotted for this step-, be flexible
regarding_ the length of time to allow_fot each _tole play
presentation. Allow each presentation to flow naturally for as
long as it seems productive and animated.

Step 5: Summary and Conclusion (30 minutes)

Conclude the session by asking one of the Trainees
to summarize the major themes which were treated
and to determine whether or not the objectiveS were
met. Remind the Trainees of the Experiential
Learning Cycle which was discussed in Session 8,
"Adult 1,6,1rning and Method Demonstration - An
Introduction to Basic Insect Anatomy". Draw the
cycle on newsprint and ask the Trainees to describe
how the activities in this session fit into the
cycle. Then ask them to describe how the "dialogue
approach" to development might also relate to the
four stages of the cycle.

EspCrienctry)
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HANDOUT 19A

Working style Inventory*

Self-Assessment

Ten Situations typical of those faced by Peace Corps Vblunteers in

the paSt are described below._ Four_ different ways of handling

each Situation are then described. Select the way you think you

would be most likely to handle each situation and assign the
numbet "4" to that choice. Select youl next preferred choices and

the least preferred choice. Assign your numerical choices

directly on the scoring sheet attached to this Self- Assessment

form.

This form is designed___tb help you assess your own_ personal

preferred style of handling situations which you__ate likely to

face during service as a Volunteer. Later, you will analyze the

results yourself.

ASSIGN A "4", "3", "2", OR A "1" IN THE ORDER OF YOUR PERSONAL

PREFERENCE FOR HANDLING EACH SITUATION DESCRIBED. PLACE YOUR

RESPONSES DIRECTLY ON THE SCORING SHEET ATTACHED TO THIS

SELF-ASSESSMENT FORM.

SITUATION #1
You are entering your assigned village to take over an

appropriate technblogy project; The Volunteet you are- replacing

has already left. The project is three years old. You have had

brief disdusSiOnS_With thevillage leadetShip and get the sense

that the project_ is being received with mixed results; You have

been asked to addtess a meeting of village leaders to introduce

yourself. How would you prefer to,handle the situation? (Respond

on the Scoring Sheet.)

Choices

A. PreSent_your approach to the project and ask for questions

and advice.

B. Sek_ the leadership's view of the project and identify

problems.

C. Ask_ the leaders to describe their goals for the project as

Well as other pressing needs the village is facing.

D. Ask the leadershiP_if you can sit in on thiS meeting and
become better acquainted with village' needs befbte addressing

a meeting;

* edited from: The }tole at the Voluntekt iD Development, Peace

Corps Core Curriculum_ Materials, Decembet 1981, OPTC, U. S.

Peace Corps, pp. 67-82.
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EITUIsTION #2
You are assigned to a small vegetable cooperative project

which has been underway tor several_yeara. There is very high
interest in the project among the village at large; Howeveri the
local leadership has_just decided_all_dOOP_labbr must be assigned
to re-building the bridge recently flbOded out during the rainy
season. This is planting time for the vegetable coop. What would
you do?.

Sees
A. Persuade the leaders to change their priorities; at least

enable the once-a-year planting in the vegetable fields.

B. Help the leaderip identify some alternatives to choosing
betWeen the vegetable crop and the bridge.

Help the local vegetable coop_manager deVelbp strategies
try to get the )ocal leaders to reconsider.

D. join in and facilitate bridge repair in an effort to complete
it in time to also plant vegetable plots.

YOU are in the last six months of your tour. It is unclear
whether you will be repIlded by another Volunteer. The lbbal
project committee is urging you to be sure to finish a gravity
irrigation prOject before you leave. You are not sure you can
complete it in the time allotted; How will you handle this
pressure?

Choices

A. Try as hard as you can to complete the project;

Lead a planning meeting with the local project committee and
staff and try to develop alternate strategies.

C. Concentrate on developing skills in the lOdal project staff
to enable them to complete the project after your departure;

D. Pass the dilemma on to the local projeCt__Staff leaders and
encourage them to solve the problem and tell you what to do;

S1TUATION #4
A new counterpart has been assigned to your food production

ptbjett, The new counterpart does not have the connections_ with
local district officials which the previous counterpart_ had and
semis unable to use- connections to get needed inputs. If you do
not get the needed inputs soon; serious food shortages could
result. What will you do?
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A. Use your previous associations through the past, counterpart
to ensure the recluired inputs are received in time.

B. Develop strategy with new counterpart to provide
introductions and contacts to enable the project to get
inputs in time.

C. Ask new counterpart to develop plan to get inputs and
critique plan.

D. Encourage new counterpart to go out and try to figure out how
to get needed inputs.

E4Tik Taal:1=U
You have_taken over an agricultural production_project_of the

"green _revolution" type with a "most promising farmer"
orientation. There are two very progressive farmers using the -new
technologies and greatly increasing their cultivated land. Most
farmers in the_ Area have not adapted_ the new practices, The
Village leadership is predicting scarcity to starvation next year
if food.production is not greatly increased. Where will you focus
your ti.tie?

Choices

A. On increasing food production by whatever means; including
using the progressive farmers as "model" farmers for others;

B. Balanced between encouraging tile progressives and working
directly with more traditional farmers.

Organizing traditional farmers and training them in new
agricultural practices.

Identifying why traditional farmers are not adopting new
agricultural practices.

SITUATION #6
The village to_ which you have been assigned has a beekeeping

project going and is highly motivated about it. YOur assignment
is_a general agricultural assignment, but you happen to know quite
a_bit_about beekeeping and see some ways to help-improve their
already successful project. They have shown no interest in using
you in that way. How will you respond?
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Cho-ics

A. Speak to village _and project_leaders laying out some of your
ideas for improving the project and suggesting a change in
your assignment.

B. Make suggestions from time to time, informally, demonstrating
your competence in this area.

Share your dilemma with your counterparts, seek their advice
and follow it.

D. Move ahead with your assignment as planned, .being alert to
any future opportunities to be helpful in an informal way
with beekeeping.

SITUATIQN #7
You are beginning the second year of your two-year teaching

contract. You have been able to introduce some innovative methods
and students and fellow faculty have responded well and begun to
adopt them; Some students in particular have "blossomed" under
your direction; What are your priorities for the next eight
months?

Choices

A. Focus on blossoming students and bring more into the fold.

B; Organize special teacher-training seminars to broaden and
deepen innovations already adopted;

C. Seek opportunities to co-teach with counterparts t
innovations already adopted.

D. Begin_planned withdrawal_to lessen the dependency
sustaining innovations adopted.

,SITUATION- #-8

solidify

you for

You are a health and nutrition specialist for a community
clinic with a very vague and general assignment. The needs
surrounding you are overwhelming, but you don't know where tO
begin. The clinic director seems glad to have you but has
provided no specific direction. How will you begin?

Choices

A. Assess your strongest field and make a concrete proposition
to the director to clarify your role;

B; Ask for a meeting with the director to mutually explore
priorities for_the clinic and ascertain where you can be most
helpful.
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Choices (continued)

C. Ask your counterpart(s) if you can observe them for a_month
in hope of identifying areas where your skills can complement
theirs;

D. Conduct a community needs assessment and develop your role in
response to community needs.

SITUATION #9
Your counterparts are becoming_ increasingly dominating_ during

project community meetings. As their confidence and skill has
grown, you have gladly given more responsibility to them; but it
seems to you that other committee_ members are becoming withdrawn
from the project; You want to build a_strong project team,, rather
than just strong counterparts. What should you do?

Choices

A. Raise the issue directly with your counterparts and offer to
lead the_next committee meeting to demonstrate participative
leadership skillS.

B. Provide help in planning the next meeting and make some
specific_suggestions to the counterparts about how to modify
leadership behavior.

C. WatCh for opportunities to provide feedback, ask the
counterparts questions about how theythink the meetings are
going and reinforce participative behavior;

D. Leave the situation alone and count on the community to call
the counterparts on dominating behavior, then reinforce the
Offer to help.

SITUATION #10
Your counterpart is moderately skilled and experienced and

moderately interested in your project. He or she does not -see the
project as advancing his or her own career. The_villaqe, however,
is vitally interested in the project. How would you handle this
situation?

Choices

A. Try to get counterpart reassigned and temporarily take over
direction of the.project until a new person is assigned.

Spend time with counterpart_ trying to identify ways in which
his or her role in the project can both meet project goals
and career aspirations.

C. Work with counterpart on career goals and help him or her
develop a_ strategy for pursuing them, including leaving the
project, if appropriate.
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Choices (continued)

D. FaCilitate a meeting_ between community leaders and the
counterpart to_ see if they can come up with a mutually
satisfactory solUtion to the problem.
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Situation #1

Situation #2.

Situation #3

Situation #4

Situation #5

Situation-#6

Situation #7

Situation #8

Situation #9

Situation #10

TOTALS

SCORING SHEET

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B
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C

C

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Enter your responses, for each of the 10 situations. Assign a

"4" to your first choice, a "3" to your second choice, a "2" to

your next choice and a "1" to your last choice' in each situation;

When you have responded fully to each set of choices, total
the number. vertically in each column.
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CONTINUUM OF VOLUNTEER HELPINd/WORK STYLES
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Indirect sarvica Orgerititn9with Dernonstration Wried'ssinfice

COLUMN A: pxmcBEEmICE
ThiS is a direct approach in which the Volunteer mostly does

the work, gets_a project organized, providesia needed service
where none exists and generally takes the initiative for making
thing-shappn. In-most -instances, this :meana----thae-theVolunteer---
takes- responsibility for the action or ,projects and .that a
counterpart may or may not get involved r and even if involved,
will look to the Volunteer for action and leadership;

COLUMN B: DEMONSTRATION
In this approach or situation, the Volunteer spends most of

the time demonstrating to others how .to do something, but also
spends a lot of time doing it themselves. Most often the
responsibility is shared with one or two counterparts; The work
is a combination of direct service and training /demonstration;
often with the Volunteer sharing some responbibilitieb with a

promising local leader or an assigned counterpart.

COLUMN C: ORGANIZING WITH OTHERS
In this system, the Volunteer encourages and Stimulates

promising counterparts and others in the community,. generally
although not always - working with people rather than directly on
projects. (NOTE: Throughout this session; we use community in
its most generic sense - it could be a school_ community, an
agricultural office, or a town or section/of a city). The focus
is on building leadership and helping a group or organization
develop which will continue the work. The primary work is behind
the sceffes using influence, assisting as/a resource_in_developing
alternative sblutionS which the people choose or generate
themselves, serving, in a training capacity, occasionally serving
as a role model in doing work and so ory;

COLUMN D: INDIRECT SERVICE
In this approach, the Volunteer responds to a range of

situations and problems raised in volunteer work by helping others
solve their own problems; the Volunteer does not_direct any of the
work but concentrates on helping the people define and refine
their perceived- need: Help is g*Ven only on request, rarely
initiated by the Volunteer. The Volunteer may even come and go,
leaving the project to do something, else and thu8 reinforcing, the
autonomy of the groupi The way. the Volunteer works is primarily
clarifying, asking questions, listening a lot and facilitating.
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Extension, Training and Dialogue: A New Approach for Tanzania

Dr, James De Vries*
Journal of Adult Education
University of Dar: es Salaam

Extension. Education-and-Development

Training and extension work with farmers is both an educational
effort and a means of development and a part of that development.
Before we can begin to criticize traditional training and
extension techniques and advocating new onesy it is important to
be clear what we mean. by development_ and how training and
extension work_ relate to this goal. Until :recentlyi development
was usually defir.ed in economic terms such as changes in the Gross
National' Product, per capita and economic living standards.
Training and especially agricultural extension were viewed as an
economic development tool; as an investment in human capital on
which a return was expected. This implied a directly functional
approach_to teaching _and_learning_vhich was focUsed-on,npractical_s_
skills and immediate pay-offs.

This view has changed over the- past -ten years due to concerns
about income distribution, dependency on government and other
social and political concerns. Now almost every _statement about
training and development mentions the importance of participation,
mobilization, equality and self-determination. _ Since
independence, the party and the Tanzanian government have defined
development as liberation. Development is:

A permanent revolution forthe_total liberation of the
people of Tanzania and Pirica _from_ all forms and
manifestations of domination, _exploitation, oppression,
humiliation, weakness; racism, poverty; ignorance,
disease and misery (Daily News, 1975).

For development has a purpose: that purpose is the
liberation of man. It is true that in the Third World
we:talk_a great deal about economic development but
the y:wds_are needed to serve man; services are required
to make the lives of men more easeful as well as more
fruitful._ Political, social and economic organization
is needed to enlarge the freedom and dignity of men;
always we come back_to man -- to liberated man -- as the
purpose of the development activity (Nyerere, 1976);

Development is. -thus more than _ a change in material welfare,
farming practices or yield per hectare or return per man-day of
labor. Development involves changing people, changing their

* Edited by the Training for Rural Development Staff - Tanzania
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consciousness or awareness and helping them to become "beings for
themselves" -- making their own political , cultural and economic

decisions. "The expansion of (man't) own consciousness; and

therefore power over himself, his environment and his society,
must therefore ultimately be what we mean by development"

(Nyerere, 1976).

Education is thus both an end and a means of development.
Development which depends on the actions of men requires a change
in their consciousness, so that they are the determinant of their
own actions. Farmers follow a given practice not because of

traditionalism, but because they See it as the best method in the
face of their own particular situation. To change these practices
either demands force or a Change in awareness which convinces them
that a different form of action better meets their needs.

Raising the farmers' awareness -is the role of both training and
extension work. "Adult edUCatitin has to be directed at helping
men and women t-CY develop_ themselves -- to think clearly
examine-possi6Ie alternatiV_e_dotitSeS of action; to make a choice
between those alternatiVet_in keePing with theitlOwn purposes; and
to equip them with the_Ability to translate their decisions into
reality" (Nyererei 1976). The_"developed"Tfarmei is not the -one

who is "progressiVe" or follows the recommended practiCes
(although he or She_tay_dd this); rather -the developed farmer is
the one who is critically aware of his or her situation and acts
on it in accordance with this awareness;

Education and extension in Tanzania and other developing countries
have received a great deal of criticisuG While in part this is
unfair because of unrealistic expectations and h failure to see
training and extension in the context of other factors influencing
development work, much of the criticism is deserved. , Part of the

blame can be put on the traditional training and extension
approaches used in the villages and elsewhere. This approach has

variously been called the banking, empty cup, directive or

top-down approach. Its essence is that the trainer or extension

worker is the expert who knows (full cup) and tries to give
(deposit as in the bank) this knowledge to the farmer or villager
(empty cup) whose role is to passively receive and acknowledge
what was received from the expert.

The assumption underlying this relationthip is that the trainer or
agent knows what is good for the farmer or village; Thus, the
relationship is vertical and assumes a- one - way flow of information
from the top down. The farmer or villager is seen as ignorant,
lacking knowledge, traditional and resistant to change. This

means he or she is helplett and must be helped to develop, almost
in spite of themselvet. The farmer or villager is the passive

learner, while the trainer or extension agent is the active

educator;
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In practice; what this boils down to is that the trainer or agent,
whether at_a meeting,_ demonstration program or training session,
is always in -the position of telling villagers what to do; He
tries to provide them with_solutions to their problems much in the
same manner a doctor provides prescriptions to medical_ problems.
In a village, one -may find a List of the "ten commandments" of
good farming posted. In a meeting one will hear the Katibu Kate
exhort_farters to weed properly and the Bwan Shamba telling them
that eight sprayings of insecticide are necessary to produce good
cotton. Farmers rarely raise objections, because they know that
such objections are- not welcome and often accept the role of the
ignorant, passive listener_because they are continually told they
are; They; therefore-, exist in an oppressive environment over
which they- exercise little control. If they do object, they are
quickly-- silenced by_references to "wataalatun research and "modern
methods" (meaning they are ignorant and traditionalistic) or they
need to work_ (moaning_ they are :Lazy);, Rather than objecting
openly and thus offering_ to educate the _trainers of extension
workers and be educated in return, most_farmers rema_in_Lsilent.
They gohome- and fail to put into practice what was suggested,
even when they may have agreed to do so in the Meeting;

The failure of farmers to follow the expert's advice is
discouraging to the expert and reinforces the feeling that farmers
irrationally resist change. As a_result, educators and extension
workers tend to work with those few who seem more open to their
suggestions -- the "progressive" farmers -- and to advocate the
use of pressure to force farmers -to use recommended practices for
their own good. As one RADO told me, "A farmer who refuses to
follow recommended practices is like a sick man:, you have to
force him to eat and he will thank you for it when he becomes
better."

Failure of the Top-Down Approach

Unfortunately, the farmer often does not become "better" in the
sense that he or she obtains a significant benefit from the forced
practice. This reveals one of the fallacies underlying the
traditional approach: the assumption that all recommended
practices are good and that the experts are always right.
Experience and research in Tanzania have shown- many practices
either recommended to the farmers or for.ped on them did not
benefit_ the farmers and their rejection of them was quite
rational.

Some recent examples are:

1. The use of fertilizer on maize in the lower altitude
areas of Morogoro, Tanga and Iringa Region;

Growing maize and many other crops in monoculture.

3. Early planting and close spacing of cotton.

4. Production of cotton in many areas of the "Eastern
Zone".
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Thu8, while many recommendations are good, experience has shown
that when evaluated from the farmer's perspective, many do not
Solve the farmer's most pressing needs and are, -therefore,
unacceptable.

Thi8 brings up the second fallacy of the top-down approach: the
assumption that farmers and villagers are ignorant. It is true
that many of them have little formal education and are illiterate.
It is not true that they have learned nothing and know nothing.
(It is unfortunate that in Swahiliv the same word, ujinga, can be
used for both illiterate and ignorant, because the two cannot be
equated.) Farmers, through experience and the informal sharing of
ideas, have developed a wealth of knowledge about agricultural
production and survival in an often harsh environment. They also
have a better understanding of their problems, needs, priorities,
resources, values, attitudes, local culture, etc; Educators and
extension agents tend to be outsiders and members of a "difterent
socio-economic class.

Thus, both the extension agent or trainer and the farmer or
villager_have some knowledge necessary to bring about changes in
practices. The scientific knowlege of the researcher needs to be
complemented by the more natural knowledge o_f the farmer to bring
about a critical understanding of the problem and the basis for
action.

-The third major fallacy of the top-down approach is the assumption
that knowledge can be given or extended by the trainer and
extension agent; Knowledge cannot be poured into the adult
learner like tea into a cup. Informed action develops in learner8
as a result of interaction with information, the situation and
fellow human beings. Learning is not an activity of the trainer,
but of the learner, and involves a change from one way of
understanding or doing something to another. Adults, in
particular, have developed attitudes and ways of doing things.
Learning often involves the rejection of existing ideas and
acceptance of new ones.

This leads to the importance of understanding the farmer's present
knowledge and under8tanding and these must form the foundation of
any new learning. Only an active interaction with ideas and other
people can result_ in the learner really understanding new' ideas
and making them his or her own, instead of them merely being
someone else's ideas.

Finally/ another major criticism of the top-down approach,
particularly important in the Tanzanian context, is that it builds
a dependency relationship between experts (often seen as
representing government) and farmers and villagers. It means
presenting t-e farmers with solutions to their problems, defined
in the first place by the experts, instead of analyzing their
problems with them/ in order to fully understand them and coming
to a solution cooperatively. The traditional approach makes the
farmer feel dependent on the continued advice of the trainer or
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extension agent; as it fails to teach hit hOw to analyze and solve
problems on his own. While the governMeht_ and the party have
accepted liberation as the major goal of development,_ the top-down
approach to adult education and extension work encourages
dependency and passivity.

Instead of seeing men and women as theteans of development; it

treats them as a means; tools to be manipulated as efficiently as
possible in order to achieve the gbalb of those_in_power. In_the
face of the above; it seems fait to conclude that the present;
prevailing approaches to adUlt edUCatibh and_extension work are
not only ineffective but abtUally_sto detrimental to the
development of Tanzanian farmert and villagers.

The Dialogue Approach

The dialogue approaCh; illusttated in Table 1; is the_opposite of
the traditional; top-dOwn apptbSth. Itt essence is the horizontal
thating of ideas between ttSineteilestnotsi learners/trainertin a
process of reflecting and acting on the world in order to

understand it and control it better. It is based on faith in

people; in their ability in cooperation_ with others; to be able to
iunderstand self and situation and to act on it and change t;

The Oialogue approach assumes that both the trainer or extension
agent and the Student_bt_fatmet know something about the subject
of interesti_ especially if the goal is for the learner to apply
what is to be learned. Although one may have more general or
abstract knowledge _ahta the other may have more informal and
spetific knowledge,,_ this difference does not make one or the other
superior in the situation. It is the shared knowledge both have
in the situation which_ is superior; Within the constraints of
each party's environment; each can learn and change as a result of
interacting with each other;

While_all fa_rmers have some knowledge; they are not always _aware
of this knowledge; In fact; because they are constantly told that
they are backward; lazy; ignorant and thereby made to- accept that
they are "hopeless"; they often feel that they know- nothing. When
farmers can be drawn out in dialogue_ as a grouper they are often
surprised-at how much they already know; C011eCtively; about a

wide range of production or develOPMent problems. It is

important; in the beginning; tb dtSW out what the farmers or

villagers already know to be able to build on it. As Mwalimu
Nyerere points out, by drawin-g out what the farmers know (which
can only be done through dialogue) and

the
the relevance of

what is known to what is being learned, the trainer achieves three
things:

I-le has built up the telf-COnfidence of the man who wants
to learn; by showing him that he is capable of

contribUting._ He has_domonstrated the relevance of

experience and observation as a method of learning to be

combined with thOUght and analysis; He has shown what I
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call the "maturity" of learning -- that is; -by sharing

our knowledge, we extend the totality_ of our

understanding and our control over our own lives;

1

learner butts:, lead the learner-te-an examination of problemi5

to ask the learner to critically-reflect and act on problems
(problem-posing). Knowledge or learning grows out of this

reflection- action cycle. The farmer will never learn the benefit

of al_ practice and the problems associated with it until he has

actually tried it and then thought about his experience

critically.

Traditional Approach

1. Educators teach and
farmers are taught.

2. Experts know everything
and the farmers know nothing.

3; Educators possess the
authority of knOWledge and
have a monopcily on it
which they perpetUate.

4. Educators/experts think
and farmers are thought about;

5. Educators/experts are
active and farmers are
passive during learning.

Dialogue Approach

1. Educators and farmers are
both involved in learning.

2. Both have knowledge to
contribute to joint learning.

3. Knowledge is the property
of everyone. No one can or
should monopolize it.

4. Farffiers are encouraged
to think on their own.

5. Both educators and farmers
are active during learning.

Table -I

Neither the trainer or extension agent Will know the value of his

ideas u: 1 he has shared them with the learner and tested them
out against the farmer's perceptions and experience; Dialogue

thus requires both action and-reflecti n. experience and thought.
verbalism and amounts to
t without showing them how
on their farming practices.
become mindless activism in
certain practices without
farmers themselves being

Without action, teaching_ is merely
exhorting the farmers to- do this or th

to do it and, thus, has limited impact
Without reflection, extension Work can
which farmers are forced to follow
understanding them and without the
developed.
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1,talogue Feasible?

__us examine two objections to the use of the dialogue approach
7ri made by extension agents, educators and government
-cials

The first is that it is impossible to dialogue with farmers
or villagers because they know little or nothing about modern
agriculture or how to make a village cooperative work.

The second objection is that it is too slow and expensive,
that our problems need urgent solutions and, therefore,
cannot wait for a long process of dialogue to take place.
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Role Play Descriptions

Description 1: 'for Group- 14
You are an elected group of village leaders. You are

concerned about the welfare of the people of_your village. Other
development organizations have attempted to implement projects in
your village without producing_any real; tangible _results. All
they wanted to do was talk. They suggested_ expensive, long-term
projects which the people rejected._ You have _seen Langstroth
beekeeping_equipment_and have_heard that it can be obtained free
from the Ministry of Agriculture. You are convinced that this
"modern" equipment is just what your village needs to get its
beekeeping activities off the ground. Elections are coming up in
a few months and you feel that providing this equipment to the
village would greatly ihcrease your chances for re-election.

You are about to meet with a group of recently arrived _Peace
Corps Volunteers. Your objective is to _solicit their help in
acquiring and establishing the Langstroth hives as soon as
possible.

(Cut here for distribLtion)

Description 21 (for Group 2)
You are a group of beekeeping extentionists who have only

recently been sworn in as Peace Corps Volunteers; You are eager
to start working somewhere; yeti you are also convinced that the
best approach to development is one of careful needs assessment;
maximum use of available resources and promotion of self-reliance;
In trainingi you learned that the Kenya Top Bar Hive (KTBH) was
preferable to Langstroth equipment in your area You know that
the KTBH produces relatively more wax than the Langstroth; that it
is _Cheaper to_build; that it can be more easily made from
available materials; and that it is more suitable for the African
bee. You have been visiting_various villages in the area and
assessing their potential for initiating beekeeping projects.

You are about to meet_another group of village leaders Your
objective is to convince them to work_with you to assess whether
or not their village might want to begin beekeeping.
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Description 3:(-fo.-G-reup- 3)
You are the staff of a regional extension office of the

Ministry of Agriculture. You have all had several years of

experience and you feel that you know your people quite well You

have worked with foreign development workers in the past.
Experience has Shown you that foreigners can be valuable resources
in many ways but_that only a native of your country can truly
understand the culture and motivate its people effectively. You

are sincerely dedicated to helping your country progress and
"modernize" its methods. You are convinced that the only way to
do this is to set _up examples of modern techniques which the
people will eventually come to see as better than older, more
traditional approaches. Your supervisor has told you to set up a
pilot project of fifty functioning Langstroth hives in nearby

village. You don't know a great deal about beekeeping but you
like the idea. You do know that the Langstroth equipment' is the

most modern and efficient way to manage bees and produce honey.

You are about to meet with a group of beekeeping Volunteers.
Your objective is to convince them to help you set up and manage
the pilot project.

(Cut here for distribution)

Description 4: (for Group 4)
You are a group of beekeeping 'Volunteers who have been

working in the country for several months. You feel that you have
learned a great deal about the culture and about the needs of the
people. You have grown to _respect traditional values. Many of
the traditional agricultural techniques have proven to be much
more appropriate than the called "modern" approaches. You

believe that beekeeping can be an effective income-generating
activity but that it i8 not necessarily for everyone. You are
convinced that the Kenya Top Bar Hive (KR) is the most
appropriate for the area because it favors wax production; it is
cheap and easy to build; it is more suitable for the African bee;
and it is generally acceptable to the people.

You are about to meet with a group of local extension agents
who want to Set up a pilot beekeeping project in a nearby village.
Your objective is to convince them that, before setting up the
project, they should assess the receptiveness of the village and
decide whether the Langstroth hive or the KTBH would be best for
the project.
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Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

SESSION 20

THE BEE SPACE AND TYPES OF HIVES

Trainer Note

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "Bee

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW An understanding of the bee space provides the
basis for constructing moveable-comb and
moveable-frame beehives; This session discusses
the bee space and relates its importance to hive
types; examines the factors which determine\the
types of hives used in various regions; addresses
the problems of using Langstroth hives in a
development situation and explores possible
substitutes for some of the high-technology inputs.
This session will provide the Trainees With
technical, cultural and ecological criteria by
which to choose an appropriate type of hive for the
area in which they will be working.

OBJECTIVES To discuss the bee space and its implications in
hive design.

To examine, from an environmental, economic and
cultural standpoint, the pros and cons of various
hive types (fixed-comb, moveabIe-comb and moveable
frame).

To look at some problems of using Langstroth hives
for small-scale development projects;

To discuss the management options of Langstroth
hives commonly overlooked by small -scale
beekeepers;

To name the parts of a hive.

To examine and demonstrate the use of alternative
inputs for a Langstroth system.
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RESOURCES =. Bmall Scale Beekeeping, Chapters 5 and 7.
Beekeeping in Rural DIVIgigtOaccat,

pp. 1-16, 53-61. __

= Apiculture in Trope Climates,
pp. 9-37, 181=189.

Beekeeping Handbook
= The_Hive and the HDJakY Bahia, pp. 304-308;

Attachment 20A, "List of Qualities of Beehives"
Attachment 20B, "Intermediate Technology in

Beekeeping"

MATERIALS newsprint, markers, Langstroth hive, KTBH,

pictures, slides or models of various hive types,
labels with the names of, hive parts

PROCEDURES

Step 1: The Bee Space (20 minutes)

Question the group about what is meant by the "bee
space". Point out the application of\the bee space

in bee hive construction. Demonstrate this using
the KTBH, the Langstroth hive and in the spacing of
comb within the hive; Point out that the bee space
measurement varies among races of beeS.

Step 2: Hive Types - Introduction (20 minutes)

DemonStrate various types of hives with models,
slides or photos; Explain that although they are
related, the type of hive used is not necessarily
directly correlated with any phase of the bee-human

relationship. Mention that the tainees will need

to develop an appropriate beekeeping technology in
their future work situations.

Use labels to identify the various _parts of a hive.

Also use labels in the language which the Trainees
will use as Volunteers.

Step 3: Hives Types - Pros and Cons (35 minutes)

Refer to the "List of Qualities" developed in Step
2 of Session 18, "Hive Design Criteria and Swarm
Boxes" and use Attachment 20A, "List of Qualities
of Bee Hives" to guide the Trainees in listing the

pros and cons of each Ilive type. Discuss the

environmental, economic and cultural factors which
determine the pros and cons of each.
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Step 4:
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Langstroth HiveS in Small-Scale Development
Projects (30 minutes)

Question the Traineet about problems they foresee
with using Langttroth hives in development
programs. Discust and demonstrate where possible:

that a LangStroth _"high technology" system
demands a high level of expertise in
beekeeping to be Successful,
that the bee spae must be maintained by using
ten frames and the problems encountered by
using fewer than ten,
that poorly made equipment negates'many of the
advantages of the Langstroth system,
that the lack of comb foundation may be a
problem,.
that the improper use of queen excluders
be using an expensive piece of equipment when
it is unnecessary,
that one-box brood chambers are not utilizing
a Langstroth system maximally.

Touch on some commonly overlooked management
options in small-scale development projects.
Include for discussion:

exchanging bOxes of the brood chamber to
expand the brood nest,
using two boxes for the brood chamber,
storing drawn comb.

ASk the Trainees for reasons.why,the beekeeper uses
foundation and wire in frames. Elicit suggestions
from the group about other options == such as
starter strips and monofilament fishing line.

-Trainer Note

Let the Trainees know that practice with foundation, starter
A.Lips, fishing line and wire will be provided during a "Bee
Management Techniques" session;

Step 5: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle";
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Attachment 20A

LIST OF QUALITIES OP BEEHIVES

FIXED-COMB HIVE MOVEABLE-COMB
HIVE

MOVEABLE-FRAME
HIVE

Access to honey comb often difficult easy easy

Access to brood nest
for inspection

usually imposs-
ible possible possible

Exchange and/or
replacement of combs impossible usually possible possible

Separation of brood
comb from honey comb impossible relatively,poss-

ible
possible

Materials necessary variable variable limited to wood

Possibility of in-
creasing or decreas-
ing space difficult, possible very possible

Cost low intermediate high

Carpentry skills
and_carpentry equip-
ment needed lOw intermediate high

Potential for
management

7

none intermediate high
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Attachment 20B

ate-
tv.SZA Beekeeping round the world

et- mediate technology in beekeeping

nnediate IcelmOlogy is .1 numli used Mini nowadays, for what is intermediate between
itryc and advanced r..._climilogicson a world scale. It is of interest for the world's
dole is since most of them are, in fact, mai:Using inr..imediate tedinology in much of

they (10.
.linig ini kcn combs to separate the honey and was r. prinutiVC technology.

ming a centrifugal (Attach)r hy hand (or by bicycle pedals aml a chain drive)
conciliate, and using a large powered extractor that takes either frames or complete
rs is ids anted. Migrating hives of bees on a pack animal--or on the. beekeeper's -back

cad cs primitive technology, hand-loading them on a small truck is intermedtate,
using boom or gantry loader with a large truck is advanced.
to movable-frame hive, precision-made and used to its full advantage, must he
ed as advanced technology. Intermediate technology here would be represented by
ound Greek top-barhive or the rectangular Kenya top-bar hive, which have movable

but no frames. They need only one element of precision, the distance between
6 of the juxtapo.;ed top -pars; i.e. that between the midribs of adjacent_ combs
nice technology is I epic:4.nted by the many types of trodutmonal fixed-comb

of el;, vionil seta w.

the late Dr. !-mrnacher (who wrote .Small a ben:aifill) founded the

rechnologY lrcve'( ;nrit Group (rrnG); which devoted to the

urti.m i CPCOIIT;IgC11, ;;11. rawdiatc technologies, especially in the poorer

iopmg Its p ri h h urn; Intermediate .'ilectinciloyy Publications

!. journal A1,prer27iate Technology which. incrcasingly. is including
1987 ;i:Intlicr part of the (iroup. Intciarlite.Tt.chnolor)

stiLti Set vi.c(n, assisted in the publication of a fkpagc booklet The golden meet : a
hook on beekeeping for beginners. This comes from the Technology Consultancy

:orn: Bee World, Vol. 64, No. lt 1983,-

pp. 43-4LL
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Centre_ at the University of Science and Technology Kumasi, Ghana. Both top-bar and
frame hives are described, but honey is separated from the comb by straining, as the
Centre was still waiting for the arrival of modem extractors when the book was written:
The distinctions lietween primitive, intermediate and advanced technologies are very
fluid; and vary according to the culture concerned:

The level of technology that_is appropriate varies with time, as well as from one culture
to another. During tlic period which 'advanced technology' beekeeping was developed
more or less to its present state; several factors were operating that no longer apply:

(a) labour was inexpensive and plentifid
(b) there was relatively little use of machines powered by electricity or other energy

sources

(e) wood was inexpensive, plentiful and well seasoned
td) much less was understood :,bout the behaviour of bees and the factors controlling

it:
Beekeeping will prohably_ always be labour-intensive (a); but for hobbyists who do it

for enjoyment, and for rural peasants who have the time available, the labour does not
involve outlay of money. The machines (h) are used by large-scale beekeepers to whom
they represent a saving in labour and hence wages; some hobby beekeepers may be
relatively highly mechanized; because they fit their beekeeping into an already over-busy
life, and time is more important to them than money.

With regard to (c); there is no ready-made answer: The modern hive was based on the
case and cheapness with which wooden parts could he precision -made ii century ago. One
possible line of development is to once over to plastics, or to sonic other less expensive
suitable material. Another is to adapt the design of hives to some simpler form that still
satisfies the requirements of disease control, and this could well be appropriate
technology for the present day.

Factor (0), thc enhamed khowledgC ssc now !lase of bee behaviour, is likely to be
;applied first by the more advanced hec'-xepers who thiniselses have a good understand-
ing of what is in question. Any consequelii developments in bec management must then
I e adapted for use in intermediate technology; and inf.! irmation about them disseminated
where they can be put into use.

In many parts of the world the lot of beekeepers could be greatly improved by raising
their level of technology to an intermediate one. In other parts, some _beekeepers may be
working at an inappropriately high level for present-day costs and for their scale of
operation. For every beekeeper there is an appropriate level of technology, and _a better
development of the intermediate level could benefit those for whom 'advanced'
beekeeping is too expensive as well as those to whom 'primitive' beekeeping is too
inefficient.

IBRA will be interested to hear about appropriate technical improvements and
mndifications in_kekeeping_prartireswhpthez they affect output, economies, or-
patterns of human social behaviour: Information likely to be suitable for dissemination
through the network of the Intermediate Development Technology Group will be passed
on to the Group for suitable action:
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SESSION 21

OBTAINING BEES

Trainer Note

O This is a Trainee-faciIitated session;
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

O Since this is a topic which has
facilitated effectively by two
different side.

See Session "Bee

two points of viewi it may be
Trainees with each taking a

TOTAL TIME

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

2 hours

A source of bees is a limiting factor in starting
beekeeping projects in many areas. Local sources
are often_ unavailable or unreliable, while
importing bees presents many problems; This
session examines the various ways of obtaining bees
and relates those ways to the economic, political
and social milieu of beekeepers and development
agencies. _Exploring_this constraint on beekeeping
development will better enable Trainees to
understand their future roles as beekeeping
extensionists.

To discuss various methods of obtaining bees.

To examine methods of obtaining bees in relation to
the level of technology used by 'beekeepers.

To discuss the problems and implications of
importing bees from other areas.

Small Scale Beekeeping, pp. 93-95._
= The Beekeeper's Handbook, pp. 28-29.
= Beekeeping in Rural Development, pp. 127-143.

Attachment 21A, "Introduction of Non-Native Bees to
New Areas"

chalk, chalkboard, package for shipping bees

Methods of Obtaining Bees (..)J minutes)

Ask the Trainees what methods they know for
obtaining bees. Explain the various methods and
relate each method to the type of hive (level of
technology) used. Point out that it is not
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economically practical to wait _for swarms when
moveable-frame hives are used. If available, show
a package used for shipping beeS. Discuss the
problems of packaging and shipping bees. Point out

that good transportation and communication systems
are necessary for the development of a package bee
industry.

Step 2: Importing Bees (1 hour, 15 minutes)

Present the information in Attachment 21A.

Emphasize the dependenCY Whthh is often created in

a beekeeping project When_bees are imported from an
outside source. Point out -that this is contrary to

the Peace Corps philosophy of crdating
self-sufficiency and that PC/Washington does not
support importing be-6S for a project.

Trainer Note

O This presentation may take_ one of several- possible formS; It

may be a lecture, a debate between oither individuals or grOUp8r

or a role play (see Session 19, "Role of the Volunteer in

Development");

Step 3: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 5ad6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".
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AttacOnt 21A

Beekeeping round the World

!notion of non - native bees to new areas
AI's present honey industry would not exist it honeybees ( mellt-le10 had not
trodueed from Europe into continents that had no native irOtIilily the
is and Australasia. It is therefore understanthible that countries in the tropics just
to develop their own honey industry look to the uitriidiictum of SiritiLieye6 as a
) towards getting large honey crops. Those concerned may not even realize that
-ye their own valuable /tins meiltfrra or other Apis species. IntrOdiicing foreign
1, however, have a negative result: it may_prevent the successful development of

re and even destroy what already exists. The subject of introducing exotic bees is
;Try important one.

er bees should be introduced from another country
must never be introduced unless: (a) they are completely healthy and Withinit

lb) they have no characteristic that is disadvantageous in their use for
ing (such as inbreeding: poor performance, unacceptable behaviour character's-

IIS 'aggressiveness'); le) the characteristic's of native honeybees have been
sly assessed. To these points must he added: (a) no combs SIMiird ever be
ed, because some diseases can he transmitted by combs; the same applies to used

inge_quipment. The above criteria must always be followed, in addition to points
vlow.

re is rib apienItural objection, subject to restrictions in I above, to introducing
an isolated area entirely without honeybees, such as some Pacific islandS.

eduction of European-type Apis melliferu into an area where no honeybees are
tut where similar burs have previously been intrOduced (such as Central
), may lie permissible. Such introductions may: however: result in hybridization
c already there, which may or may not be desirable. In no circumstances should
; be taken to a 'sanctuary' area where previously introduced bees have for siiirte
ern ISOLitcil and now form a genetically valtnible resource. An example is
ii Island off South Australia; which has purer 'Italian' bees (Apis Mdlifera
kill now exist in Italy or anywhere else'

re native Apis mellifera bees exist, there is danger in importing foreign bees of the
cies, because new genes may then contaminate the local gene pool, and a genetic
resource May he lost. This may not matter if the bees in the area are already
:d is a result of many past introductions. but if there are isolated populations.
it:1Ni: for breeding may disappear fin ever. Thk would be true of parts of Turkey
rill Africa

re there are native tropical Apis mellifera (as_ in tropical Africa). any
:-/one introductions rimy well not survive, because they lack several adaptations
the tropics.

51

h: Where Apix cerana is native (ill Asia introducing ..1-pis me/if/cm can have :I .-alicry ol
results'. It may lead to the exuation Of .1i/iX i-rims; this process is almost complete in
Japan, for instance. Alternatively, competition between the two species may lead to the
extermination of Aim mdlifera, because Apes cerium is better at exploit; rg the local food
resources. In other areas both may co-exist.

7: Where any Apis species other than melyera are present (Cl ramt, dorcata:
.

complications arise with the mating of queens Of the introduced bees, because the sex
pheniniiiiic thaLintracts drones to a queen is the same for all species 'the presence of
many drones of other specie. Pity prevent driiiieS iif 'iii same species getting access to the
queeh and mating with her

8: The results of introducing tropical Apis mellifera from Africa into Brazil in 1956 have
been well documented'. In no circumstances should tropical African bees, or Africanized
bees from America, be introduced elsewhere.

Points to consider if introductions are made

I Point I in list above.

2. Bees should he introduced only under rigid quarantine eiinditions, and permissions
for importations shOuld he granted only to institutions and individuals that can maintain
strict adherence_ to the quarantine requirements: The Director of Animal Quarantine in
NeW South W5I6, Australia, has described experimental quarantine procedures used
there for imported honeybees':

3. Bees should be imported only from countries:
(a) that are free from serious bee diseases', ;aid that have no bees with undesirable

genctic characteristics;

(b) that maintain effective quarantine and disease control programmes;
6') that can certify the health status of export shipments:

Pacific islands (including Hawaii) may well tiethe first choice, then New Zealand, and
then certain careful suppliers in mainland USA and Canada

.4 The common transport of bees is of a young nvitcd queen in a ciige with a tew. .

accompanying workers. The cage must he destroyed on receipt, and the workers (Libelled
iiceiirding to theretcrence number of the hive into which the queen is introduced) sent to
a competent authority for duignostic examination. Only the queen should he allowed
contact with bees or hive materials in the new area.

5. The best available way for introducing bees in hulk is to transport package bees. in
new boxes that have had no previous contact with bees.

6. Insufficient information is available for comment on the intri-luetion of productive
A-pi7s cerasia into other tropical coutitrieS with leSS prOductive Apis Ceram:.

7. Before any major introduction is undertaken, a pilot scheme should be carried out in
an area as isolated as possible. The behaviour of the introduced bees under local
conditions should be studied; also, if other Apis si,eeies are present, Any
cinnipetition in foraging, or other interactions between species should be looked for
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As far as is known, adult bee diseases arc not transmitted by immatute _stages of
cybees. and for this reason methods have been worked out for transporting honeybee

)d in an incubator, without comb, from one continent to another'. Also without risk
disease transmission; drone semen can be deep-frozen and transported'', and
iequently used for instrumental insemination of queens.

:cessful introductions
is successful introductions of European-type Apis mellifera have been made into

itory of other Apis mellifera that are not too dissimilar from the native region of the

educed bees. Such importations Wile been on a large s-eale, so that hybridization
veen.the wanted and unwanted bees was minimized. and importatiuns have then been

stantty repeated. An example is the introduction to Israel of A. m. ligustrea (Italian
S) to rephiee the h-iitM: A. in syriaca; which are 'aggressive and in other ways not

i/ to handle; and also not very prodnctive. Dr. Y. Lenskyof the Hebrew University of

Isalcm, Israel, has provided the following information:
Prior to the large -scale replacement of the native A. m. syriaca, observations on

the introduction of Italian queens into A: in syriaca colonies were made for-several

year.S: Introductions were successful_ when_ either mated queens or queen cells were

placed into small A. in syriaca colbnies (2-3 frames covered with emerging workers).

Bin the easiest way proved to be to split Italian colonies and to strengthen them with

scaled brood from A. m. syriaca colonies.
Hybrid queens must constantly be replaced by Italian queens, because of the influx

of A. in syriaca drones across the frontiers with neighbouring countries. To preserve

the It:ilian genes. every year we import several hundred Italian queens from

California; USA; and Australia, and distribute these among queen_ breeders and

beekeepers. The replacement of A. m. syriaca was achieved here because of the

persistant efforts of the beekeepers and of the Extension Service of theMinistry Of

Agriculture.
70ductions have also been made. and maintained, in certain regions of other countries,

uding the People's Republic of China, Taiwan, Burma, .:id Thailand.

nclusion
,greatest dangers in introducing- new bees into an area are

(1) the introduction of diseases and parasites: European and American fOul brood,

I acarine and Varroa mites, have been gratuitously introduced in this way into various

nines, to the lasting detriment of their beekeeping;
()I the loss for ever of genetic material that could be valuable for bee breeding,

r) the introduction of unsuitable bees; with a resultant reduction in the productivity

beekeeping.

d) the possible reduction of populations of native non-Apis bees (includingstingless

s); through competition for food.

'he following have contributed to the above concepts; and I am ninth indebted to

m: Dr. L. Bailey, L. Church, Drs. W. Drescher, J. B. Free; W. E. Kerr N, Koeniger,

H. Laidlaw, Y:Lensk)% R. A. Morse, H. Shimanuki, G. F. ToWnSend, G. M. Walton,

Attachment 21A -- Page 2
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C. B. Zimarlicki.
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SESSION 22

TRANSFERRING COLONIES

TOTAL TIME 8 hours

OVERVIEW Transferring colonies _from fixed-comb hives (either
wild_ or rustic hives) is an important method of
obtaining bees_ in many beekeeping development
situations. This _session will provide experience
in both transferring _colonies_ and in _transporting
hives to new sites. Transferring a colony is often
difficult _work and is usually traumatic_ to the
colony. Successfully completing_ a transfer will
greatly increase the Trainees' confidcmce in
.working with bees.

OBJECTIVES To discuss the factors involved in transferring and
transporting a hive.

To observe the social and economic conditions. of
beekeepers who use rustic hives.

To transfer bees from a rustic colony to another
type colony.

0

RESOURCES- =
=
=

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

To transport hives.

Small Scale Beekeeping; pp. 100-105.
Beekeeping aangabooK___
The Him and thy. Bolay Bee; pp; 384-390;

colonies in a rustic hive; smoker and fuel;
machete; water; either a KTBH or Langstroth hive;
hammeri 'nails; saw; screen wire; string; knife;
bucketi towels c

Trainer Note

O In order to provide each Trainee with a chance to participate_in
this aspect of bee management; have several rustic colonies
available. It may be necessary to travel to several places to
find a sufficient number of colonies.

As "dusk is the best time to close colonies_ for_ transporting
this session may end later than _usual. Explain this beforehand
so-that, if necessary, the Trainees may make arrangements for
being late.
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Session 22 -- Page 2

Introduction (45 minutes)

Have the Trainees describe what they
about transferring a colony. Be

understand the importance of quickly

the colony as much as possible

stinging. A good way to do this is
colony upside down.

already know
sure they

disorienting
to minimize
to turn the

Discuss various alternatives in the transferring
process and problems_ which are often encountered.

Emphasize that_ _ttatisferring colonies iS_difficult
work and that_they should expect to be stung; also

explain that it is a greatlearning experience for

practical beekeeping skills;

Discuss with the Trainees the procedure and the

points to consider when transporting bees.

Have a Trainee take charge of assembling all of the

equipment reeded to make the transfers.

Transferring and Transporting Colonies

(variable time depending on distance to

traveled)

Have the Trainees make several hive transfers.

Move among the Trainees as they are working and

offer_suggestions; Facilitate observations on the

social and econ8mic condition of the beekeepers

with rustic hives;

Have the Trainees prepare the colonies for

transporting and carry the hives to the new apiary

site
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SESSION 23

FAMILY uvE=IN ANALYSIS

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Many of the Trainee's experiences will be similar
while living with families, yet by virtue of being
With different families, many of their experiences
Will also be unique._ This session enhances the
learning potential of the live-in experience by
providing a forum in which the Trainees can share
among themselves the results of the live-in.
Trainees share information about the community and
discuss their, feelings about the experience. They
assess whether or not they have met their personal
goals by sharing specific information about what
they have learned. Each Trainee develops a
personal plan for continued development of
adaptation skills. By reviewing their past
experiences, the Trainees will develop individual
plans for continuing to improve their adaptation
skills.

OBJECTIVES To share and analyze feelings related to the
live-in experience.

To evaluate the extent to which personal goals were
met.

To discuss and share new information acquired
during the live-in.

To design a personal plan for continued development
of skills for cross-cultural adaptation.,

RESOURCES From Session 2:
"Introduction to Family Live-in"
"Lists of Persona' Goals"
"List of Skills to be Practiced and Developed"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Step 1: Peelings and Impressions (20 minutes)

Explain the session objectives z:nd briefly review
the procedures. Ask the Trainec;s to share what
happened during the live-in; their general feelings
about the experience; and any special problems or
highpoints that were encountered.
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Step 2:

Session 23 -- Page 2

Personal Goals/Learning Experiences
(60 minutes)

Hand back the "lists of personal goals" which the
Traineet developed in Session 2, "Introduction to
the Family Live-in". Allow them time to look over
the liStS. Have them divide into groups of three
or four and discuss the following questions:

Which of your goals were/were not
accomplished? Why?
Did the families accomplish their goals?
What new information did you learn about the
community? Health practices? beekeeping?
Roles of men and women?

When the Trainees return, ask a representative from
each group_to present a report of the results of

their discussion; Encourage questions and
discus'sion among the Trainees. Before proceeding
to the next step, ask one of the _Trainees to
summarize and draw conclusions regarding learning
experiences which seemed to have been common within
the group. Point out, that community analysis
techniques will be discussed in more detail prior
to and following ,the scheduled site visits in the
fourth week of the program.

Step 3: Skills Analysis (40 minutes)

Post the "List of SkillS to be Practiced and

Developed", which was generated in Session 20

"Introduction to the Family Lii7e-in" Allow the
Trainees a few minutes to look it over. Remind
them that this is a_liSt of those skills which they
felt that they would be practicing and developing

__during the family live-in. Ask themtobriefly
discuss which_Skills they feel they did practice-
and which skills they did not practice; Have the
Trainees use tfle time remaining in this.session to
individually review the skill list and develop a
written personal plan for how they will continue to
work on these skills for the remainder of the

program.

Trainer Note

[

et

()The minimum period of time recommended for the family live-in is
two weekS. If the Trainees are finding the live-in to be
productive and fun, give them the option to continue for the
remainder of the program.
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SESSION 24

QUEEN REARING

TOTAL TIME 12 hours

OVERVIEW Queen tearing is advanced beekeeping, Successful
queen rearing combines a _knowledge of bee biology
with good beekeeping skills. This exercise allows
the Trainees to learn about an& practice various
queen_ rearing techniques. The emphasis_ is on
relatively simple methods which are_appropriate_for
the level_ at which the Trainees _will_ be working.
Experience in_queen rearing will increase th0
beekeeping credentials of the Trainees in their
future work situations.

While carrying _out _the queen rearing_ activities,
the Trainees _will_ develop and evaluate extension
pamphlets and will present method demonstrations
describing the methods used. This will_ provide_ the
Trainees with experience in preparing written
materials_and visual aids appropriate for -use with
sma117scale farmers. Such skills will be_important
in the _Trainees' future roles as beekeeping
extensionists.

OBJECTIVES' To examine the principles of queen rearing.

To plan and assemble the equipment needed for queen
rearing.

To write an extension pamphlet appropriate for use
by Peace Corps Volunteers.

To select frames of'brood ap7rcpriate for Nearing
queens.

To prepare a finishing colony:

To remove ripe queen cells from the finishing
colony;

To establish mating nucs.

To present a method demonstration on queen rearing.

To work effectively in a group.

15' 1
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RESOURCES Contemporary Oueen Rearing
The Hive ADd thg_honey Dee
the Social Q14UI2atiAn Al_BAngytAml
Development AL it -ones Dees
LA Apicultuidi GiLiA FtiUticai c.oiu

1A5 Abj _ ,
Attachment 24A, "Queen Rearing - Beetsma MethOd"
Attachment 24B, "Queen Rearing - Miller Method"

MATERIALS sheets of foundation; screen wire; ,strips of sheet

Metal; Knife; queen excluder (or 5-mesh hardWare
ClOth);_frame with empty comb, two swarm boxes with

young bees; several Strong colonies; finishing

colony, several emptyframes; pihs;_string; mating

nuc boxes, colored markers; newsprint; pens; paper;

ruler

PROCEDURES

Step 1: Introduction to Queen Rearing (1 hour)

Step 2:

Review and _elaborate upon the biology_ of queen

production in a bee colony. Relate the various
methods of qtieen_rearing to the biology of-the bee

colony; i.e.; thatmethods of queen rearing are

based on artificially_ creating the conditions of

natural queen rearing in the colony.

Explain and discuss the basic guidelinet for

Selecting queen mother colonies.

Defining the Activities (1 hour)

Outline the basic format of the remaining

activities of this session. Explain that the

Trainees wil divide into two groups and that each

group will use adifferent method to rear queens:.

One group will use the Beetsma Method and the other

Will use the Miller Method. EaCh group will also

prepare extension _pamphlets and present method

demonttratioht on the queen- rearing ;method used.

Point out that although the trainers will be

available as resources for these_ activities; the

Trainees are responsible for carryingjthem out;

Outline the reasons for developing an extension

pamphlet and discuss the _appropriate criteria for

the pamphlet,_ Discuss what audience is being

considered and how to meet the needs of _this

audience. Pats around examples of extension

pamphlets. for examination and discussion. Explatn

that the Traineet will critique the paMphlets they

write for effectiveness in meeting their specified
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goals. Make sure that the criteria developed for
the extension pamphlets include:

using simple, concise language
presenting technical concepts clearly and
correct1T
using simple, clear illustrations, which are
adapted to the culture of the intended
audience;

Point out :hat method demonstrations will be
presented to inform each group about the
queen-rearing method used by the other group.
Mention that Session 29, "Visual Aids - Queen
Rearing Preparation" will provide time to prepare
for the method demonstrations. Explain that each
group will evaluate the other on their method
demonstrations.

Explain that the Trainees are to schedule the
activities_ during the time allotted for this
session and during "Bee Management Techniques", if
it is needed. Stress the import-nce of effectively
working together to accomplisL the tasks. Point
out that the pamphlets and method demonstrations
must be c:mpleted by the last period scheduled for
this sessivn.

Trainer Note

1

:attachment 24A, "Queen Rearing - Beetsma Method" and Attachment
24B, "Queen Rearing - Miller Method" are provided as references
and as examples of extension materials prepared by Peace Corps
Trainees and VoThnteers. The illustrations in the original
matarials are sot- included:

LA kpicl.Ltnra: Guia EracticA, .Como 527?-2ZaZIA;;. 32V 11A Abejas is
an example of extension materials Jevelop_d by Peace Corps
V-slunteer6.

Step 3: Carrying Out the Activities (10 hours)

Have_the,Trainees divicle into two groups and carry
out ule atj.ities outlined in Step 2.

After. the method demonstrations, evaluate the
design an facilitati.on of the presentation using
the fotmat of Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle". Also, review and comment on the
effectiveness of tho visual aids used.
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Have each group present their extension pamphlet.
Help the Trainees to review and comment on the

effectiveness of the pamphlet in achieving its

purpose and of addressing its target audience.
Suggest variations in style or alternative formats,
if necessary.

Trainer Note

0 Circulate between the groups to troubleshoot any rough spots if
they bdgin to develop. Offer encouragement and advice as

needed.
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Attachment 24A

QUEEN REARING - BEETSMA METHOD

The Beetsma Method is a simple way for any beekeeper to raise
queens.

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step

Step 5:

Step 6:

step/ h.

Materi-JzNeeAe-6:
Strong queenless coIonyAqueeniess 24 hours)

Frame of empty mcdium-aged wax_coMb
Razor blad7, and/or sharp knife

Frame w;:th removable bars
Wirei strIng arld/o wax
Record krepina 11,-.teriEOs

The to find young larva::; I to days
old. _Obtaiti frame of larvae of the same .7,ge. if

this is unalabler find -c.-1 empty frame to place
into a brood chamber_ of a _Et_reng queen-right
colony . In u lis will _res lt arvae of the- same

age. Ali other frames it the must be filled
to make sure that the r-ueen can lay only in the
empty ftame.

Cut the comb into strips; For ease of cuttipg,
select medium-aged brood coTilD (not too dark)._ The
strips shoOf', be 4 or 5 ceIs wide and -they_ Should
contain larvae; Remove one side of the strip to
the base of the comb.

Take the strip which has been cut in half and
attach to top bar. _Attach comb by the _best
avail .hit resource sucn_as wax, string straight
pins; Tho comb must be firmly J.t.17-ched

Attach bar into an empty flame. Two of these bars
may 1), placed in one frame.

Place this frame into a atrong queenless colony.

Conditions in Queen Rearing Trony.
no other queen__
no other uncapped brocr.
provide nutritious fog ; (honey
keep a diary so th-c:t :ming is

and pollen)
known.

Sixteen days after the eggs were first laic' the new
queens will emerge; It is important to separate
queen cells a day before the, queens are expected to
emerge. If this is Dot don,, the queens will kill
each other;

Prepared by Peace_Corps Trainees Jeannine Bianco;
Clifford Buggi Kathleen Rodger, Craig Sandlthi Gene
Sichta and Tim Stuart.
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Attachment 24B

QUEEN REARING MILLER METHOD

adapted from the original,
in Spanish, by Jean Ana Cummings,
RPCV Guatemala and The Gambia

The Miller Method his a simple way for any beekeeper to raise
queens; However, two conditions are necessary for successful
queen rearing by the workers in the colony;

1. The Time: a time of year when sunshine is plentiful and when
it is neither too cold nor extremely hot.

2. The Flowers: when plenty of "bee piunts" are available as
forage. Nectar and pollen are :':,cessary food for the workers
to raise new queens.

Why is it necessary to raise queens?

Young queens are the strongest and the most productive egg
layers and therefore can produce larger field forces under
build-up conditions.

.E.W IL-sz-r-r-i 111.11,./..M ,1 t.4,1 I 1,4 I

1. the queen has died in a colony.
2. the beekeeper has a queen which is failing in a colony.
3. the beekeeper wishes to make new colonies (divisions).

Necessary equipment to raise queens_.

1. A strong colony (queen mother colony) with a good queen
(the aueen mother).

2; A bottom board, a top, two boxes without frames and
metal screening to close the entrance. (This equipment
is to make up a cell building colony.)

3. A frame without wire with a half sheet of foundation
well-pegged to the frame with melted wax.

4. A large feeding bottle with sugar syrup:
5. Ten frames of comb or foundation.
6. Nucs. It is suggested that a number around 10% of the

total number of colonies in the apiary be the number of
nucs to _make up. This allows a number of queens on
reserve for future requeening purposes.
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Steps to Follow

Choose a queen mother from a strong colony. The "Queen

Mother Colony" should exhibit as many of the following

characteristics as possible:

(a) The workers are gentle.
Jo) It produceb a lot of honey.
(c) It is disease resistant.
(d) The brood pattern is solid and even.
(e) It does not exhibi.; a tendency to swarm.

Note: The queen mother colony should have seven to

ten frames of brood. Also, it is necessary to have

frames of sealed honey and frameb of stored pollen

to raise a good queen.

£tep 2
Put tic -c.0:..,11c,in board and empty box for the cell-building

colony on top of, a hive stand. Close the entrance pith

the metal Screening.

Remove one frame of pollen and one frame of sealed honey

from the- queen mother colony. Put these two frames into

the middle of the empty box.

step 4
Find the queen in the queen mother colony;_ Place her in

the cell building colony along with a frame of brood

(along with the bees on that frame of brood).

Replace the three frames removed from the queen mother

colony with frames of foundatior.

attpS
Have a frame, without wire, ready Put in a_half-sheet

of foundation. The foundation should be well-pegged to

the top of the frame with melted wax.

After this half-sheet is drawn out the queen will lay

her eggs on this frame as it is the only place where she

will have space available to lay.

Shake the from four frames of unsealed brood into

tie cell bUilding colony;

Step 7
Place an empty box on fop of the cell building colony,

Put the bottlefilled with -sugar syrup on_ top of

the frameb inside this colony. Clote this colony with

the top.
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a1agia
Three days after establishing the cell building colony,
open the entrance of the colony and check to see 'if all
Of the sugar syrup has been consumed; Refill if
necessary.

Step -9.
Destroy all of the queen cells in the queen mother
colony seven days after _establishing the cell building
co!ony. Carerully check each, frame of brood while
looking for the queen cells.

Also, destrol; _scut out) the older (larger) larvae since
good queens will not develop from them.

The beekeeper A:aap-eit accurately determine the age of the
2arvae in the que("n cells in the queen mother colony.
Therefore, it is preferable to use the young larvae_(of
known age) which be placed in the nucs to be raised
into queens.

Step 10
Remove. the frame without wire from the cell building
colony ieven days after establishing the colony.
Carefully brush the bees from the frame. This frame
should have only small, young larvae. Care must be
taken not to kill the queen while checking this colony.

Find the smallest larvae and cut the comb from
underneath those cells. Be sure to cut away all drone
cells;

The smallest larvae will produce the bsst queens. By
cutting away-the comb from underneath these larvae, the
beekeeper is providing enough room for the worker bees
to build queen cells.

Note: Although it generally taker- seven days after
establishing the colony for the larvz to be ready,
check the colony after five days as under some
conditions the larvae may be ready earlier. Under other
conditions, it may take up to ten days before Young
larvae will be found on the comb.

Put this cut-comb frame into -the strong queen mother
colony between _frames of brood. The worker bees will
build queen cells from the young larvae.
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step 11
Fill the cell building colony with frames of comb or
foundation so that the queen has space available in

which to lay eggs.

Step 12
Remove the cut-comb frame from the queen mother culony
ten days after 'placing it in the colony (Step 10).

Sealed queen cells should be apparent. Carefully brush
away the bees. Fever shake or turn queen -cells on their

sides!

Carefully cut around the queen cells. Allow room around
the cell so that the cutting in no way disturbs the
developing queen.

Cut out from a frame of brood an area equivalent to the
size of the queen-cell comb. Press the comb_ surrounding
the queen cell into the comb on the frame of brood. Be

sure that the queen cell is fixed firmly on the comb.

Put this frame with the queen cell into a queenless nuo.

atkP=la
Unite the cell ouilding colony with the queen mother
colony.

Step 14
Check the queen-mating nucs to see if the queen is

laying two weeks after introducing the queen cells.
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SESSION 25

HEALTH AND HYGIENE

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Personal health and hygiene issues are often
serious concerns among Peace Corps Volunteers when
they are beginning to live abroad; This session
reviews hygiene practices which.Trainees will need
to follow when they are at their sites; Principles
of primary health care discussed include the nature
of diseases and common illnesses; how they are
transmitted; and how they can be prevented or
controlled; The session also examines ways in
whicW the. Trainees can maintain their personal
health while serving as role models for appropriate
health care practices in their sites.

OBJECTIVES To define and describe basic hygiene and sanitation
techniques.

To identify major causes of diseases.

To identify diseases common to the areas in which
the Trainees will be working.

To discuss the _prevention, transmission and
treatment of these diseases.

To examine the role of the Volunteer as a health
promoter.

To discuss measures which Volunteers can take to
protect their personal health.

RESOURCES = Whe-re Thg= IE ND DoC1,0r, pp. 131-150.
Tht Personal Health Training Manpal, P. 95.
Transcultural =NW amide, pp. 129-142.

= CDmMUDitY, =III= And Cate, pp. 173-186, 209;
Handout 25A, "Causes of Infectious Disease"
Handout 25B, "List of Major Diseases in Africa and

Latin America"
Handout 25C, "Health and Hygiene Information

Packet"

MATERIALS nc.sprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Step 1: Causes of Disease (20 minutes)

Begin by briefly outlini:g the procedures of *:Ile

session and explaining tae objectives. Have the
Trainees brainstorm and list, on newsprint, the
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health and hygiene problems that they have seen,
either at the training site or in the surrounding
area Ask them to ,discuss how this might be
different in their countries of assignment as Peace
Corps Volunteers. Have the Trainees generalize
from this list by identifying and describing
factors in the environment that can cause illness.
This list should include such factors as: disease
vectors, customs, habits, climate, geography,
economic status, education, industrial pollutants
and contaminated water. Distribute Handout 25A,
"Causes of Infectious Disease" and allow time for
reading. Invite comments and answer any questions.

Step 2: Transmission and Treatment (20 minutes)

Have the Trainees_ name communicable/contagious
diseases which might be caused by the factors and
problems litted_ ih the previous step; Distribute
Handout 25B, "List of Major Diseases in Africa and
Latin_Abeaca". Allow the Trainees time to look
over the material.

of
a brief talk on the causes

and transmission of diseases. Identify modes of
transmission, causes and general treatments for the
major regional diseases listed; Invite comments
and questions. Elicit information from the
Trainees based on any personal experiences with any
Of the diseases.

Discuss hew cause and transmission are similar_in
human diseases and bee diseases. Mention that bee
diseases will be discussed in debail in Session 46,
"Bee Diseases and Pests";

Discuss the role of bees, honey and beeswax as
medicinal agents; CAsk the Trainees to cite any
examples of the use 07 honey in_ preventative and
curati'7e health which they have observed. Help to
stimulate responses from the Trainees by mentioning
such uses as

- bee stings for arthritit
honey as a topical bacteriostatic ointment

- honey for coughs
- beeswax and aloe burn ointment.

Step 3: Disease Prevention (30 minutes)

Introduce aspects of coping with one's own health
problems while living overseas; Ask the Trainees
to briefly describe any steps they have taken to
avoid or correct potential health problems.
Encourage discussion and sharing of ideas.

Distribute Handout 25C, "Health and Hygiene
Information Packet". Allow reading time. Point
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out that the Trainees can use the information in
the packet as a basic reference guide throughout
their_service as Volunteers. Answer any questions
regarding the handout.

Trainer Note

0 If Where There .1,5 Doctor is available as a text or as a
reference book, recommend that the Trainees read pages 131-150.
Point out and stress,the value of this bock as an effective
guide to the basic prevention and treatment of diseases in
developing countries.

Step 4: Role of the Volunteer in Health Promotion
(40 minutes)

Hae*the Trainees discuss the_extent to which Peace
Corps_ Volunteers_ take a role in promoting good
health in _their_ communities. Explain the
role-model_effect of Volunteers in a_community and
how their behaviors_are often considered examples
Of good health practices.

Divide the Trainees into three groups. Have them
work together to- prepare and present a_short role
play. Assign each group one of the following role
play situations:

a Volunteer attempting to change an improper
health/sanitation practice in a community;

- a Volunteer attempting to help a host country
national who is ill;
a Volunteer who is ill and attempting to
decide whether or not to accept a traditional
treatment.

Point out that in their role plays the Trainees
should present the cau3e, prevention, symptoms and
treatment of at one of the diseases dis = ed
earlier in the session.

Following each role play, briefs isc ss each
situation and the points which_ e brought out.
Center the discussion around s points as:

whether or not cued preventative and
curative steps be realistically
achieved;
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what specific cultural, economic or
environmental factors influenced the existence
of the disease;
what Volunteers can do to promote their own
personal health.

Summary and Conclusion (10 minutes)

Conclude the session by reviewing the objectives
and as!.., the Trainees to provide feedback
regarding how well they were met. Answer any final
qdestions.regarding health and hygiene. Point out
that, although health conditions in many developing
countries may appear quite hazardous, most Peace
Corps Volunteers can remain healthy throughout
their two years simply by following basic hygiene
practices and availing thentsOves of the medical
services of the Peace Corps Office.
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Causes of Infectious Disease

Viral

A virus is the sinallest organism _that causes disease._ It is
classified between living and_non-living_matter. ._The body_ can
become immune to viral disease through antibodies, either_produced
in the body or introduced by means of immunization_ (vaccination) .

Some diseases caused by viruses are: common cold, flu, chicken
pox and shingles, smallpox, polio, herpes, meaSles and pneumonia.
Many Vira_ illnesses are self-limiting and almost all viral
infections Go not 1-eop7..:Id to antibititiCS.

Bacterial

These organism, are classified somewhere between animal and plant
and are resOonsible for a wide' variety of illnesses. Not all
bacteria are pathogenic and many are necessary for good health,
Some diseases of bacterial origin are: tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, shigella, venereal disease, 'tetanus, leprosy and, yaws.
Antibiotics are appropriate for bacterial infections. However,
they kill many types of bacteria and may cause an imbalance,
thereby, leading to an -other type of infection (yeast). The body
produces antibodies as well; -Bacteria may be contr011ed with
disinfectants and antiseptics

Elt141

The \fungus ret:,r_oduces with spores and often appears as a skin
disease. Examples cL fungal diseases are ringworm, attOete's
foot, jock itch an.. i certain ulcers.

\

Pr9tozoan or Parasit-i.:Q

Those are simple animals that cause illness either from within the
body (e.g., amoeba, giardia, hookworm, tapeworm and roundworm)
through the fecal-oral route 'of transmission or from outside the
body, as in insect bites or direct contact with the_parasite.
Some other examples include scabies, malaria and river blindness.
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Handout 258

Jr_ Hajo: D!seases in Africa and Latin Amrica

The following are some of the diseases which are found in Africa.
and Latin America, categorized in terms of how they are
transmitted

Africa. Latin AMtric

(water, food, fomites/
inanimate ,ablects):

J2P-Kr.

mosfo.j.tec-..se

Schistospmiasis Typhoid feyer
Amoebic"dysentery Teiewo-m
Hepatitis Roundworm
Tapeworm Giardiasis
Round worm' Amoebic dysentery
Typhoid fever Hepatitis
Cholera Cholera
Giardiasis Fungus
Shigellosis Shigellosis
Tetanus Tetanus

Malari
Trypa somiasis*
Filar asis
Onoch cerciasis

Chagas' disease

Leishmaniasis
TryLanosomiasis*
Hemorrhagic fever
Malaria
Yellow fever

Scabies ScabisN
Syphilis*
Gonorrhea* Gonorrhea*
Herpes* HerpeS*
Lieprosy Leprosy
Trachoma Trachoma
Yaws Yaws
Hookworm
Cou.juitctivities

transmitted

Rabies Rabies

Tuberculosis Tuberculosis

Taken from.OPTC Basi.7 Health Training Guide (Draft)
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Handout 25C

Health and Hygiene Information Packet

Basic Sit nd Dental
1. Always wash your hands with soap when you get up in the

morning, after having a bowel movement and before eating.

2. Bathe often every day when the weather is hot. Bathe
after workiag hard or sweating. Frequent bathing helps
prevent skin infections, dandruff, pimples, itching and
rashes. [Where Water sources are limited, learn to conserve
water.. Take frequent sponge baths. Be sure not to
contaminate your safe water supply. Pour the water you'll
need into another container for use.)

3. in areas, where hookworm is common, do not go barefoot.
Hookworm infection causes severe anemia. These worms enter
the body through the soles of the feet.

4; Brush your teeth_ at least_ once a day and, if possible, after
every_meal. If brushing iS_not possible, for some reason, rub
your teeth with salt and baking soda. (See Where There .I N2
Doctor, Warner, Dayid, p. 230.)

5; Ideally, being able to run a_ Strong thtead_or dental floss
between your gums and teeth is gOod. If this is not
possible, toothpicks:or sharpened StickS.can be helpful.

6. If children or animals have a bowel moven near your house,
clean it up as quickly as possible.

7. Hang_ or spread sheets and blankets in the sun often. If
there appear to be bedbugs, pour boiling water on the bed and
wash the sheets and blankets.

8. Beware of dogs and cats from outside. Don't let them into
your house. They can carry fleas- and other insects which can
cause disease.

9. Try to clean your house often. Sweep and wash the floors,
walls and beneath furniture. Fill in cracks and holes where
roaches, bedbugs and scorpions can hide.

10. Ideally,_ all_ water_ that does not come from a pure water
system should be boiled before drinking. This is especially
important when there__ appear to be cases of typhoid,
hepatitis, ChOleta Or_diarrhea. Water from holes or, rivers,
even when, it _looks clean, may spread disease if it is not
boiled or disinfected before use.

Taken from .OPTC filth Training Gtide (Draft)
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11. Try to store fOOd_8_in insect- and rodent-proof containers to
prevent contamination. Keep food covered;

12. The common use of human feces for fertilizer makes it

necessary to kill intestinal pathgens which may be on foods,
such as fruits and vegetables. A disinrectant such as

laiDLine or iDidink Will kill these organisms.

12. Use clean cooking utensils and dishes. They should be washed
with hot water and soap, air dried in the sun,_if possible,
and stored in a clean dry plac-1. It is especially important
to use hot water and soap when washing dishes Lua,ed by a sick
person so that germs will be killed and not passed on to
healthy people.

14. Only eat meat that is well-cooked; Be careful that roasted
meat, especially pork, does not have raw parts inside. Raw

pork can carry the organisms responsible for the disease
trichinosis.

15. Be careful of food that is old or smells bad. It may be
poisonous. Don't eat canned food if the-can is swollen or

squirts when opened. Be especially careful with canned fish;

16. Pay attention to your diet. Good nutrition helps protect the
body against many infections.

17. If you smoke cigarettes, try to quit._ Put your energy into
something healthier and more constructive.

18. Try to get some kind of daily exercise_ like walking, doing
calisthenics, bicycle riding Ot other activities in which you
use your heart and lungs.

1. Boiling,

In th;s meti:5d, water- is allowed to boil for fifteen minutes
after the first bUbbleS appear. It is important to _follow
this procedure beCatiSe the prc ss is dependent on both heat

and time Some organisms will .;e killed at high temperatures
but only after exposure to that temperature for a certain
period of time.

Once the water has been boiled, a pinch of salt can -added

to improve the taste.

Boiled water should be stored only in disinfected, covered
containers_ With -L

,:+spensing_ water to avoid

contaminaLiv: A cup ;:cvcr, bc 1!°°A to boiled

water from a container.
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One problem with_boiling water is fuel. In many places, the
only available fuel is wood, which can be expensive. In
addition, the excessive cutting of trees contributes to soil
erosion, which may lead_ to flooding. Where possible, other
fuels should be used. One such alternative fuel is gas that
is produced from animal manure (buffalo, cow, pig). This
fuel is called blows.

2. chlorine

CI mine compounds render water safe to drink if the chlorine
S added in the proper amounts and if the water is allowed to
stand for 30 minutes before drinking; The amount of chlorine
to add depends on the compound used and the condition of the
water. Ordinary household bleach an excellent source of
chlorine.

Cloudy water contains organic matter which'will combine with
the chlorine, taking it away from its intended use as a

disinfectant. The usual procedure in this instance is to
double the dosage as indicated in the table below; The
stronger chlorine compounds require proportionately less
chemical to disinfect.

Dosage of Bleach Solution with 5% Active Ingredient

iimodnt of_ Water Clean WatR.L
1 liter 2 drops
4 liters 8 drops

11 liters 1/4 teaspoon

3; Iod::,ne

Cloudy Water
4 drops

16 drops
1/2 teaspoon

Another excellent chemical used for disinfection of drinking
water is iodine; This is commonly available as 2% tincture
of iodine which can be purchased at any_pharmacy._ The usual
dose is five drops _of iod:ne for every liter of clear water.
The dose is doubled for cloddy water, although it is better
to first filter the _water. Once treated, water should be
allowed to stad for 30 minutes before use.

Al disinfected water_ should be stored in a disinfectee
container_ complete_with a lid and :top. Care_ohodld be used
in handling the iodine solution because of its staining
properties.

T-c----"-ricouee-r-ning-Bolid-Altaste acid Excrete Dispcal

1.
-;EO1-1--Waste_Di_soozal

Our primary concern about solid waste is its proper disposal;
Improperly disposed of waste_ attracts r.-.',antS and insects,
contaminates water and air, increases fire hazards, creates
unpleasant odors and causes the area to-look unattractive ;'
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Insects will always be_With UP It we 'can reduce our exposure

to them by taking sitple; effective steps. Insects

require food to live and mop require a theist_ habitat to

breed; Many types of solid waste, especially garbage,

provide these two_itet8. We are most concerned about flies

due to their ability__te transmit organisms from an infected

source to humans; If solid waste is disposed_of pror.erly,

the fly will have to search elsewhcze fdt its food and

breeding are

Some ways in which to dispose of solid waste inoluiet

BALaillailuLLOaeaaLhAsa howf?Veto_the main problem

with this practice is that the solid waste is never

fully incinerated. Besides the residue of ash, many of

the items in the waste will be foun,3 intact; This

applies not only to plastic but also to

garbage. If the garbage is not fdlly burned, it retains

itsJure to our public health enemies, the rat and the

fly;

B. DaryingSe ld waste. larbage that cannot be burned

should be buried in a special pit or plat: far away from

house' and the places whete people get erinking wtter

(Whtf There Is bal Doctor)._ The6e wastes should be

buri and covered with at leaSt 45cm (1-1/2 feet) of

eart

D. e a sling orsaais_mat.exiAI.

2; axet-e-ta-Disposal

Thete_are many different ways to dispose of excr.lta, and, to

be effective, they all should adhere to the following

require tints:

A. The sci-face soil should not be contaminated.

B. There should be no contamination of ground water that

may enter: springs et:Welizi

C. Excreta should not be accessible to flies or animals.

There shOtild fteee.Jm from odors or unsightly

conditionS;

E. The uetho3 used shouldbe simple and .Inexpensive

construct:n, operation and mainte.lance.

Use the O'creta for agricultural or other use: only

after it has been treated
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G. In the excreta disposal failitios, a

safe distance from water sources should be mi-!intained
(at least 30 meters or 96 feet).

The most common type of e;:creta disposal system found in
rural areas is the pit privy; It is composed of a hand-dug
pit, over which is placed a squatting_ plate or_ slab. A

shelter is usually constructed around_this. The pit privy is
a minimum-cost solution providing for defecation with or

Without water use; ecreta storagei_ digestion of wal,te solids
and seepage of urine and moisture into -the surrounding soil.
Once fulli within 50cm (2 feet) of the top, it should be
filled in and another pit used; After nine to twelVe months,
the old pit may be uncovered and the sludge remaining used
for fertilizer; It takes this time for all pathogenic
organisms to die; Once emptied, the old pit can be use0
again.

The location of the privy is important. Place it oownhill
and maintain a distance of at least 30 meters from a water
sourcei unless the well is very deep (30 meters or more);
The size is ,lso important. Ideallyk pit privies s.'couJd be
designedto have at least four years_storage capacity; _Tho
sludge__yolume for a 3ry pit (one which does not penetrate
groundwater) _is 40-60 liter;; (approximately 10-15 gallons)
per_person per year. Due to the digpstion_ of sludge which
taker. place in the pit and the percOlatin of iiquiij into the
soil; the actual volume of material may he reduced ro20% cf
the total volume of -feces alA urine deposited. A pit; 2;5.
meters (8-1/2 feet) deep and 90cm (3-1/2 feet) square should
serve a family of six for five years.

GI/Idea-Ines for_

Some illnesses are caused by unclean foods which carry

disease-causing organisms. The imost common ways that llnesses
are spread and can be prevented are listed on the following page:
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Foods usuaIly_im.glak
Raw fruits and vgetable8
contaminated by dUSt,_flieS,
wateri_soil night soil
fertilizer.

Raw or under-cobed Med s
and meat products

Cacked or dirty eggs_
contaminated with poultry
excreta, meat meal;
meal, or fiSh Meal. Pbultty
meat contaminated by unsanitar
handling.

HOME: canned foods, or some-7
times commercially prepared
fobaS,

MciiSt_Or prepared foods, -milk
or other dairy pt-oducts or
water contaminated with
i Greta.

Raw contaminated milk, dairy
products or meat.

Milk contaminated by humans
with illness;

Foods contamina:a6 by a_
discharge frop the mouth or
ncz of a per on WO has_

sease his or her
DOayi aLout to get sick or is

y.
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Ways to Prevent Spread by Food

Wash thoroughly with Lugol's
Solution (see explanation foI-
1.-owing);_remove peels; cook
thoroughly if possible.

jok these foods thoroughly.
--dok garbage fed to t

rid of rats in Iotr

Use only clean eggs with sound
shells. Sone: eggs should be _

washed. Handle poultry meat and
eggs under clean conditions.
Store them j.n a cold place.
Cookthoroughly and refrigerate
if not eaten at once. After
handling eggs or poultry, wash
your hands thoroughly;

Cook canned meat and vegetables
thoroughly before serving.
Boil 15 minutea and stir to
make sure you heat all parts.

Strict personal cleanliness in
food preparation; keeping moist,
toods cool during storage peri-
ods; cooking foods before Serv-
ing; getting rid of fliqs.
persons -with dysentery Should
not handle food. _Dispose of
human wastes safely.

Get rid of bruce2losis from live
stock by vaccinating young ani-
mals and_slaughtering infected
older animals. Boil milk used
to drink or to make other dairy
product:-.

Make the milk safe by boiling;
Search for the erson carrying
the illness and isolate them
from other people;

Boil milk used for drinking or
make_other dairy products;

Keep persons with the disease
from hardling fr)od; Separate
tAem from Jther reopIe;
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Qf._!_g_UwLQ-la

This is an iodine comLound which is An effective disinfectant and
is_aVailable at_most_pharmacies. The solution should contain 5%
iijaihe_bt 50,004PM_when_ purchased. It should be kept in a brown
glass bottle. _mighto _ip the presence_of air, will destroy the
iodine very rat idly if it i8 kept in a clear H.ass container; The
denC?:ntration will decrease in a brown be tie also, but much

shoul& prevent a bright lint from passing
thrbUgh the bottle and_sc_ution;a person shoul6 not be able to
See the bottom of a__ tablespoonful of Lugol's w1'en held in a

brightly -lit room. If tlese two criteria aren't met, then the
Lugol's is weak and the amount used must be increased.

If__USing Lugol's, the following dilution schrule should be
followed:

1. If Luclol_'s Solution appeas dark and is used within one month
Of the dateof purchase, add five tablespoons to every four
liters of wa',.er.

If Lugo7.'s Solution_ appears dark brown and is not used within
onemontil of the date of purchase, increase the amount by one
tablespoon per month after the first menth of purchase; For
0Mtle, ::wring the first month Purchase, use five
titlesp..-ons and during the second rroilth uEe six tablespoons;

If LOgol's allows light to pass through it, do not use
Purchase a good bottle.

4. Always allow vegetables a contact time of 20 minutes with
"good" Lugol's; Keep in a cool, _zirk place.

Note: Household bleach or chlorox (5% active ingredient)
can also be wied to disinfect vegetabl,.s.

ISM
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mineral Qu-idelinkr;,..tor Purchasing, Storing Prep&rIngand Serving

E00.0

When you purchase, prepare and serve food, it is imoortant to:

I. SeleCt Odd quality food; Food ShoUld smell fresh, come from

a cleah_SOUt_ce, be protected from flies and dirt and have a
fresh attractive look and color;

2. Keep yourself. clean;

3. Keep dishes and equipment clean;

4. Keep the cooking and eating area clean.

Food can become unsafe to eat if it is:

1. Served by a person caLz:ying ditease germs.

2. Served in dirty dishes;

3. Eaten with dirty utensils and/Or hands.

Keep everything clean. CleanlineSS helps to keep away disease

germs. Clean food is likely to be safe food. When cooking foods:

1. Store prepared foods for a very short time;

Prcpar: lean contaiher8.

3. thoroughly.

4; Serve immediately.

5;
_

Don't gave iei_tovers unless you can p
covered containers in a cool plar:e.

Immunization

k

t them in crlean,

Vacc'nes are special "medicines" which if aerginotered_properly
can ireveilt Stite diseases; We call this rrckees

immlanlAratisirit_immlinty and Antibodies

If you had whooping coughasa child; you Only_contracted it once
because_yOUt 7 became jnpur_e to it _The_body pi-ocki.es certain

antibodtkg proteins found in the blood; These

antibodies_ figlIt the orgEmisms that _1Se diseas,_ or the toxins
(A.-ganisms make. Anti: is_attach 7msel'Ts 'Lc an

organiSM atld k: i it off or they att,_ themselve&to toxins and
stop them from ,:ausing ,The aTitbbdies fight toxins

are called antitoxiiii; A diffe:.erfL. kind of antibody fights each

o7,aniSM or toxin; For example, measles antibodies dilly fight
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measles virus; They have no effect _on _malaria. Antitoxins
against tetanus are not helpful against diptheria.

_

While a child is ill with measlesi the body begins to produce the
special antibody against the measles virus; The body continues
making this Antibody; thus the child becomes immune_and never has

measles. again; When the body makes its own antibodiest it has an
active immunity; The body becomes actively immune in two ways;
either from a disease itselfi or from a vaccine.

Vacc are crown from :harmful organisms and then either killed
(dead vaccines) or made weak (live vaccines). Because the
organisms in a vaccine are weak or deadi they -cause no harm bcyond
what may_be mild symptoms (such__ as a Mild fever). When the
vaccine is given, the body produces_ antit-dies Against the
particular crganismsi thus preventing the bode- from becoming ill

from the disease itself; When disease makes the_body immune; it

has a naturai active immunity; If vacc.ne is given to make the
body immune; it has an artificial activelmmlanAlY.

Active iTImunity is the best kind _because_ it\Allows the body to
continue producing its own antibodies. The only_proLlera is that
it may take ,several weeks or longe- '-Ye the tody becomes
immune; If necessary, the body can -mune immediately by
injecting antibodies from another or animal. These
antibodies give the body a paSs:ve, for a relatiely short
period of time (usually about two

The body can receive natural-pa-s-siveimmuniy while T;till in its

mother's uterus; The antibodies and', ntitoxins are pest in the
mother's blood and are passed to the -child's blood before birth:
At birti the child is immune to the same disease as the mother;

___-_
Natural passive immunity_explains why_ children udo not usual hay..:

certain diseaSes until they are .ibout three months old: By this
age; mos': of the antibedieS they were given at birth from
mothers :lave :cjeiti-e. By injecting new antibodies frou an immune
person or animal, We can give the booy a1.i artific pas5ive
immunity. For example,_ we can inject_ tetanus antitoxi.1 into an
injured poh WhO might have tetanus bacteria in his wound; The
antitoxin makes_ the_ body immune immediately,_' 'ore the boa2 has
had tithe to takii its own antitoxin; The inj e(71 an'Abodies or

antit soon desttOyed givirgthe_body artificial passive
immul..1, for not more than a couple of weeks;

It iiiipOrtailt to tlember that live vaccines die easily and
become dSeleSS. TheretoreLcare must be taker in the transport
and storage of such 'ccincs; The same is trua of deadJ,MAggildligla
though to a lesser eNtnt;
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Examples of live and deat, va:t. nes:

L tak.Liaaginaa _
pr >d vaccines

BCGAagainst TB) Diptheria
Polio Whooping cough
Measles Tetanus

Tc!tanus toxoid

The following i.t; a representative list Of some of the most
frequehtly_used iimunizations. The actual selection may vary_from
one_: volunteer to another and ftom one country to another,

depending on regional considerations, 1oCal Government guidelines
and changing circumstances; FOE' exafit16 a local outbreak of

meaeS or cholera

EaCh Volunteer
individual immunization
Peace Corps service;

might

has the

Vaccine
Live/Dead

mean immuniZ.acitirib

rc.sp)nsibility
rec:.:Ss ate kept

Immunity
ActiyeiPassiv

for eve-ryone.

to take_sure that their
Up==tO=date during their

Tim-table

Yellow fever Live Active 10 years

Diptheria-
Tetanus Dead Acti,re Booser
Cholera Dead Active 6 months
Gamma Globulin Dead Pabbive 3-6 months

Rabies Dead Active 2 years

Polio Live Active Booster
Typhoid Fever Dead Active 1, in USA

1, one month later
1, three years latel:
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SESSION 26

SWARMING, SUPERSEDURE AND ABSCONDING

Trainer Note

O This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

O Note that this session is related to Session 28; "Constructing a
Swarm Board and Swarms"; which is also Trainee facilitated:
Suggest that the same Trainee facilitate both sessions;

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Swarming; supersedure and absconding Fire behavioral
responses of the colony to changing environmental
conditions; As such, the beekeeper employs various
management techniques to control: or utilize these
responses to meet specific hire or apiary needs.

The beekeeper needs to recognize the -differences
between swarr'ng, supersedure and absconding and to
understand the conditions which trigger tHese
responses. With this understanding; beekeepers_can
apprcpriately manipulto the colony to achieVe
management objectives.

OBJECTIVES a To define swarmirg; soper.sedure and absconding.

To ex,:;m!::c w:ly bees .s arm, supersede and a!DsoDnd.

,`

To discuss inec.atrs of swarming, su7-)ers...,dure and
absconding.

To present the management_ techniques to control
swarming; supersedure: and absconding.

T-r, liOk at the _advantages_ and disadvantages
swarming in relation cc .he type of hive used.

4

RESOURCES = aid 1.1 Scale lieekewpIng, pp. 4:-43, 96-100, 210-911.
The Social DUSAiliz..itiDia li-lyoe-es, Chapter 6.
Ile ;live And 1115-1 honey Deer 'pp. 241-244, 315-348,

377-384.
g luej,,a;.- itc...324, pp, 73-8 2

.,_PekeeiDiaLZ

riPw:Trint: markt.tf7: Liacar:71; ch
and ,frame of ccmb (witiiont 'of.:ces)

17?



PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

Sessicn 26 -- Page 2

0 Prepare the visual aids for Step 2 pr, to beginnaz!-: the

session;

Step 1: Defini7 .rming, Supersedure and AbsconAing
(20 mir

Questi' 'a Trainees t:oncerning _the differences
between _..;arming; supersedure and absconding. I..1st

the general chacacteritiO8 of each and draw simple
diaraiasto indi6ate where or a comb the queen
cells wtfuld occur.

Step 2; Causc_of Swarming, Spersedure or Absconding
(40 minutes)

Write on strips_ of newsprint nvironmental
facto: s and_coliditions within the_colony which
cause or indicato swarmingi__ supersedure and
abtoilditlig, Hand these strips out to the Trainees
and write t_ne woris 'swarminy"i "supersedure" and
"abgconding" -,.;cross a )lackboard Have the
Trainees post the stripE:. under the appropriate
hodino and di6cuss re-.sons for doinq so.
Point :Alt thaE, each of elese phenomena are caused
by a opleic of factrs -ather than isol:ted
factors.

stt 3: Windgement ti:echnigues (30 millas)

Step 4:

Using n empty hive and frames of cc.mbi demunF,tttO
the c nditions of swarming; supersedure
abscon ing Question and discuss with the_Tra-.:rittS.
the AnPgement options which might be utilizeM to
contrel tne situation;

Advantages and Disadvantages of Swhrming
(15 minutes)

Discuss the. advantageS and _disadvantages of

swarming appropriate to th. beekeeping system
employed; inca-:de_sii-ch factors as attitude of th-:..?

beeke:aperi the and the race of thn bee;
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Direct:the discussion towards the concept of using
swarm boxes to capture swarms. Disr'ull,:; this as a
form of bee-having;

Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 3 and o of gession 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".

at,



SESSION 27

CULTURE SHOCK

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Culture shock is the occcupational hazard of
overseas living. One must go through it in order
to have the pleasure of experiencing another
culture in depth._ This session helps Trainees
identify_and practice skills necessary to avoida
difficult transition.

OBJECTIVES i To define culture

e To identify various !.ypes of stress.

To list personal s:,,ns or symptoms of stress.

To develop personA. plans for coping with stress in
the future as Peac:: Corps Volunteers.

_

RESOURCES Survival j<it IQ' clverseas Living; pp. 62-6
Community culte and Care, pp. 173-186;
Helping health Wcr!ct;rg LgaLn

MikFERS i newsprint, markers; pens and paper

:40)ORES

Trainer. Note

O Prior to , beginning this sessioni write on :newsprint a
Yomp:ehensiv definition of culture ',shock (see Step 1); An
r.ffective deE:nition is: "The experience of encountering ways
of doingi organizing; perceiving or vaIu'ing things which. are
different from yours and which ;threaten youribaoici unconscious
belief that your enculturated 6ustomsi assutptionsi values and
behaviors Are "right" It is cumulative. It builds up sIowlyi
from a series of small events which are 4ifficiat to identify"
(2 MA kit for Over.oea_g Living p; 63):,

1

O Also write- on newsprint a list of symptoms or signs of severe
cases of culture_ shock_ (see Step 2). An_example_of such a list
is found in FIP-r-VANIF at s Limliaso p. 65.



Session 27' -- Page 2

Step 1: Definition of Culture Shock (15 minutes)

4:ktk each Trainee to write down a common sense,
non-dictionary definition of Culture_ shock,
Encourage Trainees to share their defihitiOn8 with
One another. Post on newsprint a comprehensive
definition of the term and compare_ it to- tht
Trainees' definitions. Point- out tha _culture
shock is a result of accumulated stress and can be
a-positive2' s=tep in the adjustment process. SdliCit
eicatiriles O. 'PLainees' previous experiences in -other
cult i which they may have experienced
Urk rtaLle or unfamiliar situations.

Step . Signs of Stress (45 minutes)

Having emphasized culture shock as a' form of
accumulated stress, divide the Trainees into three
groups and have them identify ex.d list:

stresses which they have felt at the training
site and in the surrounding community,
stresses which they exp-,:t to be under in

their sites as Peace Corps Volunteers and,
personal signs or symptGms of these stresses.

When the groups have tinished, have them report
back and share their lists. . Pott tl ?repared list
of cult-ire shock symptoms and compart.?, it with the
Trainet....i- lists;

Homesickness
Bore.clorn
Withdrawal
Need for excessive amoo--'
Comp> %siva eatir9
Cprnpolsive arinkm9

E- XCeSSt;feck,.ariiiress .

Mari stress .
ttoison an4 conflct

Chauviiilsitc---excesses
Stereotyping of hostrwF4i_onals
1- .a Ss wor' effectively
Ynexplaineci fits of weeping
Physical aiments (psychosornati6iliii&stet)

Survival Kit for Overseas Liiiths p. t5

111111111111011111111111MINK
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Coping with Stress (45 minutes)

Abk _the Trainee8 to individually list personal
StabilierS or coping devices_ which they use to
help deal with stress. Then have them return to
their three small groups and divide their
stP3ilizers into the following three categories:

thriSe Whidh they will be able to_continue to
use in their sites as Peace _Corps volunteers,

= theiSe which they will need to modify in order
to use and_ _

._r_those which they will not be able to use.

HaN4_ the Trainees report_ back and discuss the
resultS_Of their_group work._ Focus the discussion
on defining_ positive stabilizer_s which will be
helpful to them as Peace Corps Volunteers.

SUmmaky and Conclusion (15, minutes)

ASk One of the Trainees to volunteer to review and
summarize the major conclusions of the session;
Refer_ to the objectivs and briefly discuss how
Well they Were met. Make the point that once one
has SObStituted and/or accepted new "everyday
things" available in the host- country culture; one
may have overcome culture shock;

Also, briefly discuss the importance of such stress
management techniques as: peer support systems;
counseling strategies continued information
gathering and host-country national friendships.



SESSION 28

CONSTRUCTING A SWARM BOARD AND SWARMS

Trainer Note

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session.
Colony Cycle", for guidelines;

See SOSSion 7 "Bee

TOTAL TIME 6 hours

OVERVIEW A swarm board is a simple piece of equipment U6tful
for making and observing artificial swarms. A
swarm board allows a beekeeper to observe A swarm
and its efforts to select a new hive site. A
beekeeper can also gain experience in hiving a
swarm from a swarm_board; This session gives the
Trainees an understanding of colony swatting
behavior by making -an artificial swarm, icibstvihg
it and then hiving it. Trainees will also make bee
beards which are good "attention getters" for Bee
Fairs and other extension exhibits.

OBJECTIVES To construct a swarm board;

To practice/acquire carpentry skills.

To create an artificial swarm;

To observe and discuss the nature of bee hives.

To hive a swarm.

To make a bee beard;

RESOURCES - Small Beale Beekeeping, pp; 42-43i 96-100, 210-211;
- The Hive Alul the Honey Beei pp. 241-244, 345-348,

377=384; _

21h HandhoDki pp. 73-82
= in t-aibb-i-d
= I kdbing Heed
- The FvoICAT g2Liganleitatil2n of IiPt=yDgare, Chapter 6;
= Balt Rives apntly Bgz

MATERIALS WO-0-di nails, hammers, saws, tape measure, hardware
cloth (big enough for bees to pass through), rope
ot_Wire, two queen cages, tin snips, sugar water,
water sprayer, newsprint, markerS, bait hives, two
colonies of bees, various dblbts of fast-drying
paint
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PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

Session"28 Page 2

for making artificial_ sWarms. Steps 4 through 8 are

scheduled for the following-day.

Steps 1 through 3 are scheduled in the afternoon as thiS time u

best

Step 1:

Step 2:

Introduction (30 minutes)

Have the Trainees_ speculate as to the desigh_and

Use of a swarm board based_on what they. have

learned_ in Session _26, "Swarming, Supersedure and

Absconding ": Explain the details of a_swarm board

and how it is used to create an artificial swarm;

Also discuss the use of bait hives (often called

swarm boxes). Touch on the parameters of location,,

dimension, shape and orientation.

ConstruCting Swarm Boards (40 minutes)

Have the Trainees divide into groups of

approximately six Trainees each and have each group

build a swarm board.

Trainer Note

0 Note that plans for a swarm board are in-mAll Seale peekeeping.

O Circulate between the groups to offer suggestions where

appropriate.

Step 3: NakIng
Hives
(1 hour)

Artificial Swarm and ,Setting Up Bait

Have the swarm board construction groups each make

an artificial swarm and hang it in an accessible

site for observation. Before starting, discuss how

to correctly cage a queen and have the Trainees

practice with- drones until they _feel confident.

While the bees are clustering, _have the Trainees

set up some bait hives in various locations.
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Step 4:

Step 5:

Session 28 Page 3

Observation of the Swarms and Bait Hives
(40 minutes)

Have the Trainees feed the swarms by spraying them
with sugar "water. Facilitate a discussion of the
behavioral activities of swarming while the
Trainees are observing the swarms.

Have the Trainees move bees in the swarm about with
their fingers to demonstrate how docile the bees
are while in a swarm;

Have the Trainees observe whether scout bees have
located the bait hives set up the previous day.
Mark scout bees with paint and observe their
behavior when they return to the swarms.

-.
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SWarming Differences Between European and African
Beet;
(20 minutes)

While observing swarming behavior, discuss with the
Trainees the behavioral differences between swarms
of European and African bees.
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Step 6: Bee Beards (2 hours)

Step 7:

Step

Session 28 Page 4

Elicit suggestions from the Trainees oh how to make

bee beards us*g the knowledge they have acquired
about swarms and swarming behavior. Have Trainee
volunteers make bee beards. Point out that making
a bee beard is an effective publicity ploy by which
to demonstrate how a knowledgeable beekeeper can
manipulate bee behavior.

Hiving the Swarms (35 minutes)

Using "open-ended" questions, list what supplies
need to be in a hive about to receive a swarm of
bees. Make sure that the Trainees have placed
eggs; brood, pollen and honey in the hives.

Caution the Trainees not to put more brood in the
hive than the swarm will be able to care for.

Discuss whether the scout or forager bees will be

included in the colony or will be lost in the

field. Have the Trainees prepare the hives and
hive the swarms.

Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".

.0
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SESSION 29

VISUAL AIDS QUEEN REARING PREPARATION

TOTAL TIME ' 4 hours

OVERVIEW Communicating information and transferring
technical concepts are basic to the role of all
Peace Corps Volunteers. WhiIe'the use of visual
aids can enhance the communication process; it can
also be problematic and complex in cross-cultur:11
situations; The preparation and prebentatior of
visual aids should be apptopriate to the cultural
background of the audience. In this session;
Trainees W,441 discuss some of the issues relating
to the effective use of visual aids in their
countries of assignment and practice making visual
aids. They will then evaluate the effectiveness. of
their visual aids as communication tools._ The
final_ portion of the session will provide time to
the Trainees to prepare for their up coming "Queen°
Rearing" presentations;

OBJECTIVES 46 To list Characteristics of host-country co-workers.

* To identify criteria to be used in evaluating
effective visual aids.

* To evaluate sample visual aids.

To practice making visual aids.

* To prepare for "Queen Rearing" presentations.

RESOURCES Communicating With Pictures
From Ihg Field; pp. 85792.
Applied Communication in DigliM0.644g: C-011ntties;

Chapter 11.
Visual Aids: A Guide IDLE PAC-P EVLEga Volunteers,

pp. 21 -24.
Handout 29A, "Selecting Communication Tools"
Handout 29B, "Visual Aids"

MATERIALS newsprint; markers; crayons, pens; pencils;
scissors; _paste, colored construction paper,
sandpaper; flannel; _a variety_of posters; a flannel
graph; a picture story, problem dramas; puppets;
any other relevant aids to communication

191
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Trainer Note

Session 29 -- Page 2

Prior: to beginning this session, set up the room such that a
wide- variety of visual aids and other communication aids are on
display (see Step 2). Try_ to select visual aids which are
particularly relevant to the countries in which the Trainees
will be working as Peace Corps Volunteers; Include beekeeping
postert, books, honey labels, or other relevant learning or

marketing aids. Also, far evaluation purposes, display some
aids which have proven effective and some which have not been
effective.

Ideally,_ the "Resources" for this session should be either
purchated or photocopied and made available to each Trainee. If

this it not possible; they should be presented to the Trainees
during thit session and made available throughout the program as
reference bookS.

0 In Stept 3 and 4, Trainees will be making their own visual aids.
Be sure to have on hand a generous supply of the necessary tools
and materials.

PROCEDURES

Step Characteristics of Host Country Co-Workers
(20 minutes)

Review the objectives of the 'iessipn and outline
the procedures. Ask the Trainees to name some of
the characteristics of the people with- -whom they
expect to be working as Peace Corps Volunteers.
Provide focus by suggesting such -examples as

poor, rural, urban, literate, Isemi-literate. Write
the Trainees' responses on newsprint. Stimulate
discussion by asking for explanations of each of
the characteristics.

Step 2: Effective Visual, AidB (40 minus-es)

Ask the Trainees to Keep the list 6eveloped in Step
1 in mind as they examine a variety of visual aids.
Have them move abdUt_ the _room examining a display
of various visual air1.8 which have been used in the
countries in Whith they will be working. Have the
Trainees_ evaluate several examples_ of different
types of visual aids, Demonstrate ,znd explain
several of the visual aids.
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_ For each exampl , ask:

What message does it convey?
In which situations might it he t:

How effective/appropriate
How might it be improved?

used?

Refer back to the list of characteristics developed
in Step 1. Ask the Trainees to identify and
discuss important criteria _which should be
remembered when making a_ visual aid. Be sure to
bring out issues related to pictorial_ illiteracy
and the tendency for culturally biased
interpretations of drawings, pictures and charts.
Cite examples from the information provided in the
"Resources".

Making Visual Aids (1 hour, 3J0 minutes)

Distribute Handout _29A, "Selecting Communication
Tools" and_Handout 295, "Visual Aids" and explain
that they have been provided as resources for the
next activities. Have the Trainees divide into
groups of three to four and make a simple visual
aid. Ask them to work on_aids which they feel they
might be able_to use in their assigned countries as
Peacp Corpe_Volunteers. Stress the importance of
completing the visual aid within the' time allotted
for this step. Remind them that later in the
session, there_ will be time allotted to work on
preparing_ for__ their "Queen Rearing" presentations.
suggest_t_hat they use this time:to work on a visual
aid which_ will help them in their next method
demonstration.

When the Trainees finish, have them reconvene. ASk
a representative from each group to demonstrate and
explain their visual aid. Have the Trainees
Critique eachvisual aid according to the criteria
developed in the previous step. Encourage
discussion and suggestions for improvement.

Summary/Queen Rearing Preparation
(1 hour, '30 minutes)

Ask one of the Trainees_ to summarize the major
conclusions developed during the session. Have t1B
Trainees divide into_their queen-rearing _groups and
use the remainder of_the morning to work on their
up coming "Queen Rearing" presentations. Encourage
them to be creative in developing effective visual
aids for use in the_presentations and throughout
the remainder of the training program;
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Hando11119A

SELECTING COMMUNICATION TOOLS

Aid General Description

Recommended

Audience Size Advantages Disadvantages

Afd Rigid surface painted

green or black on

which one can write

or dtaw with chalk.

1.
Board A pied-6 of flahhel,

flannelette, terry

cloth or felt cloth

attached to a rigid

surface on which

cut-out figures Will

adhere if batked with

sand paper or glued

sand.

L:;

message on a large

sheet of paper, and

kith an illustration

and i simple
writLen message.

L11USttatiOhS on

paper or cloth;

usually larger than

21 cm by 27 cm; bound

'together with rings

Or string. They flip

over in presentation:

201

10 to 30 people.

If used with more,

a large board is

needed and careful

audience placement

is necessary.

15 to 20 people

Audience size

depends on the. size

of the flannel

board and the size

Of the figures that

are being used;

No limit, because it

is not necessary fbt

everyone to look at

a poster at the

same time.

15 to 30 people;

Audience size

'depends_on the size

of- the flip chart

illustration.

Inexpensive.

cah be homemade.

Easily maintained.

Minimum of preparation.

Used day or night.
Audience participation.

Inexpensive;

Easily made from local

materials. Easily

maintained and trans-

ptitted in remote areas.

Figures can be used

in different presenta-

tions. Ideal for

showing "seqUende of

events" and reviewing

lesson; as figures Can

be brought back on the

board.

Inexpensive:

Easy to make; Requires

a minimum amount of

time to prepare and

use. Easy to

transport.

Inexpensive.

Can be homemade and

can be easily trans-

ported: GOOd way to

give information in

sequence; because they

are bound, illustrations

stay in seq,-ence.

Ttanspott can be diffi-

cult in remote areas

Limited to the user's

artistic ability.

- _

Requires considerable

advance_ preparation_

Difficult to use out of

-.Riots if thereisany

wind. Some artistic

ability is required if

making homemade figures.

Deteriorates rapidly.

Can confuse audience with
to much or too little

information. Need some

artistic ability if mak-

ing own posters.

Deteriorates with constant

use. Some artistic

ability requirediflmak-
ing homemade flipcharts.
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ids General Description

Recommended

Audience Size AdVantages

Illustrations made

on heavy paper that

is usually smaller.

than 21 cm In.,:27 cm.

The illustratiOnS,

are not bdUnd but

are arranged in

sequence;

A surface, at leaSt

3/4M by lm, into

which stick pins can

be placed. Drawings;

photos and lettering

can be displayed on

the bdard.

ation Using actual ingre-

dients; tools or

land, the educator'

shows hOw something

is done. Either

at that time or

soon afterward, each

audience member dis-

plays an ability to

do a new thing.

Color or black and

white, 16mm'Or 8MM

cinema film; with

sound, projected on
a screen or wall.

5 to 15 people.

Because the illus7

trations are small,

hbAiibr-e than 15

people should be in

the audience.

t

NO limit; because

it is not necessary

for everyone to
lookat the bulletin

board at the same

time.

1 to 30 people.

tecaUSejt is
diffidUlt for an

educator to follow

up on more_ than 30

persons, thiS is

the recommended

limit.

30 to 100 people:

Groups can be larger

--hut it is difficult

to have any discussiOn

with larger groups.

Inexpensive.

Can be homemade.

Very easy to trans-

' port;:_Good way to__ --

give information_in

sequence to small

groups.

Inexpensive.

Can be homemade from

local materials. Good

way to present a

"changing" message' in

areas where people

gather.

Excellent way to use

actual materials in a

real situation. Uses

local_ materials. Easy

to understand by
people not used to

looking at illustra-

tioris. Good way to

get audience partici-

pation.

Dramatic and gets the

audience's attention.

Shows motion and

therefore helps ex-

plain step-by-step

and time sequence

very well.

Handout 29A Page 2

Disadvantages

Deteriorates with constant

use. Some artistic ability

required_if making hoMeMade

flashcards-__Zasy_tb_get___

out of sequence. Limited

to small groups.

If out of doors, weather

damage can occur. Con-

stant supply of good
__ _

educational materials to

put_on the.boai'd is

needed.

Takes a lot of planning and

preparat

Very xpensive, requires

expensive equipment,

electricity and dark

14ojection area. DifficUlt

to transport and operate.



aids le al Descripiin

Handel:e 29A - Pau.?

Recommended

Audience Size Advantages Disadvantages

LOS

35mm film in plastic

or cardboard mounts

5cm by 5 cm. In color

they the educator can

stimulate better

discussion among a

smaller group.

or black and_white,

are projected on a

screen or a wall.

About 30 people.

Though slides can be

used with more people,

Strip of 35mm film,

color or black and

white. Photographs

in sequence.

Filmstrip projected

Oh screen or wall:

Uses projector

with filmstrip

adapter. Film-strips

horizontal or ver-

tical fortat

About 30 people.

Though filmstrips

can be used with
More people, the

educator can

stimulate better

discussion with a

group of this'

size.

from WORLD NEIGHBORS IN ACTION newsletter
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Dramatic, less

expensive than cinema

film, excellent way to

bring distant things

to audience and to

show time sequence.

Battery-operated

projectors available

Lbcal photos easily

,Made;

Dramatic; less expen-

sive than film and

slides. Once inserted

correctlyinprojector;
impossible to get out

of sequence. Can_shoW

photos of the real

thing and shows se-

quencein time.
Battery-operated pro-

jectors available.

Relatively easy to

transport.

Easy to damage, easy

to:get out Of sequence

and project upside down

or sideways Requires

projection equipment;

needs electricity or

batteries and darkened

projection area:

Requires projection
equipment, can be

damaged, requires

either mains or bat-

tery supplied elec-

tricity. (Sometimes

batteries are expensive)

Requires darkened

projection area.

Limited appropriate

filmstrips available.
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Handout 29B

VISUAL AIDS*

If I Bear it I forget
If I Bee it I remember
If I DQ it I know

(Chinese proverb)

You are undoubtedly using visual aids; How often have you_drawn_a
map on the ground, sketched a symbol _or used some gesture to
describe something? The following are some ideas to encourage you
to make other visual aids;

Remember that in the communication of ideas, visual aids are of
the utmost importance; One cannot say that any_visual aid will
adequately serve as a substitute for personal contact_or_personal
efforts of communication; One can say, however, that visual
material of an appropriate nature, carefully selected and
effectively-used can be very important to communication.

Symbols used in visual aids_ must be adequately understood. .A bed
does not look the same the world over; Neither does a coat, nor
does a well, nor does a latrine; The symbols used to depict
articles must be understood in the culture for which the material
is intended; This is why the visual aids you make yourself can be
the most effective in building understanding;

Visual aids are used to communicate an idea or convey a need for
action; Action must be possible in the culture and should be in
accordance with existing ways of acting, if at all possible;

Effective visual aids can be produced only if local people assist
in making them. The use of visual aids is usually best
accomplished when local people make and promote the use of them;
If there are drawings to be made, consider having a local artist,
professional or amateur, assist you;

The-problem; It is important to ascertain how the problem is seen
from_ the point_ of view of the local people. For example, in
working on the improvement of contaminated water, there may be no
problem_of_contamination as far as the local people are concerned.
Water which looks clear may Dot be considered contaminated_ by
local people. It may be necessary to help people understand Imw
water becomes contaminated. _This_ may be exceedingly difficult.
It is important to keep in _mind_ that age-old _customs_ are
acceptable to local people and that there must be good logical and
practical reasons. to change these :age -old customs.

* Much of the context and many of the examples are taken from:
Visual Aids: A Guide for peace Corps Volunteers.
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Acceptable answers or solutions. We may see the _situation_ab
scientific one; however, it must be practical and acceptable to
the people concerned; For example, boiled water in certain
cultures is usually consumed only by "sick" people. The answer,
therefore, may lie in removing sources of contamination from water
rather than trying to get people to boil it.

Selecting material to be presented. The following questions may
be of assistance to you in refining ideas about the material to be
presented in visual form;

Characteristics of_the audiences: Who are you trying to reach?
Just men? Just women? Just children? What: is the occupation of
the potential audience? What is the cultural background? What is
the education of the audience? What is the social status?

Acceptability of solution. What does the potential_ audience
think? What are the 'values and goals? Is the proposed solution
acceptable? What is the present attitude of the potential
audience? Is the action proposed possible to attain? IS it

physically possible? Is it financially possible? IS it

acceptable to the people? Is it acceptable in the culture?

Understanding material. What about language? _ IS it

understandable? Is the material attractive? Will it capture
attention? Will it be interesting? Will the audience get the
point?

What about visualization? Are the drawings of __pictures
acceptable? Is it acceptable to depict human_ figures? Will they
be understood? Has the material been tested? Can the audience
relate to the pictures? To the names? To the terms?

Suggested Steps in Making VisualPads:

1. Work with local people-
2. Determine the material to be covered. (Using questions

similar to _those above may help.)
3. Pretest a draft of the material on people from the intended

audience.
4. Make appropriate revisions.
5. ReteSt material in final form.

PretestaIImAte-rIalt. How can we be sure people will understand
materials prepared for them --4posters, pamphlets,_stories,' puppet
shows, visual_ presentations of all kinds? We can try them out.
We can test them under conditions similar to those in which they
will be used. Offer the materials to a group of people from the
intended audience.

What is the purpose of the material? What information is it
supposed to convey? What motivation is used? Is the action which
is wanted clear? Does the material make people want to act?
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of people for whom material is intended will give you
lotc1 of the effectiveness of your material. Suggestions may be

...L1,_ited from the people as to how to make the material more
and to carry more "punch".

Studiea_of the understanding of visual
Indicate that too much detail is confusing.

,hart; there is no one ideal teaching aid, but there are
Lines for their use. An effective teaching aid must be

relevant
attractive
simple

'convey one._ idea
promote action
inexpensive

- durable
understandable.

L.
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SESSION 30

EXTRACTORS AND SOLAR WAX MELTERS

Trainer Note

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

O The format of this session is somewhat different from that of
the other Trainee-facilitated sessions. Once the session is
introduced, the Trainee-facilitator will be responsible __for
coordinating the activities of the_ construction groups. After
the equipment is constructed_ and tested, the Trained will
facilitate the review of the design and construction process.
This is distinct from the session evaluation which will be
facilitated by another Trainee.

TOTAL TIME 20 hours

OVERVIEW Planning, deSigning and constructing equipment are
important skills for beekeeping Volunteers.

An extractor is a necessary component to any "high
technology" beekeeping system. It is a specialized
piece of equipment. The many options available in
its design permit it to be built to meet specific
needs.

A solar wax melter is a useful, low-cost and
effective tool appropriate for all beekeeping
management systems. A wax melter allows the
beekeeper to begin the process of rendering the
wax, thereby facilitating wax _moth control.
Furthermore/ the solar wax melter can economically
render small quantities of wax which encourages the
saving of beeswax.

The Trainees, working in groups, will discuss, plan
and design an extractor and a solar wax melter.
They will practice group interaction skills while
considering the availability of various tools and
materials as well as the appropriateness (cost vs.
effectiveness) of the equipment design to their
future extension work.

Finding suppliers for needed materials and
equipment is often difficult far development
workers. Once planned and designed, the Trainee
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groups will buy the materials needed to construct
the extractor and solar' wax melter. Interacting

with local merchants while procuring the needed

equipment will enable the Trainees to develop an
appreciation for what, where and when materials are

available.

This session will provide the Trainee both
transactional, cross-cultural and technical skills.

The experience acquired from planning, constructing
and analyzing the final productS will be useful in

helping the Trainees to develop their own

appreciation for "appropriate technology"; thus,

Aiding them to develop technologies appropriate to

their future sites.

BJECTIVES 4 To diScuss design criteria of extractors and solar

wax melters.

To plan the construction and the purchasing of

materials.

To consider technologies appropriate to the work
situation of Peace Corps Volunteers.

To work effectively in a group.

4 To purchase materials needed to construct the

extractors and solar wax melters.

4 To interact with the community while purchasing

materials.

To construct extractors and solar wax melters.

To acquire and practice construction skills.

To test the extractors and solar wax melters plus

evaluating them for modifications.

To review the design and construction processes of

the extractors and solar wax melters.

lESOURCES - Build IDUL thin Roney. Extractor

- Let=s Build a Bee Bise, pp. 78=81, 86.

- Small Belt Beekeeping, pp. 197-T-260, 203.

Bee-keping in II= Midwest
- Handout 30A, "Making and Ubing a 13olar Wax Melter"

MATERIALS paper, pencils, chalkboard, cash, materials decided

upon by the Trainees
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PROCEDURES

Step 1: Planning and Designing (2 hours)

Outline the entire session to the Trainees and list
the objectives.

Ask the Trainees to describe the desired attributes
of an effective extractor and solar wax melter.
Have a Trainee list these attributes. Consider
designs appropriate to their future work
situations. Show plans, pictures or simple
drawings to illustrate points. Discuss various
options available.

Have the Trainees divide into groups of six for the
remainder of the session and provide each group
with plans, including Handout 30A, and resource
materials useful for designing the equipment to be
made.

Have each group design an extractor and solar wax
melter and make a list of materials and tools
needed.

In preparation for Step 2, have the Trainees plan
for the purchasing trip by forming small buying
teams and have them estimate the amount of cash
needed.

Trainer Note

O Plan to have the cash ready for Step 2.

O A "Bee Management Techniques" session is scheduled after this
step in case more time is needed.

Step 2:

r-

PUrchasing Materials (4 hours)

Have the Trainees purchase the materials determined
in Step 1. Have them use public transportation to
do this and point out that this is the common
method of transport for -eace Corps Volunteers.
Remind the Trainees to obtain receipts fel all
purchases and to keep cost records on their
projects. The cost information will be used in
Session 45, "Cost Analysis and Project Evaluation".
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Trainer Note

O Translators may be needed to facilitate the purchasing of

materials in some areas. However, encourage Traineet to work as

independently as possible.

O This step is schedule&for Friday afternoon. This Will allow

the TraineeS to explore local cultural activities if, they wish.

Step 3: Constructing and Testing (12 hours, 30 minutes)

Have the Trainee groups construct their extractors

and solar wax melters. Encourage the Trainees to

divide up the taskS to_make the most efficient use

of the resources available. During the building

exercise, facilitate discussions concerning what

happened during the buying trips.

When the extractor-8 and solar wax melters are

completed, have the Trainees test them.

Trainer Note

O As the groups are working, keep in touch with how they are

proceeding and provide assistance whenever it seems_ appropriate.

Be careful not to intervene so ,much as to inhibit independent

problem solving within the groups.

0 If the need for more materials arises, have one or two Trainees

from each group purchase them while the other Trainees continue

working.

O AlloW time for cleaning up the work area after construction

periods.

Step 4: Review of Design and Construction Process

(1 hour)

Facilitate a review of the design and construction

process. Critique the finished equipment. Discuss

the lessons learned from the exercise and elicit
suggestions as to modifications regarding both the

session_ and the equipment. Discuss how theLgroups
workedtogether during the session and suggest ways,

of helping the groups to work more effectively.
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Session Evaluation (30 minutes)

Trainer Note

) ;se Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".

Steps 3, 4 and 5 may take more time than_scheduled. Use time
trout "Bee Management Techniques" to complete these steps, if
necessary;

r-
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Handout 30A

MAKING AND USING A SOLAR WAX MELTER

A_ solar wax melter is a glass-covered box that uses the heat of
the sun_ to melt beeswax and to separate it from honey and other
materials with which it isfound in honey bee colonies. The
melter can be used to render old combs, cappings, burr combs and
other_ hive scrapings containing wax. It is also handy for
removing beeswax from excluders:- The melter produces wax of high
quality and eliminates the need for the sometimes hazardous job of
rendering wax in the Lome.

The sloping top surface of the solar wax melter provides maximum
exposure_to the sun and allows honey and melted wax to drain
quickly into the storage Pan Before use, the entire unit,
including the sheet metal pan, should be painted blackfor maximum
heat absorption. The glass _cover with two,' sheets of
double-strength glass_about 1/4 _inch apart helps to retain the
absorbed heat. The fiberboard insulation also serves the same
purpose; Internal-temperatures, well above the melting point of
beeswax (about -145° F, [63° C]), are maintained on warm sunny
days; Place the melter in a sunny, sheltered spot for best'
results.

The attached plan, is meant to provide ideas on how -to build a
melter. You need not copy the plan_exactly; For this reason,
many dimensions are not giver4_especially the less important ones._
Mbdify_ the dimensions tofit_ your needs, or the materials
available, but beware -of making it too small. The sheet metal -pan
should be 4 to 6 inches deep and big enough to accept excluders
(16 -1/4 x 20 inches) or at least two full-depth frames (19 x 20
inches). Consider the possibility of making one or more cappings
baskets of "expanded" metal.: that will fit into the sheet metal
pan.

The pan to catch the hot honey and melted wax should be relatively
large to prevent accidental overflows. A plastic dish pan works
well The wax can be easily removed because it does not adhere
well to the smooth, flexible plastic. Sluing sides on the pan
also make it easier to remove the cake of wax.

The wooden brace is designed,to support the lid while you clean
out the slumgum,'or residue, that remains after combs are melted.
It lies between the exterior box and the interior layer of
insulation. he finger hole, or notch, is used to pull it up into
place. Cut the free endat an angle so that it makes firm contact'.
with the lid frame when- the. Ho is ar suitable height to work
beneath. ,

The melted wax will flow more easily down the pan if the combs,
excluders and cappings baskets are set on lengths of metal rods or
angle iron. You should also put a coarse screen across the outlet

from: An extension leaflet by Elbert R. Jaycox, University of
Illinois.at Urbana-Champaign.
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E the pan to keep unmelted piedeS of coitib and other debris from
Lowing_ into the pan of molten wax. Honey_ collects beneath the
ax in the pan. It is darkened and unsuitable fOr human food; but

an be used to feed bees in early spring (not in_ the fall). The
lumgum remaining in the sheet metal pan contains beeswax that can
e rfmoved_pnly_ by a hot water press If _you accumulate 100
ounds or more; it it worthwhile haVing it rendered commercially;

he- melter is highly attractive to tObbet bees because oethe
dors given off by the warm honey and wax. It should bekept
ightly closed except when loading it or removing the filled
ollecting pan.
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SESSION 31

WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT ,==. THE ROLE OF MEN AND WOMEN

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW An understanding of the roles of men and women
within a _culture is an iTportant part of the
personaVand professional 1 f_.?. of a Peace Corps
Volunteer. This session intr uces_the Trainees to
the complexity of the issues r arding the concept
of Women in Development. rainees identify
traditional roles of men and women w4le discussing
their reactions to them as North Am4ricans. They
examine ways in _which these. roles will influence
both their professional lives as Peace Corps
Volunteer beekeepers and their, personal lives as
individuals adjusting to a new culture.

-

OBJECTIVES To define the term "Women in Development"
related to PeaCe Corps-goals and programming.

To id itify the: traditional role of women in the
host country.

To evaluate these roles in light of personal value8
and perspectives.

To identify ways to recognize and deal with women
in development issue's in beekeeping projects.

To examine personal needs regarding emotional and
sexual, relationships with-others.

RESOURCES Third World ki.rf-JI:
"Background Notes on the History and Rationale of

the Term Women in Deielopment:WID Peace Corps
Policy, Module II, pp.-t20-24.

"Guideline for Country-Specific Presentation on
WID", Module

"The, Adverse Impact of Development on Women",
Irene Tinker, Module IV, pp. 23-30.

WkiWain &Lid Sftrid pgsreIopment:
"The Dilemma of Peasant Women: 'A View From the

Yucatan",,pp. 8979.4.
Handout 31A, "Strategies for Integrating Women-

In-Development Projects"
Handout.31B, "Personal Needs Booklet"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers
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Trainer Note

O Depending on where the training is being held, the Trainees may

need country-specific information relating to the traditional

roles of men and women in order to complete Step 2. If

necessary, the trainer should be prepared to provide this

information in the form of a lecturette or directed readings.

C) Prior to beginning the session, pr_epare the booklets called for

in Step 4. To assemble the boohleta, follow the instructions
provided_foi Handout 31B, "Personal Needs Booklet". Prepare one

booklet for each small group.

O For Step 4, it-is important to help the Trainees relax as much

as possible in order to create a climate conducive to open

communication. Consider serving refreshments, scheduling the

step for the -evening and/or meeting in an informal,

non-threatening setting.

SEep 1: Definition of Women in Development (25 minutes)

Review the session objectives and discuSS the

definition of the term "Women in Development".

Write down some of the definitions on newsprint.

Distribute copies of "Background Notes on the

History and Rationale of the Term, Women in

Development" and allow time for reading. ASk the

Trainees to reconsider their definitions of WID and

discuss any changes they would make in light of the

new information. Briefly identify reasons for

treating WID issues in this beekeeping training

program.

Step 2: Traditional Role8 (45 minutes)

Have the Trainees brainstorm a list of what they

feel will be the traditional roles of men and women

in the countries which they will be working as

Peace Corps Volunteers. Have them ,reflect upon
their family live-in experienceS as a source of

ideas. Ask the Trainees to individually look over

the liStS and think about which aspects of these

roles. they consider to be positive and which they

consider to be negative.

Have them divide into small groups and discuss the

following:
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Why do we perceive some of these roles as
positive and others as negative?
Which aspects of North American culture
influence our reactions?

- Why do these roles exist?
Why have they evolved as they have?

Ask each small group to be prepared to present and
discuss two conclusions which come out of their

discussion.

Step 3: The Impact of Traditional Roles On Beekeeping
(50 minutes)

Reconvene the_large group and conduct a round table
discussion of the conclusions developed by the

small groups. Ask the group to reflect upon how
these roles may affect them as beekeeping

Volunteers. DiStribute handout 31A, "Strategies
for Integrating Women-in-Development Projects" and
focus a discubSion on the following points:

- What more do you need to find out about sex
roles in your countries of assignment?

- How can you find out more?
What are some strategies for appropriately
iltegrating men and women into- beekeeping
projects?

Summarize the major recurring themes and solicit
suggestionS from the group regarding how they plan
to cope with sex role behaviors which they consider
to be negative. Distribute copies of the articles,
"The Dilemma of Peasant Women: A View from the
Yucatan" and "The Adverse Impact of Development on
Women". Explain that these articles provide
perspectives on various issues relating to WID.
Recommend that Trainees read them.

Step 4i Personal Needs (1 hour, 30 minutes)

Explain that another important aspect of sex roles
involves the Trainees' own personal needs regarding
emotional and sexual relationshps with others.
Distribute the booklets provided in Handout 31B,
"Personal Needs Booklet". Have the Trainees divide
into small discussion croups_ of three or four. Go

over the instcpctions aeecribed on page one of the
booklet. Have the groups go to a comfortable
location and work through the booklets. Remind
them to pace themselves So that they can finish all
of the questions in the time allotted.

ea.
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Trainer Note

0 When the Trainees divide into groups, make sure that the number

of men and women in each group is as equal as possible.

0 While the groups are working, move from group to group,

clarifying and answering questions as necessary.

Step 5: Strategies for Coping (30 minutes)

Conclude the activity by reconvening the group and
focusing a discussion around the following question
from the booklet:

= As a single or married Peace Corps Volunteer,
I think my most difficult personal problems
will be

Ask_ the Trainees to share how they answered this in

their small groups. List some of their responses
on newsprint and ask them to identify ways in which

they plan to cope with or resolve these problems.
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Handout 31A

Strategies for Integrating Women in Developmeht projects

li8tening and observing in order to identify women's
needs.

Identifying women's roles, opportunitiet and hAndicApt.

_
Identifying cultural, social, family and other patterns which
impact on women positively and negatively.

Identifying, developing and using women leader8 and Supportive
men.

Identifying positive and negative effects of projects on women and
children.

Helping in the development and advancement of women counterparts.

Ecveloping and implementing income-generating activities or
..olects for women.

Integrating women into decision-making levels of project planning;
d.plementaton and evaluation.

-
c ing and givingItrodu training for time-saving devices used for

men's domestic tasks;

Yrovid-..ng opportunities for women to moos roles
job to non-traditional roles or jobs;

Dzovidingprograms or activities to strengthen women's traditional
1,e., status; income; social rewards;

Qlpii,g government; other developers and community people look at
Lne role of WID.

Faising productivity of tasks performed by women.

Identifying and using local organizations traditionally supportive
of women.

Researching, analysing and using data AbbUt women's role and
status.

sharing itifOrMatiOn and analyzing :failures and successes
projects ditetted to women's needs.

Helping and educating other women and men in order to increase
their understanding and support of WID.
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Handout 31B

Personal Needs Booklet

Note: To assemble the booklet; cut the pages into strips along
the dotted lines. Staple the strips together in the
order indicated by the numbers next to the open-ended
statements.

The basic purpose of the discussion you are about to have it tti

focus on your perceptions and feelings about personal and sexual
relationships:

Please follow these guidelines:

1. The_discussion consists of a series of open-ended statements.
Eath_ of you should resp d to each statement before
continuing onto the next one._

2. Take_turns_being first to_complete the statements_._
3. Complete the_statements in the order in which they appear.

Do not look ahead in the booklet or skip items.
4. All of this discussion is confidential.
5. You may stop the activity if you become uncomfortable: Talk

over the source of such feelings and continue when
appropriate;

6. Be willing to take risks.

When you have read this; turn the page and begin;
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1. When I talk about sex or emotional needs, I feel

A

If I were really open and honest right now, I would
say
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To me, a meaningful relationship consists of

4. Emotional and intellectual involvement in a relationship
consists of
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5. For mei a meaningful relationship with a host country

national would be

6. For me, sex in a relationship is
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7. Something I want from a relationship that I find lacking
now is

8. AS a Traineek my social and sexual life have been
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9. I think my nights in my site will be

since being here my perception of social life has changed in
that
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11. Regarding the way men and women here interact socially;
have trouble with

zhink I'll meet my personal needs in=doUntry by
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13. Some of the consequences of the ways I Choose to meet my
needs might be

a single /married Peace Corps Volunteer; l think my most
ALficult problems will be
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5. chat I have learned most about myself from this exercise

a,
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SESSION 32

MID - PROGRAM EVALUATION

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW Constant evaluation is necessary during the program
in order to help adjust what "is" to more clearly
reflect what "ought to'be". This often involves
modifying the behavior of Trainees or trainers, the
resources being applied, or the methods and
approaches being used. Sometimes personal
expectations need to be adjusted. The "Mid-Progrdm
Evaluation" allows Trainees and staff to determine
if the program is moving in the right direction at
the proper pace. Trainees and trainers first
evaluate their workitlg dynamicp as a group. The
Trainees then complete a detailed written
evaluation of various aspects of the program. The
final activity involves working in small groups
followed by dialogue among all participants
regarding the extent to which original expectations
have been met.

OBJECTIVES To assess the working dynamics of the group within
the context of the training program.

To complete a written evaluation of the overall
effectiveness of,the program and of the trainers.

To' evaluate the extent to which original
expectations have or have not been met.

RESOURCES Handout 32A, "Evaluation Questionnaire"

MATERIALS newsprint, markers, blank paper, pens and pencils

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

0 it is important_ thatthe entire training staff participates in
Steps 1 and 3 of this session?'

0 Prior to beginning this session, prepare on newsprint:

the list of questions for the "Coat of Arms" activity (see
Step 1),
a chronological list of all sessions which have occurred
to date (see Step 2) and-
a list of the names of all trainers who have participated
to date (see Step 2).
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C) The design of the blank "Coat of
Arms", described in Step 1, may
vary according to- individual,
taste. This design is proVided
as an example.

Step 1: Group Dynamics (1 hour, 30 minutes)

Briefly present an overview of the entire session
and explain hoW the evaluation results will be
used. Begin by explaining that the object of this
first activity is to evaluate the dynamics of the
group. Each person will draw a symbolic "Coat of
Arms which _represents their perception of how
effectively the group is working. On a blank sheet
of paper, have the participants sketch a "Coat of
Arms" and divide it into six blank spaces. Post
and explain the following questions:

What hatt been our major failure as a group?
What hats been our major accomplishment aS a
group?
To what extent do our interactions here in
training reflect the kinds of interactions we
will encounter as Peace Corps/Volunteers?
What is our major unresolved conflict or

problem as a group?
What can we do to resolve'this conflict or
problem?

= What can we do to improve our interaction
skills in general?

Refer to the posted list. Read each question in
order. Have each participant draw a symbol that
answers each question -in the corresponding space on
their "Coat of Arms". Draw your own "Coat of

Arms", as the group does theirti.
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After everyone has finished drawing their "Coat of
Arms", share yours by explaining the meaning of
each of your six drawings. Have each participant
explain the meaning of their "Coat of Arms".
Conclpde by asking one of the participants to
summarize the results of the activity, highlighting
any,recurring themes.

Trainer Note

O As they describe their "Coat of Arms", Trainees may tend to
discuss the design and content of the program. At this point
keep them focused on their interactions as a group.

Step 2: Written Program Evaluation (1 hour)

Distribute Handout 32A, "Evaluation Questionnaire",
and have the Trainees complete it. Explain that
the questionnaire provides an opportunity .to

communicate, in writing, thoughts about the
effectiveness of sessions and of the training
staff. As an aid in completing Parts II and III of
the questionnaire, post a chronological list of all
sessions presented to date and a list of all
trainers who have participated to date. Point out
that Trainees need not put thei' names on the
questionnaireS. Encourage open and thoughtful
responses. Let__ the Trainees know that the
information provided on the questionnaires will be
used by the staff to improve the training program.

When the TrP.'neeS have finished, collect the
completed questionnaires.

Trainer Note-

C) If some Trainees do not finish the questionnaires in the time
allotted, they may turn them in later.

0 Later, the entire staff should review the questionnaires and
discuss- those aspects of the program and/or their training
styles which seemed particularly effective and/or ineffective.
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Step 3:
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Analy8i8 of Expectations (1 hour, 3C minutes)

Explain that the Trainees will now have the
opportunity to verbally evaluate the program and to
provide direct feedback to themselves and the
training Staff. Have them divide into groups of
three to five. Have each group list, on newsprint,
four_wayt in which their expectations have been met
and four ways in which their expectations have not
been met.

When the groups have finished, ask them to post
their lists at the front of the room. Briefly
review the lists, pointing out any common themes or
recurring ideas, Have the Trainees select and
carry out one of the following:

235

Have a representative from each
group explain and discuss their
list.
use the lists as a basis for
moving into the "Fishbowl"
activity described in Session
13, "Introduction to Program
Evaluation".
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HANDOUT 32A

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire provides us with information we can use to
increase the effectiveness of the training. We would appreciate
your thoughtful consideration in making specific comments to tell
us why an activity was useful or why it was not as useful as it
might have been;

Par: 1: Over -all_ Evaluation:

Provide an over-all rating of the program to date by circling a
number,on the scale.

1. Development of Technical Competence:

Not Successful Moderately Successful Very Suc-c--e0Sful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

2. Development of Cross-Cultural Awareness and Sensitivity:

Very SuccessfulNIQttrallgilbirda-fidal Moderately Successful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments::
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3. Development of Extension and Technology Transfer Skills:

Not Successful_ Moderately Successful Very Successful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

4. Use of Varied Learning Techniques:

Not Successful ModeratelySuccessful Very Successfla
1 2 3 4

Comments:

5. Emphasis on Practical Experience:

Not Successful Moderately Successful Mara_wmmemaul
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

6. Focus on Future Role as a Peace Corps Volunteer:

Not Succesjaful BaditiatelaXiuSU2gefiALUI
1 2 3 4

Comments:

Very Successful
5
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part II: Sessions

From the list provided, identify and rate the usefulness of any
specific sessions which you feel strongly about.

Session Title 1.

Not Useful Racitaatav__ULU
1 2 3 4 .5

Comments:

Se_asion_ Title 2.

Not Useful Moderate ly Usoful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

Session Title 3.

Not Useful Moderately Useful Very-Useful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

Session Title 4.
Not Useful

1

Comments:

Moderately Useful Very Useful
3 4 5

Session Title 5
Not Useful Moderately Useful Very Useful

1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

111,

janmaofi_
3 4

YALYUradful
5

Comments:
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las2Liaefall

Comments:

7.

Handout 32A -- Page 4

2

r?_?tate}y Useful Stftillrafill11
3 4 5

session Title B

MldtrAtel.YLiraeitu.
2 3

Comments:

4 .

SEC.12Tithafall
5
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-6-F

Ligt the name(s) of your major trainer(s) in the blanks provided
and comment on their overall effectiveness. Use the following
points for consideration:

= ability to effectively communicate information.
apparent knowledge of subject matter.

= Ability to integrate the major components of training, e.g
technical, health and nutrition, women in development,
extension, cross-cultural and role of the volunteer in
development.
methodology (flexibility, adult learning principles, etc.)

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:

Name: Comments:
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Do you feel that you have participated in the diScussions to the

extent that you wanted? ( )Yes ( ;No

Do you feel that other participants have had an equal opportunity

to contribute to the discussions? ( )Yes ( ;No

Comments:

Reflect on and pick out the three most important things you have

learned (such as a particular content, an insight, an interaction,

a process, something Shared, etc.) and write them in the blanks

progided.

1.

2.

3. ..111

List any difficulties or problems_ with the training to date and

suggest how they might be corrected.



SESSION 33

MELLIFEROUS PLANTS

Trainer Note

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Melliferous plants and bees are the key components
of any beekeeping venture. It is important to
understand the plant-bee interaction, as well as
the basic biology of the plant. The effects of
this relationship on the plant and the bee are
examined and reviewed. This session provides the
Trainees with the background to explore the
beekeeping potential of an area, to recognize major
bee-plant _groups and determine the various major
plant sources of honey.

OBJECTIVES To examine basic floral anatomy.

To discuss pollination and cross-pollination.

To examine the role of the bee in plant
pollination.

To examine the characteristics of a "good" oney
plant.

RESOURCES Insect kaIllaAtian Di gUltiMAtSd Crop plants,
pp. 1-18, 23-45.

EgUL.= Materials. fax Apiculture, #3.
A Raak af Z ney, pp- 7-38..
Tropical Laaanaa: Zaaauxaaa fax Ilia Eatala
Beekeeping sII tlit united fitakata, pp. 73-=77,

107=118.
ZiZANDDid arDPA: Blatubs Lad 21AA'Spaciaa faL EnkraY

production
2hg Lima Aad Haney BeAr Chapters 8, 9 and 20.
1==eLy TtainIng HaauAl, session 32.
Mcatia NIADIA fax. =IAA And Gaxclen
2ha DAnalas Rau' Chapters 3, 8 and 9.
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MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

Step 1:

Session 33 -- Page 2

hand lens, unlabeled schematic drawing of a flower,
different examples of "bee attractive" plants (or
pictures or slides), unlabeled schematic drawing

Floral Anatomy (30 minutes)

Pass out a flower to each Trainee. Have each
Trainee examine their flower and identify the

various anatomical structures. Explain and discuss
the structures. Post the schematic drawing and
have the group label the various floral structures.

Touch on the fact that the Leguminosae and
Compositae plant families contain major bee-plants
in most parts of the world. DiScuss, through the
use of examples or pictureS, the important
characteristics which distinguish these families.

Trainer Note

() Resources for the schematic drawing are Tlit Hive And Int Hanel'

gee, p. 585; a aga Unty4 P. 201 Insect RnllinAtlan
CatimAted Crop Plants, p. 9; Beekeeping In the united =Alen,

p. 108-114.

O Do not allow this step to become too academic. Allow the
interests and needs of the group to determine the amount of

detail necessary.

Step 2: Field Excuraion (1 hour, 15 minutes)

Direct a "nature walk". Encourage the Trainees to
observe, examine and share their questions and

observations with the group. While on the walk
have the Trainees:

collect, dissect and identify floral
Structures, using a hand lens
define plant pollination and cross-
pollination
examine the role of the bee in the pollinating
process
identify bees collecting nectar and pollen

- .discuss factors which make flowers attractive

to bees
outline the multi-purpose use of plants and
find and identify Composites and Legumes.
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Encourage interested Trainees to collect, examine
and identify plants used by bees throughout the
training program and to share their observations
with the group.

Step 3: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

[

0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".
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SESSION 34

PREPARATION FOR SITE VISIT - INEORMATION GATHERING

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW All Peace Corps Volunteers are assigned sites. All
of them must enter that site and, through careful
on going investigation, gather the information
necessary to adapt. The site visits provide
Trainees with the opportunity to experience this
process of entering and investigating a community.
One of the important features of the'site visit is
that it enables each Trainee to experience another
culture and enter a community completely on their
own, without the immediate support of the training
staff.

This session sets the stage for the site visits.
Trainees work together to define the concept of
"community" and to determine what kinds of
information they will need to obtain in order to
adapt socially, physically and professionally to a
new environment. In this session, Trainees will
develop personalized strategies for gathering this
information. The session' ends with the trainer
assigning sites and finalizing all necessary
logistics and preparatory details.

OBJECTIVES op To develop a working definition of the concept of

"community".

To identify information to be gathered through
community analysis.

To discuss information gathering techniques.

To develop personal strategies for gathering
information during the site visits.

To finalize preparation for the site visits.

RESOURCES Community, Culture And Car-e, pp. 1=41.

MATERIALS newsprint and markerS
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PROCEDURES
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Trainer Note

0 This session will require considerable preparation.
Arrangements need to be made for the Trainees to conduct a
three-day visit to a community Similar to one in.which they will
be working as Peace Corps Volunteers_. Each_aite should be'two
to six hours away from the training facility by public
transportation: A member of the training Staff should visit
each of the sites in advance to obtain Such information as:
availability of public transportation/ restaurants and lodging
facilities. Identify one site for eachTrainee.

()Also, write on newsprint the "informationgathering phases" and
the "guidelines for entering a community" described in Step 3.
Having these ready to be posted Will help make the activity flow
more smoothly within the time frame indicated.

Step 1: Definition of Community (40 minutes)

Begin by reviewing the objectives and proceddres of
the session. Explain that the community analysis
strategy which- Trainees develop in this session can
serve as a model for approaching their communities
as Peace Corps Volunteers.

Point out that in order to analyze a community
effectively, it is necessary to first have a
working definition of what is meant by the word
"community". Have the Trainees divide into two
large groups and develop, on newsprint, their own
definitions of "community".

Have each group report back and present its
definition to the other group. Encourage
discussion of the definitions. Look for common
characteristics in the two definitions and arrive
ataworkingdefinitionwhich'isacceptable to
everyone.

Step '2: Components of a Community (30 minutes)

Using their working definition as a reference, ask
the Trainees to brainstorm a list of "component
parts" or "sub-sections" of a community. Have,one
of the Trainees write the responses on newsprint.
Stimulate the Mist and provide- focus by suggesting
such components ,as: families, the education

, gsystem, religioneography, the economy and health
systems.
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When the list is completed, help the Trainees to
pare it down to what they consider , to be the four
most relevant components to their interests as
Peace Corps Volunteers.

Information Gathering (1 hour)

Explain that individuals are constantly gathering
information which they filter, validate and, analyze
to create a framework for understanding and
decision-making. Describe the information
gathering process as a series of phases. Post the
following and explain these phases:

PRASE I
Inpuf

Gather info

Convert to:

In*rentes
Hypothees
Quesses

PHASE 2
Process PHASE 3
EYaloate info
Test inferences PHASE
Analyze A working

Caroalknow1J:9e
of how a 11-5 build 6
cornrrtuniVy develoryieni-
operates strategy

Point out that in this session and during the Site
visits Trainees will be focusing primarily on
Phases 1 and 2. Phases 3 and 4 will be discussed
in more detail following the site visits.

_
Divide the Trainees into four groups. Assign each
group ono of the four components identified in the
prev--)us step 2. Have each group:

decide what information they would want to
gather as related to their component,
identify how they will go about acquiring the
information and
prepare to report the results of their work to
the rest of the group.

Have each group report back and present its
strategy for gathering information. Encourage
discussion and_ questions among the Trainees; Be
sure to focus on identifying interrelations among
the components, techniques for validating
information and examples of "open", "closed" and
"leading" questions.
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Ask the Trainees to summarize conclusions based
upon their presentations. PoSt and briefly explain
the following list of guidelines for entering a
community:

Look and listen.
Remember, you are a guest.
Allow time to sensitize to local ways and
local ecology.
Examine support systems: customs, services,
technologies.
Recognize your own biaSSS as filters through
which you see.
Verify information through the process of
triangulation (checking information by asking
several people for the same information).

Step 4: Personal Strategies (1 hour)

Have each Trainee work independently to prepare a
personalized, written plan for gathering and
analyzing information in thS communities they will
be visiting. Be sure to ask them to include a p?,an
for assessing the bee-human relationship in the
community and for bringing back samples of any
available local honey. Explain that the honey will
be used in upcoming sessions. Suggest that they
shaie their plans with someone else in the group,
soliciting feedback and making changes based on the-

new perspectives.

Step 5: Site Assignments (50 minutes)

Assign each Trainee the site which they will visit
in the coming three days. Have them individually
jot down a list of information about their sites
which they feel they can obtain in and around the
training center. Suggest such logistical details
as: maps, bus schedules, available hotels and
restaurants. Allow the Trainees a few minutes to
see how much of the information they can acquire_ by
asking individuals in the area. Point out that
thiS brief ekercise can provide them with an idea
of what it will be like trying to gather
information during the site visit.

Reconvene as a group and briefly discuss the
information gathering experience. Clear up any
questions or doubts which may still exist. Be sure
that each Trainee has a clear idea of how to get to
and from their site and of what to do in the event
of an emergency.
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SESSION 35

SITE VISIT - FOLLOW-UP AND CONCLUSIONS

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW During the site visits, the Trainees will have many
unique and varied learning experiences. It is
important to enable the Trainees to share these
experiences and to draw conclusions from them. In
this session, Trainees share experiences, review
their accomplishments and draw conclusions
regarding the nature of the communities visited.
They are introduced to a format for working
effectively in groups and for conducting effective
meetings. Trainees apply what they have learned
during the site visits by modifying the information
gathering strategies which they developed prior to
the site visit.

OBJECTIVES 41 To share personal experiences during the site
visits.

To review accomplishments and assess approaches to
community analysis.

To practice using structured meeting roles.

To modify and improve, personal strategies for
gathering information.

RESOURCES Community, Culture and Care, pp. 1-41.
Handout 35A, "Four Roles for Structured Meetings"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Step I: Sharing Experiences (40 minutes)

Explain that this session will .provide Trainees
with an opportunity to share their experiences
during the site visits and to learn from one
another. Ask each Trainee to write a phrase or
short sentence which describes something humorous
that happened to them during the Site visit.
Collect their responses and -lickly copy them onto
a large piece of newsprint. .ost the newsprint and
stimulate sharing by asking the Trainees to try to
guess which experience belongs to which Trainee.
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Trainer Note

createO The goal of this activity is cto reate a medium through which
the TraineeS can share anecdotes and release emotional
reactions._ Maintain a relaxed and free-flowing climate during
the activity.

Step 2: RevieVing Accomplishments (50 minutes)

ASk the Trainees to individually write down three
aspects of their information gathering plan -- only
one of which should be related to beekeeping --
Which they feel they succeeded in carrying out and
two aspects of their plan_which they did not carry
out. Go around the room and have each Trainee
explain what they have written. Have them describe
Why they feel they accomplished certain aspects of
their plans and not others. Encourage discussion
and the sharing of ideas by asking such questions
as:

What methods of information gathering did you
use?
How did the interviewing go? Did you work in
groups or individually?
Did you use the process of triangulation to
verify the information?
Did you have to revise your strategies?
What was the most difficult aspect of this
experience?
What improvements or differences could be made
in information gathering methodology?

Trainer Note

O If the group is large, divide the Trainees into two or three
small groups so as to keep within the specified time. Assume
that each Trainee will need approximately five minutes to
describe and discuss their accomplishments.
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Step 3: Structured Meeting Roles (15 minutes)

Explain that in the remainder of the session
Trainees will practice working effectively in
groups while simultaneously examining the results
of their site visits. Distribute Handout 35A,
"Four Roles for Structured Meetings". Ask the
Trainees to look it over and answer any quest_ons
they may have.

Step 4: Community Analysis (1 hour, 30 minutes)

Have the Trainees divide into three or four small
groups with each group identifying a discussion
guide, timekeeper, recorder and observer as
described in the handout. Have each small group
work together for approximately 30 minutes to:

reflect upon their site visits and discuss any
general conclusions which can be drawn about
the communities they visited,
identify the perceived "strengths", "signs of
stagnation or decay" and "areas of most
potentials of the communities and
design a creative and effective way to present
this information to the rest of the group.

When the Trainees reconvene have each group give
its presentation. Allow time at the end of each
presentation for comments, questions, _ and /or
feedback regarding the content and the
effectiveness of the presentations. Also, briefly
discuss how successfully each group used the
structured roles to help meet its goals. The
following questions will help focus thiS
discussion:

Was there participation by all group members?
How were decisions made?
How were tasks accomplished?
How might your group have worked together more
effectively?

Trainer Notc

0 If the program includes Trainees who will be working in
different countries, have them divide into country-specific
groups for these activities.
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Step 5: Personal Strategies (45 minutes)

Review the objectives and solicit feedback
regarding how well they were_met. Ask the Trainees
to work individually on modifying their personal
information gathering strategies which they
developed prior to the site visit. Recommend that
they keep these for future reference when they are
entering their assigned communities as Peace Corps
Volunteers.

Point out that the information whxch they gathered
on the bee-human relationship will be useful in
planning a feasibility study fox beekeeping
development in Session 42, "Project Planning".
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Handout 35A

Four Roles For Structured Meetings

1. DiSeussion Guide: Guides the members through the meeting.

2. Timekeeper: Keeps track of the time.

3. Recorder: Records information for use during the meeting.

4. Process Observer- Watches and reports bow members are
working together as well as what they are accomplishing,

NOTE Group members become stronger as they practice each role.
So, rotate all four roles. Stronger members mean more
group energy!

DigizaLMAiOlcGUigki

start the meeting at the_scheduled time.
Conduct attunement and "be here now" activities.
Go around the..group to see_if_everyone is ready to begin the
meeting. Take care of individual needs before starting
business.
Be sure the group has a timekeeper, a recorder and a process
observer.
state. the purpose of the meeting as you see it Get an
agreement. (If this means changing the purpose, that's all
right. Consensus of members about the meeting's purpose or
goal has to be reached before proceeding.)
Reach an agreement on the_ Closing_ time._ Ask the timekeeper
to give the group a_10-minutes signal before closing time
(or whatever warning_they_ want).
Ask the grodp to call out- -tasks to -be accomplished in order
to reach the goal. Ask the recorder to IlmitAB_ them on the
chalkboard.--
Assist the members in selecting the order of importance and
the time allotted for each task.
Guide the members in working through the agenda items.
Ask for the process observer's report.
End the meeting with attunement or other form of closure.

Timakeeper:

Act as an alarm clock, not a judge. (That is, alert the
others_at the times they ask. If members agree on a time
extension, be ready to respond to the "resetting"; It's all
right if tasks are not completed_according_to plan!)
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If no one else does it, be sure to get.the time allotted for

each task. (You dorOt_have to do all of the work on time
needs if others are willing to-share this.)
Remind the group members near- the end of the meeting to save
time for the process observer's report;
Remind; don't reform. Be gentle.

See that a wall chart (or chalkboard) is in everyone's full
view. Have marking pens or chalk and eraser ready for use.
Write agenda items and their priority (order of itportanceL

and the time allotted for each (if the group wants this kind

of assistance),
Keep whatever kind of record the members ask.
Record the proposals and read them to the group at the end of

the meeting.

)roce3s Observer:

patch (like a camera, Without judgment, if possible) how the

embers work together. Ask for time at the end of the meeting to

aye your answers to the following questions:

Did the members_all agree on the meeting's goal?
Was the style of leadership appropriate for the task?

Was the timekeeping effectively carried out?
Was recording, as_needed, effectively carried out?
Did members Show feelings of friendliness and trust?
Did everyone participate in some way?
Did membert reach their goal, or, if not, did they understand

why not?

)n a scale of 1 to 10; rate the success of the group life (apart

Erom the groUp task):

Remember that you can take part in the meeting as well as observe

it!

Adapted from Psycho-CybeTnetlso, Maxwell Maltz, Englewood

Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1960.
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SESSION 36

HONEY

Trainer Nnte

[

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session if
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

"Bee

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Honey is the primary product of the hive an.the
product with which consumers are most famiil4r.
Quality, which is largely dependent on VroDer
processing and caieful marketing, is the 114in
standard used by consumers to judge honey. In -this
session, Trainees will discuss uses, que-lty,
storage and marketing of honey. Furthermoref-they
will examine methods appropriate to smaIl'P?eile
beekeepers for handling honey in order to maim in
high quality. This information will equi9 the
Trainees to better understand both the nature and
the marketing of this product.

OBJECTIVES To explore various uses of honey.

To discuss quality standards in honey.

To discuss the physical and chemical properti"
honey.

RESOURCES

To examine methods of marketing honey.

of

To discuss problems in storing honey.

To consider the ethics of carrying out beekeePing
development programs in areas 'where honeY is
traditionally used solely for making alcolle'lic
beverages.

EiMg. And Ing Roney Egg, Chapters 13, 14.
15 and 17.

A Rua D. Roney
Beekeeping in the Unitaid States, pp: 82=106-
Small Scale Eggaggiang, Chapter 8.
PreParation fisuLeY is& riAr--*

In 21D9Igal Cllmatee, pp. 81-107.
= BkekkARing In Em1A1 laikiD9MtnI, pp. 7984,

115=126.
= Bktikkbliting 31II laNhia. PP- 43 -48.
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romnsRms honey samples purchased by the Trainees on their
site visits, heat source, a large pot, watery bread
or crackers

PROCEDURES

Step I: Heating Honey (5 minutes)

At the start of the session, begin heating a sample
of honey in a double boiler. Have a Trainee watch
the sample. When the honey sample is close to
boiling, have the Trainee take it off the heat so
that it may cool.

Retain an unheated portion of the sample. Tell the
Trainees that then will be comparing the taste of
heated and unheatEd honey at the end of the
session.

Step 2: Historical and Traditional Uses of Honey
(20 minutes)

Ask the Trainees to recount any local uses of honey
that they_ have seen or heard about. Discuss the
traditional uses of honey and relate these to local

marketing_possibilitkes. For Trainees who will be
working in areas where honey is traditionally used
to produce alcoholic beverages, address the ethical
questions of stimulating increased honey production
for this purpose.
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Step 3: Marketing Honey (25 minutes)

Show samples of various ways to market honey.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each.
Emphasize methods for local marketing for
small-scale beekeepers. Point out that marketing
is as important as producing in a beekeeping
projeect.

Step 4: Physical and Chemical Properties of Honey
(20 minutes)

Briefly discuss the conversion of nectar into
honey. Discuss those physical and chemical
properties of honey that affect its quality.
Emphasize water content and explain that the only
practical time to remove moisture from honey is
before it is extracted.

Step 5: Quality in Honey (25 minutes)
. _.."-._

Discuss quality standards as they relate to
processing, storing, marketing and using honey;
Show honey samples; point out different quality
honeys and relate the quality to floral sources and
processing method; Ask the Trainees what factors
they consider important in, honey quality During
the discussion, address the following topics in.

relation to quality and marketing:

color
fermentation
crystallization
contamination by antibioticz
contamination by poisonous nectars
contamination by heato(HMF content)

Step 6: Tasting Honey (10 minutes)

Step 7:

Have the Trainees taste honey from various sources
and compare the quality. Also have them compare
the taste of the heated and unhe...ted honey.

Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps .5 and 6 of session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle".
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SESSION 37

OTHER HIVE PRODUCTS

Trainer Note

0 This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "Bee
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Pollen, royal jelly, venom,. propolis and package
bees are hive products. Their production requires
intensive management techniques and their marketing
is highly specialized. This session discusses the
problems encountered by small-scale beekeepers in
producing and marketing these products. It
provides the Trainees with an understanding of both
the possibilities and the difficulties associated
with producing these hive products.

OEUECITVES i To identify techniques and methods associated with
the production, use and marketing of hive products.

4, To discuss the problems of small-scale farmers in,
producing and marketing certain hive products.

To assess the relative cost of producing various
hive products.

RESOURCES Small Scale Beekeeping, Chapter 8.
Ib.g Hive an _the Boney Egg, Chapter 18 and 19.
mac And laz 3f Bge Culture
Contemporary 011.4n Bearing
Beekeeping in t united Btatee, pp. 58-63:
Trapping Pollen from Boney Bee Colonies
"Pollen and Its Harvesting"

MATERIALS newsprint, markers, nucs, pollen trap (or photos of
pollen traps), samples of hive iproducts
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PROCEDURES
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Trainer Note

0 Prior to starting the session, prepare, on newsprint, the chart
described in Step 2.

Step 1: Potential Products of a Bee Colony (1 hour)

Ask the Trainees,to describe what they know or have
heard about the methods used in producing royal
felly, venom, pollen, nucs, package bees and
propoIis. Discuss these procedures and methods and
point out the uses, potential value and marketing
techniques associated with these products. Focus
the discussion on the problems involved in
producing and marketing hive products for a
small -scale beekeeper. Point out, that for the
small -scale beekeeper, propolis is easy to produce
but marketing opportunities are limited.
Demonstrate and pass around a pollen trap and other

. hive products.

Trainer Note

0 While bee brood is a hive product, its use is very restricted.
Sampling of this product will take place during Session 48,
"Cooking with Honey".

0 In some training situations it may be worthwhile to make up a
package of bees. If_so, this can 'be incorporated into a "See
Management Techniques" session.

Step 2: Relative Costs of Production (45 minutes)

Post the following chart with just the column
titles:

0
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R-oduct- Labor Cosf tquipmenF
Costs

Value in Relation +o
Extracted Honey__

i. venom
2.

3.

4.
i-.

High medium Very nigh

7....4-:

f
Following the example, list other hive products and
develop the chart with the Trainees, Encourage
questions, analysis and comments during this
procedure. Emphasize that the chart is based on
the value of other hive products in relation to
extracted honey, which is the most common hive
product.

Have two Trainees volunteer to faciliate,Session
45, 'Creamed Honey and Beeswax Products".

Step 3: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See Steps 5 and 6 of Session 7, "Bee Colony Cycle.
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TOTAL TIME

SESSION 38

ANAPHYLACTie SHOCK

2 hours

OVERVIEW People react in different ways to insect stings.
It is important that the beekeeper know about the
variety of possible reactions, as well as what to
do in the more extreme cases. This session gives
the Trainee ,71ackground information on the body
responses which cause anaphylactic shock and other,
less severe reactions. Trainees discuss- the
symptoms of anaphylactic shock and the appropriate
treatments. Also, Trainees are made aware of the
different emergency medical treatments which are
likely to be available in the future work
situations.

OILIECTIVES To describe the different levels of human body
responses to bee stings.

To identify the causes of anaphl_sctic shock.

To p7:acti.-a treatment of anaphylactic shock
victims.

To discuss where the necessary materials for
treatment are available in small communities.

To discuss the ethics and legal implications of
treating severe reactions to bee stings.

RESODMICES ==. Thr. '...trkeePPYL1Z Ea book; pp. 112-113.
Sting Allergy"

"Hypersensitivity to Bee Verum

Mr. 1-3-21..kiLS

PROCE13;:)',ES

newsprint, markers,. sting ki treatment
medicines, syringzs, oranges

Trainer Noce

[

O Treatment in .svere reaction ca6ez _is best left to
professionals-. --This sesoion:is best_ facilitated_by a nurse or
someone with experience treating anaphylactic shock.
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Step I: ReactionG to Sting8 (25 minutes)

Describe the variety of body responses to bee
stings, Determine Whether examples of the various
reactions exist within the training group. Define
'Anaphylactic shock.

Step 2: The Immune System (30 minutes)

Describe the human immune system and which
reactions by the immune system produce the
different responses to bee StingS. Encourage
questions and clarify doubts which may exist among
the Trainees/.

Step 3: Treatment for Bee Stingt (20 minutes)

Discuss various treatments, including folk
treatments, for the different reactions to bee
stings. Question the Trainees concerning what they
have been told About this and how well treatments
have rked with them.

Pass around different Samples of sting kits and/or
syringes and adrenalin for the Trainees to examine.

Step 4: Using a Syringe (20 minutes)

Simulate the proper Way to give injections for

anaphylactic Shock by injecting an orange with
water.

Trainer Note

O Under the guidance of a professional, this step can provide the
Trainees with experience using a syringe' and applying an

injection.

step 5: Available Resources (15 minutes)

Determine where sting kits or their components will
be available in small'; communities or typical Peace
Corps stNRAI Identify the personnel within a small
commOnity ilho would be adequately trained to
recognize and treat bees Sting victims.
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Step 6: Ethical/Legal Implications (10 minutes)

Discuss the potential risks- and ethics of treating
an anaphylactic shock case from the viewpoint of a
Peace Corps Volunteer in the absence of
professional aid. Stimulate discussion by
considering such points as:

the beekeeper from America with the magic
cures in_a life-threatening situation
what might happen _if tL.eatment does not work
who was responsible fol the victim's sting in
the firSt p7.bze,
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TOIAL TIME

cATERVIE%kl

SESSION 39

INTRODUCTION TO THE BEE FAIR

2 hours

This session provides Trainees with the information
they will need to design and conduct a

community-based Bee Fair; The Bee _Fair enables
them to apply their knowledge, attitudeS and skills
in a manner that demonstrates a grasp of the
philosophy and goals of the training program. It

Serves as an opportunity for the Trainees to draw
together the major themes of "e program and to
integrate the varied learning experiences which
have occurred in the r,.t weekt. Trainees are
encouraged to work independently, _in Small groupse
and with individuals from the local community. _The
Trainees take full responsibility for all aspects
of planning, promoting, implementing and evaluating
the Bee Fair;

This final emphasis on the cumulative application
of skills acquired during the program is designed
to assist the Trainees in making the transition
from the training environment to Peace Corps

service. It also serves to test Trainees' 'kill

levels and to alert both them and the training
staff to areas where more improvement is needed.

(Tkvk..S a To review and clarify the schedule and goals of the

Bee Fair;

a To review the guidelines for the See Fair;

a To begin to prepare for the Bee Fair;

RESOURCES - Hand6Ut 39A, "Guidelines for Preparing fOr the Bee
Fair"

PROCthatifiES

newsprint and markers

Trainer Note

C, ! -:for to beginning this session prepare, on-newsprint, a la-rge-

c:opy of the schedule for the remainder of the program (see Step
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that this session is designed to provide the information
:Jrocedures necessary to implement all aspects of the Bee

This includes the introduction, the preparation time, the
itself and the Bee Fair evaluation. AII of these

:vjties combined represent a total of 18 hours of scheduled
ihing as indicated on the six-week schedule.

Goals and Schedule of Bee Fair (15 minutes)

Present a brief introduction to the purpose and
.nera1 objectives of the Bee'Fair. Explain that

fairs ar- o7,--en important aspects of community Iife
in devPic,:i-Ig countries. They provide an
o--,:portunity for people to gather, talk and Iearri
about new happenings or innovations. Point out
that the basic purpose of the Bee Fair is to
provide Trainees with the opportunity to creatively
demonstrate beekeeping skills as _weal_ as
facilitation, communication and extension skillS
acquired during the training program,

Post on newsnrint, a large copy of the schedule
for the remainder of_the program. Highlight and
explain those _activities related to the 136 Fait.
i3e_sure to include preparation time, the day of_the
eair and the_ Bee Fair evaluation. Explain that
Trainees will be expected to plan, promote,
pireret present and evaluate all aspects of the

Fair.

-;Guidelines (15 minutes)

Distribute Handout 39Ai "C.aidelines for Preparing
for the Bee Fair"; Review and carefully explain
each of the guidelines. Answer any questions and
caar up any confusion the Trainees may have;
E]q)hasize that,- from this point on, the role of the
staff will be to provide advice 'and gwidance. The
Trainees will be expected to take full ownership
and t:usponsibiIity for the Fair.

preparation for Bee Fair ('1 hour, 30 minutes)

Allow the Trainees to use the time remaining in
this session to begin their preparation_for the Bee
Fair. Suggest that they appoint a facilitation and
begin by brainstorming a list of the major task
areas associated with the Fair. Mention such areas
as: promotion, budget control, scheduling, setting
up, music, games and demonstration- topics.
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Trainer Note

O Allow the Trainees considerable freedom and flexibility in theit
use of the Bee Fair preparation time. Provide support where_it
is necessary. Monitor their efforts and help to keep them
working within the guidelines outlined in Handout 39A.

O Events and demonstration topics which can be used successfully
in programs include:

- honey tasting
- bee beards

observation hive
- honey extraction
- KTBil

- Langstroth equipment
- beeswax products
- creamed honey
- apiary trips
bee brood as food

O At some pcinti Trainees may need to go to the local market_t0
purchase supplies for the Fair. If practical, also have them
purchase the food supplies they will need for Session 48,
"C6oking with Honey";

O Az one aspect of their 2reparation activities; make sure that
th e Ti.ainees appoint facilitator and design an approach for
the Bee Fair evaluation;

O Note thi7J- Session 50, "Future Training Needs" and Session 52i
"Final Proam Evait:lt-io-1- also call for a Trainee-facilitator;
In order to allow for preparation and briefing, select those
facilitators at this time.
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Handout 39A

Guidelines for Preparing for the Bee Fair

U Everyone should participate fully in preparing for the Fair.

O In keeping with the overall goal of providing the opportunity
to creatively use skills acquired during the program, the role
Of the training staff will be limited to providing guidance and
advice. Everyone_ should have the opportunity to be respOnsible
for all aspects of the Fair.

O TheFair should consist of a series of method demonstrations
and/or activities related to beekeeping which would be of
interest to the surrounding community.

O Each of you will be responsible for preparing and presenting at
least one method demonstration on the day of the Fair.

O The Fair should be designed to last four to six hours.

0 Throughout the activities of the Fair, there should be an
emphasis on the integration of the themes presented during the
training program;

O Everyone will be responsible for food, fuel, water and other
necessary materials or supplies.

O Infotmatiol: should be available
members;

all guests and community

0 Musici games and-food should be an integral part of the Fair.

O A_scnedU4e_of events should be developed and made available to
,11 Participants and guests.

r) Ps-Olowing the Bee_ Fair, the group will be responsible for
designing and implementing a structured ewiluation of the
effectiveness of the Fair;
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AL TIME. :I hours

'1);IERVIEVI

SESSION 40

BEESWAX FIELD TRIP

.2.,::eswax has many crmmercial uses_. An understanding
the commercial potential of beeswax c_.lhances

.-,u(s knowledge concerning the marketing and the
aLue of this hive product. ThiS Session provides

':-ne Trainees with the opportunity to observe both, a
use of beeswax and a local business. It provides
_,3chnical information while giving the Trainees a
trance to develop cross-cultural Skillb.

00)..h9:?CTIVES fc observe a commercial use for beeswax.

`oo observe a local business.

To observe a traditional craft that uses beeSwax
itfrica).

f'') interact with a commercial supplier of the local
0keeping industry Inter-America),

- goals ilegis,gaRing; pp: 127-130i 207-209.
', hg Rive _Wad tha Honey Baa pp; 537-545;
fl,,Qhfleping In Rural Development, pp. 1857189.

Trainer Note
.

requires considerable aivance preparation;
include: locating the shop to be visited,

d.,cL.ir, details with tl-e proorietor and obtaining
transpertatc)n.

C) in the African region, a trip to a cloth batiking shop, or to a
lcst-wax metal casting shop may be possible. In the
Inter-Amer j'rtn region, a trip to a shop whew , comb foundation is
made is buLed.

Note that Seusion 41i "13'7:es and Trees" is also a field trip and
has been r:.'ned ,I.ed for the same day so that the Same
transport=itirm may be used.
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Step 1: Field Trip (4 hours)

Take a field trip to observe a commercial use for
beeswax. While en route, discuss with the Trainees
the objectives for this field trip and how to beet
meet these objectives.

Once at.the destination, assist the Trainees in
interviewing the proprietor of the operatiorl°
Points to consider are:

source of the beeswax used,
quality standards and control,
procedures used,
cost of materials,
markets available for products,
problems in marketing_and
price of finished products.

After leaving, review with the Trainees:

- any important technical insights
occurred,

wbiel

- any important cross-cultural insights whiC11
occurred and
any conditions which were observed that might
limit beekeeping /agricultural development.
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TOTAL TIME

OVERVIEW

SESSION 41

BEES AND TREES

4 hours

Beekeeping often plays a part_ in multi-purpose
forestry programs; come beekeeping volunteers may
work with foreStry agencies and some may find
skills in establishing tree nurseries useful while
working with other agencies. This session gives
the Trainees an opportunity_ to observe what is

inVolved in establishing and maintaining a tree

nursery; The information and SkillS gained from
this session will aid in increasing the credibility
of Trainees who will work with foreStry agencies;
Also; this session will provide_ all_ Trainees with a
functional baSib for integrating beekeeping with
another activity.

OILIECTIVES To elscuss the role of a tree nursery in a

beekeeping program.

To discuss the principles of establishing and
maintaining a tree nursery.

To interview people familiar with different tree
nurseries.

To visit a tree nursery (an option).

I To_ examine the concept of village wood lots
(Africa).

RES(Ab3CES rkilgralLy 21Alninz RanLal
Re-f--0-2 in Arad Lands
Eilewaed Criops: Shrubs And Ii species, for EnglgY

Pro loo

MATERIALS As determined by the aitiia'±iOn;

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

() The_ purpose of thjs session_ is _.torarov-ids_ an overview of
establishing and maintaining a tree nursery and to relate its
,:ole to a beekeeping project. _Tn, approach and location of thjs
session will vary greatly depending on the are'' and the

fccilities and personnel available.
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0 If a tree nursery or village wood lot is in the area, this it
an opportunity for a field trip. Consideration might also be
given to having a contultant or having a Trainee, who kiwi

experience in forestry or agriculture, conduct this session.
Sessions, 10, 13r 16, 18, 20, 32 andr,60, from the Peace Corps'
Forestry Training Banual Inter-America Region, provide a guide
for the content to be incli in this session.

C) This session is scheduled on the same day as the "Beeswax Field
Trip" sc that the same transportation may be used.

;tep 1: Introduction to Bees and Trees (30 minutes)

;tep 2:

Discuss the objectives of this session. Have the
Trainees develop reasons why and how this session
fits into their training program; Consider that:

Beekeepert are interested in protecting forest
resources.
Beekeeping programs are often uncle): the

auspices of forestry agencies, in many
countries.

- Beet and trees interrelate.

A Tree NurLrery (3 hours, 30 minutes)

Have the Trainees observe and discuss what inputs
are necessary to establ,.sh and maintain a tree

nursery. Allow them to practice their interviewing
techniques to ascertain:

What are the uses of the trees in the nursery?
Which tree species grown in the nursery are
visited by bees?
Who is served by the tree nursery?
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SESSION 42

PROJECT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW The skins necessary to plan and monitor
development projects are essential to Peace Corps
Volunteers. Development workers are often involved
in both small and large-scale projects; in both
cases, careful needs assessment, planning,
supervision and evaluation -are factors which must
be addresssd. In this session; Trainees will
practice cuese_skills by conducting a beekeeping
development feasibility study and by designing a.

beekeeping in-service training workshop. Both of
these activities will help prepare the Traineos for
thir future work situation as Peace Corps
Volunteers.

OBJECTIVES o To examine factors which influence the designing,
planning and implementing of beekeeping development
projects.

RESOURcES

e To .identip reasons why beekeeping Can be an
effective deveIo?ment

e To identify aid agenries, resource centers and
books pertinent to beekeeping development.

To discuss the role of the Peace Corps Volunteer in
beekeeping development.

To plan and design a feasiblity study for
beekeeping develoment ana_an In-Service,Training
for beekeeping as a secondary activity for Peace
Corps Volunteers..

2k6,11111,A1 Ct4gbilAlign J 15-ktelping,
pp. 11E121 151;462.

BAAAI_BpAle Bokeeping, pp. 6-18, 177-188.
ApItUlbure In;Itaaiaai ClibAt pp. 191-197.
Bbtuce LOX. Apiculturo, # 6 and #10.

MATERIALS newsprint, ma zers, pencils and paper
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'PROCEDURES

Step 1:

Session 42 -- Page 2

Introductitni (15 minutes)

Review the objectives of the session. ASk the
Trainees to discuss the importance of careful
project planning and supervision in their future
roles as Peace Corps Volunteers. Mention that
Session 49, "Introducing Innovation - ExpectatiOns
Beyond Training" will also focus on the mture of
Peace Corps service.

Trainer Note -41,PMMIMOIN

() it is important that the Trainees begin to understand clearly.
that a variety of potential roles exist for them as Peace Corps
Volunteers in beekeeping development work.

Step 2: Why Beekeeping Projects? (30 minutes)

Rave the Tr inees list and discuss reasons wily

,
ekeeping programs are considered viable projects

Tz.r developin countries.

Step 3: Baal' Group Exercise (1 hour, 15 minutes)

Divide the Trainees into two groups, Each group
win have.a differvilt task and will present their
results to the other group.

Have one group 'plan a feasibility study to
determine whether beekeeping development is
suitable for a given area. Provide instrUctions to
this group by suggesting major topics to consider
and then let the Trainees compose' the specific
details to examiie with the feasibility study.
Remind the Trainees to include, marketing
possibilities and strategies t.:1 their study.

Have the second group design a 5-1/2 day In-Seryice
Training workshop for Peace Corps Volunteers
intereatel in beekeeping as a secondary activity.
-These---Trainees_Lnead_to_demelop__5a_schedule_ as well
as list the set-up tasks and determine the .'

equipment which is necessary. Remind_this group to
consider the skill and interest level of the
participants when they design and establish the
format for the workshop.
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Trainer "ate

() divide time between eaen group t ) offer aid and advice when
necessary. Help the Trainees to maintain realistic perspectives
and ex2yeciations. Remind them to use the information on the
bee-human relationship which they gathered on their site visits.

C) Marketing.2 hive products is an important, though often
overlooked, aspect in planning a beekeeping development project.
Be sure that the Trainees consider this in their feasibility
study. Stress_ developing local markets instead of export
marketp. Introduce the idea of cooperatives for both supplying
beekeeping equipment and marketing hive products.

Session 42 -- Page 3

Step 4: Presentation of the Feasibility Study (30 minutes)

Have the feasibility study group explain their task
and present their results to the other Trainees.

Step 5: Project Implementation Guidelines (30 minutes).

Based on the results presented in Step 4, have all
of the Trainees participate in developing a list of
general guidelines for implementing a beekeeping
project.

Again,.keen the Trainees° expectat4'Nns realistic to
the scale at which they will be wo. g.

Mention that project evaluation will be- discussed
in Session 45, "Cost Analysis and Project
Evaluatibn".

Step 6: Presentation of In-Service Training Program
(30 minutes)

Step 7

Have the In-Service Training Program group explain
their task and present their results_ to the other
Trainees; Following the presentation of the
results; encourage discussion and answer any
questions;

Available Funding and Resources (30 minutes)

Point out various aid agencies which have been
involved in beekeeping development in the areas
where the.Trainees will be_working. Also, suggest
useful beekeeping books and resources. which are
available to those,,'working in beekeeping
development.
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SESSION 43

CREAMED HONEY AND BEESWAX PRODUCTS

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW Producing_ creamed honey is a simple and inexpensive
-:ocess which greatly increases the market value of

honey. This session acquaints the Trainees with
this product and gives them experience in making
it.

Beeswax is a high-value hive product. In some
situations, its value is unrecognized, while in
other situations poor handling and processing
techniques often lead to income lost by the
beekeeper. This session explores the handling,
processing and marketing of beeswax and beeswax
products. Quality standards are disqussed and the
Trainees gain experience in making beeswax
products.

OBJECTIVES To prepare creamed honey.

To discuss the uses and marketing of beeswax.

To examine quality standards for beeswax.

To prepare beeswax for market.

To demonstrate methods of processing and storing
beeswax.

To prepare beeswax products.

To practice giving method demonstrations.

RESOD (TES - P-repii:Lsaktn Qt BDiaky fi4L BAnatt, pp. 22-24.
Small Scale EgAattbating, pp. 155-158, 207-209.
Mbg 11-Nre Ana the Emey B. pp. 537-546.

- Beeiceeping EnmAl Develpment., Pp- 185-189.

MATERIALS cheese cloth, previously extracted honey, _finely
crystallized honel;_, cooking thermometer, _funnel,
towels, cooking pots,_large mouth --_a_rs, old omb,
enamel or aluminum pot ( ize depends on amount of
comb to be rendered), fuel for fire, screen wire
strainer, knife, water, burlap bait; rocks; stirring
stick; ingred- beeswax products and
containPrs (the ingLLnts and tvp9 of containers
depend upon which products will be made; see Small
Scale Beekeeping, pp. 207-209)
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PROCEDURES

Step 1: Preparing Creamed Honey and Beeswax Products
(4 hours)

Have the Traineeb who previously volunteered to
facilitate these activities (Session 37, "Other
Hive Products") take charge. The activities should
include:

making creamed honey
rendering old comb by different methods
making various beeswax products (the beeswax
furniture/wood polish- ani the beeswax cold
cream are simple and the ingredients are
read- in most areas).

Move among the Trainees and offer suggestions and
encouragement. Remember to give the Trainees the
freedom to experiment. Point -:;ut that beeswax
should not be allowed to boil. Remind the Trainees
of the fire danger in working with liquid beeswax;

Facilitate diet;usSiont on the uses, quality
standards and marketing of these products.-

Trainer Note

0 There will be a number of activities going on at the same time
during this session. While it is not important that each
Trainee participate directly in each activity,_ it is important.
that everyone sees and understands the processes involved in all

of the activities. This provides the_ opportunity for the
Trainees to practice method demonstrations with their peers.

0 These activities are also very amenable to being included in the

Bee Fair. Any Trainees who would like to have more time to make
creamed honey or beeswax products can prepare samples for the
Bee Fair.

0 If a Lorena Stove or other similar wood-conserving conk -stove i8
available at the training center, it should be used for these
activities.

O Both creamed honey and beeswax pr.Aucts are nice gifts, for

individuals_ in the training community wLo have been helpf,"l

during the training program.
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SESSIO1J 44

INTRODUCTION TO FINN 'ASSESSMENT

TOTAL TIME 1 hour

OVERVIEW The on going system of Trainee assessment will draw
to a close in the last week of the program. TL, .s

requires careful coordination among all staff and
Trainees. This session proviles a foruJI for
clarifying the timing and procedures such 1117at all
final counterpart sessions and recommend-ltinrls can
be completed by the time the Trainecs depalL;

COJECTIVES To clarify the goals of the final assessment
process.

e To define and discuss the procedures for completing
the final assessment process;

RESOURCES Copies of the "Self-k-iessment Form" for each
Trainee

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

news: int and markers

Trainer Vote

0 Prior to th3s session, wrte on newsprint the -list of
procedures" described in Step 1.

Step 1: Final Assessment Procedures (30 minutes).

b reviewing the objectives .ad explaihirg
the goals of the final assessment process- Explain
that am_ goal of the process is to develop a
written, final recommenCation _whIch states- the
opinion of the training staff' regarding each
Trairlet_ suitability for continuing with
in-country train'.ng. PrJvide an wcplanation of the
timeline and procedures -for_ the final assessments.
post and explain the following list of procedures:

Traines develop a cumulative? sel;:-assesEmenf
and _complete the third and fin0
"Self -Assessment Form".

cogaacmcan4-z, 4- iiy

"TrainerAssessment Form_".
During the final counterpart session; Trainees
and staff discuss and c:arify thei.
perspectives.
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Foliowirg the discussion, Trainees are asked
to sign final recommendations;
Copies of all written assessments and the
final recommendations are made ava.lab1e2 to
Trainees, to the trairing staff and to Peace
Corps;

'itainer Note

0 Due to commitments arising from preparation for the Bea Fait,
the timeline for carrying out the final assessment process
should remain flexible and responsive to the needs of both
Trainees and staff; All final interviews should be completed nc
later than the fifth day of the final..week; This will allow
ample time for processing the final recommendations prior_to_the
departure of the Trainees; The schedule of events provi,:ae:1 in
the_six-week schedUle is intended as a recommended layout. Note
that these final counterpart sessions are scheduled_ to take
place concurrently with Session 51, Site Restitution"; Since
Trainer:s will be working independently during most of that day,:
they can particilite in the counterpart session witnett
disrupting the flew of that session's activities.

Scep 2: Final Counterpart Sessions (30 minutes;

Distribute a copy of a "Self Assessment Form"_ to
each Ylrainee; Ask that, in complting these_final
assessments; Trainees provide succinct, cumulative
statenerts and identify specific skill areas which
they would like to continue to work on during their
in-country training; _Have the Trainees -sign up_for
cne-hour periods during_ which their final
counterpart session will be conducted. Explain
that this counterpart session should be a dialogue
between Trainees aad staff in which the final
cumuIatil assessments and the resultant,
recommendations are negotiated m' :tually. Answer
any questions arm clarify any remaining doubts
regarding tae final assessment pro.:ess.

Trainer Note.

0 Prior to the counterpart sessions; the staff _should discuss and
arrive at agreement _regarding _the recommendation for each
Ttaihee. These re-commendations sho'''d be written in advance so
that they are ready to be_ signed during _eaco counterpart

The content and format of these rezommendations will
var1 according to tne needs or each ttainino pfyLcIm.
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(i At the close of the program copies of the three
3Seir-Assessment Forms"i_ the the "Trainer_ ASseasment_ Forms"
and the "Final Recommendatio" for each Trainee should be sent
to the appropriate Peace Corps representatives in-country and/or
Washington; D;C;
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SESSION 45

COST ANALYSIS AND PROJECT EVALUATION

TOTAL TIME 3 hours

OVERVIEW Analyzing costs permits a beekeeper to determine
the success or failure of a h-ekeeping venture.
Beekeeping extentionists cannot :pect a project to
be successful if they promote a bet,keeping system
whicn local farmers ale unwilling or unable to
maintain. Ccnsideratioa must be given to many
factors; each beekeeping system has specific
cost/benefit ;advantages and disadvantages.

This session enables the Trainells ,;(5 concluct a
sample cost/benefits analysis and develop an
instrument to evaluate the cost/benc.,ts of future
projects.

OBJECTIVES To determine the cost of mounting sample beekeeping
projects.

To analyze and evaluate criteria for determining
relative cost/benefits of .z..;:,F.11-scale projects.

To develop an instrument evaluating the
cost/benefits of small-scale beekeeping projects.

To compare and contrast the relative merit of
direct one-way aid to rotating Ioar! systems;

To identify potential fund - raising techniques for
rural communities.

RESOURCES Envirori nt,tfl Sound ,SEAII Scale AQiiCUItUrai
Projects, Chapter 8.

.)here in TroP.L.CAI Climates, pp. 191=197.

MATEPIALS

PROCEDURES

ne.eaprint and markers

Trainer Note

O This session is scheduled L.o occur near. the end of the training
period. By this time, the 1:::ainees will have a "feel"_for the
,..onriomic and social milieu ,...Lstingwithin the _host country and,
therefore, :;orltritv,!te to the discussion. h:1 iinstorming end
analySis of this stiejn.

Prior to t'ie start of the session; liq'; on newsPrint the
"Cost/Benefits Analysis Criteria" given in Stop 2.

2e.6.1)
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Step 1: Cost Analysis of Beekeeping Systems (1 hour)

Briefly discuss cost analysis and its use as a tool
for evaluating projects. _Have the Trainees find
out the costs of starting beekeeping projects with
KTBH's and with LangstrOth _hives. suggest that
they divide up the tasks and -use -notes from their
pLi.chases and interviews with local beekeepers.

Be sure that they deterItine both theopotential_and
actual annual income of local smal-scale
beekeepers Alsoi stress the_importance_of_taking
into account the cost _of gloves, wood: frames
smokers, fzame wire, hive bodies, .hie tools,
extractors, veils solar_ wax welters, foundation
bees; nucsi queens, and the- _buying aad
price of honey, beeswax and pollen.

Step 2: Presentation of Findings (3D minutes:

Reconvene the whole group _and_have them present
their findings. Focus the discussion on the
appropriateness of the various findings in regards
to the income of_small-scale_ heDkeeper7,_Du:ing
the discussion, identify and _desci:ibe llterrate
resources which could subsititute for Ew.Ail of the
more r nsive equipment.

Step 3: rreliect Evaluation (45 minutes)

Post the following:

'ost/ Benefits Anzlysis Criteria
se lf-iuffibirncy
funding availability
net profit
local technical support
technical availability
ttichnical impact
communiftf-expressed need
social retu

Guide the Trainee:' in rankinc e criteria based on
th-ir =.opropriateness to t eeping de\, _opmeut

project,,. DiSCUSE the specific factc-s to consider
under each r'ritel'ium ard f.xplain that c'msidering
these criteria can proviel., important insights as to
the success or failure a small-scale beekeeping
project.
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Step 4: Grants versus: Loans for Project Funding
(45 minutes)

Question the Trainees about their thoughts
concerning the pros and cons of direct one-way aid
(grants) versus a system of rotating loans for
beekeeping- development projects. Ask them to
identify ways to ascertain the level of interest
and/or commitment of beginning beekeepers in order
to determine their potential as credit risks.

Hale the.Trainees identify various ways to raise
money :"or small-scale beekeeping projects within a
rural community. Emphasize the importance of
invo3ving everyone in all stages of a fund-raising
effort.
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mtssson 46

faiSEASES AND .,;:;ESTS

"rr;.ircr Note

O This is a Trainee-fa.ilitated session. See Session 7, "Bc.
Colony Cycle", for guideliries.

TOTAL TIME 2 hour3

OVERVIEW The recognition and control of bee diseases and
pests is an integral part of _beekeep%ng. This
session explores the causes and symptoms of bee
diseases, the common -pests of bees and the control
of these d.iseas.as and pests. Trainees will discuss
disease and pest fr_obIems in bee colonieS and will
examine prautical approaches for helping
small-scale oeekeepers recognize, prevent and
,-Idicate these colony problems.

OBJECTIVES To discuss the causes of be diseases.

Ti To point out th9 symptoms of major Lee diseases.

To examine ivethods of controlling diseases and
pests.

To observe, examples of healthy brood comb,

6

RESOURCE. = The BiMg and II= money Egg, Chapter 21.
Beekeewin in the United Bta:ett, pp. 118-12P.
Honey BgR Brood Diseases
Small Scale seekp,aing, pp. 161-172.
Identificatirm and Control Df Boney Bee. Diseases
Nosema Disease

- "Preliminary World Maps of Honey Dec Diseases
and Parasites"

MATERIALS pictures of honey bee diseases and pests (or
slides) , empty comb, brood boxes, newspaper flour
paste, sulfur, alf;ohcl, matches, jar lids,
t.tracycline, sugar
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PRC CEDURES

Step l: Causes and Symptoms of Bee Diseases (45 minutes)

Discuss the causes and symptoms of bee diseases.
Pass around copies of _Boney Ace Bzooki DiBAAAAA.
Have the Trainees develop a list or chart for
disease differentiation from pictures in the book
(and/or from slides). Emphasize comparing symptomS
of the diseases and making a diagnosis from the
total disease picture. Demonstrate healthy brood
and review how to distinguish this situation from
diseased brood.

Step : Control of Diseases (45 minutes)

Have the Trainees brainstorm a. list of potential
problems of effective bee disease control among
Small-scale farmers. Have the Trainees recall the
factors which cause and transmit diseases from

Session 25, "Health and Hygiene. Include for
consideration the nrobIems of disease recognition/
differentiation, ce)llowing directions correctly and
access to treatmeiAt Recall any specific examples
or instances that may have been observed during
lisits to beAeepars.

EmpNasize tilt treatment for brood diseases differs
from that ;Ault eiseasPs; also, that antibiotics
are ors: 'z effective in tr,:ating those diseaaes
caused by baci:eria4 Discuss and demonstrate
metn.As W'_1-t-n.4 bee di ,ease controi passing
around sampius oE meirtes: Be sure to incluJe
how beekeepers ca.- e,:nitize their clothing and

equipment to preve%t spreadine diseases. Explain

how, to differeatiate starvation from cdsease

symptoms. Remind Trains:1S of the possibility of

mailing diseased same' -:s to laboratories for

verif;ino field diagnottil.
4_

Ste 3: PBcogrC.tion and Control of. ,7,1ney Bee Pests
(15 minutes)

Use photographs and Eamples of thfested comb to
demonstrate honey nee pests Discuss and

demonstrate methods pest control. Inf2Jude the
storing of An-..7r, coyl. to pT:event wax moth aamat)e.
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Step 4: SessiOn EValUatitin (15 minutes)

A

Trainer Note

Session 46 -- Page 3

0 See Steps 5 6 of Setaiein 7, "Bee Colo
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SESS1:,Z,

INSECTICIDES AND BEES

O

Trainer Note

() This is a Trainee-facilitated session. See Session 7, "B6
Colony Cycle", for guidelines.

TOTAL. TIME 2 houls

OVERVIEW In:gecticides kill bees. The pro;-/.r %pplication of
the appropriate insecticide will minimize the
damage done to nearby bee colonies._ At_times, the
beekeeper will_need to educate neighooring_farmers
abo:rt insecticides and their negative impact on the
tee colony.

A Peace Corps Voluntee: is often viewed as a
resource for the community. As such, familiarity
with insecticides and their use and misuse is
important if the Volunteer is to provide good
advice. Ir. this session, Trainees -develop the
familia:itv necessary to recognize and reduce
pesticide damage to bee colonies.

OBJECTIVES To examLie problems and abuses common to pesticide
use.

To recognize and describe the symptoms of pesticide
poisoning'in bees.

To list socio-economic factors whi'zh influence
pesticide selection in developing countries.

To doscribe techniques for applying pesticlies
which reduce damage to bee colonies.

RES("nARCES Beggeeping am the United BtateS, pip. 129-140.
EgAticite And ELI= EaRA
insect Pollinatisn cf Cultivated Crop EIALIA,

pp. 49-57.
21= Hi,te And tha HimAy Chaptpr 22.

$. &: legimAzins, 1:3-175-
,

MATER'ALS b3ackboard, _live b,-as in small containers,
examples of pess.icides
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PROCEDURES

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Session 47 -- Page 2

Insecticide Use and Misuse (25 minutes)

Explain the role of pesticides in agriculture.
Examine the problems and abuses common to pesticide
usage in developing country situations. As the
basis for othis discussion, have the Trainees
describe any problems or abuses they have seen in
the training site community or in the United.
States.

Symptoms of Pesticide Prrlems (25 minutes)

Apply a variety of pestiides to samples of bees in
small glass jars. Pass the jars around among the
Trainees. As the pesti,:%des begin to affect the
bees, have the Trainec describe the symptoms they
see. Write their resp, .see on newsprint. Discuss
the symptoms in detaI_ and explain how they may
easily be confused _ th other problems in the
colony.

Pesicide Selection (25 minutes)

Ask the Trathees to generate a libt of
socio-e cmomic factors involved in selecting a
pesticide in developing countrieE. Write the liSt
on newsprint. Stimulate responses an provide
focus by suggesting such factors as:

I

- directions written in.% EngliSh, in a
non-English speaking country,
the selling of a pesticide outlawed or
regulated in the country where it is
manufactured,

= the selection of a pesticide due to cost,
rather than the pest be eradicated/

= the selection of a pesticide used successfully
in the past, even though a safer one has been
developed.
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Step 4: .1ticide Application (30 minutes)

riscuss.the proper way to apply pesticides so as to
minimize damage to beet. Trainees to describe
techniques for applying pesticides if they have
experience in doing so. Discuss what precautions
need to be taken from- the point of view of the
applicator, as well as for the bee colonies.

Present Trainees with different scenarios and have
them respond as a group with their solutions toeach problem. For each scenario, have themidentify the potential problem or danger; describe
the cause of he -roblem; and explain the steps
necessary to it.

-Trainer Note-

C) sokrie potential scenarios inciuc:: (a) applying insecticides onthe ground around the colony to control ants; (b) spraying arich farmer's fields which are upwind from a poor farmer ;_or (c)spraying repeatedly a long-blooming, highly bee-attractive crop(such as cotton).

Step 5: Session Evaluation (15 minutes)

Trainer Note

0 See o;:s 5 and b of Sesslon 7, "Bee Colony CycleTM.
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TOTAL TIME

OliERWEW

OBJECTIVES

RESOURCES

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

SESSION 48

COOKING WITH HONEY

5 hours

Honey is most commonly used as food. Preparing a
me-al using honey gives the Trainees experience
using this primary 'hive product. Furthermore, by
using local foods, the Trainees gain experience
with different ways to prepare these foods.

In this session; working as a group, the Trainees
will prepare a nutritionally complete meal. ThiS
experience will reinforce the role of nutrition in
their own well-being as well as provide an

opportunity for them to practice and acquire
cooking skills.

O To prepare a meal using common local foods.

To use honey as a substitute for sugar in recipes.

To use complementary protein theory in preparing a
meal.

To practice using wood-conserving cook stoves.

A Book .Qf Honey
The Elza_and the Honey Bee, pp. 517=-524.

;.» recipes of local foods
Handout 48A, "Guidelines for Cooking with Hone
Handout 48B, "Menu and Recipes"

cooking stove, kitchen and eating_ utensils? meal
menu with recipes (one for each Trainee)

Trainer Note

0 This session may vary considerably because of different
facilities available in various training situations. Ideally,
the Trainees should use a wood-conserving_cookstove to prepare
the meal. If such a stove is not available, a cook stove
similar to those used locally should be used.

0 The menu may also vary_ depending upon the availability of

certain foods. 'The attached menu was used in Costa Rica. Fish
was chosen_in ordet to give those Trainees who were unfamiliar
with cleaning and preparing fish an opportunity to gain those
SkillS.
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0 If practical to- the training situation, the Trainees themselves
should participate in planning the menu and in purchasing the
food to be prepared;

This session runs through the normal lunch period. It begins in
the morning and ends one hour after the lunch period.

Step 1: Introduction (15 minutes)

Discuss the "rules of the kitchen". Relate the
menu selection and the preparation of food to
Session 15, "Basic Nutrition". Point out the 'use
of the complementary protein theory in the menu
selection.

Step 2. Uses of Honey in the Kitchen (20 minutes)

Ask the Trainees to relate any uses of honey, in
cooking, which they have experienced. Ask them if
they know any tips or guides for using honey when
cooking. Distribute Handout 48A, "Guidelines for
Cooking with Honey". When the Trainees have looked
it over, answer any questions they might have.

Step 3: Food Preparation (2 hours, 30 minutes)

Have the Trainees divide into groups with each
group in charge of preparing one recipe. Encourage
those Trainees with cooking skills to share their
talents with others in the group.

Step 4: Bating (1 hour)

During the meal, encourage informal discussion
among the Trainees about their experiences with the
recipeb and with the cookStoves. Enjoy!!

Clean up (55 minutes)

Have the Trainees clean up the kitchen area and
wash the utensils and dishes.

Trainer Note

0 If this session takes more than the allotted five hours, a "Bee
Management Techniques" session is scheduled afterwards in order
to provide some extra time.
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Handout 48A

GUIDELINES FOR COMING WITH HONEY

O To measure honey, grease the _measuring cup or spoon so that
the honey will slip off easily_, or measure the shortening
first for the recipe, or heat 'the cup with hot water before
measuring;

O To substitute honey for sugar, use 1 cup honey for 1=1/4 cup
sugar and reduce the liquid in the recipe by 1/4 cup.

O To neutralize the acidity of honey -- unless_ sour milk or
sour cream is called for in the recipe -- add a pinch of
baking soda;

O To substitute honey for sugar in jams, jellies or Candied'
Use a higher degree of heat when cooking.

0 To prevent a product from becoming too brown, be careful not
to use too much honey in the recipe.

O To prevent the absorption of atmospheric moisture in candies
made with honey, beat the mixture more persistently and store
the candy carefully.

O To use honey to make bread, remember that the loaf will be
more moist than one made with sugar, corn syrup, cane syrup,
maple sugar or molasses as a sweetener. The more honey you
use, the more moist your bread will be and the longer it will
keep. Honey is hygroscopic; it absorbs moisture fom the air
and holds this moisture in the bread.
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Handout 48B

MENU

Hors d'oeuvres: Sauteed Bee Brood

Fith with Honey-Lemon Sauce

Rice, cooked in Coconut Milk

Chayote Casserole

Cassava Patties

salad

Baked Ripe Plantains

Honey-Butter Sauce

Lemon Refresher

RECIPES

Sauteed Be &Brood
Remove brood from comb and saute it Older drone pupae work best
for this as they are larger and do not shrink as much.

Fish with Honey
Rub with salt, thyme, pepper and honey; Top with lemon juice.
Fry in hot Oil; Remove and dot with butter or Honey-Butter Sauce.

Baked Chayote Casserole
3 chayotes, peeled and halved
salt
3=1/2 cups freshly made breadcrumbs
2 cups white cheese grated
freshly_ground pepper
2 eggs lightly beaten
butter

Parboil the chayotes in salted WAter 1015 minutes. Drain. Chop
the vegetables coarsely and mix with 3 cups of the breadcrumbs,
the cheese, the eggs and the Salt and pepper. Pile into a
buttered mold and bake for 15-20 minutes or until the diSh is
heated through and the top nicely browned.
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eaStAva-RAtti-et
2=1/2 cassava
1 cup grated cheese
salt to taste
2 tb. honey
1 egg
lard or oil

Handout 48B -- Page 2

BOil and mash the cassava. Add the rest of the ingredients, form
pattiet and fry until browned in ligt oil;

Baked
Peel ripe plahtainsi split and place in a well-buttered mold. Top
With cinnamon and honey. Bake until brown;

6

joney --Butter Sauce
1/2 cup butter
1/3 cup honey
1 tsp. lemon juice
--- or more to taste

Cream the butter and gradually beat in the honey. Add the lemon
juice slowly and blend until swooth.

Lemon Refresher
- lemons

ice
water

- honey

L9conut Milk
Drain and preserve the liquid. Put the coconut on a hard surface
and hit it all over with a hammer. The hard shell will break and
fall away. When making coconut milk4 it is not necessary to peel
off the brown inner skin. Grate as fine as possible.

To make thick (rich; coconut milk, squeeze the grated _coconut
thr'ough a damp cloth, squeezing and twisting the cloth to remove
as much liquid as possible. To make ordinary coconut milk, put
the squeezed - out coconut into a bowl and pour 1 cup_boiling
water over it. Let it stand 30 minutes. Squeeze out the liquid
through a damp cloth,_add the coconut water and set aside; Repeat
the entire process. Discard the coconut.

COddinUt milk can be used to enrich and add taste to foods such as
rice-, breads and casseroles;
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SESSION 49

INTRODUCING INNOVATION - EXPECTATIONS BEYOND TRAINING

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW Introducing technological innovation is a very
complex_task, It does not lend itself to being
broken down into component parts and practiced in a
single session. .At this_ _point_ in the program
Trainees have _begun to shift their focus from the
immediate environment_of the training center to
their in-country _assignments. This session is
designed:a4a panel discussion to allow Trainees to
share ideas with several experienced development
workers_about how_best to introduce innovation and
about what their lives may be like as Peace Corps
Volunteers.

OBJECTIVES e To discuss and clarify expectations regarding the
life of a Peace Corps VOlunteer.

MATERIALS

PROCEDURES

To discuss some specific_techniques and_potential
difficulties involved in introducing. new beekeeping
practices.

newsprint and markers

Trainer Note

O This session will require considerable preparation in the
following major 'seas:

Trainee/Facilitator This session is an excell not
opportunity for a Trainee to practice facilitation skill
If you ask one of the Trainees to facilitate, provide a
thorough overview of the session in advance; Also, be
certain to allow time at the end of the session to give
feedback on the fadilitati n skills.

Paneltdscussion Step 2 of this session calls for the
participation of three to five guest panelists. .Ideally,
these panelists should be currently involved in beekeeping
development work and should represent a variety of
perspectives (such as: agency level work, Peace Corps work,
or work with women/men). You willneed to select, invite and
orient these panelists well in advance of the date of the
session.
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Step 1:
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Introducing Innovation/Peace Corps Volunteer Life
Styles
(40 minutes)

Present a brief introductory, overview of the
session objectives and procedures. Have the
Trainees generate a list of five to six questions
which will help focus the panel discussion.
Emphasize the importance of keeping these questions
general in nature so to promote spontaneity and
dialogue among the panelists. Explain that the
discussion should remain within the broad limit8 of
introducing beekeeping technology and of life as a
Peace Corps Volunteer. Help to stimulate the
Trainees' responses by suggesting the following
questions:

What are some of the difficulti68 which a

beekeeping Volunteer may encounter in

introducing innovations when dealing with
local values, beliefs and organizational
policies?
What are effective techniques in introducing
innovations?
How can a Volunteer,work to improve existing
indigenous beekeeping technologies?
In what Secondary projects might a beekeeping
Volunteer become involved?
What types of support might a beekeeping
Volunteer expect from the host agency? the
Peace Corps? community?
How can the Volunteer life style be described?
(e.g., jobs, housing andsocial life)s

Write the questions on newsprint and post them.
Announce a short break and explain that the panel
discussion will begin immediately after the break.

Trainer Note

0 During the break:

Arrange the room such that the panelists are seated where
they can see both the posted questions and the Trainees_:_
Greet the arriving guest panelists and provide them with a
brief overview of the proposed discussion questions.
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Step 2: Panel Discussion (1 hour)

Reconvene the group and have each of the panel
members introduce themselves. Ask each panel
member to briefly describe their roles, positions
and duties as development workers. Open the panel
to questions from the Trainees. Keep the
discussion centered around the list of questions
developed in Step 1.

At the end of the time allotted for this activity,
thank the panelists for their participation.
Announce that following a ten-minute break the
Trainees will reconvene in order to summarize the
session's activities.

Trainer Note

0 During this break, you may find that certain participants And
panelists will wish to continue to talk informally._ If thiS
dialogue seems animated and fruitful, prolong it and SthedUle,
Step 3 for the beginning of the, next sessirn.

Step 3: Summary and Conclusion (20 minutes)

Reconvene the group. Refer to the questions
developed during Step 1 and ask the _Trainees to
diScuss_ any general conclusions or insights
provided by the panelists.
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SESSION 50

FUTURE TRAINING NEEDS

TOTAL TIME 2 hours

OVERVIEW it is important that Trainees continue to take an
active part in helping to design their training.
This participation not only makes training_ a more
meaningful experience, but it also enable-8 Trainees
to practice training design, group _dynamics and
project planning skills; As _ a link between
participation in this program and participation in
in'=4untry training,this session enable8 Trainees
to develop a list_ of their perceptionS of their

future training needs. The session it designed to
carry out two processes at-the same time Trainees
will be called upon to plan, design and implement a
training activity while simultaneously identifying
their in-country training needs.

OBJECTIVES ip To deve op a written list of in-country training
needs.

to To plan, design and implement a training activity:

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

() Prior, to beginning this session, write on newsprint the

"activity design format" provided in Step 2.

Step 1: Introduction/Orientation (10 minutes)

Begin by explaining the session objectives and

reviewing_ the procedures; Remind Trainees that

their training will be continuing in their assigned
countries. Point out_that, as a result of their
experiences _in this program, they are in a position
to improve their in- country training by helping to
identify and clarify their perdeiVed future

training _needs;_ :Explain that thig session_7is
designed to_carry out two processes simultaneously.
Trainees will plan and carry out an _activity_ which

has_ as its objective the develOpMent of a written
ligt of in-country training needs. in this way,

TraiheeS practice planning, designing and
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facilitating while simultaneously identifying their
in-country training needs. Encourage questions and
discussion.

Step 2: Designing a Training Activity (40 minutes)

PoSt the following activity design format:

wrki a43rm upon objachves
identify available retiourceS
ctessio en De+itiriy (iirsj -!ta meet

The. eibitthiVes
4 implernan+ +he actiitasi
4 avatuake. +he success oc -.5

+Ke 66itC4 '445

Explain that in the remainder of , this; session
Trainees will use thiS format to develop a written
list of their perceived future training needs.
Assist them in clarifying this objective and
designing the procedures to be followed; Mention
the importance of outlining the procedures in a
step-by-step manner- Suggest that time limits be

set and that a facilitator be chosen.

Trainer Note

0 If the program includes Trainees bound'for more than one

country, have them divide up according to country to carry out

this activity.

Step 3:

Step 4:

Implementing the Activity (55 minutes)

Have the Trainees carry. out __their planned

procedures for developing the liStt of their

in-country training needs.

Evaluation/Conclusion (15 minutes)

Cosclude the session by Soliciting feedback
regarding how well the objectives were met. Focus

the feedback on the group's effectiveness at

identifying their future training needs as well as
on their effectiveness in planning and implementing
the activity. Encourage discussion by asking the

following questions:
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Were in-country training needs clearly and
completely identified?
Was,the activity well designed? If so, how?
If not, how could it have been improved?
In carrying out the activity, were the
procedures followed?
What were some things which the facilitator
did to help the process? What did he or she
do which hindered the process?

A

Ask the Trainees to keep their lists of future
training needs; Explain that they should present
and explain these lists to the in-country training
staff as soon as they arrive.



SESSION 51

SITE RESTITUTION

TOTAL TIME 8 hours

OVERVIEW At the end of the training program, the site will
need to be cleaned up; Also, the bee colonies will
need to be prepared for whatever_ has been decided
for them;

OBJECTIVES

In this session, the staff and Trainees work
together, as a group, to decide what needs to be
done before departure: Once decisions have been
reached, Trainees are to work independently or in
groups to accomplish the tasks.

To clean up and organize the training site.

To disassemble and/or store equipment used during
the training program.

To prepare the be colonies for closing down the
training site;

RESOURCES As Reeded

MATERIALS As needed.

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

O Ask one of the Trainees to facilitate Step 1. All of the staff
shOuld be on -hand_ to provide assistance and advice, as needed,
during this planning phase.

Step 1: Planning Site Restitution (1 hour)

Have the Trainees work together to plan what needs
to be done to the site, with the bee colonies and
with'any beekeeping equipment; Be sure that they
include the following tasks in their plan for
restoring the. site:

preparingtheObservationhivesfor a little
or no management state;
combining nuts and small colonies to make_sure.
that enough reserves are on hand to survive a
dearth period,
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gathering together all equipment,
storing all Supplies and equipment in an

appropriate location,
collecting all library books or resource

materials and
cleaning and organizing the training site.

Step 2: Site

Have
Step

Restitution (7 hours)

the Trainees carry out their plans made
1.

in

_Trainer Note

0 This step is
Counterparts
Assessment").
approximately

scheduled to occur concurrently with the Final
(see SetSion 44, "Introduction to Final

Each counterpart session will require

one hour. Trainees will need to plan their

activities such that they can attend these final assessment
sessions;
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SESSION 52

FINAL PROGRAM EVALUATION

TOTAL TIME 4 hours

OVERVIEW The purpose of this session is to examine_ the
results of the program and to evaluate how well the
training achieved its stated goals._ This
evaluation will help to determine when and how to
use similar approaches in the future. During thit
session, Trainees will carry out two processes
simultaneously; They will be called upon to_plan,
design and implement a training activity while, at
the same time, evaluating the training program.

OBJECTIVES To evaluate (both verbally and in writing) the
overall effectiveness of the training program.

To plan, carry out and evaluate a training
activity.

RESOURCES Handout 32A, "Evaluation Questionnaire"

MATERIALS newsprint and markers

PROCEDURES

Trainer Note

O Ask a participant to volunteer to facilitate this session. Be
certain to brief him or her in advance and allow time at the end
of the session for feedback on the facilitation skills
demonstrated.

0 Prepare on newsprint a chronological list of all sessions in the
program and a list of the names of all the trainers that
participated in the program. Have these lists on hand as a
potential resource for use in planning the evaluation activity
in step 2.

Step 1: Introduction/Orientation (15 minutes)

Review the session objectives and explain that the
purpose of this evaluation is to provide feedback
which can be used in improving the design and
implementation of future training programs.
Explain that the design of the sessir)n is intended
not only to evaluate the training pr dram but also-

to provide Trainees with the opportunity to plan
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and carry out a training activity. Explain to the

Trainees that they will be asked to plan and

implement an activity which meets the objective of
evaluating, both verbally and in writing, the

overall effectiveness of the training program.

Step 2: Planning a Training Activity (45 minutes)

Digtribute copies of Handout 32A, "Evaluation
Questionnaire"._ Explain that the questionnaire is
provided only as a potential resource in helping to
develop a plan for evaluating the program. Assist

the Trainees in designing a procedure for

evaluating the effectiveness of the program.
Mention the importance of outlining_ the procedures
in a step-by-step fashion and of _Setting time

limits based on the time allotted in Step 3.

Step 3: Implementing the Activity (2 hourg)

Have the Trainees carry out their plan for

evaluating the program.

Step 4: Summary and Conclusion (30 minutes) .e1

Collect the written evaluations. Conclude the

session by soliciting feedback regarding how well
the objectives were met. This feedback should

focus on the group's effectiveness at evaluating
the program as well as on their effectiveness in
planning and implementing the activity;

Mention that, after approximately_ six months in the
field as Peace Corps Volunteers, they will be asked

to complete a follow-up questionnaire. This
questionnaire Will be mailed to the Trainees and
will Solicit feedback regarding how well the

training prepared them for their roles as

beekeeping Volunteers (see Appendix G).

Trainer Note

0 Use the time_remaining to answer any final questions and to take

care of any final arrangements relating to the departure of the

Trainees.
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Appendix A

TRAINING PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The training program is composed of six general themes. They
are: Beekeeping, Cross-Cultural Adaptation, Basic
Communication Processes, Volunteer Support and Well-Being,
Health and Nutrition and the Role of the Volunteer in
Development. These are explained in more detail in the
Introduction.

Generally speaking, however, each of these themes serves as
the rubric of a complete and interrelated set of specific
skills which are considered essential to effective service as
a Peace Corps Volunteer. It is difficult to describe any one
of these skills in isolation from the others; witnin the
context of Peace Corps service, the skills are interdependent
as each skill dedves its:meaning from the others. To have
the technical skills necessary to work with bees means little
or nothing without the communication skills necessary to work
with beekeepers; nor would technical and communication skills
have any value without the skills necessary to cope
personally with the stress of cross-cultural adaptation.

The most effective and concise way to define_these skillS_ib
in the form of specific objectives. These objectives define
what the Trainees must do An order'to. demonstrate that they
have succeeded in developing_a particular skill or set Of
skillb. The objectives outlined on the following pages
describe what _are considered to be ths minimal requirements
for successfully completing the _training program, Eadli
Trainee should be able to meet all of the objectives by
participating actively in every session of,the program.

To demonstrate the basic skills necessary to successfully.
complete the program the Trainees will:

() Build a KTBH, establish a colony in it and maintain it
during the training period.

0 Keep appropriate records on the colony's progress.

0 Participate in (or see demonstrations of):

dividing colonies
transferring a rustic colony into a moveable-comb
hive
hiving a swarm
siting hives in an apiary
,combining colonies
transporting hives
making starter strips
processing beeswax for market
preparing beeswax products
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removing, extracting and processing honey for

market
removing old combs
storing drawn combs _
diagnosing the brood pattern (condition of queen,
diseases, pests) _

identifying bee diseases and pests and their

control
adding comb to the broodnest to alleviate a honey
bound condition
controlling swarming
switching colonieS to equalize populations
rearing queens by simple methods
preventing and stopping robbing
feeding bees (including applying drugs)
protecting bees from insecticides
providing water for bees
manipulating colonies for seasonal management
acquiring protective clothing
building an extractor
building a solar wax melter

4 building a swarm board
6 making bee beards.

()Prepare extension pamphlets on appropriate methods of
queen rearing for small-scale beekeepers.

Demonatrate an _understanding of the _biological and
ecological perspective of beekeeping by discussing:

the three periods of the yearly colony cycle
(relating this to seasonal weather variation) and
the appropriate management objective for each

the desirable traits in bees vis-a-vis beekeeping

the bee space and - hoW it allows for the
construction of moveable-comb hives

the behavioral and ecological adaptations of

African and European bees and the effects of
iAfrican bees on a beekeeping industry based on

European; bees

6 the characteristics of a good bee plant and why a
knowledge of the local bee flora is advantageous to
the beekeeper

6 the multipurpose use of plants and beekeeping.
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Demonstrate_an understanding of the factors influencing
beekeeping development by examining:

the cultural, social and economic milieu of the
small-scale farmer/beekeeper

the cultural and economic factors which limit
beekeeping development

the reasons why beekeeping is an appropriate and
potentially lucrative activity for many rural
familieS

the inputs necessary to mount a beekeeping venture

the marketing of hive products

the cost analyses_of_various beekeeping systems -and
the factors which determine a system appropriate
for a particular situation

the problems often associated with LiJing
"high-technology" beekeeping systems in low-income
situations

the content and design of feasibility studies for
small-scale beekeeping projects.

() Complete a live-in experience of no less than two weeks
duration. Success will be measured by trainer visits to
the homes and by feedback from the families. Trainees
will aIsd:

'e list behaviors experienced which offer cross-
cultural comparisons

identify, in writing, specific cross-cultural
adaptation skills developed as a result of the
family live-in

identify and list goals which were accomplished

write a personal plan for adapting to the new
culture as a Peace Corps Volunteer.

() Complete a three-day site visit and successfully plan
and'implement a community analysis strategy by:

practicing appropriate information-gathering
techniques

listing community needs

prioritizing these needs
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mapping community resources

identifying community leaders

identifying thoSe 'needs which can be met in the
community without major outside intervention.

() Conduct three method demonstrations which display
effective extension_ and non-formal education techniques
for development beekeeping, including:

c establiShing repport with the.audzence

involving the audience

establiShing the relevance of the demonstration

using appropriate language, visual aids, role plays
or other educational techniques

I demonstrating good organization.

0 Demonstrate facilitator skills by:

conducting process observatiorfs of group

interactions

'co exercising. task-oriented behavior that maintains
group cohesiveness

facilitating training sessions.

()Gather information about male and female role patterns
in the community surrounding the training site and:

list the various behaviors observed among men,

women and children

identify Women's role in the development process
and the various factors which influence their

degree of participation

44 identify ways to integrate women-in-development
issues into beekeeping projects.

() Demonstrate the following communication Skills:

paraphrasing

questioning

filtering information

checking for understanding
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communicating non-verbally

giving and receiving feedback

to identifying assumptions

identifying values.

0 Demonstrate design and evaluation skills, including:

listing training expectations that have or have not
been met

listing unresolved problems that have occurred in
the training program

helping design a final program evaluation

conducting on-going evaluations of session design
and facilitator skills

developing criteria for on-going self-assessment

conducting on-going written and verbal self-
assessment activities.

1-CD Analyze eating habits and the cultural aspects of health
and nutrition by:

identifying nutritious local staple foods in the
three food groups

determining personal food preferences in the three
foods groups

explaining and demonstrating the role of beliefs,
values and tradition in determing food consumption_
practices

developing an instrument for evaluating the
nutritive value of local foods

listing expected changes in personal diet as
Volunteer

identifying techniques and strategies for effecting
postive changes in the diets of host country
nationals

practicing culturally appropriate ways to cook and
consume honey.
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Q DemonStrate a knowledge of health issues by:

listing major diseases and illnesses endemic to the

area of assignment

listing environmental factors which cause them

analyzing the situation of a health problem

designing an effective strategy to alleviate a

community health problem.

O Identify major, syniptomt of stress, both positive and
negative aspecs, and ways to deal with them by:

listing behaviorS which connote culture shock

describing several stress management techniques

designing personal stabilizers to counteract stress

and culture shock

developing personal plans for coping with sexuality
and personal relationships in view of host-country
values and beliefs.

Demonstrate an understanding of the role of the Peace
Corps Volunteer in the development process by:

discuSSing and describing issues related to a

variety of approaches to development work

assessing personal styles for working with others

Co determining how those styles may _successfully
affect long and short term beekeeping projects.

() Apply a culmination of all skills acquired and/or

developed during the training program by taking

responsibility for all aspects of the planning,

promotion, implementation and evaluation of a

community-based Bee Pair.
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PRE-TRAINING RESEARCH

A _pre-training research trip provides the opportunity to
tailor a training program to individual country needs; This
training program assumes that the trainers are acquainted
with- the culture in which the Trainees will be working;
Familiarity with the culture allows the trainers to:

encourage realistic expectations among the Trainees

fine tune the_ training program to specific
cross-cultural and in-country needs

consider the Tr4inees' potential adaptability to the
culture of their future work__ situations.

This _training program has provided the flexibility necessary
for the trainers _to respond to the information gathered
during the_pre-training research trip and -the "Bee Management
Techniques" sessions can be used _to address the training
needs for specific Peace Corps' work situations.

To prepare for the pre- training _research trip_ the trainer
needs to be thoroughly acquainted with the training
philosophy and procedures. Take a copy of the training
manual for reference. Familiarizing the Peace Corps staff
with the manual will answer many of their questions regarding
training design, themes and methods

The'Peace Corps Program Manager who will be working -with the
beekeeping Volunteers is the most important in-country
contact. This individual is the one who will have
expectations and desired outcomes of the training program.
Also, the Program Manager will be in a position to set up
meetings with agency officials with whom the Volunteers will
be working, Peace Corps Volunteers in the, field and local
small-scale beekeepers. Specific information to collect from
these individuals is:

the objectives of the beekeeping project from each
perspective

the definition of the Volunteer's role

the infra-structure of the host-country sponsoring
agency and other aid agencies interested in
beekeeping development

the type of beekeeping activities currently practiced
and the nature of indigenous bees

the availability Gf beekeeping materials and supplies

the market for hive products
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the potential for introducing "improved" methods

the expectations, lifestyles, _enjoyments and

frustrations with which the Volunteers must contend

the type- of skills deemed necessary to transfer"'

information to the small-scale farmer.

Materia4s to collect for use by the Trainees should include a

map of the country, postcards, recipes and extension
pamphlets from the country in which they will be working.

At the end of the stay in a country, develop_ a

"memo-of-understanding" with the Peace Corps staff. This

memo should express the mutually understood training needs

and the expectations 6f that specific country.



Appendix C

STAFF AND STAFF TRAINING

A wide range of potential training situations exists within
Peace Corps. Each of these calls for a 'unique staffing
pattern; for example, pre-service training programs usually
require a larger staff than in-service programs. Also, the
staffing patterns for programs done "in-hcvse" by Peace Corps
,will differ significantly from those of programs done by
private contractors. In all cases, however, the following
guidelines are important when developing a staffing pattern:

Trainers should "buy-in" to the use of'experiential
philosophies a$ presented in this

Trainers should have an integrated concept of the
.themes, of the program.

"There should be a maximum of ten participants per
beekeepinq trainer.

There should be a trainer to assume responsibility
:=or delivery of the non-beekeeping sessions (and
overall project management, if the setting requires
it) .

There should be adequate project support in:
administrative/secretarial
acquisition of materials and supplies
management of trainingsite and housing

facilities-f-Pr-both staff and Trainees
transportation for field trips, emergencies

and daily needs.

- There should be, among the staff, a good balance of
skills and experience which can blend well together
and complement one another.

In all training programs there are certain key roles and
responsibilities which must be undertaken to insure the
effective implementation of the program. The number of
individuals necessary to carry out these responsibilities
will vary in accordance with the length and location of the
training and the niamber of Trainees Followin9is a list of
staff positions with role descriptions which are essential to
all potential training situations:
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DireQtor

The primary responsibilities of the Director are to:

manage all aspects of the project, including
logistics coordination (this will vary greatly
depending on the training facility used)

= dbtument the program (pre=aetVide training

reports, Trainee assessments, in-service
training reports)

= with the Technical Trainer, COndUCt_pre-training
research, collect appropriate trainingmaterials
and -modify_the-6ontent and schedule of training
to accommodate the lotaI realities

deliver the non-beekeeping sessions, including-
selection and acquisition of texts, reference
materials andhandbuta

- participate- to the fullest extent _possible in
the beekeepi.ig training activities to ensure
integration bf all of the major themes of the
program

- coordinate the participation of Peace Corps,
host-country ageillcieS"and consultants

- implement the selection model (if appropriate)

- become familiar with the conteAs of this Manual
and related Peace Corps materials:

Beekeeping Trairr

The primary responsibilities of this position are to:

= conduct , pre-training retearch, collect

appropriate beekeeping information and

materials/supplies, modify the content and

Schedule of training to meet the needs of the
specific country

- list and accomplish Site preparation tasks for

beekeeping

- list and acquire all needed technical materials

and supplies, including texts, resources,
handouts and other printed materials for the

library

- deliver the beekeeping sessions
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- prepare progress reports on participants'
technical performance

coordinate and supervise technical traLlers/
training assistants

- participate in sessions relating to all themes
of the program.

viss-:.-u-v.C..:. vf e (as needed;
depending on group size)

Their primary responSibilities are to:

- deliver designated beekeeping sessions

provide more individualized training and
maximize the experiential learning situation
during field work

assist with in-country set-up and site
preparation tasks

help with logistics during training

participate in sessions relating to all program
themes.
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The primary criteria for all staff Selection should be

- good technical skills, either in apiculture or
cross-cultural issues

- an understanding of the philosophy and

objectives of Peace Corps and Peace Corps

training

committment to the concept of integration of the

themes of the program

- strong training_Skills which are compatible with
participatory education programs

- familiarity with experiential learning and its

methodologies

experience as a group facilitator.

Other considerationt Should be:

experience in the region or country

- experience wi h Peace Corps and Peace Corps

training

- proficiency in the language ';sed in the_training
Site (unless there is adequate support personnel
to assist staff to meet personal and

project-related logistical needs).
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The overall_goalof_ any staff training activity is _to develop
a group of _individuals_ into a_ team that can 'work well
together to _deliver tht best training program possible. To
this end; staff training must provide the .opportunity and
structure for the following.elements:

team building

familiarization with the sessions and training
materials

practice in using the sessions; including making
modifications resulting from pre-training
research reports

a system for giving and receiving feedback

an evaluation method.

Staff training might be conducted by any one of a number of
different people, depending on the composition of the staff
and its relationship to Peace Corps. It might be led by a
Peace Corps staff member, an outside consultant or the
Direcor of the training program.

Training activities should be designed to include the
following:

introduction: _an ice-breaker that not only
formally introduces staff to one anothere_bUt
also identifies_ the experience and skills which
they bring to the program

program overview: outline of Peace Corps
Volunteers' jobs, their arrival and departure
dates, a review of this training Manual and the
methodologies to meet Peace Corps expectations

role clarifications job descriptions as
understood by each staff member, discussion of
roles, consensus on responsibilities and lines
of communication

team building: exercise to allow staff to begin
practicing their roles

methodologies: review the philosophy and
methodologies presented in this Manual, fitting
them in with staff members own styles and past
training experiences, discuss adult and
experiential learning
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facilitation skills: practice facilitating
staff training activities and providing feedback
on the effectiveness of the skills used

pre-training research: reports on pre-training
research trips and discussion of needs which are
to be incorporated into the training program

pre-program tasks: list the pre-program set-up
tasks to be completed, including who will be
responsitue for each and a time for completion

revisions: discussion of possible revisions to
sessions in order to include country-specific
information, re-write of sessions as needed with
review and comment by other staff

resources: review of training materials
available to the project, identification of
other sources, list of consultants needed and
possible institutional resources

scheduling: devote some to this on-going
process so that the' factors determining actual
scheduling can be shared and fully understood by
all staff

administration: review the administrative
requirements of the program; including reports;
logistics of housing, meals and transportation
and financial and secretarial support systems

. _

staff meetings: establish a schedule and
purpose for staff meetings

feedback: if selection of participants is to
occur, a selection model must be used and the
staff must practice giving feedback to Trainees
on how they are progressing toward meeting the
selection criteria

evaluation: revision of the methods which will
be used to evaluate the participants' view of
training in order to meet the needs of the staff
and Peace Corps, and a discussion of the purpose
and use of this evaluation information.
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On-going staff development exercises will be determined by
feedback among staff members and suggestions for improvement
from Trainees and staff. Generally, the exercises will deal
with the topics" of:

methodology: style of delivery

scheduling: amount of time allocated for
specific topics and projects

feedback:_ understanding why it is given and
being comfortable with how it is given

staff: _their knowledge of the area_of training
and their functioning as a cohesiVe team.
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SITE SELECTION AND PRE=TRAINING PREPARATION

SITE SELECTION

The physical environment is an important aspect of any
training _program. The site for this beekeeping training
program_ should meet all the normal requirements, for a Peace
Corps training_site; and specific to this program; the
following considerations are important when choosing a site:

sufficient land for an apiary
proximity of the apiary to the classroom and equipment
storage area
remoteness of the apiary from neighbors and others not
involved with the training program
availability of bees and beekeeping equipment in the
area
existence in the area of a level of beekeeping similar
to that at which the Trainees will be working
facilities and beekeeping situations for field trips
sufficient families in the area to house the Trainees
during the live-in.

PRE-TRAINING PREPARATION

Many tasks need to be completed before the Trainees arrive.
These include orderinci needed books and materials, setting up
the classroom, office and_ reference library and making
arrangements for the family live-in, the site visit and field
trips.

The bibliography lists the printed materials needed, for the
training program. Note those which are to serve as texts and
be sure to order a copy for each Trainee.

Materials which will be needed early in the program should be
on hand at the start of training. The observation hives
which will be used in Session "Establishing Observations
Hives and Group Resource Assessment", should be ready to be
set up. Gather the materials needed for Session 5,
"Assembling Protective Clothing"; The veil or screening
material is often difficult to find and may have to be
orderd from a beekeeping equipment supplier. In some areas
where the bees are highly defensive, consider ordering
bee-proof suits for each of the Trainees; The materials
needed for Session 6i "Constructing KTBH's and Preparing the
Apiary Site", need to be ordered so that they will be
available lor the first week of training. Purchase adrenalin
and syringes or a sting kit to have available throughout the
training; A list of materials _needed_ for the training
program is given at then enf this section.
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Bees are an important pre-training consideration. Queen

cells need to be started such that they are available for
Session 1, "Establishing Observatiom Hives and-Group Resource
Assessment", and Session 10, "EstabliShing Individual Nucs";
As these sessions occur at different times, start two groups
of cells and schedule the queen rearing such that the adult
queens emerge one or two days after the sessions.

There should be sufficient bees available for each of the
Trainees to estab:ish a nuc of moderate size in their KTBH's.
In some training situations, there should__ also be a

Langstroth hive available for each Trainee. Besides the bees
needed for the Trainees' individual hives, colonies will be
needed for Session 24, "Queen_ Rearing" and Session 28,

"Constructing a Swarm Board and Swarms".

Arrangements for the family live-in need to be made. Select
families baf.ed on the physical facilities of the housing and
on the cross - culturalsensitivity of the family members. The
family should be willing to accept Trainees as members of the
family instead of treating them as visitors or boarders.

Identify memberS of the training staff to serve as

orientators. The orientators act as a liaison between the
family, the Trainee and the training staff; thuS, the
orientator Should speak the local language and-be familiar
with both the local culture and the culture of the United
States. (See Session 2, "Introduction to Family Live=In".)

Become familiar with beekeepers in the area before the

TraineeS arrive. Local beekeepers are valuable contacts for
Setting up field trips;

Determining sites for the Trainee site visit is another task
to accomplish. Guidelines for choosing the sites are in

Session 34, "Preparation for Site Visit - Information

Gathering".
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LIST OF MATERIALS

bees
KTBH
Langstroth HiVe
observation hiVeit4
,queen cages

veil material
string
elastic banding
hats
veilS
gloves
smokers
hive tools
insect net
kill jar
package for shipping bees
queen excluder
pollen traps
water sprayer

beenwax
honey
comb foundation
preserved samples of bees

(African & European)

sting kit
tetracycline
sulfur
alcohol

watch

slides of:
various beekeeping situations
various hive types

Slides or pictures of:
honey bee diseases

Appendix D -- Page 3

newsprint
paper
chalk
world map
markers
pens
scissors
pencils_
notebooks_
blackboard
crayons _ _

construction paper

hand lens
ingredients for beeswax

products

tape measure
Saws
paint brushes
nails
Wire/rope
paint
concrete blocks
pocket_knife
fast drying paint
muslin cloth
hammers
wood chisel
wood
thin sheet metal
plane
wood posts
jars with lids
wire screening
hardware cloth (5 holes

per 2.54 cm)
glue
sandpaper
Straight pins
machete
tin snips
flannel
buckets
large pots
cooking & eating utensils'
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Appendix E

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES

Managing and Administrating a training_ program is a complex
task which involves a delicate _balance between complying with
contractual obligations_ and attending to the needs of all
participants. The goal of _effective administration is to
assure the smooth implementation of the training design
within _ an open, flexible_ environment _which promotes
creativity and maximum participation on the part of alL
Trainees, trainers and support staff.

Management and administration are_traditionally defined as
being the_ reponsibility of the Project Director (see staff
job descriptions_ in Appendix C)._ However, within the context
Of a participatory program design;_- everyone should be

encouraged to be involved in all aspects -of the program,
inCluding managers_and administrators; This promotes high
thOtiVatiOnd a dedication to quality on the part of the
staff.- It also provides Trainees with a model for an
effeCtive management technique_which is consistent with the
Peace cotps' approach to development work.

The following list_is abrief descripion of some of the most
important_ administrative tasks and guidelines associated with
the effective implementation of this prograM:

Meet with the APCDin-country or the Stateside Project
Manager_regarding training design and content. Contact
and develop work relationships with appropriate Peace
Corps, local community and Ministry officials.

Establish budget and procurement guidelines and
accounting procedures. Orient and train a

secretary/bookkeeper. Establish credit and accounts in
the training community for services necessary to

training, such as:
hanking
fuel supplies
'mechanics _

office supplies
technical materials.

Assemble/ introduce and orient the staff to the site,
the .contract, the training manual and Peace Corps'

policy. Set up and monitor the staff training design
(See Appendix C). Facilitate such components of the
staff_ training as defining roles and reponsibilitiet and
establishing the overall policies, goals and approaches
of the ptogram. Define the entire set-up process es a
Staff training exercise by identifying the necessary
tasks, delegating responsibilities and establishing a

time line for task completion.
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Appendix E -- Page 2

Decide with the 'Staff how to set up tl.e office
facilities, classrooms, storage areas, library and all
necessary work areas.

Establish adequate transportation facilities and_systems
to include transporting Trainees, staff and supplies.

Set up communication and information systems, including:
telephone
radio
messenger services
bulletin boards
mailboxes
filing systems
inter-staff messages
on-going staff meeting schedule.

-EStabliSh the appropriate medical facilitieS. Be sure
to verify the availability of local medical care, hire
and orient a medical consultant, and, procure the

biologicals for required immunizations. AlSo, establish
links with the in-country Peace Corpt medical office.

Work with trainers and staff to develop their

objr!ctives, session lists, supply lists, budgets and
handout materials. Monitor the orientation and training
of training assistants and/or local consultants.

Set up Trainee living, dining and recreation

accommodations. Carefully_ assure that all aspects of

the family live-in are well planned and executed (see
Appendix D).

Develop administrative training sessions and objectives,
including all activities related to Trainee orientation,
Trainee assessment and program evaluation.

Notify the_appropriate Peace Corps representatives upon
the arrival of the Trainees. Throughout the program,
monitor_ the contract carefully and keep Peace Corps

informed concerning all aspects of the evolution of the
program. Submit regularly scheduled reports.

EStablish and orchestrate a system of on-going staff
training and development. Encourage staff members to
conscientiously refine their training Skills by giving
one another feedback, conducting effective staff

meetings and working together to Solve their problems
and make decisions.
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Continue to facilitate the smooth implementation of all
aspects of the program, during the training, by planning
ahead, anticipating problems or bottlenecks and taking
steps to prevent them. Be sure to have cash available
for the Trainees during those sessions in which they
purchase materials.

Conduct a departure planning_meeting with trainers and
staff in the_ fifth week of the program. Plan all
aspects of Trainee departure and closing down the
training facilitieS.
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Appendix F

GUIDELINES FOR ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM DESIGNS

The following are suggested formats and design_ alterations
necessary for converting the _six-week program described in
this manual into a twelve-week pre-service program and two
in-service_ programa. In designing an alternative program,
trainers should review the entire manual carefully and choose
sessions which_meet courtry-_specific needs. _Also, _wherever
necessary, individual procedures within sesions_should be
modified to account for the specific goals and objectives of
the_program being designed. The formats -and designs_ provided
in this _Appendix are meant to serve only as guidelines for
the development of creative designs relative to the specific
needs of each situation.

Important considerations when developing alternative program
designs are:

Trainees should start working with bees the first day
of the program. When they_arrive at training, they
will be anxious to start experiencing bees and
beekeeping instead of hearing about them.

Trainees should establish their individual nucs as
soon as possible after theprogram starts; If they
start their colonies with ripe queen cells, it will
take about ten days for the colony to have a laying
queen and about thirty -one days for the first new
brood to emerge in the colony. By starting the nucs
early in the training program, Trainees will be able
to observe a wide range of activities in their
colonies.

I.

The integrated nature of the_trainingjprogram should'
be preserved. _The synergistic effect of Antegrating
the themes of _the _program is valuable. Such
integration results in__Trainees who are better
prepared to meet the challenges of their Peace Corps
experience.

Field_ trips should be preserved in .anypre7service
training, These are valuable -in helping the Trainees
to establish realistic_ expectations of their future
roles as Peace Corps Volunteers.

The sequencing and scheduling of sessions *on
constructing, queen rearing and other bee management
operations should be maintained; This will give the
Trainees adequate time to experiment and to redesign
their projects if necessary.

Flexibility should be provided throughout the program
schedule. UnpredirbiIity is an aspect of both
beekeeping and training.
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TWELV&WEEK SCHEDULE WITH LANGUAGE TRAINING

A language component in a training program greatly broadens
the possibilities for integration. Language ability enables
the Trainees to move out more into the community. Ttainees
are better equipped to put into practice their new skills if
they are learning the local language. A twelve-week program
also gives the Trainees more time to observe their nucleus
grow into a colony.

This is a suggested format for a twelve-week schedule which
includes 231 hours of language training. An actual schedule
will vary depending upon the specific training situation.
Some sessions in this manual may need to be modified to
accomodate the twelve-week schedule.





TWELVE=WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK ONE

IONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
L.
ling Observation

3roup Resource

:__

30 min ).

n
:ion to Family

30 min., incluaes

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 5: (con't)

Assembling Protective

Clothing

(5 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(6 hrs.)

SESSION 12:

Introduction to

Assessment and

Selection__

(2 hrs.-, 30 min.)

e

SESSION 13:

Introduction tc Program

Evaluation

(1 hr., 30 milt.)

I:

Site

tion

: (con't)

le Observation

SESSION 4:

Defining Expectations

(3 hrs.)

SESSION 5:

Assembling Protective

Clothing
(1 hr.)

Language

(3 hrs.)

SESSION 6:

Constructing KTBH's and

Preparing the Apiary Site
(4 hrs.)

u

.

SESSION 6: (can't)

COnetrdtting KTBH's aid

Preparing the Apiary Site

(2 hrs.)(

WEEK TWO

)NDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SESSION 6: (con't).

Constructing:KTBH's and

Preparing the Apiary

Site
(4 hre.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 9:

Communication and

Listening Skills

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 10:

Establi5hing Individual

Nucs

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

rning and An

ion to Method

tions - Basic

homy

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 7: - _

Bee Colony Cycle -

Introduction to Trainee

Facilitation

(2 hrs.)

BESSION 11:

!Functional Biology

of the Honey Bee

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 14:

Hee Management Techniques

(4 hrs.)

-,I-



TWELVE;WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK THREE

ONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SESSION 17;

Fordging

(2 firs.)

SESSION 18:

Hive Design Criteria and

Swarm Boxes

(2 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 23i _

FaMily Live-in Analysis

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 12: (con't)

Assessment and

Selection I

(2 hrs.)

15:

it itIon

lo,

Bees and the

n Relationship

Laquaqo
(4 hrs.)

SESSION 8: (con't)

Method Demonstrations I

(4 hrs.)

-

SESSION 14: (con't)

bee_Management Techniques

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 19:

Role of the Volunteer in

Development

(4 hrs.)

WEEK FOUR

ONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY .

SESSION 22:

Transferring Colonies

(8 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee Management Techniques

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 25:

Health and Hygiene

(2 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

language

(4 hrs.)

14: (eon't)

gement Techniques

Ogn.411.7

SESSION 20:__

The-Bee Space and Types

Of HiveS

(2 htg:)

SESSION 21:

Obtaining Bees

(2 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

,

SESSION 31: _

Women in DeveIopMent -

The Role of Men and

Women

(4 hrs.)

,
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TWELVE-WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK FIVE

ONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
24:

fling
1,Inguage

(4 hr::.)

SESSION 29:

Visual Aids Queen

Rearing Preparation

(4 hrs.(

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Queen Rearing

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 30: (con't)

Extractors and Solar

Wax Melters

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 24: (con't)

Queen Rearing

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 26:

Swarming, Supersedure and

Absconding

(2 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 30:

Extractors and Solar Wax

Melters

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee - Management Techniques

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 2B:

Constructing a Swarm

Beard and Swarms

(2 hi.)

WEEK SIX

ONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
SESSION 30: (con't)

Extractors and Solar

Wax Melters

( 8 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 32: _

MidrProgram Evaluation
(4 hi-S)

?B. (con't)

:Ing a Swarm

I Swarms

. ... "A AL

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee Management Techniques

(2 nrs.)

SESSION 27:

Culture Shock

(2 hr4.I

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 12: (Con't)

AeSeAgment and Selection

II

(2 hrs.)

SESSION B: (con't)

Method Demonstrations II

(4 hrs.)

I 1 ri334



TWELVE-WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK SEVEN

ON DAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SE: 14: co")
lic, n,n,nment Techntques

(4 11F.)

Language

14 hrs.)

.-1

N
H

>

F.

H

N
H

>

F.

H

N
H

>

4: (con't1

anent Technlquos

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 34:

Preparation for Site

Visit - Inforniation

Gathering

(4 hrs.)

9
F.

H
E.

H

N

F.

H

9

I

WEEK EIGHT

MDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
5:

t - Follow-up

usions

Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee Management Techrogues

(4 (uS;)

Language

(4 ht§:)

Language

(4 htna

SESSION -.33:

Melliferous Plants

(2 hts.)

SE',. ON 30: (con't)

Ex fors and Solar

Wax Multers

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 30: (con't)

EkttAttOrn and Solar Wax

Melters

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't1

Bee_Management Techniques

(4 hr).)

34 qc
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TWELVE-WEEK SCHEDULE WEEK NINE

ONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
-

SATURDAY
SESSION 38:

Anaphylactic Shock.

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

langudtp.

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 40:

Beeswax Field Trip

(4 hrs.)

I Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 12: (con't)

Assessment and

Selection III

(2 hrs.)

14. (con't)

:gement

les

I

Language

(2 hrs. )

SESSION 36:

Honey

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 46:

Bee Diseases and Pests

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 41:

Bees and Trees

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)
i

Bee Management

Techniques

(4 hrs.)

WEEK TEN

IONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
SESSION 37:

Other Hive Products

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 47:

Insecticides and Bees

(2 hrs.)

Language

(2 hrs.)

i

Language

(4 hrs.)

t

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 30: (con't)

Bee Fair Preparation

(4 hrs.)

43:

Honey and Beeswax

I

SESSION 42:
Project Planning and

Development

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee Management

Techniques

(4 hrs.)

'

Language

(2 his.)

SESSION 39: _

Introduction to the Ben

Fair

(2 hrs.)
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TWELVE -WEER SCHEDULE WEEK ELEVEN

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
;

URDSATAY
Age

,,,)

anquqeIan-
(2 hr.)

SESSION 48:.

Cooking with Honey

(5 hrs. including lunch)

Wnquale

(4 hrs.)
Language

(4 hrs.)

Language

(4 hrs.)
4SSION 49:

lattodUding Innovation-

-ppectations Beyond

Training

2 hrs.)

'SESSION 50:

Future Training Needs

(2 hrs.)

ON 14: ( con't)

anagemea Techniques
s.)

SESSION 14: (con't)

Bee Management Techniques

(3 rs.)

language

(2 hrs.)

SESSION 14: con t)_

Bee Management Techniques
_ _

h(2 hrs.)

SESSION 39. (can't)
'

Bee Fair Preparation

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 44:

IntrodUatibil to F.-Dial'

Assessment
(I hr.)

.

SESSION 45:

Cost Analysis and Project

Evaluation

(3 hrs.P. .

--

WEER TWELVE

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FROMY S
In

;.)

Language

(4 hrs.)
SESSION: 39 (can't)

The Bee Fair

(4-6 hrs.)

'

Language

FS[ Examination

(8 hrs.)

SESSION 51:

Site ReStitUtion

SESSION 12: (can't)

Fine Assessment and
Se)ction
(Concurrently with

Session 51)

SESSION 52:

Final Program

Evaluation
(4 hrs.)

N 19: icon'[)

i? Preparation

.)

SESSION 39: (con't)

Bee Fair Preparation

(4 hrs.)

SESSION 19: (con't)

Bee rair Evaluation

(2 hrs.)



IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR BEGINNING BEEKEEPERS

The in- service needs of a Volunteer are markedly different
from those of :a pre - service Trainee. The Volunteer is
responding to a more immediately felt need; hence; there is
often more of_,_an _eagerness to'learn. Volunteers have also
learned from field experience what and how much they need to
know. Because of _their field, experience;. they -are better
able to filter information to suit their own heeds;-- The
design of this training'is based on these faCtors.

This in-service_training (1ST) is intended to provide an
orientation to the basics of beekeeping. The emphasis is on
presenting as many_different beekeeping techniques as can be
effectively- assimilated in_a one -week period. The aim of the
program is- to give as muchnhands-on-"44---Prattita-iOpetience
as possibleL.______ThAimport ant foreigribliii14 beekeepers so
that they can gain confidence in themselves and bedOMe
comfortable working with bees. As much as possible, the
apiary should be the classroom.

The following schedule represents a proposed design for thiS,
in-service training. Each of the sessions indicated is based
directly upon the design and obfectives of one or more of the
sessions in the six-week jprogram. Essential and necessary
modifications of the procedural designs indicated in the
six-week program are described where appropriate for certain
sessions.
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IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR BEGINNING BEEKEEPERS

NIDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

rig

n Hive

urce

0 min.)

xpectations

min 1

Protective Clothing

(30 min.)

Bee Colony Cycle

(1 hr.)

Bee Management

Techniques

(2 hrs. 30 min.)

Types of Bees, The Bee

Space and Types Of Hives

(2 hrs.)

Bee ManagemCht Techniques

(2 hrs.)

,......,.,

Swarming; Supersedure

and AIsconding

(2 hrs.)

Constructing a Swarm

Board and Swarms

(2 hrs.)

Bee Bis,:ases and Pests

and InsettiCideS

(2 hrs.)

Bee- Management Techniques

(2 hiSJ

Project Planning

(2 hiSJ

ptegram Evaluation

(2 hrs.)

Merit

Observation

Functional Biology of

the Honey Bee

(2 hrs.)

Bee Management

Techniques

(2 hrs.)

Bee Management

Techniques

(4 hrs.)

Melliferous Plants

(2 hrs.) .

Bee Management Techniques

(2 hrs:)

Honey and Other Hive

ProdUetS

(2 hrs.)

Bee management Techniques

(2 hrs.)

4J
1J
0

CI

113



SUGCESL RESOURCES AND MODIFICATIONS FOR IN- SERVICE TRAINING FOR BEGINNING BEEKEEPERS

SESSION RESOURCES STEPS TO
TOTAL FROM SIX-WEEK INCLUDE &/OR STEPS TO
TIME_ PROGRAM EMPHASIZE OMIT COMMENTS

ng Ob-
_

Hive _

urce

Reduce the time allotted

to Steps 1, 3 and 6 so that

the session fits the sched-
2 hours 30 min. 1 all ule.

xpecta-

1 hour; r, min;
Eliminate the use of the

2 and 3 1 "program objectives" and the

"manual introduction"; Focus

primarily on the "training

schedule". Reduce the time

allotted to Steps 2 and 3, such

that the_entike activity can be

conducted in 1 hour. 30 min.

nent

21 hours
The content will vary depending

6. 10. 14 upon the training Situation and
22, 24; 3' facilities available. Vary the
48 :time and content of the resource

sessions to meet the needs of the

training group.

30 minutes 5 1 2-5

Cycle 1 hour 7 1-3 4-7

Biology
y Bee 2 hours 11 1=.4 5

Add 15 minutes to Step 4.

344
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2 hours 16 2,4 1,3,5

:e and

res

20 1,2,4 3,5

aper-

kb-

2 hours 26 1-4

g A

and

2 hours 28 3;4;8 1,2,5

6;7,9

2 hOUrS 33 1,2 3

s and

1S6Ot-

2 hours 46 J,2,3 4

47 1,2,3,4 5

If Step 3 is relevant to the

training situation, use "Bee

Management Techniques" time to

cover tAe topic.
Use AttachMent 20A as a Handout for

Step 2.

increase the time for steps

1-3 by 5 minutes each;

Construct the swarm board be-

fore the session. Eliminate

setting up swarm boxes in Step

3 and reduce the time to 55

minutes. If anyone is inter-

ested in making a bee beard, do this

during a "Bee Management Techniques"

session.

Add 15 minutes to Step 2.

In Step 1, present the disease

differentiation chart instead

of having the Trainees develop it;

thus, use 1 hour to conduct Steps

1 and 2.

+Use Step 1 as a 5 minute intra46

duction to the topic. Reduce

the time to conduct Steps 2-4

such that they/take 40 minutes.



Inning

2 hours 36 14 7 Reduce the time allotted to Step

3 to 10 minutes.

37 1 2;3 Reduce the time allotted to Step

1 to 30 minutes and emphasize

those products common in the area.

2 hours 42 2;3;5;7 1;4;6 Reduce the time of Step 3 to 30

minutes aid have the entire group

work together to plan the feas1-

bility study;

Reduce the time allotted for

2 hours 32 2;3 1 Steps 2 and 3 by 15 minutes

each; Exercise "Option B"

for Step 3;
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FOLLOW=UP TRAINING FOR SKILL-TRAINED BEEKEEPERS

The in-service training needs of a group of experiencedbeekeepers are unique. Volunteers who have sucessfully
completed a beekeeping training will have already covered all
of the basic beekeeping skills. Once these skills arecovered, Volunteers only become beekeepers by practicingthem. Becoming a beekeeper is an on-going process.Therefore, an aim of this program is to reinforce thoseskills already learned and to instill_ confidence in theVolunteers that they are progressing in their beekeeping
knowledge and expertise;

After beekeeping experience in the field, Volunteers will be
better able to determine their advanced-skill needs and guide
the training program accordinnly. The first priority of the
program, therefore, is a stage- setting session to assess the
resources of the group, to determine their training needs and
to devtlop a Strategy for addressing them.

Queen rearing is an advanced beekeeping_ technique. it'
entails many subtleties of bee management and provides a good
exercise for honing beekeeping skills; Queen rearing is_a
basic focus of the bee management thiS
in-service training design.

as
provides the context _ft:4

addressing other topics such as disease and pest problems
specific to the situations in which the Volunteers are
working.

Another feature of_the design of this follow-up training is a
discussion of the fattOrs involved in setting up a,honey bee
stock selection and maintenance_ program. This provides a
theoretical frameWOrk for bringing together the beekeeping
observations and skill8 of the participants.

While the need for actual "hands-on!_eXperience in beekeeping
management techniques is somewhat liMited in this follow-up
training, the need for_ ,-Jr_oblem-solvihg, extension and
CoMmtin-icat-ion ---sk-i-1-1-s--_-isrecogni-ted_ as -being of importance.
The focus of the week _is the design and _development of a
WOrkshop by the Volunteers, specific to their_wrk in the
field; This focus can be_especially ehhanted if Peace Corps
VOlunteers' colleagues from the host country' can be invited
to participate in the program;

The following schedule represents a__proposed design fOr_tiiiS
in-service training. Each of the sessions indicated is based
upon the design_and objectives of one or more of the sessions
in the Sik=week program. Essential modifications Of the
procedural designs are described where appropriate fOr
certain sessions. Both_time and_cOntent_of,the_sessionS-need-

-to be adjn-sted to meet the constraints Of a one-Week
workshop.
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FOLLOW-UP TRAINING FOR SKILL-TRAINED BEEKEEPERS

DAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

e Assessment

,cLations

Extension Skins:

Recognizing Needs

(2 hrs.)

Extension Skills:

Designing a Pirsentetio,

(2 hi-B.)

Bee Disease and Pest

Problems

(2 hrs.)

Setting Up a Honey Bee

Stock Selection Program

(2 hrs.)

AL

Bee Management Techniques

and Queen Rearing

(2 hrs.)

Extension Skills:

Preparing Materials

(2 hrs.)

Extension Skills:

Presenting Materials

(4 hrs.)

Extension Skills:

Presenting Materials

(2 hrs.)

Program Evaluation

(2 hrs.)

..+
It
id Queen

Bee_ Management

Techniques and Queen

Rearing

(2 hrs.)

Extension SkiIls:_

Preparing Materials

(2 hrs.)

Extension Skills:_

Preparing Materi,is

(4 hrs.)

Preparing Proposals for

Bee Projects

(4 hrs:)

Bee Management'

Techniques and Queen

Rearing

(4 hrs.)

z. _.
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES AND MODIFICATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP TRAINING FOR SKILL-TRAINED BEEKEEPERS

TOTAL SESSION RESOURCES STEPS TO
TIME FROM SIX-WEEK INCLUDE &/OR STEPS TO

PROGRAM EMPHASIZE OMIT COMMENTS

rce
FOCUS on ice-breaking and resource

2 hours 1 1;4;5;6;7 2;3;8 assessment activities.

oeCta-
2 hours 4 2;3

Do not use the "program objectives"

or the "manual introduction".

Focus on discussing and negotiatir

the prOgram_schedule to best address

the needs of the Wilunteers.

ant
tnd
ig 12 hours

14, 21; 22

24, 26; 28

33, 43, 48

The nature of these sessions will

be determined during the "Group

Resource Assessment" and "Defining

Expectations" periods. Topics and

techniques should meet the needs

of the participants and the situ-

ation;

ills 18 hours 8, 9, 19, 29 This is also dependent upon the

needs of:the participants and the

situation; The participants should

determine their extension needs;

design a presentation; prepare

materials and present them The a--
materials generated may take many $4.

forms but they should all be X

directly applicable, to the partici- '

pants field situation;
,

1

Ind

2 hourt 46 1,2,3
Emphasize those problem which are U3

specific to the situation:
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A

3t-Ock

PrOgrab 2 hours 21, 24

The content of this session will

vary greatly depending on the

situation; An indepth discussion

of this is only necessary where queen

Rearing is common among beekeepers;

?roposals Have the group work only on planning
5j-ettS 4 hours 42 2i3i5i7 1,4,6 the_feasibility_study in Step 3 and

reduce the time by 15 minutes.
3,4, 1,2

[luaticn 2 hours 32 2,3 (Option B) 1 Reduce the time for Steps 2 and 3

by 15 minutes.

are suggested resources: SupC,ement theSe With Material which is specific to the training
ition.



Appendix C

FOLLOW=UP QUESTIONNAIRE

After six months of field -pk.rince, program participants
will be able to provide va.Uable feedback negarding the
effectiveness of the training program in meeting their needs
as Volunteers. The questicnnaire is provided as a to
conduct a six-month follow-up evaluation of the program.

Send a copy of the questionnaire to each of the program
participants six months after they Swear in as Peace Corps
Volunteers. Share the results of the questionnaire with both
the in-country program manager and With the_ Peace Corps
Office of Program Development in Washington, D.C.

The reaults of the questionnaire should serve as the basis
for modifying and improving future beekeeping pre=Service
and/or in-service training programs.
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NAME: DATE

LOCATION OF TRAINING:

DATES OF TRAINING:

TYPE OF TRAINING (PRE-SERVICE OR IN-SERVICE TRAINING):

CURRENT COUNTRY ASSIGNMENT:

CURRENT ASSOCIATED AGENCY:

This questionnaire will provide us with informatiOn which_will_be
useful to increase the effectiveness of_future beekeeping training
programs; We would appreciate your thoughtful tonsidetation in
making specific comments on your feelings about your training.
Use additional paper if necessary. Thank you.

1. Development of Technical Competence:

Not Successful MDdalatelyUQ=&%Lal
52 3

Comments:

2. Development of Cross-Cultural Awareness and Sensitivity:

Not Successful' Moderately aucLaaatal Very Successful
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:



Appendix G -- Questionnaire -- Page 2

3. Development of Extension and Technology Transfer Skills:

Not Successful Moderately-Successful MkxxEuaaaaELal
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

4. Pieparation for Your FUture as a Peace Corps Volunteer:

firodlatIs succqasful Very successful
1 2 4 5

Comments:

5. List and explain those aspects (such as contenti an insighti
an interactioni a process or something shared) of_ the
beekeeping program which yod consider to have been valuable.
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Appendix G Questionnaire -- Page 3

6. Now that you are a Peace CorpS Volunteer, what do you wish
had been included or emphasized more during the beekeeping
training?

7. What do you wish had been
training?

emphasized less during the

8. What skills or topics would be most important to emphasize in
an In-Service Training pxogram? Could these have been
addresseJ effectiv4;ly during your beekeeping training?

9. How long was your beexeeping training? Was
this time too long or too short to adequately prey re you for
your Peace Corps _work_ ?_
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10. Do you feel that Trainees facilitating sessions was a good
idea? Why? or why not?

11. Which three sessions do you feel best prepared, you for your
Peace Corps Volunteer life/work? Please add comments.

12. Which three sessions do you remember Which you found boring,
worthless or not worth the effort? P1ease add comments.

13. Have you yet or do you plan to build any of the equipment
built during training (e.g., solar wax melter, dip board,
honey extractor, KTBH)?

t.1
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Appendix G Questionnaire -- Page 5

14. Have you been involved with either successful or unsuccessful
queen rearing?

15. Have-you been able to correctly identify the bee diseases and
pests which you have encountered in your work?

16. Have you been presenting beekeeping talks to groups?
Have you used visual aids? _ If so,
how have the groupa reacted to you, your presentation and
visual aids?

17. To date, what kind of beekeeping work have you been involved
with and how did you make or establish contact with the local
beekeepers?

18. Are women interebLed, investigating or participating in any
of your beekeeping accivitiea?
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19. How do you think you could involve more women with
beekeeping?

20. Do you use an observation hive in your beekeeping development
or extension work?
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Appendix

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Ky

000 Indicates publications which should be ordered in
sufficient quantities for distribution to all Trainees.

00 Indicates publications_ which should be on hand as
reference materials and/or for photocopying of selected
parts for distribution to Trainees.

0 Indicates publications- which are recommended as _reference
materials but not vital to conducting the program.

[IBRA] Indicates publications available from

International Bee Research Association
Hill House
Gerrards Cross
Bucks, SL9 ONR
England

[ICE] Indicates publications available from:

Peace Corps
Information and Collection Exchange
806 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20526

[SOD] Indicates publications available from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S _. Government Printing Office
WaShington, D. C. 20402

Indicates that the publication is available from the
address given.
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00 The ABC And XYZ Df Bee -faitule, A. I. Root, ed., Medina, A.I.

Root Co., 1980. [A. I. Root Co., Medina, OH 44256]

000 XlamaL con I .7-asApiCutura: kiA2tIQA. LOW i

CBeekePPing: A ErectiodI Rasi .t Work with &CAA)/
Projecto Desarrollo Apicolar Nebeir-Guatemala. (For those

Trainees who will be working in Spanish-speaking countries.)
[Centro de Recursos :,era el Desarrollo, A.P. 52,

Chimaltenango, Guatemala]

00 tapiculture Tropical (Tropical Apiculture), (2nd ed.),_Perex
D. Espina, and G. S. Ordetx, Cartago, Editorial. Tecnologica

de Costa Rica, 1981. (For Inter-America Region training.)

O Apiculture And IlDnky P- r-eduction in the Developing Countries

Di th Tropics And Subtrepics, URA, 1981. [IBRA]

00 Applied_CiommuniDAIIDU in Developing CountrItA, Andres

Fugeisangi Uppsala, _Dag_ Hammerskjold Foundatien0 1977.

O Appropriate Tech/1014041y LDI African r - -Marilyn Carr,

Washington, D. C., ECA/United Nations/AID, 1978.

O Bait Hives foL *coney Bees, Information Bulletine #187, R.

Morse, Ithaca, Cornell. University, 1982. [Cornell University,

Distribution Center 7, Research Park, Ithaca, NY 14850]

O alletdie Construction, Publication 1584, J. Corner; Ottawa,
Canada Department of Agriculture, 1976. [IBRA]

000 The Beekeeper's. Handbpol, D. Sammataro and A. Avitabile,

Charlevoix, Peacta Mountain Pre88_, 1978. [Doug Truax, R.R. 2,

P.O. sox 195, CharIevoix,MI 49720]

000 BeeKeeping Handbook, B. Clauss, 2nd ed., Gabcrone, Botswana,
Agricultural Information Service, 1982. (For Africa Region

Trainees;) [Ministry of Agriculture, Beekeeping Officer,
Private Bag 003, Gaborone, Botswana]

O Beekeeping In the MiOwast, E. R. Jaycox, Champaign-Urbana,
University of Illinois Press, 1976. [Cffice of Agricultural
Publications, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urb,ina, IL 61801]

7-1 7
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00 UEaggsaus in Unexploited Beekeeplha
Potential in rate_ ItOgitlano Commonwealth Secretariat and
International Bee Reteaich Assoc.., 1979. '[IBRA]

00 aft-keeping ih the united States;_ Agriculture Handbook, #335#
WaShingtah0 D.C.,, U.S. Governmert Printing Office, 1980.
[SOD]

000 Beekeeping ZAMbin, R.E.M. Silberrad, BUcharest, Apimondia,
1976. (For those Trainees who will be working with African
bees.; [IBRA]

Beekeeping Becoid.s, Agriqultute BUlletiii A2655, R.A. Luering
and W.H.__Gojmi!rac, Madison, Department of Agriculture;
[Agriculture Bulletin Building, 1535 Observatory Drive,
Madison; WI 53706]

00 Bee Sting Allergy", reprint M88, aft World, IBRA, 1976.
[IBRA]

00 Beyond _Eagktistbiki I Excaiign11A1 Approach _ts Cross -
Cultu r-al Ektitguilikkhr DOnald Batchelder and: Elizabeth G.
Warner, eds., Brattleboro", The Experiment Press, 1977.

00 A_FIQ321i Di honey, E. Crane, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1980. [IBRA]

00 fwiA Your Own honey Extractor Plans P-1, Charlotte, Garden
Way Publishing, 1982. [Garden Way Publishing, Charlotte, VT
05445]

1/4:0 Ch,h. nutritiov Desaloying Countries, Detrick Jelliffe,
Wasningtoni,D.C., USAID, 1968.

0 ClommunlAtion AndEducation, for Rural Demelsbetaadat (Module
Text/Casebook), David Kline and Robert P. Wotrall0 Honolulu,
East-West Center, 19'7.

000 Communicating Picturtsi, National DeVelOptent Seivice and
ONICEFi Tribhuvan University, Nepal. [UNICEF Information
Division (PSC), 866 United NatiOnS Plaza, New York, NY
10017]
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000 Community, Culture : A Quitel=r-Atila fQx
Health Workers, Ann Templeton Brownlee, St. Louis, The C.V.
Mosby Company, 3978. [C.V. Mosby COmpany, 11330 Westline
Industrial Drive, St. Louis, MO 63141]

00 Contemporary Oueen Fearing, H. H. Laid law, Hamilton, Dadant &
Sons, 1979. [ Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, IL 62341]

0 Cooperation in Change: An Anthropological AMEDAgh t2
Community Development, Ward Hunt Goodenough, NY, Russcal Sdge
Foundation, 1963.

O CommunicatigM: 212 fLotributlan ID_ Bkalth in
the Americas, Bulletin #13, Dr. Hector R. Acuna, Washington,
D.C., Pan American Health Organization, 1979.

00 Cusg-Cultural Training for RAIALI,A a=seak_V&aunteers, Peace
Corps, Washington, D.C., Peace Corps, 1381. (Peace Corps,
Office of Program Developme t]

O Cultutal Patterna And Chang-e: A BankAli Margaret
Mead; c.J; UNESCO, 953.

1

00 The DAncinglaliak; Karl v n French, New York; Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1953.

O Dark , Camara Laye, New York; Noonday Pres3, 1954; (For

AfricJ Region Training.)

O °Definitions of Women and. Development: An African
Perspective ": and National Development: 4/ The
Complgsitigs cf cnangg, Wellesley Editorial Committee; Achola
O. Pala, ed., Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1977.
(For Africa Region Training)

O Development. Le. Bybrad linnqy BatA. USDA Production Research
Report #168; Washington' D.C., U.S. Government Prittiag
Office; 1976 [SOD]

00 Diet LI= A mmil Frances Moore Lappe, New York,
BaiIantine Books, 1973.
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O Diffusion of Innovations, Everett ,Dgers, New York, The Free
Press, 1962;

00 Doing' Things., Andreas Fugelsang, Uppsala, The Dag
Hammarskjold Foundation, 1977.

O Encouraging gOMMI1aity DkRalDDIGent: A Tlaiming Guide lar.
Local Workers, William N. Biddle, New York, Holt Rinehart '&
winston, 1968.

O Environmental Health Field mAinal fD.L. sanitarians, Harry
Adrounie, Bruce R. Cheliokowsky and David L. Hagen, Honolulu,
University of Hawaii, 19-80.

00 Environmentally Bound Small Bcaje Agricultural Elate late, The
MohQnk Trust, Mt. Rainier; Volunteers in Technical
Assistance, 1979. [VITA, 3706 Rhode Island Avenue, Mt.
Rainier, MD 20822].

00 Eliog,tig 2Iants for. House and Garden, Julia F. Morton, New
York, Golden Press, 1977.

00 Th-0 Ektding Web: Issues in ilutritional Bcolog:
ed., Palo Alto, Bull Publishing Co., 1978.

moan GussoW, .

00 Firlii9kietat Bilmio And Tree Species for BnexS2
2140=110n, _National Research Council, Washington, D.C.,
National Academy of Sciences, 1980.

00 Forestry Training mil, America Regi9n, Washington, -

D.C., Peace Corps. [ICE]

00 From the Field, Earle Vana,
1980.

ed., New York, World Education,

O Gardening for Better Nutrition, Arnold Pacer, ed., London,
Intermediate Technology, 1980.
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0 Gettln4 Agriculture fig, -Food and Agricultural

Organitation, New York, UNIPUB, 1978.

O Growth f-t9ril Below: pople=OrIented Development StmattlilYr

James__P.___Grant, Washington, D.C., Overseas Development

CoUnCil0 197'1.

O BandhOOk Oi International ComtUnICationi Molefi Kete Asante,
Eileen Newmark and Cecil A. Blake, eds., Beverly Hills, SAGE

Publications, 1979.

00 A Handbook for Btructured Z-xpgitence fss auman RelatIon$
TraInIn4c1, Volumes 1-8, J. W. Pfeiffer and J. E. Jones, eds.,

LaJolla, University Associate-8 Press, 1970.

O "HauSa Women and Islam", Canadian journal of AfrigAn Studies,

Volume 6, No. 2, Jerome H. Barkow, 1972. (For Africa Region

Training.)

Beaitn hy the People, Kenneth W. Newell, Geneva, WHO, 1981.

00 Beal' , Resource Material for peace Corps Volianters, Peace

Corp: Washington, D.C., Peace Corps. [ICE]

000 Helping Health A4z-tkileta LeasJa,_ David Werner and Bill Bower,

Palo_Altoi HeSpetian Foundation, 1977.__ [The Hegperian

Foundation, P.O. BOX 11692, Palo Alto, CA 94302]

O Helping kehpilk
fOr Trainers _Managers

Guide), Francine J. Nickerson and John Middleton, East-West

Center, Horf-.1!ilt,, 1975;

00 _The Bive Antl the Honey lagg, Dadan, & Sons; eds., Hamilton,

Dadant & Sons, 1975. [Dadant & Son:" Hamiltpn, IL 62341]

00 lipmay aga arsupA Diseasea, Henrik Hansen, Ithaca, Wicwas

PresS, 1981. [Wicwas PreSS, 425 Hanshaw Road, Ithaca NY

14850]

*a
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pfd_ 5row biDxse Vegetables Than Xpla Ly= Thought sul LessLand Than XDU CAD ffiagine, John Jeavons, Berkeley, Ten SpeedPress, 1982.

"Hypersensitivity to Bee Venom ", reprint M109; gee World,IBRA, 1982. [IBRA]

idklitifitatiga and control tif Honey Egg Diseases, USDAFarm(.:7s Bulletin #2204; WaShinqton; D.C.; U.S. GOVe:thitientPrihtiF Office. [SOD]

00 insect Pollinati= Qt CuItivated Crop Plants, AgritUltureHandbook #496; Washintltbh. D.C., U.S. Government PrintingOffice; [SOD]

O
YDILtn Int12 Deviopment: World Bank, Washington,D.C., World Bank, 1975.

O Introducing ChAngD; A manuaL for CDMEME11tYDevelopMent; C._ M. Arensberg and A. H. Nieholf; New York;Aldine Press; 1971.

jobs ilxr Wpri=n in Rural Industry Arld Ste, Ruth B. Dixon,Washington; D.C., Agency for International Development/Offite of Women. in Development; 1979.

Lea - Centered Training L Learner-Centered Programs,Training Note Series No. 1; Suzanne Kindervatter; Amherct;
University of Massachusett8; Center for InternationalEdUtation, 1977.

O beaming and ZALWAllutth SQL Rural Familie8 iflDeveloping Countris; Higg and Philip Mbithi; eds.,Rothe; FAO; 1977;

00 ,jet's guild ABee Hive, Wilbert R. Miller, Phoenix; AUth6E01976. [Wilbert R. Miller, 2028 W. Sherman St.; Phoenix, A?,85009]

i0 The Lonely African Cblih TUrnbalI; New York; Anchor Books1963; (For Airice. ikeibh Training.)
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Low -Copt Rural Bkaith Care iznA 11=.1t Manpower An
annotated Bibil46a1Aphy with BrogGial 1;2114A 03 Developing
Countries, France8_ Delaney; ed. ':tawa, International
Development Research centor 1979.

Tha Modern Exact-ie Qti. Adult. Education -- Amdragon
kedagogy, Malcolm S. Knowles, New York, Association Press,
1970.

NonforMal Ed=atiDia Ant Social Chanqa in Latin Ar2r:,g:-t,

Thomas J. LaBelle, LoS Angeles, UCLA Lat±n kmerican Cr1-1'.;er

Publications, 1976.

00 hon=MerhAl COmmUtiCation, A. Mehrabian, Chicagci Aldine-=

Atherton, 1972.

0 Nose= Die, USDA Technical Bulletin #1569, T.Ahington,
D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office; [SOD]

3 The kintx11.4.an FaC14-^
Institute, 1973.

Alan Berg, Washingto D.C., Brc3kings

00 twtelI1,0A f ig Countries, Maurice King, F. Kingi_D.

Morley,_ H. J. L. Surges- and A. 134rgeSS, LChdOn, Oxford

dnlversity Press, 197i.

0 "The Past and Possible Future Spread of_Africanized_Honeyboes
in the Americas", Reprint M89, Bee sisuaq, 1977. [IBRA]

00 keslz24Y Di this' Oppressed, Paulo Freire, NeV York, Continuum
Press, 1970.

00 The Persc,a1 T.JLLming BanuAl, Peace Corps, Washington
D.C. Peace Corps, 1932. [ICE]

00 perspectives Am IiHht 26ult Learning,
New York, World Eaucaton, 1977.

yra Srinivasan,

00 Pesticides bb 13y Bees, USDA Leaflet #563, Washington,
D.C., U.S. Government P.inting Office, 1981. [SOD]
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O 21:aiming ficupational- clucation 21Aining for DillfeloPwr%I.
Eugene Staley, Palo Alto, Stanford International Devr.,lopILPnt
Education Center, 1967.

O Eolicy And Program Recommendations ism Eatrahcing Women's
Employment in Developing Lountries, WaShington, D.C. AID,
International Center for :efearch on Women, 1980.

O "Pollen and Its Harvesting", Reprint M86, aka World, IBIZA,1976. [IBRA]

"Preliminary World Maps of Honeybee Diseases and Parasite :7"
Reprint M108, likik World, IBRR, 1982. [IBRA]

DO Preparation gf EgeablY far. Market, G. F. Townsend, Ontario,
Ministry of Agriculture & Food, 1976. [IBRA]

JU

.779tinotins I3n:Q5E31.61i= Ebange in Dmuni7itipnra AwlCommunities. A £I n$ Manual, J. Rothman, J. Erlich, and
Joseph Teresa, New York, Wiley and Sons, 1976.

Egading Book: Lbibi6itAtiik=a- in aVialan Relations Trainin-g,
Washington, D. C. National Training Laboratory Institute for
Applied Behavir-.1 science, 1969.

Reforebtation in Aisi 'Janda, Fred Weber, Washin t D.C.,Peace Corps; 1977. [ICE]

Research on innovatiae Nslaf,r-rmal- Education I= Rural limehr
Catherine Crone, New York, World Education, Inc., 1977.

The Role DI _the YDIPIteer lkilvelepment: A gaining Manual,
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C., peace Corp:.. riCE]

LangUASgi '.award T. Hall, w:stpotti Greenwood
Press, 1980.

Beelceeping With Bark ElYgo, Lusaka, Zamoia Forest
Dept., 1975.
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00 Bmali i2 Fle-Av6k=ifu.3-: Economic E '. i people Mattered, . F.

Schumacher, New York, Harper & Row, 1973.

000 ZnaaTI BithIttping, Curt.is Gentry, Washington, D.0
Peace Corps, 1983. [ICE]

amAii Meseta/21e Ge-rdens, Peace Corps, Washington, D ., Peace
Corps. [ICE]

00 Th
"

Punrj-Jal ation DI honeybees,ar_ali

Zdwara Arnold, 1977.
Fr-.e, London,

00 BDAxD:E Matg-rials fox Ajalrulture, k,=.11, IBRA, London, IBRA,
1981. [IBRA]

000 21u1iYal Eit fOr. Ovexseas Living, L; Robert Kohls, Chicago,
Intercultural Press, Inc., 1979. [Intercultural PreSS, 70

west Hubbard St., Chicago, IL 60610]

00 21s.DhngAl Cooperatian Activities: Beekeeping, W. Drescher
and E. Crane, Eschborn, German Agency_- for Technical
Cooperation (GM), 1982, [GTZ, Postfach 5181, 6233,ESchbcrn
1, German Feder'l

0 Tepo:Islarl: village in Mexico, Oscar Lewis, NeW York,

Rirellart & Winston, 1960. (For Inter-7:merica Region

Traini.ng.)

0 Things Fall Apart, Chinua Acheber London; Heinemann 1965.

(For Africa Region Trainiiij.)

0D Third wozi : homen apila DLit, Perdita Huston, New York,

Praeger Publishers, 1979.

00 r-hird 1p;-,217d WOhiab: understandingIngiL hole in DevelOpmtbk:
A Training Etkicililgg Peace __Corps, Washington; D. C.,

Peace cokgt, 1981. [Peace Corps* Office of Program

DeveIopmen7:]

-) Ai L-.:41%02.1! cglOte ID Andragogy: i=q Concept* alkpd.i=itnte Ana

bADARIIDA114,14, J. Ingells, Washington, D C, Government
printing office, 197x,..
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00 I-linticultural Study Guilde. (secondedition), Ken Darrow and
brad Palmquist, eds. Stanford; Volunteers in ALia Press,
1977;

0 Trapping Pollen fr441 j9 e' Bee :01--Onfte-s., USDA ProduCtion
Research Repert #163, Washington; D.C.; U.S. Government
Pr'nting Office. (SOD]

00 TrQpical ReBlecItIgeL Lei the EUILILei National
Research Council, Washington, D.C., National Academy of
Sciences, 1978,

00 The vil_laije_ Health Worker _Lackey orLilo - ator?", (a
paper), -David Werner, Palo Pito, The Hesperian Foundation,
1977. _IThr.: Hesperian Foundation, P.O. Box 1692, Palo Alto,
CA '94302]

00 Visual Aid6; A %Ude for the Peace Cgs.aaVolunteer-, Peace
Corps Washington; D.C., Peace Corps Medical Programs
Divizioni 1977

000 PLC There ED pastor: David Werner, Palo Alto, The
Hesperian Foundation, 1977. (ICS]

00 W:a:Jell III AfriCa0 Stlica in ;J-o2:iai and! rciWURiala Change, nancy
J. Hafkin and 7doa G. Ea Y4 eds., Stanfor::1, Stanford
University Press, 1)76. (For Africa Region Tr;'ining.)

"omen and Ptoductic_n", Issue No, 22, East Lansing, The NFE
Exchangej 198:' (NFE Information Center, Michigan State
Univ,rsity, Ee .%nsingo mul

woman's Bole ifl EgliDniohad DgmA4aDop-enti Ester Boserupi New
York; St. Martin's Press, 1970.

00 won-LQL in RIIal Del-tf4cod-il A Eutvey Role:: It ituign
it Ghana, Leelothek Eenya, ii , BoljaAi kAIA910
Donald _R._ MiCkekwait.; Mary inn Riegelman and Charles F.
Sc_:Ct, BoUlder; Pre:-,s-, 1976.

00 liotceu__anLd Fiqthd Development, Volume 1, Irene Tinker z.-Ind

Michelle BvarriLen,_eds., Volume 11 An Annotated Eibliograprl]i;
mayta _Buinio# ed., Washington, DC;i Overseas Development
Ccncil, 1976.
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RESOURCES

Beekeeping_ materials, iClUding_ supplies, catalogs, posters and
lists of publications are available from IBRA, radant Sons
(Hamilton, IL 62341), and A. I. Reitit Company (Medina, OH 44256).

3 74
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BEEKEEPING: A PRESENTATION PACKAGE

The focus of the beekeeping training program is on equipping
future Peace Corps Volunteers with the skills necessary to
liv!_in another culture and to promote_appropriatebeekeeping

pdevelopment. This is a creative process that requires
individuals to take an active role in identifying their on
needs and finding propriate 7;nd sustainable ways to Meet
them.

The training creates & model of the process of development by
encouraging Trainees to become actively involved in the
eiesign and implementation of their_program. "rainees are
Lirged to cooperate with others and _identify and use the
talents and resources available within the group. They
practice skills that help tb_ motiw.te _other..s. toward
1;c1f7reliance, The _emphasis placed on developing and
reinforcing these skills reflects Peace Corps' belief that
beekeeping expertise is valuable only when it is balanced
with other qualities.

The _approach_ to _training is based principles of
non-formal education and is clesigne Ikike a balnce
betWeen structured learning and i- .ndent discowely;
Trainees develop _a _working knowledge of ,_eeKeeping, as well
68 Skills for applying that knowledge in a meaningful way.

The piogran theme8 include:

Beekeeping

Cross-Cultural Adaptation

B.sic Communication Processes

Volunteer Personal Support

Fiealth and Nutrition,

a The Role of the VoLinteer in Developme _

BEEKE'.7..PIN G TRAINING

This beekeeping training program is_dpsigried to give TraineeS'
an appreciation of the hiological, cultural and economic
factors affecting.. honey bee management. Emphases are on
sub-tropical and tropical heekeeping and on :,_appropriate

1.-f,r17!nntlnismc Thc, fn tmke,

into effective beekeeping deelopment Volunteers.
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The objectives of training in nE,ckceping .are based on
the Trainees having their: own :o3:mies of 1).2t7 to take care
of during the training per i,Nd A 4e 1I as

participating in (or seeing demonstrations of):

living with a family in the community

extracting and processing honey for market

rocesFing of beeswax for market and preparing
beeswax products

preparing and presenting method demonstrations

rearing queens

dividing colonies

feeding bees (inf.Auding applying drugs)

;-1,ing a swarm

transferring a rustic colony into a moveable-
comb hive

storing drawn cmbS

building and working with a RE.nya Top Bar Bicei
an intermediate technology hive

identifying bee diseases and pests and their
control

visiting a rural community and conducting
needs assessment

manipulating colonies for seasonal management.

constructing appropriate beekeeping equipment in
Small groups

evaluating the training program

assessing their own prtress in training

plinning, organizing and conducting a Bee Fair
for the community
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acquiring an understanding of:

t:le bee space and how it allows for the
construction of moveable-comb hives

the three periods of the yearly colony cycle
(relating this to the seasonal weather
variation) and the appropriate management
objective for each

the desirable traits in bees vis-a-vis
beekeeping

the appropriateness and money earning potential
of beekeeping for many rural families

the cultut:al and economic factors which limit
beekeeping development

the inputs necessary to mount a beekeeping
venture

the guidelines f'r project planning and
evaluation

the c'aaracteris7ics6of a good bee 7)Iant and why
a knowledge of the Ioca3 bee flora is
advantlgeous to rhe beekeeping

the prevailing health, nutrition and sanitation
conditions

the importance of stavi:,- healthy and meeting
nutritional and perfore..: needs in the new

'culture

the cultural, social and eocnonic milieu of the
small -scale farmer/beekeepLig with whom they
will be oric:19

the Mole cf women in the devcl4',ment process

4 the effective use of e.-cension slcills and
techniques to teech about ':.eekeeping.

j
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I
THE ROLE OF THE BEEKEEPER VOLUNTEER

Beekeeping Peace Corps Volunteers can be very Efective ac
extension agents. . In many countries, there 7.5 ;3n almost
total lack of specific extensiol effort in roping which
is aimed towards small-scale famers. 'Phis ..: a gap tnat
Peace Corps has responded to well. Peace Lorps beekeeping
programs have been very successful on a number of occasions
and they have prcvidr' many; individuals with meaningful
Volunteer experiences.

The duties of beeke vary somewhat depending on, if the
Volunteer is setting a new program or working in an
already uristiLg beekeeping venture. Depending cn the
situation, the lob could include the repon.sibilities to:

Cl Estlish an apf.avy (or use the existing apiary) to
determine:

c the nature of the beekeeping cycle so that
appropriate management strategies _ can be
applied

ac the production potential of hive proeucts

the economic p:actIcaIities of beekeeping in the
area.

() Determine and intrcouce, a lev ?l of beekeeping
technology can be sust,1.---.: pith locally
available resources.

() Work with agency pf:rsonnel and Ioc.;-.L farmers t-z)

improve their beekeeping and coney ',arvecting
pzactices.

() Assist other Volunteers involveo in .ekeeping as a
secondary activit-.
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A task analysis of the duties of a Volunteer beekeeper wo,JiLl
include:

Making hives (or finding carpenter6 t
hives).

Procuring a smoker, veils, r71Lves and protective
clothing; All oi these Lhings can be made
locally; though for a begnaing project it may
be best if Volunteers take these with them.
This would :eve a lot of time and frustration in
thc. early stages; Also, the equipment could
serve as prototypes for local workers

Getting bees from an established apiary, rustic
hives or wild colonies from the bush;

CheckIny the size of the brood nest and the
incoming resources to the h....re to monitor colony
development to seasonal variations.

Determining the potential production of a colony
in the-area so that a realistic cost/benefit
ratio can be determined fc.r lower level
technology heekeeping ventures in the area.

Assessing the local availability of lumber,
ability -of carpenters -and availability of other
materials o build intermediate-technology
hivet.

Assessing thc economic resources and technical
level of local farmers to determine_ an
appropriate level of beeke-l?ing technology for
the area.

Conducting_ extension visits/workshcps with local
farmers and fellow, agency workers.

Visiting cthPr Volunteer beekeepin.d projects.
-

Cc-iatlucting in-service workshops for other
Volunteers.;

Conducting pre-service alning component in
beekeping for Trainees;
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Many planners of beekeeping ventures put an emphasis on the
study of the bee flora that exists in the project_area; This
is a waste of resources in a beginning_project and is often
an 'unrealistic expectation fbt a Volunteer. It is far more
practical to accept that a bee resource_ exists if the bees
are making honey._ The identification --loof-bee flora is an
integral part of the beekeepers' knowledge that is acquired
with experience. A special study is not needed. It will be
learned when there are beekeepers to observe' it.

The most practical and effeCtive goal for _Peace 'Corps
involvement in beekeeping is to introduce improved methods;
A selection and breeding program to improve bee stock is

somewhat beyohd the scope Of Corps'particiption in bee
development programs. A weilveloped _beekeeping industry
predicates_theSeadtiVitieS. be successful; they need
support and commitment beyond that which most Peace Corpq
Programs can provide.

For most Volunteer beekeepit ,.)-(tension positions; the level
of expertise is Sufficient_ t;-; _prepare them for their jobs.
Howeverk_ there_ are possi_bities some countries for
programming beekeepers at hi-tlh ministry levels where only a
person with previous beekeeping experience could successfully
.operate_ if both the Volunt:_:er and Peace Corps are to have
credibility with the host institutions;

Un2 ke sane other agricultural uneiertakingsi the questioh of
P.=0:: Corps 'involvement in 'beekeeping is not one of

biogicial feasibility; Rather; it is a queston of the
infititutitonal and programming feasibility of the _country.
The question is determining how best to use Volunteer
resources' to introduce new methods:pf hOhey bee husbandry.

The potehtica for beekeeping development is great. The
,tertiai: Or Peace 'Corps involvement in beekeeping
dc,velopment is also great. The challenge for you as a:Peace
Corps decision-maker is to make thib potential a reality.

;' e-
t-1

'QU
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BEEKEEPING: A SLIDE PRESENTATION

2hiS is a brief illustration of how some of the themes of the
beekeeping training program are combined;

A_ good training program: rovides guidance and encouragement
which stimulate the Trainees to communicate their enthusiasm
and knowledge_ to _the people with whom they will be working;
To accomplish this; it is important that the. Trainees
themselves participate_ actively in all aspects of their
training. By taking charge of their own training; Trainees
will be better equipped with the skills and confidence which
they Will need as Peace Corps Volunteers. This is a tenent
of this training program and here are some of the means used
to carry it out....



Slide #1:

Slide #2:

Slide #3:

Slide #4:

Slide 45:

Slide #6:

Slide #7:

Slide #8:

Slide #9:

Slide #I0:
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The Kenya Tdp Bar_ lave (KTBH) is an
intermediate=i:ec_hnoleigy _hive consistent with Peace
Corps' philoSOPhy of Volunteer extension agents

.encouraging the use of local materials.

During the firtt week of training, each Trainee
builds their own_ KTBH,_ _thereby acquiring and/or
practicing carpentry, skills.

The KTBH requires_ only_ minimal carpentry skills and
simple torilt to build as there is less need for

precision than with "high technology" hives;

Indicative of an experiential -training program,
this "handb=bn" involvement helps_the Trainees to
begin to under-Stand that_ with time,- patience and
limited capital investments the material necessary
to start keeping beet can be effectively acquired
by anyone.

Traineet loath that strips of beeswax embedded in
top bars are sufficient....

...to guide the bees to build comb centered on the
top bar.

Al80 during the first
or

of training,_ each

Ttainoo establishes his r her own colony of bees
in the hive which they constructed. This is

accomplished by dividing larT6 colonies.

The Langstroth hive, a AIi9h-technology hive, is

also managed by Trainees-. -Experience with
different beekeeping systems will allow the
Trainees to discern systems most appropriate in

their future work situations.

Working and learning together allows Trainees to
share observationt and enthusiasms while exposing
them to a wider variety of situations and possible
management techniques.

Peer-direOted teaching offert the Trainees
opportunities to begin practicing their extension

skillt.
ri)

383



slide #11:

Slide #12:

Slide #13;
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While as much as_ possible, the apiary is the
classroom, -some method.demonstrations are held in a
more formal classroom situation.

Trainers offer guidance and encouragement but
attempt to foster -an atmospherewhere_Trainees draw
their own conclusions by observing and questioning.

Trainees _establish _a glass-sided observation hive
and can then directly observe the inner workings of
a bee colony. This also introduces the idea of
using an observation hive as a valuable teaching
aid.

Slide #14: Field trips provide the Trainees with exposure to
"hands7on" problem- solving.- A low-management
situation, for example, might demonstrate a severe
wax moth infestation, or....

Slide #15; ...comb constructed on the top of the hive. These
experiences allow Trainees to implement the changes
necessary_ to utilize the equipment more
efficiently;

Slide #16: Field trips also provide experience in transferring
bees froth fixed-comb hives to manageable hives;
Various types of fixed-comb hives, such as this
hollow-trunk hive in Mali, are common in many areas
where Volunteers will be working;

Slide #17: Another type of fixed-comb hive is this bark hive
in Zaire, ..;

Slide #18: ...this box hive. in Zaire, ...

Slide #19; ...this straw hive in Malik .

Slide #20: ...these mud and stick hives in Tunisia, ...

Slide #21: ...these trunk hives in the Dominican Republic, ...

Slide #22: ...and this box hive in-Costa Rica.

384



Slide #23:

Slide #24:

Slide #25:

Slide #26:

Slide #27:

Slide #28:
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After processing their observations on fixed-comb
hives...

..the Trainees should conclude that the_first step
in transferring a colony is to cut out the comb.

Once the comb is cut out, all good brood comb is
either tied to top bars or....

...tied into frames.

A final footnote to a field trip might occur when a
group of young onlooketS _discover the painful
necessity for protective ClOthing. Trainees might
effectively merge community relations with
problem- solving by giving away honeycotbsamplesi
emphasizing a more positive aspect of beekeeping;

Marketing hive products should be the obvious

end-result of any beekeeping _program. Trainees
observe marketiti practices in the -local community

sellingon field trips. These women are seng honeyi
the major hive product, in a local marektplace in
Mali;

Slide #29: Beeswax is another_ major hive product for use in
locali natl.-anal and international markets.

Slide #30: TraineeS learn to make furniture polish and cold
cream frot beeswax to enhance their understanding
of the potential of this hive product;

Slide #31: Pollen is_yet another potential hiVe product and
can be collected with pollen traps' on the entrances
of the hives.

Slide #32: A minor hive product for local use is bee brood
Which is a rich source of protein.

Slide #33: Other means of emphasizing appropriate technology
are to have:
Trainees design and bttild both a solar wax melter
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Slide #34: ...and an extractor for use by small-scale
beekeepers.

Slide #35: . Trainees also learn to make and use a clipboard...

Slide #36:

Slide #37:

Slide #38:

Slide #39:

Slide #40:

Slide #41:

Slide #42

Slide #43:

Slide #44:

Slide #45:

...to obtain sheets of wax which can replace often
rare and expensive wax foundation and ...

...they also hand squeeze honey from the comb.

Communication is__a vital skill for a Peace_Corps
Volunteer as_well as an important aspect in_the
honey bee colony. Trainees observe communication
by capturing- foragers leaving an observation
hive...

...feeding them sugar syrup and...

..marking them with a spot of paint; When the
bees return to their hive, Trainees can observe the
communication dances through the glass sides of the
observation hive;

Trainees develop their own communication skills by
preparing extension pamphlets appropriate for
small-scale beekeepers, such as these on simple_
queen-rearing methods;

While preparing the pamphlets, the Trainees carry
out'the methods of producing queen cells.

Practice in cIas-sroom instruction and...

;;;use_ of _visual aids further enhances Trainees
communication and extension skillb.

Bee Fairs are excellent public_ relations_ tools for
bee development projects and afford the Trainees a
final opportunity to creatively use their
skills,...

Slide #46: ...such as creating an artificial swarm and...
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Slide #47:

Slide #48:
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...leading tie swarm around with a caged queen.

Trainees? practice and develop their non-foimal
education techniques by giving method
demonstrations...

Slide #49: ...to members of the local community.

Slide #50: See beard contests_can be an entertaining means of
generating interest for the Bee Fair

Slide #51: Perhaps a member or two of the local community will
VelUhteer to enter the contest and...

She #52: ...the winning beard can be judged on its shape and
Size and the contestant's composure;
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